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A Georgetowa worker hangs "on the
edge" of Healy Building, indicating both
the enormous construction and
renovatioo campaigp initiated in tjiis
pre-Bicentennial year and the proximity
of camf^jis to the city of Washington.
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Ge^rgetovw University
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The achievements of
Georgetown sporting teams
have been paralleled by an
increase in student support
and school spirit. Here,
Courtney Lederer and
Courtney Roberts cheer on
the Hoya football team at
Homecoming.

A n edge implies continuity
not division. W h e n w e come to
an edge in our lives, w e turn
the corner to discover the
unknown experiences ahead.
1988, the hundred and ninety
ninth year of our university,
represents a period of
contemplation. The questions
remain unanswered, and the
field of study open. W e will
not limit ourselves with a a
static definition; w e recognize

Healy Tower, the visual focal
point of campus, stands
against a resplendent
September sunset.

the need for constant revision.
With the celebration of the
Bicentennial w e will look
ahead to the future and plan.
O f course, w e will examine
the past also. Even in the past
twenty years since 1968, the
university and the world has
grown and changed in
unexpected ways: today w e are
one of the most popular
colleges in the country; the
ideal sportsman-scholar
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. interaction of campus
still exists at Georgetown; our
orgaDizations. Even when w e
athletic department continues
reach the limits of our the
to reach'the brink of success.
physical frontier, w e will
Georgetown Univeij^ity
continue to expand in other
physically, socially, culturally
ways.
and religiously maintains a
The area surrounding the
commitment to constant
growth and change. university constantly revises its
identity. Georgetown provides
Construction plays a large
an outlet for our creative
role in shaping our outer
energies and a focus for our
image. T h e n e w student center,
education process. Georgetown
on the edge of the main
represents only one edge of a
campus, will provide a more
pulsating city.
cohesive activities department
Washington D.C. expands
and a larger arena for the
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Washington provides a
mulititude of social and
cultural opportunities for
students w h o remain for the
summer. Here, Fourth of July
fireworks illuminate the sky.
Georgetown football has been
improving continually; Joe
Pecoraro shows his
enthusiasm to a team mate.

The American Cafe is a
popular restaurants and night
spot; its late hours attract
students for after hour dining.
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Washington is a powerful lure to flocks
of international tourists. The city's full
beauty can be seen at the Tidal Basin
and Jefferson Memorial at sunrise.

American history is ever-present in
D.C. Here, the Washington M o n u m e n t
is visible from the columns of the
Lincoln Memorial.
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ContiiMied
befoi^T)ur eye% constantly
Catholic*alike, w e still ground
revealing new opportunitids.'
our education in ,a strong
T h e city m e e ^ cwith the liberal arts education based- on
university in Georgetown and
the Jesuit 'ideals of service,
forms a junction, and this edge
scholarship and-loyalty. O u r
•encourages interaction between faith strengthens us to face the
the' two. W e interact with tts
unknown exp'eriences ahead.
people and enhance our
' Finally, while being "on the
educational experience while
edge" m a y repiresent a
sharing our talents through
* borderline, it also acts as a
social, action. challenge to cross that border
• Amidst all this change, the
safely and- discover what new
basic foundations of
experiences wait on the other
Georgetown University remain
side.
the same. Catholic and non-
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Studying on Healy L a w n on a sunny day
often provides a respite for students from
rigorous academic course loads.

The Rev. John Carroll founded Georgetown University in 1789. His statue, a
permanent memorial to his faith and dedication, stands in Healy Circle.
The Healy Building, built from 1877 to
1879, serves as both the administrative
and social center of campus. N a m e d after
Georgetown's first black president, it
bears no relation to the current president,
the Rev. Timothy Healy, S.J.
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Georgetown continually expands its influence
In the stfUggLe to dCTineT)urselves in
and will not accept borders or boundaries.
our one h u n d w d and nirffety pinth year
have lost s^ht of t h ^ a ^ d b ^ t our Bicenten- C a n we stop the university long enough to fix
nial'Sres irm, repres^Pa ffnality.but rjftlej^f it for our laboratory slides? In fact, if w e
rm O u r d^injjion of'the uniyersky could perhaps that would destroy the positive
continuance.
can be 03p^flded%ecause progre^ comes educational atmosphere of Georgetown.
through fluidity, not stagnation. Of'fourse,
Through their actions members of the unithe Biceritennial^as become the central focal versity community live the ideals of our
point for questioning. This past y§ar we have founding fathers every day of every year and
scrutinfzod oSr herifag&and searched the ar- not just during the Bicentennial. T h e spirit of
chives for insight into^the-tpue purpose of our questioning prevails in m a n y seminar style
university.
.-^
#
*
classes; students unwilling to accept static
- Th'e Jesuits on "Campus play a large role in definitions explore and examine m a n y areas
this infoFrnation process. Bicentennial Direc- of knowledge. Through scholarship, profest s CharlesX. Currie,'S.J. ch*anffcls the direc- sors communicate their ideas and help us to
tion^or- the festival^ After strong consider- understand our own. This sharing process
ation Father Currie developed the theme of cannot prevail without a fundamental faith in
ttie ceiejDfation: Learfiing, Faith and Free- the education system itself. T h e Jesuit tradidom. In the S'cholarly'sector, R. E m m e t Cur- tion reveals a strong commitment to educaran, S.J. eoftpilfd a history of Georgetown tion of the body, mind and soul. Both Learn^nd wtll pub^sh a book containing both the ing and Faith become useless without the
pfsiti\^ and negative aspects of our past. Freedom of thought which complements
Tiirough Father Joseph T. Durkin's Bicen- them. Each student interprets his or her expetennial class, students reseach various aspects rience of Georgetown in a personal way.
of the school's past campus life.
O n the eve of the celebration the atmoThis process of discovery plays an impor- shere of questioning and defining will fill us
tant role in understanding our university. U n - with anticipation and fear only if w e envision
fortunately, the pressure to formulate a de- the Bicentennial as a time to consolidate the
fintion by 1989 underlies the preparations. past into one definition. W e must realize that
C a n w e really push that living entity w e call w e do not move towards a climax, but rather
Georgetwon University under a microscope to a new summit. A s w e wait poised on the
and discover h o w it functions? Every day new edge of unforseen experiences we can enjoy
circumstances arise which conflict with our this time of contemplation until, in moments,
old conceptions forcing us to revise and come w e shall begin to climb again to a higher
to terms with a changing university. This con- peak.
stant motion should reassure not terrify.

bicentennial

A

Twenty years ago, Georgetown was primarily an all-male school; today, female
enrollment statistics equal those of males.

Georgetown was no exception to campus
activism twenty years ago; this photo
from a 1968 yearbook shows students
campaigning for the presidential ticket of
Humphrey and Muskie.
The turbulence and trauma of the Sixties
's witnessed by the touching Vietnam M e morial.
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^cXv .we have changed over

he»l*ast Twenty Years
' C w ^ t y yearsi^o most (ifr-us took our first
' steps m t # a woVld emWoiled in turmoil. Today we refer to that timers the turbulent
^ixties^^^t, tk)se-sam^ headlines refer to our
^^a^^lso.'-Perfaps, the world has not changed
thak much, but our perxeption of it has. W h e n
* w e look back twenty yaars we realize that the
same cofl|^t«affect us, o i ^ the names have
changed.jTjIf^. U ^
-*
Georgetown University had fewer buildings, students, and funds and less prestige. In
^the past twenty years we have learned a lot
•ai|d grown from the experience. The universiftty responded to the ne|d for change. The
debates f®r cdteducation r^ched a high velocity in 1^1^; today we have branched out to
include a W r e n ' s ,,^|^dies Department. In
19ff8 race^iots embr'OTed the city when a
gur^ari assassinated Martin Luther King, Jr.
T o d a y Gfej-getc^wa, supports a strong
,]^y*\C^ fhcl a Variety of minority cultural
organr?aTOh9,^Rkt^Ke Bftick Dance Theater.
Polifica1ly,^Georgetown has always been
conservative; in 1968 st^lnts rallied for
RockerfSller; this year many^tudents support
Bush. In fact, theelection sc§ne appears to be
similar inFBotli^earJ^^e Democratic Party
weakenecl"*nd w*hen the-unpopular Lyndon
Johnson dropped out, the leadership role rema*ne# unfuirilftd^ The,, fepublican party's
div;isiori#vorKed against IXself. Finally, Nixon
and Rackerfeller emerged a-s the main contenders. The whole affair sounds like the
Dole-Bush debates.
Americans have seen a lot since 1968.
We've witnessed Watergate, Iran-scam, and
A I D S . America, in 1968, had been involved
in the Vietnam W a r for three years. The conflict inspired mixed reactions. Today, our national involvement in the Persian Gulf and
Central America causes similar concern. W e
have become more skeptical of foreign involvement and do not trust easily.
American loyalty has not dwindled, and
enthusiasm for the American Olympic team
heightened patriotism. Proudly, all America
watched as Brian Boitano skated the best
performance of his life and secured an Olympic gold-medal. Our love for our country
makes us more careful of the battles we undertake in her name.
M a n y national problems still remain. Al-

though drugs still plague American cities, the
"Say N o to Drugs Campaign" helps to alleviate some of the problem. In 1968 the Hippie
movement still surged, but it seemed far removed from its original visions of peace and
brotherly love. Today, the District's drug
problem grows worse every day. Drinking,
not drugs, plays a large role in campus life.
The administration responded to last year's
drinking age hike with a tough alcohol policy
of its own. Protests and controversy surrounded the change.
Often, people accuse today's students of
being unconcerned with national problems.
Georgetown students have become involved
in the city's social issues. The District Action
Project works with the needy and homeless in
the city while Bread for the World concerns
itself with the world-wide problem. The C o m munity Action Coalition works with city
agencies to treat the m a n y social problems
and the D.C. Schools Project provides a
strong tutoring program. Students, aware of
the problems around them, work together to
discover solutions. Through their care and
concern Georgetown students live the motto
and fulfill the optimistic hopes of the sixties.
T o coincide with the broadening of social
and cultural horizons the university planned
a major development project. Orginally, this
construction started in the sixties. In 1968 the
much-needed Collins Field appeared. Today,
on almost the same spot, the Leavey Center
stands while the underground Yates fieldhouse serves as our sporting arena. Construction workers also broke ground for Lauinger
Library named after Joseph Mark Lauinger
(C'67) w h o died in Vietnam. Since then the
University has continued to devise new plans
for improvement.
Looking back twenty years, we realize that
Georgetown has travelled far. Today we are
one of the most prestigious schools in the
nation. W e fought hard for our reputation
and intend to stay there. This one hundredth
and ninety ninth year acts as a bridge between the past and the future. The changes
that we have implemented this year will reverberate well into the twenty-first century.
Finally, we can celebrate our past and accept
its tragedies as we plunge into a new era.
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Excelling in every way

he Place To Be

Barron's, the renowned guide to colleges, enthusiastically encourages experimentation.
ranks Georgetown on its uppermost list. Aca- Amazingly, they combine scholarly research,
demically, socially, and culturally, we have a heavy teaching load, and personal involvement into a hectic schedule. This faculty supreached the top.
ports the university with its individual caring
T h e fast-paced academic and social arena
of the University intensifies an already rigor- and courage. Student-faculty interaction
ous atmosphere. Challenging course loads highlights the growth experience. Not only
match the caliber of our students. W e hail does one actually see the teacher without the
aid of a teaching assistant or close-circuit
from all fifty states and m a n y foreign countries, and rank in the top of our high school television, but very often fosters close friendclasses. T h e early decision crop ranks still ships with a professor.
A sense of community strengthens both the
higher. This year 2,165 students applied for
academic
and social experiences. M a n y clubs
494 early spots.
and
organizations
try to rally student spirit.
T h e academic standards of the University
Social
life
centers
on both the Pub and prigrow tougher each year. General education
vate parties and D.C. nightspots. A n integral
requirements expose students to a wide gampart of social life, pubscum, must be experiut of ideas, introduce them to undiscovered
disciplines and help m a n y undecided students enced to be understood. O n e of our big attractions, the H o y a basketball team, focuses
find a major field of study.
T h e faculty, overworked and underpaid, our energy and pride into a single identity.
> Lack of indoor space is not the only reason students
/ study out of doors; here, students glance over notes
< in Red Square between classes.
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Georgetown University must contmue to
adapt to the needs of its community to maintain its status. The new student center responds to changing social demands while the
new W o m e n ' s Studies program fulfills an academic gap.
%
O f course, changes are still necessary. ;
Overcrowding has become a serious problem, •
and the University must recognize the grotiv-^ ',
ing need for more professors, especially in the
overburdened English Department. Recent .
library renovations help but do not alleviate
the lack of quiet study space.
W e , the students, work hard and diligently '
in our classes to become proud examples of
the Georgetown philosophy of service, scholarship and loyalty. The University, for it^-*
part, will continue to analyze and provide fot |
our needs in order to retain its elite status. ._
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Although our campus may be overcrowd
•d- ?
ed, Healy Tower at night is both impos ing <
and awe-inspiring.
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Au Pied de Cochon is another popular (
spot in the Georgetown social scene.
i
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Dahlgren Courtyard underwent major
renovations during the school year. The
project will be finished by summer, but
until then, mass-goers must hazard mud
and holes.

N

construction

Green space is becoming rare as construction
continues. T o slow the creep of bricks, Dahlgren
Courtyard and Red Square will be replaced by
grass and trees.

Construction workers are a familiar sight on
campus and off; here, the Car Barn on Prospect
Street gets a new roof.
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' ^Another brick; another building

R

eaching To The Skies

Through tjie arr^gement of,building m a terials and efcmentsan architect forms a dialogue between his building and its environment. Construction interprets a mass of
structures into a statement about h o w w e envision ourselves; a community constantly
builds and reorders this self-definition. With
the construction of the Leavey center, the
Georgetown community balances uncertainty
on the threshold of a new era, struggling to
understand the meaning of the revisionary
process.
During the colonial period Americans associated the vast territory of the United
States with a sense of freedom and opportunity; John Carroll founded Georgetown University at the height of this optimism. T h e
vacant tract of land overlooking the Potomac
provide an ideal spot for a small-town university. N o w , 199 years later, Georgetown University has reached certain limits in its
growth. Land has become scarce and Copley
L a w n and Harbin Beach provide our only
grass retreats. The original buildings and the
stone walls and iron gates which surround the
university add a traditional seasoning to the
now urban setting.
A variety of architectural structures complement the centrally-located Healy Building; although they range from the solar-panelled intercultural C e n t e r to the
stone-masonried White Gravenor they interact harmoniously. Even though the silhouette
of the present university dramatically con-

trasts with the one visible in the late eighteenth century, the compression of space
complements, rather than detracts from it.
The complexity of styles reflects the maturing of a university which adroitly combines
tradition with modernity. The classical modes
of buildings like Healy synthesize with modernistic interpretations; connections like the
complementary spires of Lauinger and Healy
unify an otherwise discordant assembly of
stone and brick.
Through basic structural elements the new
construction effectively sparks a dialogue between the past, present, and the future of the
university. T h e Leavey Center clarifies this
dialogue. Although its location on the north
westernmost side of main campus indicates a
terminus, in reality, its position on the edge
acts as synthesis. Through its arches, glass,
and bricks the Leavy Center provides an
open-ended flow of communication with
these elements in the other c a m p u s
structures.
The multitude of arches on the facade conveys an image of welcoming. Unified in their
height and style, these arches beckon the
passerby with their openness and height. The
arch recalls classical elements from both
White Gravenor and Copley Hall. They soar
beyond the brick which surrounds them and
relate to the dramatic arches of the uppermost levels of Village C. W i n d o w s act as a
central element of this impression. Glass expresses a clarity and honesty of expression.

construction
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This abundance of glass reaffirms that our
buildings not only reflect our vision of ourselves, but also project an image to the outside world. Windows, in that they focus sight
both from the inside out and the outside in,
encourage a double-vision process. Octagonal and turret windows in the recently renovated N e w North Building channel our vision
of the environment around us, yet never obscure or force our individual interpretation.
O u r sense of imagination freely spands the
spires and towers to reach unlimited heights.
This focus on individualism and personal
achievement remains in tune with traditional
motifs. Each pane of glass complements the
brick which supports it. The plentitude of
these bricks reassure that the original intentions of the university still exist, yet have
been reordered to express our changing point
of view. A univerity can not rigidly subject
itself to tradition; growth springs from an
openess to change. Bricks form a solid foundation from which our university must grow
if it expects to prevail. Bricks reflect a timelessness which corresponds to the boundlessness of the Georgetown experience. The effect of the education we receive here
transcends the physical environment itself.
Georgetown, in essence, becomes a state of
mind which no longer confines us to time and

h

construction

•

space.
^ ^% . .
The university e x p a ^ o n has become a
physical majiifestalion of our inward visions
of progress.'As we expand inward, we construct a solid idea of w h o w e are, yet this
definition, whith.f iH constanly change as tl^p»
world we relate t6 changes, can not constructus. Borders limit us only if w e allow them. W e
begin to perceive that the real growth lies
ahead. W e animate the buildings around us
with our spirit of discovery and progress. In
them w e see our stamp of immortality on the
future. The dialogue between the university
environment and these buildings will continue long after w e leave to communicate an
inconceivable realm of ideas to a new group
of people.
These living buildings allow us to write our
history in them and form it around them.
Buildings, in the end, fuse with our inner
landscapes and profoundly influence h o w w e
think and feel about the conditions around us.
A s we proudly recall the soaring arches and
jutting spires of the Hilltop silhouette, the
endless band of sky encourages us to examine
the possibility of our mindscapes. A s long as
we continue to envision original ideas and
revise our definitions of ourselves w e will continue to expand.

The White-Gravenor Building houses the
Registrar, Financial Aid offices. Undergraduate Admissions, and the College
Dean's Office.
The Intercultural Center, dedicated in
honor of the Rev. Edward Bunn, S.J., is
the largest solar-powered building in the
United States.

Healy, h o m e to the Pub, Corp, Student
Affairs and the President's Office, is one
of the few buildings on campus to escape
renovation or construction.

construction
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Hoyas take over in everf field

he Sporting Life

#,

T o m a n y people outside of the Georgetown Georgetown is track. Indoor and outdoor,
community, Georgetown is synonomous with they continue to break records. Mike Stahr
basketball. The reign of John Thompson and has helped in getting the track teams the
the Hoyas in the Big East and nationally has recognition it deserves Both the m e n and
served to make Georgetown a c o m m o n word w o m e n teams are strong, with the m e n proin the world of sports; it has resulted in, if you ducing several Olympic trial qualifiers in all
will, Hoya Paranoia. Hoya domination has areas - short distance, medleys, and long
waned in the past few years, but their pres- distance. The mens team won the Big East,
ence is still felt and no team looks forward to well ahead of the second place team.
While the public m a y not be familiar with
meeting the Hoyas on the court.
However, other sports tend to be overshad- the range of Georgetown excellence in sports,
owed in the public eye. In the not so recent that cannot be said for the fans. M a n y Hoyas
past, Georgetown had a powerful football make the trip to the Head of the Charles in
team which produced All-American athletes Boston and basketball road trips have gained
and a nationally ranked team. While the recognition far and wide. Also, it is doubtful
team has not yet regained such heights, they if many schools could boast the turnout the
have improved significantly in the past few Georgetown Football team had at H o m e c o m ing this year given the weather conditions.
years.
The establishment of Hoyamotion, a stuThe volleyball team seems to be on the
dent
founded organization, signifies the imright track again after several years of regrouping. Their record has improved; this portance of student support. Hoyamotion
year the season ended with a second place does not begin and end with basketball; the
finish in the Big East Championships. They sheet hanging on the wall near the library
have a young team and have developed a stairs welcoming all to the hockey g a m e is
familiar to everybody. The Georgetown band
strong program.
The crew teams have always been a domi- is yet another symbol of student involvement
nant force. Last year, the Women's Crew and has been called the best in the Big East.
All Georgetown athletes deserve recogniteam won the Dad Vails and made it to the
Nationals. Crew is part of a long Georgetown tion and thanks; they combine the rigorous
tradition, and the sight of several young m e n training and practice with a full course load.
on rowing machines in all sorts of weather to They succeed in representing Georgetown
with dignity and show all w e deserve respect
raise money is familiar.
Perhaps the most overlooked sport at on all fields.

sports
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A favorite with crowds for its spirited renditions of the Hawaii Five-0 theme, the
G U Pep Band is acknowledged as the best
n the Big East Conference.
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Fans have flocked to all H o y a sports this I
year, increasing both team and school spirit. \
The varsity crew team enjoys the advantage
of attending school near the Potomac River.
Here, early morning practice is captured
from the Key Bridge.

Georgetown homes and foliage are particularly beautiful in autumn.

Io

town

The Gap on Wisconsin Avenue offers
fashionable clothes, reasonable prices,
and a colorful backdrop for the Metro bus
stop.
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* NohjUst a university but part of

:*Tihe Georgetown Community
Georgetown has become one of the most
popular spots in the country. The area caters
t5 the the intellectual, the consumer, and the
hedonist. The Georgetown area supplies a
wealth of opportunities for those willing to
look for them.
«
Georgetown caters to all levels of tastes
and needs. Students often opt to grab a burgei»t The Hamlet or pizza at Unos. Booeymongers, located closer to campus, provides a
unique alternative to a typical meal at Marriott or a filling meal of Diet Coke and Trident.
•Many students, except Pub hermits, join the
chaotic scene on Wisconsin and M . Every
weekend the area crowds with a combination
of natives and visitors.
The pulse of Georgetown beats closer to
the university in the residental area, with its
tree-lined, cobblestone streets and its attractive brick townhouses. With the university's
new mandatory "year off-campus rule" m a n y
more students populate these streets. Prospect Street echoes with noise all night long
since its the main road back to campus. The
Hospital side of campus provides a quieter
alternative. Residents have the added benefit
of living near the "Social Safeway" named
for that strange Yuppie mating call, "Excuse
m e miss, can you show m e how to test the
ripeness of this fruit?"
O f course, many students do have cars on
campus. Unfortunately, with parking in
Georgetown practically nonexistent and tick-

Riggs Bank provides not only banking
services to most Georgetown students but
also the dominant building on the corner
of M and Wisconsin.

eting and towing popular local pastimes, often a car becomes impractical. After their
first walk to town freshman year, students
quickly realize that driving in Georgetown,
when not absolutely necessary, should be
avoided. Drivers do not stop at stop signs or
yield to pedestrians. Walking in Georgetown
can be risky too; one never knows where
someone might decide to drive or park.
During the past year, Georgetown underwent renovation. A new mall, Georgetown
Park II, shelters about fifty new shops. M a n y
new stores and restaurants have opened on
Wisconsin Avenue in the past year. The
whole area has a brighter image. The original
C & O Canal, dating back to the time when
Georgetown acted as the commerce center
for the District, still runs through the area.
Miraculously, Georgetown maintains the
aura of a small town even with its increasing
urbanity.
Although the university has been here for
almost two hundred years, the town has never
functioned as a simple university town. It acts
as a separate entity, yet still seems interdependent. Georgetown, both the area and the
university, continue to grow and change. Although the area seems to expanding and discovering new development possibilities, it will
continue to supply a demand for relaxation.
Whatever your pleasure - food, drink.
clothes, records, shoes, candy, cinema,
browsing - Georgetown has it all.

town
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Georgetown students take advantage of^ .. ^.^

pportunities In D . C / ,*J^r4

M E T R O , the District's public transportation system, connects the neighborhoods of
the city and enourages interaction. The close
proximity of all the city's sights allows students the freedom to learn about every aspect
of city life.
Perhaps, the monuments are the most popular attraction. Sometimes during a tough
week m a n y students hop on the even 30's bus
and take a stroll on the mall. S o m e h o w the
fact that those bastions of the American people are still standing seems reassuring, especially when everything seems to be falling
apart in your own life.
M a n y students become more involved on
the Mall through internships at the Smithsonian. All students have taken the monument
tour at least once. The best time to vist the is
at four a.m. with a case of Bartles and
Jaymes. In fact, we recommend this tactic as
a release for study pressure. O f course, the
monuments on the mall aren't the only sights

I

Washington

in the District.
••'
,
A d a m s Morgan is an etlftiic area filled witlP
exotic restaurants and small shops. Guidebooks term the area as "undergoing rejuvenation." O n c e decoded, this means that although people buy run-down homes and
renovate them, the area remains unsafe at 2
a.m. Crime has risen dramatically in the past
year.
Often, we forget that this is a city and that
crime does occur. Crime reports constantly
remind us never to walk alone. Compared to
other cities, the crime rate seems about average. The safest place in the whole city is
probably that small white house down the
block! Having the President of the United
Staes about ten minutes away can be aweinspiring no matter what your political affiliation m a y be. Congressmen and dignitaries
often mill around Georgtown Park and frequent the Georgetown restaurants and the
political scene can be very stimulating.

The Washington M o n u m e n t at sunrise is
a calm yet stirring sight from the Potomac.

Rosslyn, Virginia offers Georgetown students the closest Metro stop and a spectacular night view from Lauinger Library.
A tour bus is a familiar sight in downtown
Washington. O n e can see busloads of
tourists— students, senior citizens and international travelers abound.

Washington
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. •• This })|^j'§ S u m m i t provided for^n excit, ing week.Xity workers sealed manhole covers
and barricaded the streets. O f course, we
were slightly offehded that dofbachev did
not pay a visit to the Hilltop. '% ' «
The international flavor of the city*inten#
• fies the atmosphere. Embassy R o w «j#'tbe
Dupont Circle Area houses the ambassadors
» imm most of the countries of the world. The
••french Embassy is right next do'^r an^
played host to this year's Senior Christmas"
^Ball. Foolishly, someone sold the Russian
,*.|Embassy the highest ground in the city so
that our campus T.V. reception stinks. Also,
^doesn't that give them an advantage in the
interception of secret messages, or something
spy-like?
Apart for the embassies, Washington caters to international spectrum of delights.
A n y kind of food that satisfies the appetite

can be found here. If dancing is your passion,
D.C. offers several great nightspots like Chicago's and the D o m e . For exotic drinks, the
Twenty First A m m e n d m e n t and Brickskeller's provide a huge selection.
Theaters, cinemas, concert halls, and m u ;seums provide a cultural edge to the D.C.
experience. With the Kennedy Center blocks
away, students witness some of the best plays
»in the country. Les Miserables premiered
there before it m a d e its Broadway debut. The
National S y m p h o n y Orchestra performs
throughout the year and the American Ballet
Theater performance of Giselle is a highlight
of the Kennedy Center calendar.
' The more avant garde Arena Stage translates the classics into a modern medium and
contrasts with the more traditional theaters
in the city. The Capital Center hosts concerts
like this spring's Bruce Springsteen concert.

sure to be strongly attended by G U students.
M o r e importantly, the C a p Center provides a
h o m e for our Hoya Basketball team. R F K
hosts not only the Washington Redskins, but
concerts such as this fall's sold-out U 2
concert.
In the minds of its students, Georgetown
University is the focal point of the city. In
reality, our location on the Potomac brings us
within a few miles of Virginia and places us
on the outer edge of the city itself. Yet, this
does not hinder our feeling of belonging.
W h e n the Redskins won the Super Bowl this
year, A B C N e w s focused its coverage from
Annie's in Georgetown, and we also host the
best Halloween bash in the area.
Even without its own M E T R O subway
stop, Georgetown still connects with all the
diverse areas of the city.

The Lincoln Memorial, with its underground caves, is a favorite tourist spot. Its
view includes the Arlington Burial
Grounds, the Vietnam Memorial, and the
Washington Monument.
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Lafayette Park across from the White
House is home to both homeless people
and protestors.

Washington's most dominant edifice
difice, >
both visually and politically, remaiins the }
Capitol. M a n y G U students w o rk for ^
their Congressman at some point in thei
four years in the city.
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A small child plays at the Old Post Office
Pavilion. Once slated for destruction, it
now bustles with shops, eateries and
throngs of visitors.
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The city's sleek and efficient Metro sys- )
tem connects many parts of the District i
and outer suburbs, although no stop exists /
yet for Georgetown.
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OTjr d%^ing praise of yoa? ^ *'•
our nights are long in m e r e / .' *} .
Your hand c6verS us likeaa ^ y ;
under^Your lovt we take root and grow
in the country»of Tour blessings *
the counting* of gr™e
**
is never done
till you shall gather us
and when we have nothing left but memory
we shall know it in this light:
we thank you for what has been
for what is
for what yet shall be:
the remembering is sweet to us
and filling;
for all works of mind and love
we praise you
and offer to each your peace.
Bless us now and forever
be with us yet;
G o with us now
let us not forget.
by Edward J. Ingebretsen, S.J.

Churches abound in Georgetown; most
students who go to services off campus
choose Holy Trinity or this Protestant
church on O Street.

Whether on the inside of Hoya basketball as a
player or on the outside as a fan, we are
continually amazed by our team's skill and
determination. Consistent N C A A contenders, the
nationally-ranked team reached the playoffs again
in 1988, and has fielded several Olympic hopefuls.
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Georgetown students avidly support all sports
teams on campus. Hoyamotion, a student-run
spirit club, organizes road trips to Syracuse and
N e w York City supplying hordes of fans to cheer
Hoyas to victory. Here, dozens of buses line up
outside the Capital Centre while students enjoy
the contest inside.
Georgetown University's campus is perched on
one of Washington's highest hilltops. Views from
Village A decks and Loyola Roof are among the
city's most stunning. The campus, minutes from
the government (Renter, is surrounded by both
quiet, historical neighborhoods and a bustling
business district.

The Hilltop never sleeps. At all hours of
the day and night students engage in various
pursuits. The arts abound at G U — the
university sponsors dances, lectures, musical
• and theater productions all year long.
Hoyas view Georgetown as the numbec#
one college town in the nation. N o wonder.
From restaurants, cinemas, bars, and cafes,
the area has it all. Washington D.C. itself
houses the Smithsonian, the monuments, and
several theaters easily reached by M E T R O —
gne of the cleanest, safest transit systems in
the nation.
• *^
Just one look at the Post's Weekend
Section or the Voice's Hilltop Highlights
proves that whatever your taste, the '
university and the city provide an arena for
• • '•* I . •work, play and sport.
• •>
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Dry Night at the Pub proved afinancialdisaster.

M

he administration formulated an alcohol policy change
g
this fall in response to the
'
change in Washington D. C.
law and the growing alcohol
problems on college campuses across the nation. In October, 1986
the District passed a law raising the drinking age to twenty-one with a grandfather
clause for those born on or before September 30, 1986.
Jack DeGioia, Dean of Student Affairs,
appointed an eleven m e m b e r task force in
January, 1987 to study the alcohol problem at Georgetown University and to create a policy to combat it. DeGioia selected
the members of the task force from all
areas of the university including university administration, student affairs, medical
complex, campus ministry, law complex,
and the student body. The committee
chairperson. Assistant Dean Claire Carey,
issued an eleven page alcohol and drug
policy pamphlet which officially outlined
M

the university's new policy.
The policy outlines stringent rules for
the purchase, sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus. The policy
change affected freshman dorms, as well
as upperclassmen residences. The university prohibits all alcoholic beverages in
freshmen dorms. Copley and Village C
residents m a y have alcohol in their rooms,
but not in the hallways, stairwells, or bathrooms. According to the committee, this
prohibition makes the R.A.'s job easier.
The new regulations curb the party atmosphere. N o longer can hundreds of
Hoyas crowd the annual Henle W e l c o m e
Back Bash. Residents in apartment complexes and townhouses must register parties 72 hours in advance to obtain approval. The rules stipulate a m a x i m u m of two
kegs at any party. Alternate beverages
must be easily accessible; three cases of
soda must be provided for every keg.

Continued on page 34
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G U P S ' overzealousness quickly became the focus of
campus media ridicule.
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The successful Club Coca-Cola was suggested by
College Assistant Dean Claire Carey.

Mike Landy and two friends enjoy dancing and
drinking at the Pub.
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Continued from page 32
The committee formulated the new alcohol policy during the summer. W h e n
students returned in September the repercussions echoed throughout campus. The
Center Pub suffered record losses on its
first alcohol-free night. According to the
policy, the pub must be open for underage
patrons from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on four
specific nights each month. O n the first of
these nights the pub grossed $4.60 and
$.55 in tips as opposed to an average M o n day night profit of $1200. G U P S officers,
perhaps a bit overzealous in their efforts,
sniffed students' soda cans as they crossed
Healy Circle for any infringements on the
open container policy. Students protested
against this extremism. In fact, the entire
uproar became a topic of scorn and the
words "alternate beverages" became a
Hoya term of derision.
The Student Government reacted to the
campus discontent. Representatives composed a two-fold plan. First, A n d y Jezic
and Martin Arias coordinated a plan to
conduct an official alcohol policy poll.
Then G U S A coordinated a forum to debate the policy. G U S A members M a r k
Johnson and Greg Smith coordinated a

media panel including Voice editor Lance
Krelovich and Hoya editor T h o m a s Jones.
M a n y packed Gaston Hall to address the
adminstration. The major grievance was
that students felt unfairly represented on
the task force. S o m e felt that the administration treated the Georgetown students
like children by not allowing them to take
part in policy changes.
The forum officially solved little. The
ideology behind the policy, to steer campus social life away from alcohol, remains
a good one. Unfortunately, the university
does not provide enough entertainment on
campus to prevent students from simply
moving off campus to drink. But a few
attempts have been made.
In November a big-screen, video dance
club atmosphere pervaded M c D o n o u g h
G y m as the Club Coca Cola party began.
The evening provided a successful, nonalcoholic alternative. G P B has expanded
and increased its concerts. They offer excellent, up-to-date movies every Friday
and Saturday night. Georgetown needs a
stronger activities schedule to match its
growing student population. If the university wants its new policy to work then the
administration should supply more entertainment as an alternative to the Pub.

M a r k Polemeni, Brendan Monahan and T o m Granville enjoy one of the last outdoor parties at which
alcohol was served.

RFi
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policy

Pub manager M a r k Carallo appears content despite the hike in drinking age.

forever On Li'm
he curriculum committee
should create a new course
called Waiting 101. If students could get credits for
every hour they had to stand
#•
in line, everyone could graduate by the end of registration. Registration runs as smoothly as most bureaucratic
systems; first, students wait on the main
line to be filtered to the station lines. T h e
fundamentals of this process can only be
grasped through first-hand experience.
The Domesday staff has provided the next
best thing - an on-line profile of John,
English Major, C A S .
John weaves in and out of the main registration line until he finally arrives on the
second floor. A t station six he reaches the
line for the English department. H e hopes
for a card for Professor Holmer's Shakespeare class. H e had the foresight to put
his n a m e on the wait list already, as did
150 other people. Waiting lists have bec o m e synonomous with psychological torr

ture. H e finally reaches the desk; only one
course is available: Literature of the Pygmies: Studies in Blood Sacrifice at seven a.
m. with Professor Snorebore. H e rushes
over to the cashier's line. Hours later John
reaches the front only to discover that he
owes $16,000. T h e cashier banishes him,
" G o directly to Student Accounts. D o not
Pass G o . D o not collect $200."
Even if John survives registration and
settles into his daily routine, he won't be
able to escape the lines. They begin at nine
a. m. on the Walsh staircase and continue
at the deli across the street. By noon, the
Cafe, Credit Union, Saxas, and Vittles all
have a twenty minute wait.
There's no respite for this tormented
Hoya. John accepts his fate. H e knows if
he denounces the world, ties a rock around
his ankle, jumps off the K e y Bridge, and
arrives at either Dante's or St. Peter's
Gate there will probably be a line there
too.

Day or night, the Riggs cash flow machine is never The never ending lines at registration are every
without a line.
Hoya's nightmare.
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Those students on the meal plan must face the cafeteria crowd with every meal.

on

line

Christina Chang ambitiously sets out with all the
necessities for the night's ordeal.
Two and a half hours and several cokes later she has
settled in. The work begins.
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The All - Nigh Per
It's a rare student
o
m a n a g e s to
slip through four
years at Georgetown never having
pulled an allnighter. A t o n e
point, w e all fall
victim to the greatest academic vice - procrastination. Perhaps the hardest decision
m a d e by a college student is to sacrifice a
night's sleep, a decision m a d e only out of
sheer necessity. The scenario is typical:
recognizing that he has only fifteen hours
to produce a paper of extreme length, Joe
H o y a heads to the second floor of
Lauinger. H e "isolates" himself at the
center table, where he can get some research done while still watching those w h o
c o m e and go. Inevitably, it is his friends
w h o are coming and going. Joe finds himself learning m u c h of the current gossip
and little of his paper topic. Joe checks his
watch and realizes that time is ticking
away. H e has thirteen hours to complete
the paper; panic ensues. Joe H o y a packs
up his books, and heads out. H e curses
himself for believing that the second floor
is conducive to anything but socializing.
/

/

w

h

Her masterpiece completed, a relieved Christina savors a brief but rewarding respite.
Morning has broken, and Christina quickly scans
the final draft while listening to her walkman.

M

Joe's first stop is Vittles. H e selects
mass quantities of all his favorites, the essentials being Mountain D e w and Doritos.
Joe then wanders around in quest of a
place to study. Along the way. he stops a
fellow classmate w h o is struggling with the
same assignment. They briefly commiserate. Finally, Joe situates himself in a large
classroom on first Healy, surrounding
himself with books and food. For the next
three hours, Joe moves only to take a drink
or open another bag of chips. A s other
late-night students don their backpacks to
trudge home, Joe H o y a finds himself
alone. Growing restless, and sick from
munchies, he decides to get some air. Joe
finds that he is one of only a few victims
awake at this late hour. Feeling very sorry
for himself, he returns to his books and
half-written paper.
For the next two hours, Joe is inspired.
H e is uncertain whether his sudden creativity is the result of a merciful G o d or
the altered state induced by excessive consumption of sugar and caffeine. At 6 a m ,
Joe cannot see straight; he shuffles the
books and papers littering his desk, and he
walks around the room several times. H e
stretches, and returns to his work. Joe
counts the pages he has written, and panics. H e writes for the sake of writing; he
wants only to be finished. H e finds that the
concluding page takes two hours to write,
while he concludes very little.
Joe collects his belongings. H e staggers
h o m e as students head for their 8:50 classes. The caffeine high has passed, and Joe
longs for his bed. His paper, however,
must be typed. Bleary eyed and braindead, Joe sits down at his word processor.
Although the paper is written, a challenge
still remains- Joe must decipher his illegible scrawl. Slowly but surely, the paper
materializes. Joe has little time to relish
his accomplishment as it is due across
campus in 2.2 minutes. H e makes the trek
without a second to spare.
Passers-by smile at Joe Hoya as he
walks back to his room. "All-nighter" is
written all over him. His clothes are wrinkled and dirty and his eyes are encircled
with dark rings. In a fog, Joe collapses into
bed. The pressure off for the time being,
Joe H o y a enjoys the sweetest slumber he
can remember. •
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A Disguised Trad IPion
very year people anticipate the
annual parade down M Street
£ o n
October 31st. Halloween
seems to have taken on a particular mystique as the most interesting and exciting of holidays. The traditional Georgetown celebration
has grown tremendously in size and intensity
over the past years. It has become an annual
ritual for thousands of costumed people to
parade through Georgetown. In anticipation
of the rowdy masses, police officers line the
streets and rope off M Street and Wisconsin
Avenue.
Anyone w h o has ever braved the crowd can
attest to the fact that this is a spectacle to
behold - if only once - before graduation.
The heterogeneity of personalities along with
the the colorful array of costumes attracts a
broad spectrum of people. The costumes
range from outfits of great intricacy and detail, to simple yet creative ensembles. All don
their outfits proudly, and wander up and
d o w n the streets watching and being
watched. Pit-stops in the bars along the way
provide an amusing respite with other revelers and an opportunity to swap stories of the
night's experiences. Numerous costume contests encourage good-humored competition.
However exciting downtown Georgetown
m a y be, the crowds and expenses can be too
m u c h for the typical student. The festivities
on-campus, though on a smaller scale, supply
just as m u c h entertainment. The Pub fills to
capacity, and parties abound.
Georgetown celebrated Halloween of '87
with a boisterous bash in the Hall of Nations.
Hundreds of students ~ most dressed in clever costumes — turned out for the event.
W G T B disc jockeys provided the music to
keep the party rolling till early morning.
Even on a night other than Halloween, Georgetown
would seem to be the proper milieu for these two "punky" girls.
Hundreds of people fiocked to the streets of Georgetown
in anticipation of the annual Halloween spectacle.

mi
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A group of enthusiastic Hoyas adorned with sheets
converted to Hare Krishnas, if only for a few hours.

The smile on the face of Frank Ciotto indicates that
there might be more in his canteen than just water.

Michael Landy, Brendan Monahan, and Vinnie
Caracciolo display some creativity in their Halloween ensembles.
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A favorIPe TasPlm
come from the land
of suburban shop/ p i n g
malls - endless
rows of department
stores, all filled
with essentially the
same merchandise.
Then I graduated
from high school, drove down 1-95 with
m y parents, and landed in Georgetown,
h o m e of the Hoyas and a shopping mecca.
I remember that first day. M y last n a m e
begins with an S, so I couldn't approach
m y freshman dorm until 1:30 pm. W h a t to
do with that first, slightly nerve-wracking
morning? W h a t else, but shop!?
Slowly, the car pulled down M street
toward Georgetown Park. Not mall, that
word was reserved for another area of D C
and had nothing to do with shopping. W e
pulled into the parking garage, m y dad
raising his eyebrows at the very un-suburban parking fees. W e ascended. I couldn't
believe m y eyes - no wonder it wasn't
called a mall - flowers, fountains, brass
rails! Georgetown had turned shopping
into an art form, and this first impression
would grow as I came to know the area
through numerous shopping expeditions.
W h e n midterms/finals/papers became an
obsessive focus, I would escape to Wisconsin Avenue. After studying page after
page of Soviet politics, I would seek a little
capitalist therapy on M street.
O n a typical day, I'd start with Georgetown Park. Enter up through Garfinkel's,
quickly glancing at over-priced tops and
skirts, and avoiding the glances of haughty
Britches, located on Wisconsin Avenue, has become
a favorite for Georgetown students.
Vintage clothing, paradoxically the "latest" in fashion, is displayed at Urban Outfitters.

t e

pastime

salespeople. Along the top tier of the park,
there are stores to gratify a passion for
chocolate - Godiva, jewels - Christian Bernard, clothes - Cedar Post. Take the stairs
down to the next floors, and you can finish
any birthday shopping. La Vogue, the
Limited, the Narragansett, A n n Taylor
providing the present and the Hallmark
card shop for the card and wrappings.
Once you emerge from this den of stores,
more greet you as you face the street.
Across the street from the main entrance
of the Park, stand Laura Ashley and Penguin Feather. If present shopping proved
fruitless in the Park, try Crown Books or
Urban Outfitter's (for a more original
gift).
About two hours have passed since the
trek began, but the shopping expedition is
far from over. Olsson's book and record
store is Georgetown's prize, a treasure
cove of books and scholarly works as well
as trendy paperbacks, and music from
Beethoven to Squeeze at a fairly decent
price. Once quitting Olsson's, minutes or
hours later, walk down to Hats in the Belfrey, a favorite store for tourists sighting
their first novelty hat shop. Next on the
tour is a new addition to Georgetown. Esprit clothing has jumped from the pages of
the catalogue to a store on Wisconsin Avenue. If nothing catches the eye there, walk
down to Britches of Georgetown. O f
course, as the shopper walks along, several
shoe stores arrest attention with their everlasting advertisements for " 2 5 % - 5 0 % off
sales, every color, every size, every possibility to match recent purchases. If need-

ing more practical items, such as shampoo
or saline, stop by People's- a store that
knows it is one of the few drugstores available to the Hoya community.
Walking down Wisconsin, toward M ,
there are endless ways to spend. Cookies at
Mrs. Field's, more clothes at Maison de
Fay, more shoe stores, and - of course another Georgetown tradition. C o m m a n d er Salamander, a narrow store filled with
anything but narrow-minded clothes,
make-up and jewelry. A n added bonus is
the free pin to advertise your visit. Further
down, there's a K e m p Mill with records,
cd's, and concert tickets. O n the corner of
Prospect and Wisconsin, there's that beacon of chicness decorating streets from
Tokyo to London to Georgetown - Benetton. It becomes habit to know the color
motif displayed in the window. If you cut
through Georgetown Court, through to
Wisconsin, you can fortify yourself for the
trip back to campus with a treat rich in
calories and taste from A u Croissant
Chaud, a suitable ending to what has been
a very extravagant outing, in mind if not in
actuality. •
by Helen Sarro (CAS 88)
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Esprit, the newest store, has a motif that sets it apart
as one of Georgetown's most modern shops.
Georgetown Park remains unrivaled
in elegance.
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On Phe Koad Again

Greg Smith, T o m Smallman, and Kim Berger
were having fun long before the plane left the
ground.
Julie Nolan's "victory" sign was a premonition
of things to come. . . .

hey were a tiny patch of
gr^y ''1 ^ sea of orange at a
recent Syracuse game. Fifty
avid Hoya hoop supporters
ventured to the Carrier
D o m e in Syracuse, N Y as
part of the first annual Hoyamotion Superfan Roadtrip. Despite three straight
Big East losses and definite underdog status, they still made the "roam to the
dome." After a short jumper by Sherman
Douglas seemingly sealed a win for the
Orangemen, Charles Smith cupped a
coast-to-coast drive with a miraculous
scoop shot giving the Hoyas a thrilling 6968 victory.
The Hoyamotion braintrust of Vinnie
Cannamela, M a r k Corallo, and Joe Gom e z met early in September. They concluded that for every true Hoya hoop fan,
a trip to Syracuse should be mandatory
during his or her undergraduate tenure at
Georgetown. Thus, these three brave pioneers forged the concept of the H o y a m o tion Superfan Roadtrip.

*

___
/
/

Hoyamotion,a student run organization,
helps to increase awareness of and enthusiasm for Georgetown men's basketball. The
roadtrip has become one of the essential
ingredients in attaining this goal. The organization traveled to St. John's in previous seasons, but this trip surpassed all others.
O n Saturday afternoon, these spirited
Hoyas began their trek to Syracuse via
Piedmont Airlines. A s ambassadors of
Georgetown, they befriended Iris, the
charming flight attendant. The chanting
and zaniness acted as a warm-up for the
real excitement. After a pit stop at the H o tel Syracuse, the group experienced S U
party life. Bars and fraternity houses all
over town warmly greeted them. The night
of revelry accomplished, they invaded the
Carrier D o m e wearing custom m a d e
Hoyamotion jerseys highlighting Georgetown's dominance over Syracuse in recent
years.

Continued on page 46
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Vinnie Cannamela of the "Hoyamotion Braintrust"
helped organize the Superfan Roadtrip.
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The enthusiasm was apparent on the plane; the
cheers started before the fans even made it to
Syracuse.

Michael Maloney waves enthusiastically in anticipation of take-off.

The loyal group of Hoyas made a grand entrance
at the Syracuse Airport.
oad

trip
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The Syracuse Carrier D o m e was filled to capacity for the Orangemen vs. Hoya matchup.
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In the second half, Georgetown trailed
by nine with six minutes left. Undaunted,
bulldog Greg Durst rallied the Hoya faithImmediately the Hoya fans met with
ful - including alumni - by facing the stusome adversity as D o m e police confiscated
dent section and spelling out H-0-Y-A-S.
the blowgun, the trusted horn of Hoya
spirit. Nonetheless, their presence was felt. Afterwards, some S U students commented h o w at times the almost 200 Hoya fans
Several of the players commented that
outcheered the Orange pack of 32,000.
during warm-ups they were astonished to
The
scene was set for an amazing 15-5 run.
hear the familiar chant of "Let's G o
With
the Hoyas down by one, Mark TillHoyas" in the cavernous dome.
m
o
n
stepped
to the line with a chance to
Throughout the game, these fanatical
give
the
Hoyas
their first lead of the secfifty fueled the fervor. T h e unexpected
ond
half.
Georgetown,
a traditionally poor
hero of the game, Ben Cillery, proceeded
free-throw
shooting
team,
needed an extra
to meet the challenge of Seikaly, Coleman
boost.
The
group
became
a unified force
and Company. His 11 points and 6 reby
holding
hands
and
wishing
the ball
bounds exhilarated the fans and kept the
through
the
hoop.
Smitty's
effort
resulted
Hoyas close in the first half.

continued from page 44
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in a euphoric pile-on and a jubilant
celebration.
The departing Orange fans left the Carrier D o m e with the words of the Georgetown fight song ringing in their ears. The
group's relief was furthered when the
blowgun was safely retrieved. All that was
left was to revise the scorecard on the back
of the gray jerseys: N C A A Championships - Georgetown 1, Syracuse 0; Big East
Championships - Georgetown 5, Syracuse
1; 1987 - Georgetown 3, Syracuse 0; and
1988 - Georgetown 1, Syracuse 0.
The R o a m to the D o m e was complete,
and Hoya Paranoia returned to the Big
East.

M a r k North proudly dons his custom made " R o a m
to the D o m e " jersey much to the dismay of the
Orangemen.
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Patty Juhasz,Elizabeth Ewert, and M i m i Eckel are
safe and sound in Syracuse thanks to Piedmont
Airlines.
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Five of the roadtrippers smile before the
game even starts, ready for the victory of the
Hoyas over the Orangemen.

1

Teammate T o m Lang and manager Jaime Pena relax before the game, confident in the Hoyas' abilities.
The unified Georgetown students, though tucked
away in a corner of the dome, were not to be
silenced.
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Crack poses a new danger for the 1980's.
Tourist observes protestor's home.
A homeless man resides across from the White
House.
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The OP her Side
riday night. Ricardo, Dave and I ref t u r n
to campus after an entertaining
night at U N O ' s .
But before w e
*• « ^'.*
reach the top, I feel
a tug on m y coat,
"Change - you got any change, kid?" I
stopped, startled out of m y own recollections, and stared blankly at the lined face
in front of me. O f course, this was not the
first time 1 encountered a street person,
but having just spent twenty dollars on M
Street, 1 couldn't help but feel guilty.
Without thinking, I blurted out something
about "being broke" and ran to catch up
with m y friends, both in escape and shame.
I wanted to return to the safety of m y
existence where the poor are an abstraction.
That m a n haunts me. It seems incongruous that amidst all the wealth and sophistication of Georgetown, people sleep in
doorways and on street corners. But the
atmosphere of comfort and elegance
sometimes overwhelms all else. I love the
unusual restaurants, the many exclusive
shops, and the trendy clubs that are m y
Georgetown. But those street people disrupt this comfortable setting, and remind
m e that Georgetown, as well as the whole
city of Washington, is filled with the
needy. Georgetown seems far removed
from the poverty of downtown Washington. But fourteenth street with its pornography and drug scene is only a ten minute
ride across town. Everyday newscasters remind m e of the violence of this city. This
semseter with all the controversy about
A park bench provides a place to eat and sleep.

campus attacks one cannot deny that the
gap between these two worlds lessens.
Throughout the day m y mind wanders
to m y Econ final, m y Spanish proficiency,
and dinner. M y existence consists of the
reality of exams and papers, and at two
a.m. on the second floor of Lauinger sometimes I'm not sure I'll survive. But images
of Healy Building, the townhouses on P
Street, and Copley L a w n in springtime
comfort m e because they endorse m y idealism. They reassure m e that I, too, will
graduate, enter the workforce, acquire
things,and be happy. Theoretically, I know
these things do not produce happiness, but
I a m not ready to admit that yet.
I watch the crime rate in Georgetown
rise rapidly, 1 have seen the slums of
Washington and I recognize this as reality,
although I a m reluctant to accept it. That
m a n represents this reality. H e forces m e
to see both Georgetowns, the rich and the
poor, existing side by side. N o w when I
rush down M Street past that m a n w h o sits
by Riggs Bank in his mechanized wheelchair with the radio on the back and the
guy with the sign around his neck, which
simply says "I'm hungry," I a m uncomfortable because of their suffering; perhaps this feeling is the first step in m y
growth process. With each feeling of compassion I a m one step closer to letting go of
m y comfort and helping them.

Adult movie theaters and book stores represent another side of Washington culture.
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ADULT
THEATERS
CASINO R O Y A L

347.6803

808 Mth St NW/Nr Mcpherson Metro
Double Feature Daily - Open 8am-8ann
DOUBLE F C A T G R E I

SLIGHTLY USED
(XXX) starring Sharon Kan*

TROPICAL LUST
(XXX) Stanina Portia Lynn
STANTON
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Lady admitted
FREE with escflrt
"89th STREET VICE" (XXX). Plua The Orlqinal 'Tyiaoo*'Family la...
"Dt 4>?iNn WITH FIBE" (XXX>. _
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Georgetown UniM
versity's Volunteer
m
Service Organiza9
tion, has created a
strong foundation
of excellence in its
ten years of existence. With a membership
of over four hundred, the Community Action Coalition makes a strong impact on
the university and the surrounding community. The organization deals skillfully
with social problems in the Washington
area.
There has been an increase in the numbers of homeless individuals in the Washington area; the problem has become an
important concern in this community. The
C A C responds to this crisis in two ways.
First, members of the group act as volunteers in homeless shelters in the area. The
C A C also lobbies on the state level for the
homeless, and through this effort they
have come to better understand the plight
Pat Cooper of the SAC office is ready and willing
answer questions about community programs.

n i ty

service

lives. Volunteers provide billingual legal
of the homeless.
services
and tutoring in English. But the
The Community Action Coalition also
works with other needy groups in the com- most important aspect of the program is
munity like the elderly, the refugees, and the volunteer's gift of compassion and uninner-city children. O n e of the biggest pro- derstanding that helps the refugees adjust
grams C A C sponsors, the Elderly Out- to their new life.
The C A C does not limit its influence to
reach, provides volunteers with the satisfaction of a one-to-one relationship. In local organizations. O n a national level
local nursing homes, volunteers provide C A C members participate in a hunger cricompanionship and comfort. Close to sis group called Bread for the World. It
campus, volunteers participate in happy also serves as a lobbying organization. The
hours at The Wisconsin Avenue Nursing members of C A C return to Georgetown
H o m e . The Community Action Coalition more informed about the hunger issue and
places volunteers in areas most suited to better able to communicate its importance
their special talents. S o m e people feel a to the community. C A C sponsors a Hunspecial desire to help children. The Satur- ger Awareness W e e k which directly inday Morning Program, a tutoring program volves the student body in the hunger confor kids, provides the children with both an flict. T h e C A C ' s Special Projects
intellectual and social education. The rela- Department publishes an informative
tionship between teacher and student newsletter and engages speakers to elabomoves beyond the merely academic to one rate on certain social issues. Finally,
through Social Awareness W e e k the memof friendship.
This same spirit of frienship plays an bers of the Community Action Coalition
important part in the Refugee Assistance promote a spirit of empathy among the
Program. Alienated from their native soci- Georgetown community and clarify the soety, these people need support to strength- cial problems which affect the campus and
toen them to face the difficulties of their
community population.

C A C provides friendship, guidance, and tutoring to
m a n y of the children in the D C area.
Kerry O'Connor lends a helping hand through
CAC's Elderly Outreach program.

Beth Valiulis volunteers her time to tutor children
for the District Outreach Program.

c o m m u n I I
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The Georgetown University chapter of
Alpha Phi O m e g a is an organization with
a fully-developed sense of their role on
campus. For over three decades, this role
has been to consistently serve their community. "Alpha Phi O m e g a has a strong
history as a service fraternity," explains
publicity director R o b Tobin. "Our chapter was founded on M a y 20, 1956 and we
have remained dedicated to our goals of
friendship, brotherhood, leadership, and
service." The group seems ready to respond to the immediate needs of the community.
Recently, Alpha Phi O m e g a reacted to
the problem of the increasing number of
homeless people in D.C. This was accomplished through many hours of volunteer
work at both the Calvary Shelter and the
Carmel W o m e n ' s Shelter.
This fall, the fraternity also decided to
do something to mitigate escalating concerns about campus security. A P O created
a van escort service. This project provides
free transportation on Sunday through
Thursday nights to those students w h o live
off-campus.
While A P O ' s community involvement
continues to extend its efforts in many directions, there exists a group of services on
which it has concentrated for many years.
These long-standing projects include volunteer work in soup kitchens and with a
very special Boy Scout troop. Every Sun-

day, the brothers fund, cook, and serve a
meal at Zaccheus' Soup Kitchen. Once
specific person has been responsible for
nourishing this project. Karen Kozachok,
a 1985 graduate, wrote a student cookbook which continues to sell; its profits
support the soup kitchen. A s for the Boy
Scouts, these kids need a special kind of
service - a service of love. Each of the
young boys is mentally retarded. In a display of their commitment, brothers meet
with this group of scouts every Thursday
night.
In addition to sponsoring two University
trust funds, A P O finances its endeavors by
the Ugliest Person on C a m p u s Contest.
Uncompromising pictures of University
personalities are displayed around campus; students donate money to their favorite ugly person. The champion donates
half of his winnings to the charity of his
choice, and half to A P O ' s Phillips Endowment. A P O ' s blood drives, ushering services, and clothing drives generate the remainder of needed funds.
"Brotherhood" is extended to any
Georgetown student, male or female, w h o
maintains good academic standing. In the
coming years, A P O will experience great
changes, but at the center the fraternity
will remain faithful to the friendship, dedication, loyalty, and service for which it has
always stood.

Alpha Phi O m e g a offers an escort service for students studying late on weeknights.
Fraternity "brothers" gather for a group photo on
Copley steps before a meeting.
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Although few students participated in the anti-rape march,
the entire week served to focus attention on a growing
problem.

National Anti-Rape Week, observed from
October 12 through 16, informed both m e n and
w o m e n about the violent crime of rape and its
consequences.
The G.U. Women's Caucus distributed information throughout the week, including pamphlets on rape prevention and date rape, as well
as hotline numbers at the D.C. Rape Crisis Center. A petition to the university administration
circulated throughout campus, encouraging
more openness about the issue and expressing
the need for a rape education program and selfdefense classes. A "take back the night" march
expressed a solidarity against rape as w o m e n
marched together through unlit parts of campus.
This week helped to make students more
aware that rapes occur every day in the urban
environment in which Georgetown is located.
The goal of the week was not to instill fear in
w o m e n , but rather to inspire confidence through
self defense and protection workshops.

a n t I - r .p e
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Dining out in D. C.
ashington D.C. acts as the
host city to m a n y international visitors and foreign
delegates. The entire city
caters to the International
contingent, but Georgetown
students don't have to go to Embassy R o w
to sample international fare. Fortunately,
the restaurants that line Wisconsin Avenue and M Street range a broad cultural
spectrum from Caribbean to Thai. These
varied eateries provide a complete education in the customs and habits of other
countries.
O n e of the most popular spots, Vietnam
Georgetown, specializes in crepes, sweet
and sour dishes and vegetables at reasonable prices. A visit to Fettoosh completes

W

"Fast food" from the Middle East is available for
take-out at the Fettoosh Express.

Filomena's wonderful Italian food makes it among
the more popular restaurants in Georgetown.

ants

the initiation into the strange cultural
depths of the Middle East. At first, the
unfamiliar sights and smells can be intimidating but overall the experience should
prove delicious. Fettoosh features lamb,
rosto, and assafear. Various Afghan, Morrocan and Indian restaurants compliment
this Middle Eastern flavor.Two stand out
a m o n g the rest. Tandoor, an Indian establishment, offers tantalizing saffron rice
and birani. Although visitors won't find
H u m p h r e y Bogart at Dar Es Salaam, they
will find the Casablanca atmosphere and
the Moroccan delicacies.
Georgetown also offers continental favorites. Pardi's has become a Georgetown
tradition. The down h o m e look of it red
brick two-story townhouse welcomes visi-

tors. T h e candlelight and fireplaces provide an intimate atmosphere. Upstairs one
can enjoy a romantic evening complete
with white wine, veal piccata, mussels on
the half shell and espresso. Just across the
street is the Bistro Francais, also offering a
pleasant atmosphere with a change in
menu.
O f course, the best way to truly appreciate these international specialties would be
to visit each country. Students w h o can't
travel because they have invested their
funds in Georgetown can simply walk a
few blocks to feast on m a n y delicacies. So
if you can't spend Spring Break in Martinique, walk d o w n to Micheline's. It can't
provide the sun and the sand, but it does
have the atmosphere.

T h e Dar Es Salam specializes in Moroccan dishes and offers the entertainment of a belly dancer.

French food lovers will delight in the extensive m e n u
at Georgetown's Bistro Francais.

The Vietnam Georgetown Restaurant is a favorite
a m o n g those with a palate for Vietnamese cuisine.

Those seeking an Italian meal in a romantic atmosphere would find Candela's to their liking.

Even Philippine cuisine lovers can find a meal to their
liking in Georgetown.
rest

Through the efforts of make-up artist Becky Seaman, the M & B cast members obtain new identities

Corwin Hee sacrifices many hours of hard work in
creating the M & B sets and stages.

I

m ask & b a u b I e

Behind The Scenes
ights, camera, action. M a s k organizational staff.
and Bauble productions are
So what makes M & B different from
the result of hours of hard other college groups? The answer lies in
work. Planning, scheduling, their enthusiasm and unity. All students,
and set designing begin long from freshmen to seniors, are warmly welbefore the actual perfor- comed. There is none of the petty rivalry
mance dates. in April, the M & B executive or jealousies that often plague other amaboards (the previous board and the up- teur theatre companies. The cast works as
coming one) decide what plays and musi- a unified whole for the best presentation of
cals will be performed the following year. a production.
The boards are composed of members of
Long and often, tedious rehearsals start
M & B w h o are elected by their fellow months before opening night. The demembers.
mands are not limited to rehearsals, howDirectors of the shows are also chosen ever. Each cast m e m b e r must also put in
by the executive board. Those students four hours of tech work, aid in the striking
w h o wish to be considered for a director- of the set of their own performance and
ship position must submit work they have the previous one, and help with the move
done, usually an explanation of their direc- to the stage.
tion of a scene in M & B ' s biannual "Night
Though the committment is great in
of Scenes".
terms of time and energy, the rewards are
Once the directors are established, a many. Poulton Hall becomes electrified
producer and stage manager are chosen. the night of a performance, as the coordiThe choreographer and set designer are nated work of many settles into place.
asked by the director to work on his or her With the show's conclusion and the falling
particular show. All these positions indi- of the curtain, the feelings of pride and
cate the many facets of a M a s k and Bau- satisfaction shared by the staff members
ble show. Not only are actresses and ac- can hardly be matched.
tors needed, but so too are business and

A Chance To 3ha re
haggard young girl climbs
over jagged rocks to reach
her cardboard shack at the
base of the steep incline.
The child she carries obviously needs medical attention. Although the government offers free
medical care for the first five years of her
baby's life, the mother does not seek it.
The people of her region view the political
bureaucracy as an alien force.
This fourteen year old represents one of
the m a n y impoverished residents in the
Appalachian mountains of the southeastern United States. In order to understand
the motivations of her people, one must
experience her lifestyle first hand.
Each Spring Break, a group of approximately ninety Georgetown students travels
to the Appalachian hills of Kentucky or
West Virginia in order to aid the c o m m u nities and the missions which serve them.
Students formed Spring Break in Appalachia (SBIA) in recognition of the needs of
this destitute region.
In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson created the Appalachian Regional Commission to combat the problems in the area.
T w o decades and five billion dollars later,
the commission desperately requires revision. Through the commission, the area
received immediate relief, but now it needs
to achieve long-term independence, dignity, and self-sufficiency. The media often
depicts the residents as shiftless dependents on the government.
Through the knowledge gained in their
Spring Break experience, students comment that these proud farmers work diligently in the face of almost unsurmountable odds. They do not ask for hand-outs,
but rather for help in restoring their h o m e
to its original state. Greedy coal and timber companies exploited the land for economic gain. Unfortunately, the big coal
companies contaminated over 6000 miles
of streams. Strip mining destroyed the area's ecosystem: the abuse has rendered the
rivers fishless, the forests barren, and the

water undrinkable. Strip mining pushed
the mountains down into the valleys, destroying farm land and creating flood
plains. W h e n the strip mines pulled out,
they left a destitute environment behind
without any attempt at restoration. Today,
citizens live below the poverty line and
unemployment soars near 8 0 % .
The Georgetown program does not donate money, but rather labor. They educate the people to help themselves. Students travel to six sites including the
United Methodist mission in Beverly,
Kentucky. Duties at the Red Bird Mission
include landscape and maintenance work
in the area. S o m e people, for example,
hauled and split logs while others tore
down rotting fences.
O n e of the most demanding sites on the
trip. Mountain of Peace Farm, rests high
atop the Blue Ridge Mountains. Glen and
Jeanine Runion operate a demonstration
farm on top of Basin Mountain to prove
that rugged land can support agriculture.
The farm needs basic maintenance labor
like fencing, gardening, and pruning. The
accomodations allow little rest and relaxation from the exhausting days and chilling weather. The five room, wood frame
building which housed all fifteen volunteers lacks heat and running water. S o m e
moved to the hayloft and dug nests in the
hay to keep warm. Although the workers
needed showers the pond's 40 degree temperature disuaded bathers. After a week of
sweat and grime, one can imagine the general state of the volunteers. O n e group
m e m b e r joked that they had to become
friends because no one else would stand
within ten feet of them! During leisure
time, the students planned starlight hikes,
card games, and sing-alongs.
Finally, all the participants recall the
trip with enthusiasm. S o m e h o w , each
seems changed by the experience. They
sense that each year, S B I A helps enrich
the self-respect and independence of the
Appalachian people and draws them closer to their dream of self sufficiency.
A Georgetown student takes time out of the day to
enjoy some of the natural advantages of Applachia—
it is doubtful she will ever get to pet a rabbit in
Washington except at a petting zoo.
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The sign on the side of the barn represents the
essence of the lives of the people in Applachia.

Several students take off for a walk in the woods,
and will soon be joined by some unexpected company-

Once again a student enjoys the environment by
playing with a baby lamb, a well deserved break.

Grace House shows another side of life; a place
where ducks, lambs, and rabbits are important.
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ach year, during the month
of March, Georgetown students ponder life's essential
questions: should I bask in
the sun, ski through icy
mountains, or relax at h o m e
this year? Planning for excursions to the
Bahamas, Cancun, the Keys, or Vermont
begins early in February. Hoyas j a m m e d
the A T & T circuits making plane reservations and travel plans. A s usual, all the
excitiment conflicted with the early
March midterm stress.
W h e n the fourth finally arrived travellers clogged Healy Circle while boarding
taxis and packing their cars to the brim.
Spring Break had officially begun!
Those Hoyas w h o fled south enjoyed a
sun-filled week of swimming, tanning, sailing, and scuba diving. Clad in snow suits
rather than swim suits, the vacationers of
the north engaged in snowball fights, skiing, and storytelling by w a r m fires.
In search of the College Student's
D r e a m — a week in which the family (forgetting all of your major faults since you
went away) showers you with attention,
food, and gifts—many Hoyas returned to
their h o m e state. N o roommates w h o expect you to clean your apartment, no noisy
neighbors w h o interrupt your afternoon
naps, and no delightful chicken surprises
at Marriott! Still others enjoyed five days
of reflection at Georgetown's Silent Retreat, while some stayed here at Georgetown and enjoyed the spring weather.
W h e n Hoyas returned from various
spots on the globe everyone agreed that
Spring Break should be at least two weeks
next year.
These fun-loving Hoyas were sure to provide entertainment to all vacationing in Cancun.

ETA
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John Bedford, Frank DeFilippo and Ron Guibord had an easy time making friends at Disney
World in Florida, but with a second look, the
character is scratching his head- what's up guys?

Seniors Lisa Palermo and Elizabeth Nix, donning
suntans and sombreros, were sure to turn heads in
Cancun.
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a.m. The buzz of the
Our encounters in Drill and Ceremony
alarm clock assaulted m y didn't prepare us for the adventures ahead.
ears . . . not to mention thoseAfter lab, the cadets ushered us into our
of m y r o o m m a t e . Half A S 100 classroom in the basement of
Douglas Hall. Captain Darden, also new
asleep, I rolled out of bed
and stumbled into the show- to the A F R O T C establishment, provided a
er. A s the water splashed, I wondered, first-hand encounter with the real Air
"Could I really be awake this early in the Force. W i t h shoes shined, uniform
morning?" Uncertainty grabbed m e as I pressed, and confidence radiating, he exrealized that m y first day of A F R O T C uded military virtue. W h e n one of the tar(Air Force - R O T C ) had arrived. Soon the dy double-ups reported, anxiety spread
G 2 would depart from Healy gates and over the room. H e squared corners as he
carry m e to unfamiliar territory.
approached the desk. His arm snapped
W h e n we arrived at Howard University, into a crisp salute, and his conversation
the officers assembled us, the prospective with the captain terminated with a recadets, into "flights". This term struck sounding "SIR!" Somehow, this whole
some of us as rather humorous; the only scenario lacked the M * A * S * H / H o g a n ' s
plane w e had seen thus far was mounted Heroes atmosphere I had been expecting.
on a 2" X 2" piece of plastic in the Cadet
Soon, 1 got used to the 0500 wake-up
Lounge. As we nervously surveyed our call and the routine of the day. The initial
drilling grounds, later known as the Quad, shocks of the first day eventually softened
our flight commander advanced toward and soon I confidently marched in lab,
us. A s a brand new P O C , conscious of his questioned in lecture, and pledged Arnold
appearance, he tried to appear regal, yet Air Society...a selective fraternity comapproachable. With memories of c a m p prised of cadets from across the nation.
still fresh in his mind, he envisioned his
The experience has provided a sense of
role as a commander w h o would transform discipline which carries over into m y acahis troops from uncertain fledglings into demics at Georgetown. The skills I learn
"spit and polished" Air Force Cadets. provide m e with a confidence to face the
However, under the close scrutiny of the challenges ahead. I have a long way to
senior cadets, he nervously sputtered out travel before I receive m y commissioning
his first c o m m a n d , "Tench-hut!" " W h a t in the United States Air Force, but I wait
the hell is a tent/hut?" W e soon figured it in anticipation rather than fear for the
out - we had to.
challenges that lay ahead.

First year cadet Ted Davis wears his uniform with
the sense of confidence and pride which typifies the
character of a future officer.

I

W h e n most students are h o m e in bed, these cadets
are assembled to salute the raising of the fiag.

Cadet Kristin Flemming has that special kind of
ambition and dedication needed to pursue both a
degree at Georgetown and an officership in the Air
Force.
T e a m w o r k and a general attitude of cooperation
pervade any R O T C detachment. Classwork and field
practice combine for the whole R O T C experience.
Pictured are cadets \larzo and VNatkins.
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Winter on campus can be long, cold and
I colorless. With the major construction efforts this
year - N e w North, Dahlgren Courtyard and the
Leavey Center - too often m u d trails, brick piles
and scaffolding stood in our paths. But, with
spring, bright flowers, trees and intact buildings
reemerged.
Student life at Georgetown provides constant
opportunity. Whether it be music, dance,
journalism, art, politics or simple pleasure, some
club includes the activity. Here, senior Scott
Herron enjoys Madness on the Mall, a concert
and picnic, organized by the Senior Class
Committee for Senior W e e k .

M a n y contend that real life begins after
the last class ends. Fortunately, students have
managed to apply concepts from the
classroom to outside activities.
T h e 90 S A C clubs and other independent
groups at Georgetown encompass a broad
spectrum of interests: artistic, diplomatic,
dramatic, escapist, futuristic, hedonistic,
humanistic, iconoclastic, journalistic,
philanthropic, philosophical and theological.
Life at G U extends beyond clubs to the
daily routines of each student. After all,
memories of these moments of "life" linger
long after the Pythagorean Theorem fades
* .
into the dark recesses of the mind.
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Looking out over Copley L a w n from idyllic
windows in White-Gravenor, an observer would
recognize that Georgetown is a learning
institution that stresses the open-ended nature of
education. Professors do not merely instruct, but
rather guide the student to reach his own
conclusions.

student

life
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Student Activities Commission Oversees
Organization of Over Ninety Campus Clubs
A mysterious double door hidden in Copley
Basement opens to the bustling world of the
Student Activities Commission ( S A C ) . Headed
by Chairman Steve Plum, the S A C maintains
clubs and organizations on campus and acts as
the cornerstone of university student activity.
The S A C is comprised of 10 student commissioners and one comptroller appointed by the
Georgetown University Student Association
( G U S A ) President and Vice President soon after February elections. T o be considered, applicants must submit a written statement and undergo an interview process. Each commissioner
acts as a "cluster representative" for about 10
student clubs, guiding them through the budgeting procedure and the bureaucratic jungle. S A C
commissioners, w h o put in ten office hours a

week in addition to their regular S A C duties,
receive no compensation.
The S A C serves students by granting official
university recognition to worthy clubs, affording
them office space and funding. O n the third
weekend in February, B A G (Budget Allocation
Group) weekend approves budgets for the coming year. Also, the S A C serves students by assisting in determining policy for student organizations, advising clubs, and overseeing many
S A C services. 1988 proved a particularly active
year, with the S A C recognizing several new
clubs and determining Leavey Center office
space. By acting as a "clearinghouse" for m a n y
campus activities, the S A C ensures the continuity and prosperity of student organizations on
campus.

The privileges of S A C and University recognition include a
mailbox in the Student Activities Office, office space,
phone use, registrar mail label service and ultimately, S A C
funding.

Commissioner Gail Jones and a friend attend the S A C
sponsored activities fair on Copley L a w n in September.

S A C commissioners meet weekly to discuss the activities
and daily functions of over 90 recognized clubs.
Scott Walter uses the S A C fair to sign up new members for
M a s k and Bauble, the university's foremost theatre group.

Blue-Gray tour guide Katie Hansen explains the admissions process to a group of prospectives.

RELATIONS
The ties that bind

Familiarity and an eager attitude about college seem to be easy things to acquire as a Hoya,
but these positive aspects are probably best
c o m m u n i c a t e d by Blue-Gray and G A A P
volunteers.
Blue-Gray functions in correlation with Admissions. S o m e 60-odd members give hundreds
of tours throughout the school year and during
the s u m m e r months. Sophomores, juniors, and
seniors involved in the organization portray the
best image possible of G U , offering a student's
perspective to communicate to parents and prospectives. The group also ushers special events

m:

for the administration such as lectures, conferences, and receptions, often held in the ICC.
G A A P volunteers open their residences for
several planned "early-decision weekends."
High school seniors can experience G U firsthand by staying with a G A A P upperclassman.
According to sophomore Bill Paine his E.D. stay
"secured his decision" to come to the Hilltop.
There is a tradition at Georgetown that lends
a sense of fraternity to anyone w h o comes here.
Familial bonds are replaced with supportive ties
among alumni, students, and prospectives.
These are the ties that bind. . . .

Amidst the January snow, W a y n e Barnett points out the
best view of D.C. atop Village A apartment complex.

Daily tours are given at 11:15 and 2:15 by volunteer m e m bers of Blue-Gray, a student-alumni liason group that emphasizes the importance of the individual at Georgetown.
Many students who live on campus host prospectives for
"early decision weekends." It gives the high-schooler a
more subjective look at Georgetown.
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HOMECOMING
Rain does not dampen spiritfilled weekend
Homecoming

Successful Despite Weather

Beginning with the Balloon Send-Off and the
Lighting of John Carroll on Thursday October
1, Georgetown University students and alumni
celebrated Homecoming. The Balloon Send-Off
raised money for the Senior Class Committee
while the Lighting, sponsored by the G U S A
Spirit Committee, drew Hoyas out of Lauinger
and into Healy Circle for a fireworks display
and pep rally.
Friday's events included a Fun R u n sponsored
by the Community Action Coalition and D A P .
Winners received tickets to the annual H o m e coming dance held in M c D o n o u g h on Saturday
night.
Rain interrupted Saturday's game, but a capacity crowd tolerated the bad conditions to
watch the football team tie Franklin Marshall
three to three. The annual Homecoming dance
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was held Saturday night in M c D o n o u g h
gymnasium.
Although the weather changed some plans, it
did not alter the success of the weekend. In fact,
the weather inspired indoor entertainment like
an impromptu party in the Village A laundry
room. O f course, along with parties at the Pub
and Copley Lounge, the traditional alumni receptions and reunions continued the 1987
H o m e c o m i n g Weekend. Sponsored by the
Georgetown Alumni Association, the weekend
converted an annual production into a unique
experience.

The volleyball team cheers for a victory at the John Carroll
Kickoff. The other fall sports teams were also recognized at
the Thursday evening pep rally.
Though the rain continued throughout the whole game,
Kehoe Field accommodated a capacity crowd for the
Homecoming game.

At the second annual John Carroll Kickoff,fireworkssymbolized the explosive Hoya spirit. Nancy Huang was chairman for the event.
The Balloon Send-Off was held on Copley Lawn.
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The Corp, located in Healy Basement, will move to the
Leavey Center and expand its services next year.

Construction and Policy Revision
Mark Year of Major Campus Change
A s the Byrds' song says "for everything there
is a season - turn, turn, turn." This year our
heads were spinning with the rapid execution of
changes on campus. W h e n students returned
from s u m m e r break the University had instituted a new drug and alcohol policy which would
cause controversy throughout the year. Area
crime had also increased since last year; Alpha
Phi O m e g a responded with a van escort service
to transport students safely home.
Between the winter snowstorms, workers diligently replaced the original M c D o n o u g h roof
and restored the Yates rooftop, including the
track and footballfield.Fortunately, this new
construction did not detract from the original
Georgetown atmosphere. In the Spring, officials
named Healy Hall a historic landmark. Unfor-
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tunately, for the first time graduates did not
gather under the clock tower; in the interest of
"decorum," the administration divided graduation into five ceremonies.
Amidst it all, the sounds of construction lingered. Dahlgren courtyard underwent massive
renovations and by M a y , the fountain rushed
with water and various fiowers colored the
scene. In the center of it all, Leavey Center
continued to rise.
In the heat of a Washington summer, as workers added the final touches to the new student
center, S A C clubs and adminstrative services
moved into their offices. The completion of the
Leavey Center initiated a permanent change in
the focus of campus life and signified the end of
the Healy Basement Era.

Healy Hall was the scene of many changes this year. The
Department of the Interior designated the building a historic landmark. 1988 signifies its final year as Georgetown's student center.
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Dahlgren Courtyard was under renovation for the better
part of the academic year. The construction, although noisy
and messy, never hindered mass-goers.
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LIVING
Day in the
life of a Hoya

8:00 alarm goes off, hit snooze
8:09 hit snooze again
8:18 finally get out of bed
8:20-8:28 shower, while inspecting mold on
ceiling
8:28-8:40 get dressed and collect books for first
class
8:40-9:05 breakfast in N e w South
9:15-11:30 attend classes in I C C , falling asleep
only once
11:35-1:05 eat lunch in Marriot
1:15-2:30 spend time you should have been in
class printing out paper from friend's computer
2:32 reach professor as he leaves class with
paper
2:40 contemplate going to Yates, decide to take
a nap

5:15 awaken to roommate and his weird friends
5:15-6:18 wander around fioor/apartment contemplating life
6:20-7:00 eat dinner in Marriott
7:05-10:30 go to library, study and talk to anyone you see
10:35 arrive home, watch t.v. for several hours
and discuss conclusions reached earlier about
life
12:35 decide to hit the Pub, "Just to see who's
there"
2:30 arrive home, find bed piled up with too
m u c h stuff so fall asleep on thefioor,forgetting
to set alarm for 8:50 class

Laundry is just one of the inconviences students experience. Has anyone seen m y sock?

While dorms m a y be conducive to an active social life,
quiet study time is rare, especially on First N e w South.

Initiation for the new members is a special occasion that
takes place in Copley crypt.

Alpha Phi O m e g a has two membership drives a year. O n e
each semester where they take in about ten new members.

I

omega
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Fraternity remains active part of Hilltop
PEOPLE SERVING O T H E R PEOPLE. . . .
Alpha Phi Omega is one of Georgetown's oldest and most committed service groups. Georgetown's M u Alpha chapter consists of 55-65 undergraduates and hundreds of active alumni.
The club participates in numerous service activities on campus, around Georetown, and in
D.C. A new project this year was a van shuttle
service provided on the hour, with pick up in
Healy Circle and drop off at your doorstep,for
Hoyas w h o live off campus. Sue Stack said she
"stayed on campus about 2 0 0 % more often"
because of the assured safe returns from the
pub, the library, or other popular hangouts. T h e
fraternity has expressed their concern with safe

late-night returns in the past with a daily escort
service from the library from 11-1pm.
In addition to these campus services, the
group helps out the Georgetown Children's
House where several of the members are big
brothers. Others spend time at a Wisconsin Avenue nursing home. These activities are all on a
volunteer basis. Gratitude is the fraternity's only
reward.
In correlation with the Community Action
Coalition, the group worked at a D.C. shelter
and soup kitchen. For a Georgetown student to
devote his time to such remarkable causes truly
shows h o w strongly the Jesuit presence can be
felt and put into action. T h e emphasis of the
Service Fraternity is not only to serve Georgetown but also to serve all of humanity.

alpha

p h i\omega
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The Center Cafe is an alternative to Marriott for Maribeth
Byrne. It offers breakfast, lunch, and dinner, daily.

Brian Collins grabs a M o o n Pie at Saxa's between classes.
The Credit Union offers a variety of services to Georgetown
students such as low-interest tuition, seasonal loans, and
free checking.
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TRIBiUTE
Could this be the end of a
Georgetown tradition?

Tough academic standards can put a strain on
social life. A Friday night on campus would
convince anyone that Hoyas work hard. . . and
play even harder.
Night life can include occasional jaunts into
D . C , frequent visits to local clubs, or on or offcampus parties, but none of these activities provides the unique atmosphere of the Georgetown
University Center Pub. The student-run bar
served as a popular hangout for Hoyas, but will
no longer exist in 1988-89 when the new Leavy
Center opens.
In its last year, the Pub attracted large crowds
to hear bands such as the Road Ducks, Last
Call, and Back R o w . Class nights and hockey
club happy hours also brought a large group out
to take advantage of 5-8 drink specials.
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The Center Pub was more than just another
saloon to visit on weekend nights. It was an
establishment symbolizing the closeness of
Georgetown, a place where a Hoya could see
friends on the way h o m e from the library or
catch a movie and pizza on a Wednesday
afternoon.
N o w , all that remains of the Pub as w e know
it is the dirty-gray shadow of grime, affectionately coined "pubscum," splattered on its former patrons' shoes and clothes.
The Center Pub was a unique social experience that Georgetown students created. It is an
experience we will all remember when we hear
"last call at the bar" or any song from the
"Grease" soundtrack.
G.U. Center Pub, R.I.P(pubscum).
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The 1987-88 Senior Class Homecoming float makes tribute
to the Pub.
Juniors Courtney Roberts and Marrissa Moorman anticipate dancing to traditional pub songs such as the "Theme
from Hawaii Five-0" and "Melt With Y o u " on a Thursday
night.

With the closing of the Center Pub, "pub pitchers" may
become a status symbol among undergrads. A pitcher of
Bud cost $4.90 in the pub's last year.

THE PUB WERE CLOSED
a The closing of this favorite so-

cial institution comes as a
great surprise to me. I think it
will wreck the cohesiveness of
the student body.^^ — Joe
Sperber
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MEDIA
Changes for
G.U. Journalism
Georgetown journalism underwent major
changes in 1987-1988. The Hoya, a weekly
campus newspaper since 1920, experimented
with biweekly issues. The publication continued its coverage of campus and D.C. events
while attempting to give students a less-biased viewpoint. Editor-in-chief Christopher
Donesa said, "I think we've become a lot
more aggressive, by that I mean in the past
we've tended to let information go in one ear
and out the other and now w e tend to be more
thoughtful of what w e print."
The other weekly campus newspaper, the
Voice provided an alternative for Georgetown students, placing emphasis on the arts
and in-depth social features.
The Guardian magazine changed to the
progressive title of Blue Gray and sought to
better refiect the variety of student opinions
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found on campus. The premier issues attracted significant attention from both faculty and
students.
W G T B , the student-run A M radio station,
nearly doubled its listening capacity by extending its frequency to Village A and Village B. Students could listen to programs
such as Sports Quiz while dining in Marriot
or socializing in Healy Basement.
The literary Georgetown Journal was published twice annually and contains submissions from undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty members. It features
poetry, prose, graphics and photography.
Monthly issues of Hoya Saxa were put out
by Hoya Sports Information and covered the
progress of G e o r g e t o w n Sports teams
throughout their competitive seasons.
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Hill
Alex Laskarkis, editor-in-chief of the Georgetown Voice
inspects the latest issue in his office.

A W G T B deejay broadcasting " O n the air.'

Mike Heffner, layout and design editor of Ye Domesday
Booke, works until the light of dawn awakens him.

M a r k Chubb, Sports editor of the Hoya takes an ad over
the phone.

media
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WORKING
In addition to your
hectic schedule...
Georgetown's proximity to Washington D C
RHOs, the
assist
lost professors
in Departmental
provides
opportunity
for students
to benefit
from the social events of a big city as well asoffices, encourage better nutritional habits at
that of a small campus. In order to enjoy the Marriott, provide a relaxed social atmosphere
resturants, bars, and plays Washington offers for others at the Pub, chaffeur other students
and still have money to buy books, many stu- on G.U.T.S. buses, deliver daily newspapers or
ensure continuing academic success by typing
dents choose to spend a few precious hours
punching a time clock at one location or anoth-papers.
Off campus also provides a plethora of oper. Both on and off campus, the positions are
portunities.
Moonlighting students can be seen
infinite, although the paychecks can appear all
waitressing, serving ice cream, selling clothing
too finite.
in Georgetown's fashionable boutiques, internOn-campus students can prevent drowning
victims at Yates, dispense laundry tickets froming for their favorite politicalfigureor clerking
in law offices.

Student Laurie Rosatone and Theology Department
secretary Mrs. Jude Daly work on course descriptions.

Cafe workers rush to assist hungry customers in search
of chicken clubs.ice cream and bagels.

^ A,

Workers in Vital Vittles reshelve stock as fast as
-hungry students purchase it

Paul Bryar and Deanna Waldren relish the tangible
benefits from working while planning ways to spend
them.
working
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LEAVEY

New Student Center Funded by Leavey
Family;
Will Open in the Fall of 1988 Amid
Celebration
T h e n e w $51.7 million Leavey Center complex occupies 260,000 square feet near Henle
Village. T h e location of the center will cause a
shift of focus to the north side of campus.
T h efirstlevel of the center maintains a 70/30
ratio between administrative services and student acUvities. For thefirsttime most clubs will
occupy offices in the building, increasing unity
a m o n g S A C groups. T h e area also contains several student lounges and a large T V room. Overall, the upscale atmosphere will be a great
change from Healy Basement.
T h e 450-seat, cash-only cafeteria will serve
the Medical Center staff and graduate students,
and Marriott will run a fast food restaurant
where students can use I D cards to pay for
meals. T h e two other restaurants, Decatuers and
the more formal Faculty Club will also carry the
student meal credit option.

hi

center

T h e Pub/Cafe will merge into a Booeymongers-type format, radically changing from
the old Center P u b format; in m e m o r y of Healy
Basement the new pub will be called "The Basement." Saxas and Vittles will gain space, enabling them to expand their product line into a
small grocery store layout.
In response to student concerns, G U S A held
a Leavey Center forum in April. M a n y plagued
by "Marriott take-over anxiety" questioned
Leavey representatives about Marriott's role.
They assured that the university does o w n the
building and Marriott holds only a three year
contract. T h e 10.4% board plan increase and the
mandatory use of Marriott catering still concerns many. Nevertheless, the Leavey Center
will arrive in the fall of 1988 amid p o m p and
circumstance.
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Construction has been a familiar sight all year; students
and staff are eager to move in to the building. Although the
senior class held a reggae party on Leavey's roof during
Senior W e e k , groups will not move until mid-July.
The Student Activities tower will house the Hoya, the
Voice, Y e Domesday Booke, and the S A C , a m o n g other
groups.

A skywalk connects the Henle/Reiss path with the Leavey
Center. Below the walkway is an indoor parking garage.
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Preliminary floor plans indicate that student offices will be
more spacious and central than old locations.
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M a n y Hoyas walk everywhere. This mode of transportation
may take longer, but it's always reliable.

G U students often find walking to Rosslyn the best option
for quick transport into the city.

MOVIN
Getting around can pose
problem for Hoyas
It was easy in high school. Transportation for
the most part wasn't a problem, or at least there
was always a viable solution - borrow the 'rents'
car.
N o w , at Georgetown, nearly every undergrad
is faced with the problem of how to get around.
For some, the situation doesn't change m u c h
from high school. The car is still the main m o d e
of transportation. For others, taxi cabs become
the alternative, at least until skyrocketing fares
m a k e frequent trips impossible. For many, a
relatively new phenomenon of public transportation becomes the not so favored but ever so
practical reality. Hoyas wanting to go outside
the gates must learn bus routes, metro particulars, and time schedules. With 75 cents as bus

fare and $1.60 both ways nearly anywhere close
on the metro, there is a real savings, but it is not
to be enjoyed without a large amount of hassle
at least some of the time.
Overcrowding, non-airconditioned buses, unusual delays, and block by block stops are some
c o m m o n gripes. From campus, most students
end up walking at least three blocks to the nearest bus stop that has access to the city. But
despite the difficulties, transportation is a situation each undergrad has to deal with on a day to
day basis. At times the problem can get so frustrating that a H o y a m a y be forced to opt for
highly developed calf muscles and strong Achilles tendons.

With an amazingly quick response time of five minutes to
Yates Field House, G E R M S often serves as a vital link to
the University hospital.

G E R M S has access to Life Flight, a helicopter that can fly
a seriously injured patient to a primary care facility.
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Officer V.P. Nass fields one of the hundreds of daily calls
at the security switchboard. The Georgetown University
Protection Service moved all of its offices from Harbin to
the lower level of Village C at the start of the 1987-88
school year.

Student-run G E R M S recruits Hoyas for service at the Student Activities Fair held on Copley L a w n in September.
Here, junior Kris Carr, senior Marl< Polemeni, and senior
M a r k Stabile survey the display.

Each dormitory has student security guards to check I.D.s.
Guards m a k e $4.50 an hour and are on duty for staggered
shifts from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m., daily. In addition to one at
each post, two rover-guards aid the effectiveness of the
patrol.

CAMPUS
Beyond 37th and 0
or inside Healy gates?
D C Is A Place Where College Merges With
Culture.
Flying into or out of National Airport depending on where particular Hoyas hail from,
one can see all of the landmarks of the Washington area. The Capitol, the monuments, the Pentagon, Rosslyn's near-sky scrapers, symbols of
the greater United States of America sit in contrast to a group of buildings more secluded, high
on a Hilltop, that m a k e up Georgetown
University.
From the hallowed halls of Healy to the government subsidized solar panels of the ICC, to
the once tennis court-covered rooftops of Village A , the campus features a variety of architectural style, perhaps indicative of the variety
of people w h o m a k e Georgetown their home.
There is opportunity for diversity present not
only in the architecture, but also in the curricu-
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campus

or

city

lum, student activities, and social life on campus. For those Hoyas not willing to venture beyond 37th and O , boredom is easy to avoid. Fun
can be found on Copley lawn, in the fishbowl, or
in Healy Basement on an around- the-clock basis. O n e can take an active part of the Hilltop by
working for Yates, or the Corp, or by giving
campus tours. Hanging out with professors that,
in general, take the time to become familiar with
their students is also an option.
In addition to the busy campus scene, Hoyas
have the advantage of being just two miles from
the nation's capital. It's a dilemma for every
student whether or not to travel downtown with
the possibility of becoming engulfed in the busy
scheme of things. S o m e use the city as a network. Others don't realize that M street runs
into Pennsylvania Avenue until second semester
senior year.

A popular activity is the home basketball games at the Cap
Center.

campus

or

city?
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Saturday afternoon's events included the 2nd Annual
Founder's Day concert and barbecue on Village C and
Harbin Patios. Here, Nancy Huang and M a r k Johnson
auction off Johnson's authentic gold Steward's key. The
day was marred by controversy when Fr. Healy "pulled the
plug" on live outdoor bands, invoking a seldom-used university policy.
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SPRINGFEST
Concerts, Barbecues, Fashion Shows and Founder's
Day Party Top Off Springfest Week of April 17
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The School of Foreign Service held a barbecue for its
students on Copley Lawn on Saturday, April 23rd. Despite
threatening skies, students grilled hamburgers, played softball and tossed frisbees with Dean Krogh.
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Don McLean, singer of such classics as American Pie and
Starry, Starry Niglit played to a packed Gaston Hall on
Monday, April 25th. Tickets sold for $14 to Georgetown
students and $17 to the public at large.
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ASPHALT JAM
Despite Cold and Rainy Weather, Bob
Marley's Wallers Draw Large and Diverse Crowd

Jamie Lockwood attended the 1988 Asphalt Jam held on
McDonough Esplanade; several hundred people, both from G U
and from the Washington community, flocked to hear the
Wallers.
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The Wallers and two other groups played on a portable
stage in M c D o n o u g h parking lot on Sunday April 24th. The
event was free, and G P B sold t-shirts to commemorate the
concert.

Kim Sneed and Susan Foster share ice cream while waiting
for the Wallers to begin playing around 5 p.m.
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ASN

Georgetown Chapter of National Jesuit Honor
Society Serves University and DC

Community

Georgetown's Jesuit Honor Society, Alpha Alan Bloom's controversial book The Closing of
Sigma N u , provides a focus for the fraternity's the American Mind.
The group also developed a community sercampus activities. Chapter president Bob Redvice
project with Father Murphy at the Jesuit
m o n d dedicated himself to the formulation of a
strong, organized body which would play an ac- Boys H o m e and worked with other groups like
C I P R A and C A C to organize a campus wide
tive role in the community.
Thefirstproject of the year, the membership educational conference of G U tutors.
In all of these ways, Georgetown's chapter of
drive, required months of preparation. Members
must be juniors or seniors in the top 1 5 % of the ASN continues to fulfill the Jesuit ideals. The
class and maintain a 3.3 average. This year 42 refining process that Bob began this year will
seniors and 21 juniors were inducted in Febru- continue. The new members discussed the Chapary. The group also nominated four honorary ter's role in the National Convention which will
faculty members who exhibited the necessary be held at Georgetown in October. Throughout
characteristics of service, scholarship and the summer the new executive board worked to
strengthen the organization and prepare for uployalty.
In the fall / i 5 N sponsered a lecture series on coming events.
higher education, including a special forum on

Fr. Otto Hentz and Michael Meyer discuss Alpha Sigma
N u activities at the Chapter's reception.
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Theology professor James Donahue was inducted in April as
an honorary faculty member.
Walter Connelly, an AS!\member attends a reception in Dahlgren Courtyard during Senior Week.
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Itsi W a d a and Yoko Yamada, two summer English as a
Foreign Language students from Japan, help scoop ice
cream at the weekly Intercultural Ice Cream Social. Junior
George Bunch,as the S u m m e r Foreign Students Activities
Director, organizes the event.

Summer Activities Staff Plans Dances,
Trips, and Concerts for Large Summer
Afterfinals,after senior week, after graduation, a transformation occurs on Georgetown's
campus. Year-round students go home to summer jobs and are replaced by a large summer
community new to campus. T o facilitate their
entry to Georgetown, the School for S u m m e r
and Continuing Education and Office of Performing Arts jointly employ a S u m m e r Arts and
Activities staff.
Located in Healy Basement in the G U S A
office, the five-person staff organizes and supervises a full calendar of s u m m m e r events. Weekly
activities include a Thursday night movie series
in Reiss Auditorium, Tuesday night E F L activities, a Wednesday afternoon ice cream coolers
and Wednesday night concerts and coffee-

Community

houses. Special events include a welcome dance
party on Harbin Patio, a picnic at Great Falls, a
trip to Kings Dominion, a barbecue, outdoor
movie showings, and a popular crab fest on Copley Lawn.
G U S u m m e r Theatre produces a large musical and two smaller readings over the summer.
This summer's musical is Working, adapted
from the book by Studs Terkel; one smaller
reading is The Real Thing.
The staff publishes a 32 page 7/jscape booklet
detailing campus and summer events, and releases weekly Inscape Bulletins publicizing
events. Overall, most events are strongly attended, especially by E F L students and high school
juniors.

Meroe Park, Concerts and Coffeehouses Director, and
Scott Walter, S u m m e r Theatre Director, work the ID validation table at summer registration. In addition to Bunch,
the staff includes Jonathan Hirsch as S u m m e r Activities
Director and Debbie Steidel as Public Relations Director.

Phil DeCamara checks in summer students to their rooms
in Harbin. S u m m e r Housing employs hundreds of Georgetown students as R H O workers, housekeepers and hall
counselors for high school juniors taking classes and living
on campus. In addition to their paychecks, employees receive free summer housing.

SUMMER
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Spirit Committee Co-Chairman D o m Morandi displays the
Spirit Committee's float for the Homecoming parade that
was held the morning before the game against Franklin
Marshall.

The G U S A office, now located in Healy basement, will be
moved to the Leavey Center next fall. Pertinent announcements are often posted on the office window.
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The Senior Class Committee works largely because of enormous time and effort spent by members like Patty Smith.
Events sponsored by the committee include Senior Night at
the Pub and a trip to the Folger to see Macbeth.

1

Typical of the campaign signs that plaster Marriott walls
in the spring elections, this poster urges you to vote. G U S A
has a separate Election Commission to monitor campaign
activities.

m

M u c h attention has been focused on the White
House, its residents, and the prospective residents
for the coming year. As Ronald Reagan prepares
to leave office, the race for his job continues. It
looks as though it will be Michael Dukakis or
George Bush taking up residence here in coming
year.
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Wild west riders, st^e coaches and inflated
balloons highlight the opening Ceremony Saturday
at McMahon^Stadium in Calgarv to start the
15th W i ^ e r O K m p i c Games.
This year, more than any other in recent years,
has seen many changes for Georgetown
University's community, including not only thei
student body but faculty ajld administration as
well. S o m e things, however, 6<jt not change, such
as these two students taking ^vantage of the
good weather.

For newsmakers 1988 was an Olympic year.
F r o m Calgary to Seoul, communication
brought news and pictures quicker than ever
before. The superpowers came together to
compromise at two summits; first in
Washington, then Reagan traveled to Moscow.
Not only the United States and the Soviet
Union, but thfe world, watched in anticipation
of the outcome. The success or failure of
glasnost and its implications remain to be seen.
Closertt)home, w e s ^ the Superbowl
victory on big screens at the T o m b s and the
Hoyas live at the C a p Center. O n ^ less
exhilarating note, w e painfully watched the
Baltimore Orioles start off the season with one
of the longest losing streaks in baseball history.
Early in the year, controversy rocked the
highest court in the land. It seemed no one
was qualified to hold the position of Supreme
jCourt Justice, ^thej^ace-for .the presidency
continued, with media"coverage^and scandal
, playing large roles in the success or faili^rd^^f
the candidates. O n e of tltf candidates
jecjp^djzed his bid for the highest position' in
• •• •" '.tfte U.S.A. by a little Monkey Business.
•^
-•
•• 'giroughout the seasons, world attefftipn
changed its focus from Central America.'to
. 'Haiti, to the Persian Gulf. It^was*^*
international year, symbolic of the intetlockijig:
of world economies and cultures. ,
The media presented the stories quickly; the-*
h froJH
^ the.fiction.*
« .-people discerned the truth
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British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher wins her third consecutive term and the conservatives
continue to hold the majority in
Parliament.

June 11

Iran-Scam

After seven months of invoking the Fifth A m e n d m e n t , M a rine Lt. Colonel Oliver North
finally testified before Congressional committees regardAmerican journalist Charles Glass ing the covert operations of the
Iran-Contra affair. W h a t folis taken hostage in Beirut.
lowed was a detailed investigaFred Astaire, one of the great
tion into the policies behind the
diversion of funds from arms
American dancers of this century,
sales with Iran to the Contra
dies of pneumonia.
rebels in Nicaragua.
Jackie Gleason, star of the longOliver North's testimony not
only presented his rhetoric derunning, extremely popular TV sefense but also implicated severries, "The Honeymooners", dies of
al top officials in the scandal.
cancer.
North insisted that throughout
Soviet Communist Party Secrethe entire ordeal he had been
tary Mikhail Gorbachev reiterates
authorized for the majority of
his actions. Through the hearhis "glasnost" campaign for an inings William Casey, the late
creased liberalization of the SoviC I A director, was portrayed as
et society.
a driving force in the diversion
Justice Powell resigns from the Su- and in the efforts to aid the
p r e m e Court.
contras and to deceive Congress about that assistance.
Broadway producer Michael BenFollowing Poindexter's testinett dies of AIDS.
mony, m u c h of the ambiguity
regarding the covert operations
Nazi was criminal Klaus Barbie is and the President's role in
sentenced in Paris to life imprisonthem was erased. H e confessed
ment
for
crimes
against
humanity.

June 16

June 22

June 24

June 25

June 26

July 2

July 4

Julys

to having authorized the fundraising for the Contras and
declared that he had been kept
apprised of the H a w k missile
shipments. M o r e importantly,
he admitted that in giving
North the final approval, he
had exercised his use of jurisdiction without conferring with
the President.
North admitted to having
used the funds for the installation of a security system in his
h o m e and and to having deceived Congress on several occassions in order to prevent
classified national security information from leaking to the
media. H e also confessed to
the infamous shredding of key
documents on the arms transactions before the scandal bec a m e public in another effort
to protect national security.
North captured the hearts of
the American public w h o saw
him as a scapegoat used to
shield his superiors from
blame. A s "Olliemania"
spread through the nation, he
became a national hero.
•

Kat Cash and Martina Navratilovo win the Wimbledon tennis
championships.

TOPIC
The Soviet Union's glasnost
program for increased openness to criticism is a positive
step - allowing Soviet citizens
to speak out on their government, on society, and permitting the government to be more
in touch with what the people
are thinking is expected to remain a dominant world power.
I think it's good to see that, for
the future, the Soviets are trying to achieve a society with
more discussion and participation. Helen Sarro ( C A S 88)

1t

Lt. Colonel Oliver North takes his oath as he prepares to testify before
House and Senate committees regarding his role in the national scandal, the
Iran-Contra affair.
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Trouble
In The
Skies
This summer was characterized by an unprecedented deterioration in the safety of airline
travel. Reported near mid-air
collisions increased by fifty
percent, coinciding with a
surge in air traffic between
Washington and N e w York,
one of the busiest zones in the
country. T h e average daily volu m e of commercial and private
flights exceeds 140,000 a primary reason for the problem of
overcrowding.
The near-misses, however,
have resulted primarily from
mistakes m a d e byfiightcrews.
For example, a Boeing 767
crew fiying out of Los Angeles
inadvertently shut down both
engines and almost crashed before power could be resumed.
There have been other incidents in which planes have
landed on the wrong runway or
even another airport.
Due to the recent mishaps,
the Federal Aviation Administration has placed the spotlight
on the pilots w h o have cited
long hours and tedious routines
as two main reasons for their
inadequacy. United pilots, for
example, are working an average of 83 hours a month and
surprisingly, m a n y of them are
hired regardless of a lack of
experience. M o r e importantly,
however, the air traffic control
centers are suffering from a
shortage of man-power combined with a steady increase in
the number of daily fiights.
The air traffic controllers w h o
are responsible for directing
the planes through their respective courses also lack experience which not only limits
airlines, but has intensified the
safety problem.
Proposals have been m a d e
by Transportation Secretary
Elizabeth Dole to increase
safety measures and to initate a
fiscal supplement that will enable airlines to hire more personnel and to upgrade their air
traffic computer systems. A s
for the pilots, stricter requirements for qualifications will
help to increase the level of experience. •

One hundred thousand red, white and blue balloons are released over the U.S. Capitol in Washington after a
Celebration of Citizenship was held in conjunction with the Bicentennial of the Constitution.

Constitution Turns 200!
The month of July marked
the celebration of that document which symbolizes the tradition, liberty and legalism of
the United States of America the Constitution. In 1787, the
Founding Fathers met in Philadelphia with the sole purpose
of creating a government based
on constitutional limitations
and the separation of powers.
N o w , two hundred years later,
an American pageant has been
prepared not only to celebrate
its birthday but to honor its relevance in our daily lives. The
Constitution's respect for individual freedom and h u m a n
rights represent the fundamental guidelines for today's technological world.
In Philadelphia, the histori-

cal m e e t i n g place of the
Founding Fathers, celebrations
ranged from parades, to a picnic along the Delaware River,
to a symbolic meeting of Congress. Washington joined in the
festivities and held a Celebration of Citizenship. In Boston,
local actors attempted to recreate colonial town meetings
by arguing issues that would
have confronted the delegates
in 1787. Even the people at
Walt Disney were inspired by
the national pageant to create
a mascot for the Constitution's
anniversary - Bicentennial Ben.
In today's world of national
governments, competitive business corporations, a worldwide
media and the threat of nuclear war, it is important to re-

m e m b e r those traditions and
ideals on which our nation was
established. The Constitution
was a unique effort in the
imagination and the foundation of a country. The values
and ideals of liberalism and
equality expressed in the Constitution maintain both a national and an international relevance. A
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Hostage Escapes
Charles Glass, an American
television journalist, was abducted by Muslim Shi'ite terrorists on June 16 of this year.
H e had been visiting Beirut to
research a book he is writing
about the Middle East. Glass
was forced at gunpoint to confess on videotape to being a
C I A spy. Glass has since said
that he attempted to give clues
on the tape as to his locations
as well as trying to indicate
In a controversial m o v e , the F C C
that he was speaking under dudrops the "fairness doctrine" as
ress. H e spoke in a fake Southunconstitutional.
ern accent to convey his position in Southern Beirut and
Central American Peace Plan is
crossed his fingers to show he
proposed
by
Costa
Rican
was being forced. Glass also
government.
wrote nine separate messages,
some in his o w n blood, offering
Pan-American Games are held in
a reward to anyone w h o would
Indianapolis. Thirty-eight countries
help him. H e pushed these
participate.
notes through an opening in
the bathroom he was allowed
Delta flight crashes in Detroit, killto use. His captors found the
ing 157 people. Only one person
last message, threatened to kill
survives,
Glass, and moved him to a new

August 4

August 7

August 8-23

August 16

August 17

Rudolf Hess, the last surviving
m e m b e r of the Nazi high c o m m a n d , takes his o w n life in prison.

September 2

New drug and alcohol policy instituted at Georgetown University
to comply with the n e w drinking
age,

September 22

NFL players strike over issues of
free agency and pension plans.

September 23

Senator Joseph Biden resigns
from the 1988 presidential race
following accusations of plagiarism and misrepresentation of
record.

T H E

location.
Finally, one morning at two
a.m.. Glass, w h o had been loosening his chains for over a
week, was able to escape. He
slipped out of his chains and
exited the apartment by way of
a balcony. H e received a ride
from a passing motorist to a
hotel two miles away. Within
an hour he was on his way to
freedom, aided by Syrian
troops.
There has been speculation
that Glass was allowed to escape. It is thought that Iran
instructed the terrorists to engineer the escape in order not
to appear to be bowing to Syrian pressure. T h e Syrian government has recently been
pressing for the release of all
hostages. However, thirteen
hostages remain in Lebanon,
eight of them Americans. Until
Syria and Iran can resolve
their differences, it is doubtful
they will be freed.
•

TOP
The alcohol policy had to
happen because of the raising
of the drinking age, but 1 think
the students should have been
more involved in the making of
it. Carolina Silva ( S L L '88)

Journalist Charles Glass prepares to leave Beirut for a reunion with his wife
and five children.
review

eptember
Coup
Attempt
Fails

President and Mrs. Reagan meet Pope John Paul II in Miami as he began his nine city U.S. tour.

Pope Tours U.S.
In his first U.S. tour since
1979, Pope John Paul II was
generally well-received, although tensions between R o m e
and American Catholics were
a prominent feature of the
visit.
The Pope's sympathies for
the less fortunate were clearly
stated. H e called upon affiuent
Americans to acccept the responsibility that goes with success and warned them against
forgetting those that need help.
H e also c o m m e n d e d those
Catholics w h o aid Latin American refugees, but did not endorse the sanctuary offered to
some illegal aliens by some
parishes.
H e visited A I D S patients in
several different clinics and
there stressed the all encompassing nature of God's love.
H e seemed at times overcome

with emotion, most especially
when he embraced a small
child with A I D S .
The Pope also met with the
320 American Catholic bishops. Several bishops expressed
hopes that the Church become
more flexible on issues such as
homosexuality, divorce, and
artificial contraception. The
Pope took a hard line and contended that to be a good Catholic, one must accept all the
teachings of the Church. This
comment was significant in
light of a recent Time magazine poll that stated that 7 5 %
of American Catholics see the
Pope as an "important world
leader", but 9 3 % believe they
can "disagree with him and
still be good Catholics". The
Pope seemed determined to
convey the message that this is
not so. H e indicated that those

w h o do not obey the moral
teachings of the Catholic
church should not receive
Communion. H e also stated
that theologians should be subject to the authority of the
church and dissent from them
would not be acceptable. This
remark seemed to refer to Father Charles Curran, whose
controversial views caused him
to lose his position at Catholic
University. John Paul also directed the bishops to push for
doctrinal obedience in the nation's Catholic-affiliated
universities.
Although the rift between
many American Catholics and
the Pope was apparent during
the visit, people throughout the
country were moved by John
Paul's compassionate nature
and his dedication to peace. A

Shortly after one a.m. on
Thursday, September 3, nearly
eight hundred Philippine army
troops, heavily armed, staged a
surprise attack on Malacanang
Palace, President Corazon
Aquino's headquarters.
The rebels were beaten back
by heavy fire from the defenders, but the assault continued
well into the morning. Mutinous troops also took control of
several regional c o m m a n d
posts outside the capital. It was
only late Friday afternoon that
government forces were able to
definitively end the coup attempt.
By the end of Friday, 53 people were dead, including 22 civilians w h o were caught in the
crossfire. Nearly three hundred were wounded. President
Aquino's son Benigno a m o n g
them. H e was saved from certain death by a bodyguard w h o
threw himself across Benigno's
body. Three of the four bodyguards a c c o m p a n y i n g him
were killed.
The main figure behind the
plot was Colonel Gregorio
Honasan, an officer w h o m a y
have been involved in a previous coup attempt. F o r m e r
president Ferdinand Marcos
was not involved, although he
commented to the press that he
hoped Aquino would be toppled and that he would gladly
return.
It was thefifthcoup attempt
in Aquino's eighteen month old
government. President Aquino
has faced criticism from both
the left and right during her
brief rule, but has always managed to maintain control in her
battle for reform. Nonetheless,
this coup attempt, although
unsuccessful, raises questions
about how ready the Philippines is for democracy.
•
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Tension in the Persian Gulf
T h e month of October was
marked by successive attacks
by both Iran and Iraq on commercial shipping vessels in the
Persian Gulf and resulted in
confrontations between American and Iranian forces. The
first major incident occurred in
late September when the United States seized and sunk an
Iranian ship suspected of laying mines. Later, Iran was suspected of firing on an American surveillance helicopter. In
retaliation, U.S. helicopter
gunships attacked Iranian patrol boats, sinking one and seizing two others. This attack was
seen as an act of self-defense.
According to Pentagon spokesm a n Fred Hoffman, the previous firing on the U.S. helicopter was "clearly a hostile act".
O n October 15, an Iranian
missile hit an American owned
supertanker off a main Kuwaiti
oil port. M a n y observers inter-
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ports from Iran. This was
preted this as an act of revenge
by Iran for the helicopter at- viewed as primarily a symbolic
act and could be lifted if relatack on the Iranian ships. At
first, Reagan ruled out any act tions improve.
These events strengthened
of retaliation because the tankthe American position in the
er had not been in international
Persian Gulf by enlisting the
waters. However, a few days
later, U.S. warships bombard- sympathy and support of several nations. Increasingly, once
ed an offshore Iranian oil rig
hesitant allies were joining the
being used as a base for IraniAmericans in their determinaan gunboats. Iran responded
tion to keep the gulfs internaby firing a missile into Kutional waters open. The U S
wait's main offshore oil loading
Fleet was joined by British
platform.
D u e to these exchanges of ships - a British flagged tanker
had been attacked earlier remilitary actions in the Persian
sulting in the death of one seaGulf, Washington and Teheran
m a n - as well as French and
were brought closer and closer
Italian warships.
•
to the possibility of all-out conflict. While Iran claimed that it
was, in effect, at war with the
United States, the Reagan administration insisted that this In an effort to keep the Persian Gulf
was not true and could never open to navigation, the United States
began to escort vessels to protect them
happen. Reagan did, however, from Iran. In September, the U.S.
take action by announcing an Navy blew up an Iranian ship caught
embargo on all American im- laying mines in the Gulf.

28 Die
A Continental Airlines
jetliner headed for Boise,
Idaho, crashed immediately
after take-off from Denver's
International Airport in
Colorado on N o v e m b e r 15.
A m o n g the eighty-two people on board the aircraft,
twenty-eight were killed, including the two pilots. Officials were uncertain as to
the definite cause of the accident, although severe
weather conditions have
been cited as the primary
factor. This catastrophe is
another addition to the increasing list of airline mishaps and crashes that have
contributed to the deterioration of air safety.
^

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

October 7

Dr. W . Eugene Mayberry, Chairm a n of the President's AIDS advisory commission, resigns, citing
"lack of support" from the Reag a n administration,

October 9

Clare Boothe Luce, editor, playwright, politician and diplomat,
dies of cancer,

October 13

Oscar Arias Sanchez, President of
Costa Rica, is awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize for his work on the
Central American Peace Plan.

October 22

Secretary of State Schuitz visits
M o s c o w to discuss arms control
issues with Soviet Foreign Minister
Shevardnadze,

October 25

Minesota Twins take the World
Series with four wins over the St.
Louis Cardinals.

November 6

Takeshita elected to succeed
Nakasone as Premier of Japan.

November 8

IRA bomb kills eleven and injures
sixty more in Enniskillen, Northern
Ireland,

November 11

Van Gogh's Irises (1889) is sold for
a record 53,9 million dollars at
Sotheby's to an undisclosed
buyer.

November 12

The AMA issues guidelines for U.S.
doctors concerning their treatm e n t of AIDS patients.

The D o w Jones dropped an unprecedented average of 508 points on October
19, stripping $500 billion from U.S. securities.

Black Monday
October 19, 1987 will al- financial markets, stock
ways be remembered as the prices around the globe and
end of the Bull market, the especially in the world's two
day the U.S. stock market other major stock markets,
crashed and the D o w Jones London and Tokyo, also exdropped 508.32 points. T h e perienced severe drops.
crash was preceded by a deBlack M o n d a y was the recrease in investor confidence. sult of several events that unThe decline had been trig- dermined the stability of the
gered by the expiration of op- financial markets. First, the
tions on stocks and stock in- government reported in A u dexes which usually tend to gust that the U.S. deficit on
produce sharp market swings. merchandise trade had deIt was also suggested that clined less than expected. T h e
since the Bull market had re- dollar was falling and the
i cently hit its peak, a down- Secretary of the Treasury
^ ward trend was inevitable and threatened to allow a further
was accelerated by the mar- weakening. Computer proket's m o m e n t u m .
grams used to automatically
In the two days that fol- order large stock trades also
lowed the major crash, the added to the market's volatilmarket showed signs of re- ity. T w o theories have been
bounding as traders looked formulated in an attempt to
for bargains a m o n g the deval- explain the October stock
ued stocks. However, this was plunge and predict the future
short-lived, for on October of the market. T h efirstthe22, the D o w Jones reversed ory suggests that the crash
its upward trend and fell was a necessary correction
nearly 150 points in the first and that n o w that it is over,
hour of trading before stabi- the market should remain rellizing later in the day. Wall atively level for some time to
Street closed its offices ahead come. Another speculation
of schedule as the financial purports that with the end of
sector grew increasingly wor- the five year Bull market, a
ried about a possible resur- "cyclical Bear market" has
gence of inflation and that a been temporarily established.
long-expected recession
would soon begin. With today's rapid globalization of

T H E

T O P I C
The Appeals Court ruling in
the G P G U case seems to be
the most equitable compromise
possible. T h e University is not
forced to recognize G P G U and
G P G U gains the funding and
faculities it wanted. It is unlikely that the Supreme Court
will rule differently. Both sides
should be satisfied with the decision and move on to more
productive issues. Michael
Meyer (SLL '88)
year
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Kennedy Final
Choice
June 26

July 1

September 15

September 30

October 6

October 23

October 29

November 7

Never has a Supreme
Court nomination been more
controversial or more important than the 1987 debates to
Associate Justice Powell resigns, citfill Justice Lewis Powell's
ing a g e and health problems.
seat. Powell resigned during
the tail-end of the Iran-ConRobert H. Bork nominated by Presi- tra hearings when the Reagan
dent Reagan to succeed Powell.
administration's prestige had
reached a low-point. Since
Senate Judiciary Committee opens
Reagan had already appointhearings on the Bork nomination.
ed Chief Justice William H .
Renquist, S a n d r a D a y
Nomination hearings end. CommitO'Connor and Antonin Scatee receives letter from former Preslia, the open seat provided the
ident Carter urging rejection of the
President with an opportunity
nomination.
to secure a conservative court
and a legacy that would
Senate Judiciary Committee votes
stretch into the twenty-first
9-5 to reject the nomination of Robcentury.
ert Bork,
In the past. Justice Powell,
a centrist, balanced the court
Senate rejects Bork's nomination in
by providing a swing-vote in
a 58-42 vote.
many key decisions. His resignation opened the court to a
President Reagan names Douglas
m o r e conservative future.
Ginsburg as his n e w nominee for the
President Reagan's nominaSupreme Court,
tion of right-wing D.C. Court
judge Robert Heron Bork
Ginsburg withdraws as nominee afsparked sharp debate in many
ter disclosure that he smoked maricircles. Bork's true political
juana as a Harvard professor.
position remained ambigu-

November 11

President Reagan presents Anthony
Kennedy as the next nominee.

December 14

Hearings for Kennedy's nomination
begin.

February 3

Kennedy is confirmed as an Associate Justice on February 3.

T H E

TOPIC
The Bork nomination was
an unrealistic attempt to put
a justice on the court w h o
was far to the right of even
mainstream
judicial
thought. Ginsberg was more
of the same, typical Reagan
moves - you couldn't even
take it seriously. O n the humanitarian side. Bork's defeat was a real coup for hum a n rights and for the
Senate. Mike Heffner ( C A S
1990)

1/1
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ous, although he has earned a
reputation as a right-wing, ultra-conservative Republican.
Realizing that the Democratic majority in the Senate
would stand against Bork's
conservative tendencies,
Bork-supporters strove to
present him as a moderate.
This tactic added even more
confusion to Bork's real
views.
O n major issues such as
abortion, affirmative action,
free speech, and church-state
affairs, right-wing conservatives believed that Bork
would side with them. His
past record of controversial
articles and speeches supported this view. Bork follows a
doctrine of judicial restraint
allowing legislature to function on its own. His comments on the constitutionality
of the landmark 1973 R o e vs.
W a d e decision indicate his
anti-abortion position.

Supreme Court nominee Anthony Kennedy testifies before the Senate Judiciary Committee on Capitol Hill.

M a n y feared that Bork
would undo a century of social progress through his
conservative decisions.
The conflict began with
the Senate Judiciary C o m mittee hearings on September 15, 1987. Bork could not
live down such past actions
as firing Watergate Special
Prosecutor Archibald Cox
and his opposition to the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
Twelve days and 110 witnesses later the Senate rejected his nomination with a
58-42 vote.
Reagan nominated yet
another controversial candidate. The President scolded
opponents for prioritizing
political over national interests, and unexpectedly
named Douglas Ginsberg, a
41 year old Federal Appeals
Court judge. Through his
youth and conservatism,
Ginsberg seemed to assure a
Reagan legacy for several
decades to come. Ginsberg's
relative
inexperience
worked against him; he had
served little time in actual
law practice and had compiled a slim body of writings. His projected voting
pattern remained a mystery.
While his opponents scrutinized his personal life , the
F.B.I, uncovered that Ginsberg had smoked marijuana
in the 1960s and 70s. Although Ginsberg supporters
pointed out that a large portion of leaders Ginsberg's
age had probably experimented with illegal drugs,
the Senate could not approve a Supreme Court justice w h o had so blatantly ignored the law. The following
day, Ginsberg withdrew.
Perhaps the whole affair
proves that the American
people recognize the dangers of a court whose scales
are tipped far in favor of one
political ideology, and that a
moderate figure is needed to
maintain the delicate balance of justice.
After the Bork-Ginsberg
debates the White House
cautiously reviewed its next
nominees for the open Sup r e m e Court seat. T h e y
chose a safe candidate
named Anthony Kennedy.
The judge served on the

Robert Bork, with full s
from Presiitent Reagan, states t...
he has no intention of withdrawing
his nomination without a full Senate vote.

Federal Court of Appeals
for 11 years. H e built a successful practice in Sacramento where he came in
contact with then Governor
Reagan. In 1975 Gerald
Ford appointed Kennedy to
the Federal C o u r t of
Appeals.
Kennedy's views tend to
be mainstream conservative.
In fact, his style resembles
that of retired Justice Lewis
F. Powell. This angered
right-wing conservatives
who had hoped for a justice
closely allied with their
views. Kennedy appears to
be a g o o d c o m p r o m i s e
choice with unblemished political and private records.
Although the Federal Bureau of Investigation
combed his past, this review
lacked the controversy of
the last two. In January, the
Senate Judiciary Committee approved Kennedy's
nomination in hopes that he
will provide a moderating
balance for the Supreme
Court.
.

Ginsburg withdraws his name from
consideration for the Supreme Court.
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Violence in Haiti
Nearly two years after the
ousting of the Duvalier regime in Haiti, the possibility
of true democracy remains
shaky. O n e Sunday in December Haitians lined up at
polls for thefirstfree election
in over thirty years, only to be
cut down by armed thugs. At
leastfiftypeople were killed
and many more wounded. A
polling station in downtown
Port-au-Prince saw the worst
violence. Voters were attacked with machine guns
and machetes; people were
chased down and dismembered. The election officials
were forced to shut down the
polls.
It is unclear exactly who
was responsible, but it is almost certain that the provi-

sional government, headed by
Lieutenant General N a m p h y ,
was involved. Earlier in the
year N a m p h y had tried to
take over the voting process
from the independent electoral council. W h e n this failed,
several candidates were mysteriously killed.
Hours after the elections
were called off, N a m p h y dissolved the electoral council
and announced plans to set up
a new council. iVIost Haitians
believe any elections held by
a junta-supported council will
be rigged to set up a puppet
regime run by the military.
They are calling for general
strikes and election boycotts,
but seem no closer to a democratic solution than they were
two years ago. •

Port-Au-Prince has been the site of many demonstrations by Haitians who
oppose the N a m p h y and the violence attributed to him and his regime.

December Summit
Washington, D.C, was the
location of a three-day summit meeting in December, the
third one to occur between
Gorbachev and Reagan. This
particular meeting represented the most radical attempt in
history by the leaders of two
global superpowers to resolve
an issue of immense tension nuclear disarmament. The
December summit ended with
the signing of an intermediate-range nuclear forces treaty that would eliminate an entire class of atomic weapons
from Europe and the rest of
the world. The United States
would have to remove 436
warheads and the U S S R is
expected to eliminate 1,575
warheads. This decision incorporated afiftypercent reduction in the overall number
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of nuclear warheads, reducing it to 6,000 per country.
Further restrictions including
a limit of 1,600 delivery systems, such as missiles,
launchers and bombers, and a
limit of 1,540 warheads on
heavy multi-warhead missiles
were established. Discussions
of other SDI issues were postponed until a later meeting
between G o r b a c h e v and
Reagan.
The December Summit
Meeting of 1987 will long be
remembered as an historic
occassion. Not only did it
eliminate intermediate-range
missiles but it paved the way
for even m o r e ambitious
agreements and reductions in
the Strategic A r m s Reduction Talks ( S T A R T ) regarding long-range weapons. T

kNUARY

ECEM
Censorship Upheld
In January, the Supreme
Court upheld the right of a
high school principal to censor the student newspaper.
The case, Hazelwood School
District v. K u h l m e i e r ,
sparked angry protests from
student groups as well as
from the American Civil Liberties Union.
In M a y , 1983, the student
paper of Hazelwood High
School near St. Louis had attempted to publish two articles, one on teenage pregnancy, the other on the impact of
parental divorce on students.
Both pieces were removed at
the orders of Principal Robert Reynolds. H e objected to
the first article on the
grounds that it was too frank
for young readers; his objection to the second was that it

did not adequately present
the father's viewpoint (in a
discussion of the divorced
family of a H a z e l w o o d
student).
Three of the students working on the paper brought a
suit against the school, claiming that their First A m e n d ment right to free speech was
being suppressed. The Supreme Court did not agree. In
a 5 to 3 decision, the majority
stated that the First A m e n d ment did not require a school
to promote expression that it
feels interferes with its teaching.
Students are concerned
that they will be hesitant to
tackle sensitive issues and
that principals will abuse
such editorial control. •

President Ronald Reagan and Russian Head of State Gorbachev pose for a
publicity photo in the White House during Gorbachev's visit to the United
States.

December 11

After a tense 11-day siege in Atlanta, Go., Cuban inmates released 89 people w h o they had
taken hostage after hearing that
the U.S. was planning to deport
them,

December 22

Father J.Donald Freeze mode his
final decision about graduation,
opting for five separate ceremonies instead of the traditional unified one. This plan was adopted,
despite major disapproval from
the student body, as an attempt
to curb the rowdiness that occurred at last year's ceremony.

December 22

Democrat Gary Hart re-entered
the 1988 presidential race after
having backed out earlier because of his publicized affair with
Donna Rice.

December 28

A total number of 16 people
were killed and 4 wounded at the
end of G e n e Simmons' thirty minute shooting spree across the
town of Dover, Arkansas. Fourteen of those killed were family
members of Simmons.
i
During a 9-minute live interview
on the CBS evening news, television announcer Don Rather and
Vice President George Bush, engaged in a tense, heated
conversation.
The Washington Redskins beat
the Denver Broncos to win Superbowl XXII with a final score of 42^
10,

TOP
I think the decision to
separate the schools at
graduation should not
have been m a d e with so
little concern for student
sentiment, or whatever.
The administration handled the situation poorly.
Vinnie Caracciolo. (SBA
1988)
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Brian Boitano won the first gold medal for the U S in men's figure skating.

February 13

The fifteenth Winter Olympic
G a m e s opened in Calgary, Cana d a amidst great celebration.

February 14

Peter Zurbriggen of Switzerland
wins the gold medal in the men's
downhill skiing. The 7 0 m ski jump
competition ends in victory for
Matti Nykanen of Finland,

February 18

The men's figure skating competition begins with the short program while the men's 1000m
speed skating ends once again
with disappointment for American Dan Jansen,

February 20

Americans win two Olympic
medals - a gold by Brian Boitano
in figure skating and a silver in the
men's 1500m speed skating by
Eric Flaim,

February 21

Italy's "La Bomba" Tomba wins
the gold medal in the men's super
giant slalom event.

^

February 22

February 27

February 28

The United States earns its third
gold medal w h e n speed skater
Bonnie Blair wins the 500m race.

Winter Olympics

Global attention focused
on the city of Calgary, Canada when it hosted the X V
Tomba captures his second gold
Winter Olympic G a m e s this
medal in the men's slalom. The
February. Athletes from
American dream of its third gold
around the world gathered to
medal is lost w h e n Katarina Witt
compete in the most popular
of East Germany wins the w o m of all international sporting
en's figure skating, Debi Thomas
events.
takes the bronze while Canadian
For the most part, however,
Elizabeth Manley places second.
the American athletes were
Athletes, supporters and fans bid beset by disappointments.
Perhaps the most disturbing
farewell to Calgary at the closing
story of the Olympic G a m e s
ceremony.
centered around champion
speed skater, Dan Jansen,
who learned of the death of
his older sister on the morning of hisfirstcompetition.
W h e n Jansen, a favorite for
the gold medal, false started
and later fell in the 500m
event, the judges disqualified
I do not like the profit
him.
motive behind the decision to stagger the SumDespite these upsets, the
mer and Winter OlymAmerican athletes did not
pics. I would rather the
lose their spirit or their deterOlympic Committee
mination. In the pairs figure
keep with tradition. Jenskating contest, Peter Oppegard and Jill Watson earned
nifer Gillan, (CAS 1989)
the bronze medal and D a n
Jansen's t e a m m a t e , Eric
Flaim, captured the silver
medal in the 1500m event.
In thefigureskating arena
feature
attention focused on the top

T H E
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contenders in men's and
women's singles. American,
Debi Thomas lost her chance
at the gold to East German
marvel, Katarina Witt, but
not without excellent routines
by both women. In men's singles, the competition between
American Brian Boitano and
Canadian Brian Orser stiffened after the compulsory
figures. With a superb performance incorporating difficult
triple jumps and spin combinations, Brian Boitano won
the gold medal.
The Olympic G a m e s draws
public attention from all nations. In terms of overall
medals and victories, the Soviet Union and East Germany
d o m i n a t e d . Differences
a m o n g nations regarding
politics, religion or custom
subsided during those two
weeks of athletic performances which brought both
triumph and tragedy for the
participants. In the end, it's
the personal victories and the
Olympic qualification itself,
not the final medal count
that's important, they are
qualified enough to participate in the Olympic Games. I
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FECIAL FEATURE
Campus Controversy
T h e Georgetown c o m m u nity 1987-88 witnessed m a n y
campus events which sparked
disputes a m o n g the student
body. T w o of the most controversial were the G P G U legal battle and the existence of
: the Steward Society.
The legal battle concerning
the G a y People of Georgetown University ( G P G U )
c a m e to a forefront this fall,
eight years after the organization sued the University for
official recognition in 1979.
W h e n the G a y People of
Georgetown University took
their case to the D.C. Court
of Appeals in November, the
court ruled in favor of
G P G U , requiring that they
be given equal access to university facilities and services.
T h e court decision found
Georgetown University guilty
of violating the D.C. H u m a n
Rights Act which, a m o n g
other issues, prohibits discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation. Nevertheless, the D.C. Court of A p peals ruling appeared to be a
substantial compromise between the two parties; while it
demanded equal benefits for
G P G U , the court upheld the
University's right to withhold
any official recognition from
the g r o u p on religious
grounds.
A s Father Healy and the

leaders of G P G U attempted
to discuss possible negotiations, the Georgetown University Board of Directors appealed to the court for a delay
in complying with the ruling.
They declared that if Georgetown were to grant equal
standing to the campus gay
organizations, it would mean
"violating its conscience" as a
Catholic university. The D.C.
Court of Appeals did not
comply with the request and
reaffirmed that Georgetown
had to grant G P G U and the
G a y Rights Coalition of the
L a w Center their benefits.
The organizations were given
access to campus mailing and
computer labeling services as
well as the ability to apply for
university funding, telephones and office space.
The Board of Directors was
primarily concerned that the
groups would m a k e future demands that might prove objectionable to the University
but would have to be honored
because of the Appeals Court
ruling. The most recent statement regarding this legal dispute stated that Georgetown
officials and lawyers were attempting to reach a settlement although the University
still wanted to appeal the decision. If a solution was not
found soon, the Board of Directors declared that they

would appeal the case to the
U.S. Supreme Court for further action.
The new year was characterized by even more controversy when, in early February, the Steward Society of
Georgetown emerged from
years of secrecy with a letter
to the Hoya in response to
several accusations that it
was an elitist group determined to control Georgetown. T h e Steward Society
disbanded immediately upon
its public disclosure, but the
complaints and issued remained in the forefront.
The Steward Society, established in 1982, involves a
recruitment of members dedicated to service of the
Georgetown community. T h e
all-male organization insisted
that they "don't discriminate
on the basis of race, creed,
wealth or course of study."
The Stewards' alleged elitism, especially the exclusion
of female members, coupled
with the accusation that the
group used its members' influential positions to create a
hidden agenda to promote
their interests, caused a campus debate. However, what
was actually being discussed
was not the idea of a service
organization, itself, but rather, the secrecy that surrounded the Stewards and their ac-

tions.
The
Stewards
contended that their sole purpose was to serve Georgetown
and their secrecy insured that
the members would "serve for
the sake of service" and not
recognition. Others disagreed
and argued that the secrecy
would enable the group to
better manipulate any student organization and thereby, benefit their o w n interests. Before he resigned his
post as the society's faculty
advisor. Rev. Joseph Durkin,
S.J. claimed that both the secrecy aspect and the exclusion of w o m e n were grave
mistakes in judgement.
O n the day of the society's
dissolution, the Steward
members expressed their reasons for disbanding, saying
that "due to the course of recent events . . . serving
Georgetown in [their] former
capacity would not be in the
best interests of the school."
They did not admit to any
manipulation of student organizations but said they had
disbanded because the society
had become a "potentially
dangerous power structure."

Dan Jansen, a world champion speed
skater, could not overcome personal
tragedy; he fell in both the 500m and
1000m races.
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Gallaudet Protest
February 3

Senate unanimously confirms Anthony Kennedy as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.

February 4

U.S. House rejects Reagan's request for contra aid 219 to 211,

February 6

Arizona state legislature votes
46-14 to impeach Governor,
Evan M e c h a m , for "high crimes,
misdemeanors and malfeasance
in office",

February 8

Gorbachev announces that Soviet troops will start a ten month
withdrawal from Afghanistan on
M a y 15.

February 13

Georgetown University's International Relations Club runs the 25th
annual North American Invitational Model United Nations.

February 25

Nicaraguan President Ortega
agrees to a n e w round of churchmediated talks with the Nicaraguan Resistance, to be held in
March.

March 6

Three members of an IRA unit are
shot dead by British security
forces. At their funeral, a m a n
throws grenades into the crowd,
killing 3, wounding 50,

March 16

Admiral Poindexter, Colonel
North, General Secord, and Albert Hakim are indicted by a
grand jury on charges of conspiracy, fraud, obstruction, and embezzlement. All four plead not
guilty.

W h e n Elisabeth Zinser
was appointed the president
of Gallaudet University, she
had no idea her acceptance
of that position would spark
one of the most heated protests of the year.
Zinser was formerly vicechancellor for academic affairs at University of North
Carolina at Greensboro.
She was appointed by the
board of trustees of Gallaudet, the only liberal arts university for the deaf in A m e r ica. She herself is a hearing
person, has had no previous
experience with education
for the hearing impaired,
and does not have a working
knowledge of sign.
The students of Gallaudet
were infuriated, and they
funnelled their rage into
protest. They went on strike

and marched at the Capitol,
calling for Zinser's resignation and the appointment of
a deaf president.
The controversy was fueled by reports that Board
Chairperson Jane Spilman
had m a d e remarks that implies that deaf people were
unable to function in the
hearing world.
It was just this kind of
protective attitude that the
Galluadet students wanted
to eradicate. They were supported wholeheartedly by
the deaf community as well
as m a n y prominent politicians. Under this pressure,
Zinser resigned, as did Spilman. O n March 13, I. King
Jordan was appointed Gallaudet's first hearing impaired president. •

TOPIC
The situation at Gallaudet was unfortunate
for Elisabeth Zinser, but
the Board should have realized the impact a dean
without any experience
with deaf people and no
knowledge of sign would
have on the student body.

Jamie Lockwood, (SBA
1988)
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Noriega declares that he will not be brought down at a Solidarity for Panama
Conference

EBRUARY/ MARCH
T w o homeless men play cards underneath an off-ramp in Boston. They have
been there since 1984
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General Manuel Antonio
Noriega has been Panama's
strongman for the past five
years. H e has enjoyed almost
unlimited power as head of
the P a n a m a n i a n Defense
Forces. However, Noriega's
reign m a y be coming slowly
to a close. T h e U.S Justice
Department indicted him on
February 5 on drug trafficking charges, but so far he is
standing firm.
P a n a m a n i a n President
Eric Arturo Delvalle dismissed him as chief of the Defense Forces on February 25,
but with the help of his
troops, Noriega arranged to
depose Delvalle instead. Delvalle, from hiding, asked the
U.S. to freeze Panamanian
funds in the U.S.; 50 million
was frozen, forcing Panama
to close its o w n banks. This
sanction has sparked protests
against the Noriega regime

within Panama as well as a
failed coup attempt by some
of his o w n men.
Pressure is mounting, and
although Noriega is not
budging publicly, he has been
secretly negotiating with the
State Department for favorable terms if and when he
steps down.
Noriega wants the drug
charges dropped, as well as
unlimited access to his Swiss
bank accounts. Spain has
consented to give him asylum,
and it is thought that he will
eventually go to France,
where he owns two homes.
U.S. officials must now
worry about w h o will take
over once Noriega is gone,
and what effect the situation
will have on the neutrality of
the Panama Canal. If the
U.S. helps oust Noriega, it
must be prepared to help
Panama regain equilibrium. •

Homelessness
Growing
The problem of the homeless is growing, with no end in
sight. S o m e estimate that
there are over two million
homeless people in the U.S.
The homeless include drug
addicts and released mental
patients, but surprisingly, the
majority are simply people
w h o cannot afford housing. A
recent study showed that
around a third of the homeless were families, most with
small children. These people
are looking, but unable to
find jobs. M a n y single mothers are homeless, unable to
afford daycare without jobs,
unable to get work without
daycare, caught in a vicious
cycle.
Their situation has worsened over the years with a
dramatic drop in available
low-cost housing. During the
Reagan years, the budget for
housing has dropped by 22.7

billion dollars, a cut of over
70 percent. The states and citites can not begin to replace
this money. T h e result is less
low-cost housing, less shelters, and less programs to
help the homeless make the
transition back into productive society.
Activists and volunteers
are championing the cause of
the homeless, not only in the
soup kitchens, but in the political arena as well. They are
m a k i n g homelessness in
America an important issue
for the upcoming election.
They are coming up with creative solutions to the problem, such as rent loans and
halfway transition housing.
It seems that Americans
are starting to wake up to the
problem of the homeless; it
remains to be seen what they
will do about it. A
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Visit to the U S S R
Despite his harsh rhetoric
against the Soviet Union,
President Reagan managed
to m a k e his Soviet visit M a y
29-June 2 a decidedly friendly one. This was Gorbachev's
and Reagan's fourth meeting
since 1985.
The atmosphere was generally one of w a r m camaraderie. Reagan said that differences b e t w e e n the t w o
countries "continue to recede" and raised a toast to
glasnost. Reagan went over

well with the Soviet public.
O n the last day of the muchpublicized visit, a poll of
M o s c o w citizens showed that
5 2 % had favorably changed
their opinion of Reagan.
At the summit itself, one of
the areas of discussion was
the regular convening of forums designed to bring together U.S. and Soviet experts on the law, h u m a n
rights, medicing and other
fields of mutual interest. •
A n Israeli soldier armed with an assault rifle watches a demonstration
of Palestinian w o m e n and girls.

West Bank
Dilemma
The violence on the West
Bank has grown since the beginning of the year. Over 150
Palestinians have been killed
by Israeli soldiers since the
beginning of the most recent
uprising.
The week before Passover,
Land Day, which c o m m e m o rates the anniversary of the
killings of six Israeli Arabs
after they protested the seizure of their property by the
government, was the focus of
yet more violence. Palestinians attacked soldiers, and
eighteen more were killed.
Another recent incident is
the death of Tirza Porat. She
was the first Israeli civilian to
be killed in the violence on
the West Bank. The fifteen
year old was hiking with
school friends, accompanied
by armed body guards. The
guards became involved in a
fight with a group of Arabs
and in the ensuing confusion,
Porat was killed.
Israeli soldiers sought revenge for Porat's murder,
thought to have been caused
by the Palestinians. They destroyed homes and shot a
young Palestinian man. It has
since been revealed that
Porat was probably killed by

mi
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a stray Israeli bullet.
Secretary of State George
Schuitz has traveled often to
the Middle East in the past
months, trying to negotiate a
compromise. His peace calls
for limited autonomy of Palestinians and eventual return
of some occupied territories
by Israel. His ideas have met
with strong opposition in
Istrael.
Another problem is the
choosing of representatives in
the negotiations for Palestine.
The United States is still honoring a long standing pledge
not to deal with the P L O . Israel also fears, with some reason, that the P L O is dedicated to the destruction of the
state of Israel.
It seems that the U.S. policy with regards to the problem is shifting s o m e w h a t
from the longstanding hardline pro-Israel positions. This
does not mean, however, that
the U.S. is yet willing to talk
to the PLO.
A s the death count rises,
Schuitz will continue to pursue a compromise, but he can
not reach an agreement without the desire for peace and
understanding on both sides. •
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April 15

Georgetown's Healy Hall is designated a national historic landmark by the Department of the
Interior.

April 16 Khalil Wazir, the military chief of
the PLO, is gunned d o w n in his
h o m e in Tunis, allegedly by a n Israeli hit squad.
April 18 U.S, Navy warships sink or cripple
6 Iranian vessels in the Persian gulf
in retaliation for an Iranian mine
that d a m a g e d a U.S, ship.
April 20 Pro-Iranian hijackers release their
remaining 31 hostages after fifteen days of negotiation.
April 22 Georgetown University holds its
annual Springfest weekend, highlighted by a concert by the
Wallers.
April 29 Baltimore Orioles defeat Chicago
White Sox 9-0, after a record 21
consecutive losses.

The Academy
Awards
W h e n Chevy Chase hosted
the 60th annual academy
awards on April 11 at the
Shrine Pavilion in Los Angeles, he injected his own brand
of humor into the usually dull
ceremony.
Billy Wilder, distinguished
director, received the Irving
Thalberg Award for lifetime
achievement and told an
amusing story about getting a
visa in Mexico to avoid being
sent back to Nazi Germany.
Sean Connery, nominated
for the first time in his career
for his work in The Untouchables, received the Best Supporting Actor Oscar. Cher,
previously neglected by the
Academy for her critically
acclaimed work in Mask, received a well deserved Oscar
for Best Actress in Moonstruck. Michael Douglas, voted Best Actor for his slimy

character in Wall Street,
made a touching acceptance
speech, thanking his father.
Kirk Douglas, "for helping a
son step out of the shadow."
After Olympia Dukakis
won Best Supporting Actress
for her role as the mother in
Moonstruck, she raised her
statuette and said, " O K
Michael, let's go!" in encoura g e m e n t of her cousin
Michael Dukakis.
Undoubtedly, the big winner of the evening was The
Last Emperor, which garnered nine Oscars, including
Best Picture, Best Director,
and Best Cinematography.
Bernardo Bertolucci the director, accepted his award
with characteristic fervor,
saying the if N e w York was
the Big Apple, Hollywood
was the "big nipple" in the
way it nurtured artists. •

May 2 Search, a Jackson Pollock paint-.
ing dated 1955, is sold at Sotheby's auction for 4,8 million, a record for any post-WWII artwork.
May 7 Winning Colors wins the Kentucky
Derby, becoming only the third filly to d o so in the race's history.
May 7 The Pope begins Latin American
visit to Uruguay, Bolivia, Paraguay, and Peru,
May 22 The Class of 88 is first to utilize
Leavey Center roof for the Regg a e Sunsplash,
May 27 U,S, Senate votes 93-5 to the
U,S,-U,S,S.R, INF Treaty.

T H E
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The Leavey Center
is a sellout. It is typical of nationwide corporations like Marriott to try and replace
private entrepeneurs
like the Corp. David
Silbert, (CAS 1990)
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dJ Campaign '88
The 1988 Presidential election campaign has been many
things, but boring is not one
of them. This c a m p a i g n ,
more than any other in recent
years, has been filled with
scandal and surprises. O n e is
never quite sure what will
happen or to w h o m . O n e
thing is certain, however - the
media has played a huge role
in bolstering or ruining individual campaigns.
Whether through investigative reporting of wrongdoing or simply the presentation
of a candidate repeatedly in a
certain light, the media has
been exercising its considerable power to affect public
opinion. N o one is safe from
the television crews, the columnists, or even the

cartoonists.
However intimidating the
power of the press m a y seem,
most candidates have welcomed publicity and have attempted to use it to their advantage. These candidates
have come to political maturity in an era dominated by
exhaustive press coverage of
the political scene, and have
geared their campaigns accordingly. However manipulated the coverage m a y be,
the fact remains that the
American public is seeing
more of the presidential candidates than ever before, and
so can hopefully make a more
informed choice. •
Jesse Jackson speaks to reporters
outside his Chicago campaign office.

Democrats Divided
The Democrats, unlike the
Republicans, had no clear
frontrunner until late in the
primary elections. After Gary
Hart was forced to drop out
of the race because of a sex
scandal, the field had been
left wide open. Although
Hart re-entered the race for a
time, his poor showing at the
polls indicated that the people were not willing to consider him as a viable candidate,
so he withdrew yet again.
Mike Dukakis, Governor of
Massachusetts, has been considered a favorite for the
nomination, and his success
on Super Tuesday proves that
he can do well outside of his
own region. Albert Gore, Jr.,
Senator from Tennessee, did
phenomenally well on Super
Tuesday, but has not shown

feature

that he has broad appeal outside the South. Jesse Jackson,
w h o has spent less on the media portion of his campaign
than any other candidate and
w h o has been the only candidate to resist using negative
advertising, has done remarkably well.
A s the primaries progressed the race came down
to Jackson and Dukakis.
Eventually, after a landslide
victory in N e w York, Dukakis is virtually guaranteed the
nomination. However, Jackson does control a large number of delegates and will be a
force to be reckoned with at
the convention. •
Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis speaks to the press; he survived the Democratic race, and is
virtually assured the nomination.
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Bush G O P Favorite
The Republican campaign
has been dominated in the
main by four candidates.
Vice-President George Bush
has been the frontrunner
from the very beginning, although Senator Robert Dole
(Kansas) gave him a slight
run at the beginning of the
campaign in Iowa. Since
then, however. Bush has been
leading by an extremely wide
margin. After the Illinois primary, following hard on the
heels of his impressive Super
fuesday victories. Bush had
w o n 763 delegates, while
Dole had only 186. Only
1,139 delegates are needed to
win the nomination. It had
been thought that the IranContra scandal and Bush's
uncertain role in it would
harm him, but it seems he has

been able to use his affiliation
with the Reagan administration in a positive way instead.
Even after Bush's victories
on Super Tuesday, Dole
vowed that he was in the race
for good, as did Robertson.
However it seems that Robertson did not have the broadbased support he had hoped.
T h e fundamentalist Christian, or evangelical, vote was
not enough to produce solid
victories for Robertson anywhere except Iowa. Jack
K e m p , after a disappointing
showing on Super Tuesday,
was forced to drop out of the
race. His brand of hard line
conservatism simply did not
have a wide appeal. It seems
that Bush, with his Reaganlike stance on the issues, is the
favorite for the nomination. ^

February 8

Iowa caucuses, the first election
of the race, are held. Senator
Robert Dole (R.-Kansas) and Rep.
Richard Gephardt (D.-Missouri)
win.

February 23

New Hampshire primary is held.
Vice-President George Bush and
Michael Dukakis, D. Governor of
Massachusetts, win. Republicans
Al Haig and Pierre DuPont withdraw, as does Democrat Bruce
Babbitt,

March 8

Super Tuesday elections are held,
including 16 primaries and 5 caucuses, primarily in the South, Bush
sweeps every state except
Washington, which goes to Pat
Robertson, Dukakis, Gore, and
Jackson split the Democratic
vote.

March 26

Michigan Dem, caucuses are
held, Jesse Jackson wins by a
large margin, followed
by
Dukakis,

March 28

Richard
Gephardt
from the race

March 29

Connecticut primary is held, Dukakis wins, with Jackson a close
second. Bush wins easily in Republican race.

March 29

Senator Robert Dole withdraws
from race after failing to gain m o m e n t u m after Iowa, Bush is virtually
guaranteed
Republican
nomination.

April 15

Bush receives a dubious endorsement from M u a m m e r ei-Qaddafi,

April 19

Dukakis wins in New York with 51%
- virtually assuring him the
nomination,

April 26

Bush clinches nomination with win
in the Pennsylvania primary; Dukakis wins also with 6 7 % .

T H E
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TOP
Media scrutiny of
candidates can be extreme and exploitative
at times, but 1 believe
freedom of the press
and the voter's right to
k n o w broadens the
definition of public
life. Debbie Steidel,
(CAS 1988)
special
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The Georgetown Pep Band, regarded as best of
the Big East Conference, helps draw students to
games as well as propel teams on to victory.
Here, the brass section entertains fans with their
popular rendition of the "Hawaii Five-0" theme
song.
Faithful Hoya fans go amazing lengths to support
their team, from shaving heads to painting faces
blue and grey to tattooing Jack the Bulldog on
inauspicious body parts. Here, senior Barbara
Clancy shows her faith in the football team.

Competition, entertainment,'fitness, big
business - sports at Georgetown is all of these.
A thriving intramurals program c^erates out of
Yates. Field House, an elaborate multi-million
dollar complex. A popular and talented Pep
Band as \yell as Hoyamotion's* efforts foster
school spirit and bring unprecedeMed numbers
of fans to H o y a events. With Olympic hopefuls
on our track team, a consistently powerful and
popular basketball team, a rapidly improving
football squad and consistently nationally
ranked crew teanis, sports at Georgetown are
definitely on the edge^f even^greater
•
•"
excellelice.
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Football has skyrocketed in popularity in recent
years, mostly due to an improving team. This
year's H o m e c o m i n g Weekend activities, including
Saturday's victorious game, were an unparalleled
success.

sports
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sports

Football * Volleyball * Soccer
Field Hockey^CrossCountry

MLL SPORTS

Dean Lowry goes over the top
as the Georgetown Football
Team win the opener with a 210 shutout over St. Francis.
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Gridders Finish Winningest
Season Since 1978
i
Just Shy Of ECAC Division III

PLAYOFFS
The Georgetown Football team plunged into
the 1987 season with high
hopes and no one was disappointed. The team had
to work hard for their
victories but they defeated St. Francis with a 21-0
shutout on opening day,
but dropped their next
game to Dickinson. The
Hoyas did not despair;
led by tri-captains Dan
Currie, Mark North, and
Joe Haley, the team
managed to tie Division
III nationally ranked
Franklin & Marshall in
the Homecoming downpour that few will ever
forget. After dropping
the following game to
Gallaudet, the H o y a s
went on to win all of their
last five games.
The Hoya defense, led
by junior Joe Pecoraro,
seniors Peter Elliot, Joe
Haley,
and
Jim
Schwartz, and sophmore
Sean Green, is largely to
credit for the team's success. Success, however,
can never be gained single-handedly, for without
consistently stellar performances by All-American running-back Dean
L o w r y m a n y points
would never have been
scored. Lowry, aided by
senior Jim DePersia and
junior quarterback Matt
Zebrowski spurred the
team onto perhaps it's
most outstanding season
ever.
Perhaps the greatest
memory was the third
consecutive win over local rival Catholic University with an awe-inspiring
35-14 victory. With only
2 games remaining and
the possibility of qualify-
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ing for the E C A C Division III play-offs, the
gridders first plundered
St. John's and then went
on to deliver a damaging
blow to Washington &
Lee in their final game.
Although the Hoyas
were edged out of a playoff berth, no one will be
disappointed with the
1987 season. The Hoyas
managed to accumulate
the most wins since 1978,
and pillage many school
records. Dean Lowry is
now Georgetown's alltime single game, single
season, and career rushing leader with an average of over 128 yards per
game as well being an
E C A C running back.
Kicker T o m Timperman
also made a school record when he scored 4

field goals in the Johns
Hopkins game. With a
team average of only 85
yards rushing given up
and allowing only 13
touchdowns the entire
season w h o can even
imagine what next year
will hold. Losing only 4
seniors to graduation, the
Hoyas will return next
year powered by quaterback Matt Zebrowski,
with a 5 1 % completion
rate, receiver Jim O'Connor, the team leader in
receptions with 28, and
linebacker Joe Percoraro, the team leader in
tackles with 67.

Joe Haley is about to sack the
St. Francis quarterback in the
opening day shutout, 21-0.

Running back Dean Lowry
takes handoff from Matt Zebrowski on the way to a win
over Catholic, 35-14.

H o y a defense in the form of
Pete Elliot and Jim Schwartz
stop Catholic in it's tracks, a
decisive win for the Hoyas.

Jim Schwartz goes around the
outside after Catholic's Q B ,
helping to keep the Stephen
Dean trophy where it belongs.
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Q B Matt Zebrowski decides to
run it on his own en route to
victory over Catholic.

SCOREBOARD
GU

Roster: G. Adami, D. Alexander, G.
Alexis, N. Al-Sabih, T. Baran, S.
Barranca, M. Branca, D. Brannan,
D. Casares, J. Cesare, J. Cronin, D.
Currie, J. DePersia, K. Duer, F.
Duggan, J. Duggan, P. Elliott. J. Ellis, G. Farris, R. Ficca, R. Fisher,
M. Frucht, D. Gallagher, H. Golden, S. Green, C. Guida, J. Haley, C.
Hart, B. Higgins, P. Hornick, T.
Huffman, T. Kallina, C. Kelly, S.
Khichi, T. Lawrence, E. Lee, S.
Levy, D. Lowry, S. Malvesta, T.
McAneney, W. McCrea, C. McDonald, K McKeon, S. Muller, K.
Murphy, M. North, J. O'Connor, S.
Owens, D, Parver, R. Patricco, J.
Pecoraro, J. Quick, M. Rose, D. Rubino, J. Rynne, P. Sarkis, J.
Schwartz, S. Sheppard, M. Sotirhos,
J. Swope, M. Taylor, T. Timperman, E. Woods, M. Zebrowski.

OPPONENT

21

St. Francis

7

Dickinson

17

3

Franklin & Marshall

3

8

Gallaudet

0

21

15

St. Peter's

0

30

Johns Hopkins

20

35

Catholic

14

34

St. John's

21

28

Washington & Lee

14

Records and Awards: Dean LowrySingle game, single season, and career rushing; ECAC Division HI
Running Back. Tom TimpermanField goals in a single game. George
Alexis and Jim O'Connor- ECAC
Division HI All-Academic Team.
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Captain Justine Metz goes after the ball to lead the team to a
3-0 win over Virginia in the
Hoya Classic.
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SCOREBOARD
GU

Roster: Jessica Ackroyd, Julie 3
Beiter, Maria Boyreau, Casey
Bradley, Amy Callow, MIchele 2
Docharty, Sheryl
Hardek,
3
'Vanessa Helin, Tania Mennes, 3
Justine Metz, Susan Slade,
0
Catherine Taylor.

2
0
3
3
0
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
3

OPPONENT
Syracuse
Cal-State Fullerton
Providence
Maryland
Virginia
William & Mary
Pittsburgh
Rutgers
Maryland
Penn
Villanova
Navy
Loyola
Pittsburgh
Virginia
George Washington
George Mason
George Washington
Howard
American
Villanova
West Virginia
Seton Hall
Seton Hall
BIG EAST-2nd

0
3

1
1
3
3

3
1
1
3
0
0
0
3
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
3
1
1

Sheryl Hardeck spikes a ball
past American to help bring the
Hoyas to a 3-0 victory.
y
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Volleyball Team Pulls
Together To Finish Just Short
Of Big East Championship

IITLII

During the 1987 Fall
season, the Georgetown
women's volleyball team
finally fulfilled the expectations that had been
with them for the past
few years. In winning 14
of their last 17 matches,
the w o m e n established
themselves as one of the
strongest teams in the
east. The squad's one setback for the fall campaign was a disappointing loss to Providence in
the Big East Tournament
final.
Although the team rem a i n e d basically unchanged since last year,
the players found a cer-

tain chemistry which was
nonexistent in 1986. First
year coach Nila ToribioStraka brought new inspiration to the Hoyas,
helping the w o m e n translate their talent into victories. Seniors Justine
Metz and Cathy Taylor
showed streaks of brilliance throughout the
season, consistently leading the team in digs and
kills. Their experience
and consistency became
the foundation of a powerful young team. Junior
Michele Docharty also
brought necessary leadership to the Hoyas with
her spirited style of play.

W h e r e individual effort was a prevalent characteristic of last year's
unit, the w o m e n this fall
played with a purely
team-oriented attitude—
a spirit which led them to
the finals of the Big East
Tournament. The obvious goal of next year's
team will be to pick up
where they left off this
year and bring a Big East
C h a m p i o n s h i p to the
Hilltop.

Captain Justine Metz encourages teammates in a tough
match against Cal-State.

V o I I eyball
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Soccer Team Struggles
Through Tough Season; Falls
1 Short Of Most Wins In A

SGASOX

The 1987 season can
be seen as more than disappointing for the men's
soccer team. The talented squad, which ended
their fall campaign with a
7-10 record, could have
easily finished with a 143 standing. But heartbreaking defeats plagued
the H o y a s throughout
the season, with seven of
their ten losses decided
by only one goal.
In spite of the team's
misfortunes, several players exhibited impressive
play all season, most notably standout goalie
John Janenda. Janenda
recorded three shutouts
while maintaining a
stingy 1.53 goals/against

average. Exceptionally toll towards the end of
strong play and experi- the schedule. The Hoyas
ence from this year's se- dropped four out of their
niors carried the team last five games, including
through its losing streaks a tough loss to nationallyand inspired the younger ranked Seton Hall, to
players in big games. Se- barely miss qualifying for
niors M i k e M o y l a n , the Big East TournaA n d y Logan, and Mike ment. The future looks
Graziano finished their bright for the y o u n g
college careers on a high squad w h o should greatly
note, turning in solid per- improve upon a record
formances during impor- which fell one short of
tant games throughout the Hoyas' mark for the
the season. Junior Rick most wins in a season.
Starrs also had a standout year, demonstrating
great offensive talent and
providing hope for next
season.
Unfortunately, the dif- M i k e Graziano's fancy footwork and "headwork" helps
ficult close losses that the the Hoyas pull off a victory
team suffered took their over Rutgers, 3-1.

Goalie John Janenda makes yet
another spectacular save but
the Hoyas unfortunately drop a
game to Towson State, 0-1.

Hoya Marius Haas outruns his
opponent to help the soccer
team to victory over Shenandoah, 3-1.

H^%s

GU
3
2
Roster: Brian Browder, John
Carroll, Ed Diaz, Bill Formon, 1
Mike Graziano, Glen Griffith, 1
Marius Haas, Andrew Hoff3
mann, John Janenda, Porter
0
Ledford, Andrew
Logan,
Michael Mills. Micheal Moy- 0
lan, Dominique Paddack, Jim
0
Pearlstein, Chris Rhody, Eric 1
Rigaud, Tyler Schropp, Peter
3
Sharron, Rick Starrs, Antonio
Vazquez, Eugene Zamora.
1
1
1
0
1
1
0

Rich Starrs takes charge of
the ball in a Hoya victory
over Mt. St. Mary's, 2-1.

Ed Diaz powers the ball past
George Washington but the
Hoyas can seem to pull it off
and lose the game, 1-2.

SCOREBOARD
OPPONENT
Rutgers-Camden
Mt. St. Mary's
George Washington
Davidson
Cincinnati
Richmond
Robert Morris
Towson State
St. John's
Shenandoah
Villanova
Pittsburgh

UMBC
Monmouth
St. Mary's
Seton Hall
Howard

1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
0
0
2
1
0
4
4

SCOREBOARD
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GU OPPONENT

0 Bucknell 4
Roster; Mea Allen, Lily
Catholic
Arbab, Lizann Boyle, 3
VCU
Megan Boyle, Laura 0
0
Villanova
Clauson, Robyn FormiRichmond
ca, Liza Fox, Michelle 1
Mt. St. Mary's
Green, Anne Jureidini,4
0
Maryland
Kim Keller, Lisa Pierce,
1
Longwood
Michelle Rosier, Cathy
1
Loyola
Schroth, Jessica Seacor,
Jennifer Smith, Suzanne2
Towson State
Svenningsen, Julie 2
Drexel
Uebler, Michelle Van 0
Notre Dame
Dervort
1
Johns Hopkins
Honors: South East All- 0
American
Star Team- 1st Team
5
UMBC
Lizann Boyle, Cathy 6
Trinity
Schroth, Jessica Seacor,
4
Catholic
Megan Boyle; 2nd Team- Lily Arbab, Liza Fox;WASHINGTON COLLEGES
T O U R N A M E N T 1st
Alternate-Kim Keller

0
0
3
4
3
5
4
3
2
0
3
3
3
1
0
1

Lily Arbab figlits for the ball in
an early season victory over
Mt. St. Mary's, 4-3.

Lily Arbab prepares to rocket
the ball past her opponents in a
win over Catholic, 3-0.

Michelle Rosier looks for an
open teammate in an early season game against Bucknell, 04.

h 0 c l( e y

Field Hockey Team Fares
Well In 1987, Wins The
Washington Colleges

j'r
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Sandi Inglis coached a
young team, starting five
freshmen, which resulted
in a relatively unimposing season record of 6-92. However, the women's
field hockey team showed
a strong finish by winning
the Washington College
Tournament with sound
victories over Trinity and
rival Catholic University.
Seven members of the
team were named to the
All-Star team which
went on to represent the
Washington Colleges at
South East Regionals in

Baltimore. The first team
included senior Lizann
Boyle,
Cathy
Schroth,Jessica Seacor,
and M e g a n Boyle. Lily
Arbab and Liza Fox were
named to the sescond
team and K i m Keller was
honored as an alternate.
The defense proved to
be the force behind the
regular season play. T h e
team was strenghtened
by the numerous saves
and the leadership of senior goalie Laura Clauson. The loss of the two
senior leaders will be

gravely felt next season.
Coach Inglis can only
hope that starting the
five freshmen will give
them the experience they
need to be competitive in
the 1988 season.

Jessica Seacor powers through
the Towson State defense in a
tie game, 2-2.

Suzanne Svenningsen slides
one past her opposition in a
victory over L ' M B C , 5-1.

Lizann Boyle gracefully, yet
powerfully takes a corner shot
against Drexel, 2-0.
fieidh
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Cross Country Defends
Big East Title
And Sets Sights O n The

OLYMPICS

The Women's Cross
Country team completed
a successful season; they
were ranked 2nd in District II and 20th in the
National Competition.
They finished 1st in the
George M a s o n Invitational, 2nd in the Paul
Short Invitational, and
3rd in the Big East
Championship meet. Pan
Fanaritas coached a
young team which will
lose only two runners to
graduation: Captain
Stacy Shelton and Kate
Brine. Georgetown runners made an impressive
showing with two girls,
freshman Elizabeth Brinden and junior Christine

country

Brough, winning All Big
East honors for their 4th
and 7th place finishes.
Out of the 90 person
field, juniors Margaret
Scutro and Heidi Roe
captured 11th and 17th
places respectively. It
was a strong finale for
the
Women
Hoya
runners.
T h e M e n ' s Cross
Country defended their
Big East Championship
title, finished 17th in the
N C A A Championship,
and sent two runners to
the S u m m e r Olympic trials. The men took three
out of the top six spots in
the Big East Championship. Sophomore John

Trautmann ran his personal best time of 24:34
to finish 2nd and Division
I All-American M i k e
Stahr followed in 3rd
place with senior Jim
Grelle taking 6th in the
field of 90. Although
coach Frank Gagliano
was enthusiatic about defending the Big East title,
he acknowledged the
larger goal of the 1988
Olympics. Both Trautmann and the reigning
N C A A mile champion
Stahr qualified for the
Olympic trials in the
1500 meter race. A n impressive finish for a team
of champions!

Jim Grelle leads the pack in a
cross-country invitational
meet.

Stacy Shelton makes her way
through the w o o d s in the
George M a s o n Invitational in
which G U placed Tirst.

Christine Brough takes off on
her w a y to All-Big East H o n ors.

j^lp

Jim Grelle and William Going
lead the way at the Paul Short
Invitational in w h i c h G U
placed 2nd.

Women's Cross Country Results

books

The team: placed first in the George Mason
Invitational, second in the Paul Short Invitational,
third in the Big East Championship for
Women's Cross Country
the sixth time in Big East history, was ranked
Roster: J. Bergacker, E.
twentieth in National Competition, was ranked
Brenden, K. Brine, C.
Brough, S. Dahm, L. Pa- second in District II. All-Big East Honors: Elizgan, C. Lepoutre, J. No- abeth Brenden and Christine Brough. Personal
lan, A. Perre, H. Roe, M.Best: Stacy Shelton captured 23rd of 90 in Big
East Championship with her best time of 19:32.
Scutro, S. Shelton, M.
Wein.

Men's Cross Country Results

Men's Cross Country
Roster: C. Flynn, W. Go-The team: defended Big East Championship,
ing, T. Heinle, P. Hig-finished seventeenth in the N C A A Championgins, M. McCracken, J.ships. Olympic trial qualifiers: John Trautman
and Mike Stahr. Personal Best: John Trautman
Nicholson, M. Stahr, J.
Trautman, M. White- captured 2nd of 90 in Big East Championship
with his best time of 23:34.
house.

cross
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H 2 0 Y A S Tri- Captain senior
Suzanne Frankland paces the
women's swim team to a 109 106 victory over Loyola.

One of the cheerleaders carries
out her role by urging on the
Hoya basketball team to a win
over Miami, 82 - 78.
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sports

Men's Basketball A Women's Basketball A Men's
Swimming A Women's Swimming A Cheerleading

WINTFK SPORTS

Junior hotshot Charles
takes a shot to help the
beat Syracuse. 69 - 68; a
was used to by season's

Smith
Hoyas
role he
end.

Erin Breslin drives down the
court for the Lady Hoyas in a
victory over St. Johns— a Big
East rival, 78 - 77.

winter
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Hoyas' Rocky Season
Proves To Be A

BATTLE
Coming into the 198788 season, the signals regarding the Hoyas' impending fortunes were
mixed. M a n y thought
that John Thompson's
squad had a chance to repeat as Big East Champions and again advance
well into the N C A A
Tournament. After all,
only one senior had graduated from last year's 295, final eight squad. But
when this one player happened to be All-American Reggie Williams it
seemed as if this would
prove a rebuilding year
for the Hoyas.
The traditional early
season matchups against
less than formidable opponents were a confidence builder for the
young Hoyas, w h o compiled a 9-1 record before
the beginning of conference play. The first real
challenge for Georgetown came in their Big

basketball
/ . m e n 's

East opener against the
number-one
ranked
Pittsburgh Panthers.
Newly-converted offensive specialist Charles
Smith paced the Hoyas
to a five-point victory,
and optimism ran high
among the Georgetown
faithful. However, three
close conference losses
ensued, lending credibility to experts' beliefs that
parity would be prevalent
in the Big East this year.
The biggest win of the
regular season came at
the Carrier D o m e against
Syracuse, where Smith's
heroics
maintained
G e o r g e t o w n ' s recent
d o m i n a n c e over the
Orangemen.
As usual, the Hoyas
were the center of much
controversy in the Big
East during the regular
season. After Georgetown dropped three in a
row, m a n y questioned
whether Coach Thomp-

son's duties as Olympic
coach were taking precedence over his H o y a
squad. Also, Georgetown
was involved in three major fights during Big East
play, the last of which
against
Pittsburgh
prompted tougher Big
East sanctions against
those involved in such
brawls. Despite these
controversies, Georgetown managed to finish
third in the Big East regular season. Although a
strong comeback could
not defeat Seton Hall in
the first round of the Big
East
Tournament,
Georgetown was extended its tenth consecutive
bid to the N C A A
Tournament.

A familiar face, Hoya Coach
John Thompson, U.S.A. Olympic Basketball Coach at the Big
East Tournament in N e w York
City.

Junior Charles Smith hits the
courts in the tough loss to Boston College, 66-68.

Junior Jaren Jackson passes
the ball as the Hoyas set-up for
a shot in a 30 point win over
U.M.B.C, 89-59.

S o p h o m o r e D w a y n e Bryant
brings the ball down court as
point guard in the victory over
Syracuse, 71-69.

m e n 's b a s k e thai I
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The Hoyas run off the court to
discuss second-half strategy
with Coach Thompson in the
romp over Long Beach State,
82-63.

hH^
Senior Ronnie Highsmith
looks for the ball as he blocks
out a Villanova Wildcat in the
disappointing 58-64 loss.
Junior Jonathan Edwards
reaches up to block Seikaly's
shot in the exciting 69-68 win
over Syracuse at the Cap Center.

m e n 's

basketball

Basketball continued
For seniors Perry M c Donald, Ben Gillery, and
Ronnie Highsmith, the
tournament represented
a final opportunity to
place themselves in a favorable light for N B A
scouts.
Against Louisiana
State University in the
first round of the tournament, Charles Smith hit a
long three point shot at
the buzzer in an ending
which had become routine this season, giving
Georgetown a slim victory. For the second time
this year, the Hoyas had
to face a top-ranked
team, this time the Temple Owls, as decided underdogs. T e m p l e w a s
ranked number one in the
region and was expected
to make the final four;
the presence of Temple

tbSffcs

and U of M's Tarrapins
will lend credibility to the
A C C next season. Although the Georgetown
defense kept them in the
game in the first half.
Temple blew it open in
the second stanza with
dominant inside play,
closing out the season for
the 20-10 Hoyas. The
Hoyas shot only 3 0 %
from thefield,and at one
point had gone 0 for 16.
The Hoyas had no inside
game.
Coach Thompson provides reason for optimism
for next year's squad, as
he hopes to solve Georgetown's inside problems
with highly touted
Alonzo Mourning and
Milton Bell.

SCOREBOARD
GU

Roster: Allen, A., Bry- 97
92
ant, S., Edwards, J., Gillery, B., Highsmith, R., 92
81
Jackson, J., Jefferson, S.,
Jones S., Lang, T, Mc- 82
Donald, P., Smith, C, 78
Tillmon, M., Tucker, A., 89
82
Winston, B.

90
78
82
62
74
74
66
58
69
58
60
58
59
66
71
58
70

OPPONENT
Canadian Team
Hawaii-Loa
Hawaii-Loa
Virginia Military Institute
Virginia Tech.
St. Leo
U.M.B.C.
Long Beach State
Rice
F.I.U.
Miami
Pittsburgh
DePaul
Providence
Boston College
St. John's
Syracuse
Boston College
Connecticut
Villanova
Connecticut
Seton Hall
Syracuse
Villanova
Pittsburgh
Season Record: 18-10

Jack the Bulldog puts his paws
together in prayer to help-out
the Hoyas in another close
game against Syracuse, 71-69.

m e n 's
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78
41
39
45
87
40
59
63
63
52
78
57
64
78
68
65
68
36
59
64
66
60
69
64
65

Hoya standout Beth Knight
scores yet another basket in a
tough loss to Pittsburgh, 64-74.

SCOREBOARD
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Lady Hoyas huddle and look to
Coach Knapp for advice in the
late season loss to Boston College, 54-56.

GU

OPPONENT

64
Roster: Arwood, N.,
79
Ayres. M., Breslin, E.,
64
Cook, J., Granville, A.,
68
Knight, B., McCaffrey,
59
M.,
Mikuta, J.,
71
Ridgeway, C, Simpson,
64
P.

44
87
64
79
78
49
69
57
62
53
58
46
52
66
64
58
64
54

Monmouth
Alabama-Birmingham
Navy
Colgate
George Washington
Mt. St. Mary's
University of Delaware
American
Loyola University
University of Connecticut
Providence College
St. John's
Seton Hall
Pittsburgh
Boston College
Villanova
Syracuse
William & Mary
Richmond
University of Connecticut
Providence
St. John's
Seton Hall
Pittsburgh
Boston College

66
71
67
60
70
73
76

66
35
75
87
77
59
64
66
70
67
54
66
62
93
66
57
74
56

Season Record: 7-18
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basketball

Hoya guard Jill Cook organized the offense in a wellearned victory over Seton Hall,
58-57.

Lady Hoyas endure
a Disappointing

SEASON

The Lady Hoyas tied
last year's season record,
7-21, under Head Coach
Patrick Knapp in his second season with the
Hoyas. Jill Cook, A m m y
Grenville, Beth Knight,
Erin Breslin, and Nikki
Arwood led the team in
their intensive training
and fired up competitions. Freshmen recruits
Julie M i k u t a , Paige
Simpson,
Monica
McCaffrey, and Maria
Aynes played a significant role this year and
are expected to contribute heavily to future successes. The most exciting
moment occured during
the victory over St.
Johns. The Lady Hoyas
went into double overtime, and Jill Cook threw
up a last second shot to
win the game.
Senior Beth Knight led

the team throughout the
season breaking the
women's rebounding and
scoring records. She further distinguished herself
by being named to Georgia Tech's and Princeton's All-Tournament
Teams and later to the
Big East All-Conference
Team. A m m y Granville
helped out tremendously
with great picks that succeeded in freeing many
other players for open
shots and greatly aided in
the wins over such rivals
as Loyola and Seton

Hall.
Head Coach
Pat
Knapp finished his last
season at Georgetown,
and the team is expected
to improve on this year,
despite his absence. The
younger players have
gained practical g a m e
experience by being able

w o m e n 's

to have significant playing time. Each of the
players performed well
throughout the season,
marking one of the best
years for lady Hoya basketball in terms of individual statistics. For example, Maria Aynes
m a d e "Rookie of the
W e e k " for the Big East
conference by being four
for four in the three-point
range in one game. Julie
Mikuta's long arms created many steals, and although the record was
not as impressive as was
hoped, the players are
looking forward to more
successful seasons in the
future.

Lady Hoyas Beth Knight and
Monica McCaffrey give a high
five in the exciting 58-57 win
over Seton Hall.

basket
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H20YAS Prove themselves
In A Winning

SEASON
After a long, uphill Senior Dirk Grotenuis.
struggle, the Men's Swim But to the team's surprise
T e a m finally proved its a large and talented
capabilities in the 1987- freshman squad ap88 season, with a 7-5 re- peared on the deck in Occord . . . the first winningtober, almost doubling
record in the men's team the team's size. With
history. However, this consistently exceptional
achievement did not swimming by Freshmen
come easily. The team Brad H e c h t , Trace
dropped itsfirst3 meets Mayer, Frank Pelosa and
the tough competition of Chris H a w k i n s the
Villanova, American and
H 2 0 Y A S were able to
Boston College. But they accumulate a number of
did not lose hope. In- hard-earned, deserved
spired by Senior capvictories. The team also
tains Sean Houston and
owed some of its success
Scott
Young,
the their divers who always
H 2 0 Y A S managed to gave it their best, even
turn the season around
against some tough comand eventually emerge
petition. Perhaps the
most memorable victory
successfully. The season
in Georgetown men's
began with a solid base of
swimming history was
returning veterans and
over cross-town archrival
the team was expecting
George Washington, a
strong performances by
Junior B o b H a m b l e t , strong scholarship program
whom
the
Sophomores Dave KoH 2 0 Y A S had never
vach and Rich Hynes and

even come close to before. With the aid of a
new electronic timing
system in McCarthy Pool
the team went on to win
their next four meets and
end with its winningest
season ever. Although
losing six strong seniors
to graduation, Scott
Young, Sean Houston,
Jeff Finnell, Dirk ten
Grotenuis, Matt M c L e o d
and Jan Jannick, the
team's returning squad is
so strong that who knows
what the future may hold
for the G.U.swimmers.
One thing is for sure, the
Big East had better beware of the H 2 0 Y A S , or
they just might be taken
by surprise!

Brad Hecht takes off from
Dave Kovach on the way to an
exciting victory over V.M.I
(114-88)

J^^y

Freshman Brad Hecht powers
his way past his opponents from
Howard for another H ^ O Y A
win, 113-84.

r

swimming

H 2 0 Y A backstrokers are off to
another outstanding performance in the close meet against
Mary Washington, 108-105.

HVh^s

Junior Bob Hamblet makes
waves against local arch-rival
George Washington, leading
the H 2 0 Y A S to an exciting
win, 108-105.

GU
83

Roster. Beehler, B., Bisbee, M., Coyne, R.,
79
Doyle, G., Finnell. F.,
Frost, M., Gullen, D.,
97
Hamblet, B., Hawkins,
C, Hecht, B., Houston,112
S., Hynes, R., Janec, S.,
Jannink, J., Juneau, S.,
133
Kingsbury, N., Kovach,
D., Mastella, D., Mayer,
88
T, McLeod, M., Panarella, C, Panarella, N.,
108
Pelosa, F., Peterson, J.,
Polemeni, M., Rienzo,
115
F., Roussell, A., Schroth,
D., Sinkfield, R., tenGro108
tenius, D., Wynne, M.,
Yamada, K., Young, S.

SCOREBOARD
OPPONENT
Villanova

122

American

136

Boston College

120

Montgomery

82

Howard

84

Washington & Lee

118

George Washington

105

Glassboro

95

Mary Washington

105

106

Loyola

95

114

Virginia Military Institute

88

80

William & Mary

126

Season Record:7-5

men

s

swim

Senior Tri-Captain, Lenore
Imhof, hangs tough in a grueling butterfly event against
American, 112-92.

H-S§ks

GU

Roster: Alderman, C; 152
Arnold, S.; Bowdre, C;
Byrne, M.; Carr, K.; Car112
son, L.; Conlin, C;
Downing, L.; Frankland,90
S.; Giebeler, E.; Glaser.
C; H elf rich, J.; Hofstet60
ter, S.; Imhof, L.;
McGrath, A.; Milton, C; 147
Nasca, S.; Peterson, K.;
Roberts, C; Ross, C; 129
Spain, K.; Seldman, A.

72

SCOREBOARD
OPPONENT
Sweet Briar

133

American

92

Boston College

127

Howard

25

Wittenberg

121

Washington & Lee

75

George Washington

146

119

Glassboro

94

80

Princeton

149

112

Mary Washington

95

109

Loyola

106

89

Navy

171

82

William & Mary

117

Season Record: 8-5

iFf;H

ens

swimming

Senior Tri-Captain, Suzanne
Frankland, pushes to add the
extra points needed for a close
victory over Loyola, 109-106.

Lady H20YAS
Sprint To Their

50TII W I N
For
the
lady
H 2 0 Y A S , the 1987-88
season is definitely a
m e m o r a b l e one. T h e
team continued in its
winning tradition with an
8-5 record, recorded it
50th win (with only 26
losses) in the m e e t
against Loyola, and appearing this season was a
stunning new electronic
timing system, for which
the team has toiled for six
years. After graduating
only one senior last year,
the team returned with a
strong base upon which
to build. Inspired by the
spirit and leadership of
Senior Captains,Suzanne
Frankland, Laura Downing and Lenore Imhof,
the team plunged into the
season and made quite a
splash by winning five of
theirfirstsix meets. Perhaps one of the most ex-

L
Freshman Lara Carson takes
off for the H 2 0 Y A S in a romp
over Glassboro State College,
119-94.

citing wins w a s over
cross-town, scholarship
rival American University. Thanks to continual
solid performances by
Sophomores Cathy Milton, Cheryl Conlin and
Susan Nasca, and Junior
Caroline Ross the team
stood-up strongly against
a number of tough opponents including N a v y ,
George Washington,
Boston College and
Princeton, the team's
first Ivy League match.
Although the H 2 0 Y A S
did not emerge victorious
from these competitions,
they did prove that the
G.U. swim team is not to
be taken lightly and is
definitely a t e a m to
watch out for in the future. A valuable addition
to the team was its freshmen, especially Ariana
S e l d m a n and L u a n n e

Pavco, both of w h o m
placed at Big East. The
divers. Sophomore K i m
Spain and Seniors Jenny
Helfrich and Susan Hofstetter added the extra
points needed for the
team's victories. T h e
team will definitely miss
its 8 graduating seniors
next year, but with a
strong recuiting prospectus, the prospects of yet
another winning season
look bright.

Senior Jenny Helfrich "tucksoff and dives" well in the exciting victory over local rival
American University, 112-92.
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Cheerleaders spark
Hoyas onto

vicrroRY!

Although most of the
student body believes
that the cheerleading
squad resides permanently in the Capital Center,
this is a farse. It is true
that the main role of the
squad is to arouse spirit
and this is done by the
enthusiasm they display
at sporting events. But as
the p r o g r a m matures
they have become increasingly interested in
cheerleading competitions. Last year the squad
placed 15th in the N a tional Collegiate Cheerleading Competition and

this year they hope to
place higher. In an early
season cheerleading
camp, the Hoyas placed
first in their division, out
of a field of 89 schools.
After this success, the
squad set their sights on
the National Competition. The Hoyas hoped to
place in the top five,
thereby earning a spot in
the final competition in
San Diego. Despite improving on last year's finish, they placed tenth,
missing afinalistberth by
only one point. E v e n
though this was a disap-

rI ea d i n g

pointment, it was a great
a c h i e v e m e n t for the
cheerleading program.
W i t h only one senior
graduating, the cheerleading squad stands a
good chance for qualifying for Nationals next
year and joining the other nationally-ranked
members of the Georgetown sports program.
Game after game the Hoya
cheerleaders show their spirit
by performing stunts for the
Capital Center crowd.
"Jack the Bulldog" celebrates a
H o y a victory over Syracuse,
71-69.

Chrissie Masdea rises up to inspire the Georgetown crowd
during an exciting g a m e
against Syracuse.
Michelle Kevin and Dean Lowry complete a difficult stunt
during a time-out in victorious
game against St. Leo's, 78-40.

Roster: Bowman,
L., Chafos, T.,
Duggan, F., Durst,
G., Fakadej, S.,
Fernandez,
C,
Gregg, M., Kevin.
M., Khichi, S., Lee,
C, Lowry, D.,
MacCrea,
W..
Masdea, C, Piper,
K., Rydzewski. L.,
Theriot. P.

c h e e r I , ding
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Christine Zebrowski concentrates on her shot in an early
season match against Old Dominion.
The Varsity Heavyweights
cruise past the Kennedy Center
while preparing for the 1988
season.
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Tennis * Sailing - Golf
Baseball*Crew* Lacrosse *Track

SPRING SPORTS

Sophomore M a r k Murphy sets
up a shot in an early season
lacrosse victory over M a r y
Washington, 17-7.
The Georgetown Sailing team
practices on the Potomac River.
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Baseball team falls
short, looks to next
..^.,k^J/'^-~'-'-/- ^z-

SKASON

Entering the 1988 season with a squad of talented veterans, backed
by a number of fresh
faces, the G.U. sluggers
hoped to improve on last
year's 14-30 record. But,
unfortunately this just
was not meant to be, ending even m o r e disappointingly with a 12-31
record. Led by Senior
Captains Chris Shebby
and Mike Moss, the baseball team endured a rugged roller-coaster season.
Atfirstthe future looked
bright as three players,
Sr. Peter Clays(center
field), Jr. Rich Esposito
(shortstop) and So. John
Belicka (pitcher) were
named to the Florida International Tournament
All-Tournament T e a m .
Relying on returning
starters. Moss, Esposito
and So. Joe Russo (second base) the H o y a s

ball

plunged into the season.
After eight games their
record stood near .500
and after 15 stood at 6-9.
Unfortunately,
the
Hoyas failed to pull-off
their close games and the
tide soon turned from
victory to a six g a m e losing streak. Although the
baseball team had hoped
to improve on last years
pitching, this dream also
fell short despite the talent of Sr. Jeff Proctor
w h o led the pitching staff
in games pitched, completed games, wins, innings pitched, strikeouts
and shutouts. Another
bright spot was the spectacular performance of
Freshman Charlie Morgan who, in the R.P.I.
game, ensured talented
pitching in the future.
Plagued by inconsistency
and errors, the Hoyas depended heavily on the of-

fensive talent of Belicka,
heavy hitting of Clays
and the consistent hitting
of Moss and Esposito.
The pitching staff looked
to Proctor and Shebby
for their most talented efforts. But despite all of
the hard work and dedication, the Hoyas could
not turn their season
around and finished by
losing their last ten
games. With numerous
returning players w h o
gained experience from
this season, the Hoyas
will try again to improve
their record and emerge
victorious.
Senior Jeff Proctor leads the
H o y a squad against Seton
Hall, a tough Big East team to
a slim 6-5 win.
Senior Peter Clays makes a
catch to secure a victory over
LaSalle, 12-11.

Junior Joe Russo makes the
catch to oust a Delaware runner in a Georgetown loss, 2-11.
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SCOREBOARD

OPPONENT
GU
4
F.I.U.
Roster: Belicka, J., BindArmy
9
er, B., Bonner, K., CaLaSalle
12
sares, D., Clays, P., Dent,
FLU.
K., Duffy, M., Esposito, 0
Army
R., Henkel, B., Johnson, 7
LaSalle
C, Katz, W., Malloy, T, 18
Miami
Martinez, J., Morgan C, 2
Howard
Moss, M., O'Connor, K., 10
Navy
1
Polansky, R., Proctor, J.,
West Chester
Russo, J., Schwartz, E.,3
Tufts
Shebby, C, Siegel, M., 10
Tufts
2
Thompson, C, Walter,
Columbia
3
T.
Columbia
6
Princeton
7
William Paterson
4
Seton Hall
3
Seton Hall
6
Seton Hall
1
Rennselear Poly Tech
4
Towson State
9
5
Villanova
1
Villanova
2
Villanova
6
George Washington
Delaware
2
3
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
9
Pittsburgh
9
Maryland
20
19
Delaware
6
Seton Hall
0
Seton Hall
10
Howard
25
Maryland-Baltimore
4
Villanova
7
Villanova
7
Villanova
11
George Washington
2
Catholic
1
Pittsburgh
0
Pittsburgh
FINAL R E C O R D 12-31

base

10
17
11
3
15
17
8
8
3
14
4
5
2
5
10
7
7
5
17
1
10
9
5
5
7
11
5
8
7
4
10
5
4
12
4
9
9
14
12
12
3
9
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Men's lightweights praclic
the Potomac in qucit of
1988 Dad V«iL' ~"
ship.

bd'ifks

SCOREBOARD
Augusta-Team Title

Roster: MEN; Heavyweight, Bailey, G., Baker, Ithaca-Swept all races except one.
G., Blank, E., Brenninkmeyer, M., Clark, J.,
Cherry Blossom Classic-Team Title
Fuisz, J., Garrick, J.,
Guthery, J., Hodson, B., Dad Vails-Team Title
Joyce, M., Kenneally,
M., Kresnicka, K., Leahy, P., Marchall, B.,
Matsor, C, McCann, M.,
McDonnell, B., Moriarity, B., Murray, C, Nettesheim, C, Petzold, T,
Piascentini, T, Reid, R.,
Shreder, A., Stevenson,
M., Thomas, P., Von /?., Salvi, L., Turner, Weiss, M., Wigmore,
T, Williams, B., Wise, M., Wildermuth, A.
Friessen, D. Lightweight,
P.
WOMEN; Novice, Varsity, Bates, J.,
Amend, E., Avery, R.,
Cherrick,
M., De- Byrne, C, Churosh,
Blommer, S., Burke, R.,
N., Costello, A., DonSanctis,
F.,
Dilcher,
Collins, B., Cooley, L.,
A., Haws, S., Horgan,ovan, M., Drozol, K.,
Devaney, W., Dever, J.,
Donahue, D., Donovan, S., Hua, D., Jacobs,Erdman, C, Gontarz,
K., Luther,
C, P., Gorman, B., HoffJ., Haley, T, Ix, T, Marman, T, Iffland, A.,
tin, R., McManus, S., McCleary, J., Paulus,
Jackson, K., Jones, K.,
K., Ritz, S., Rodgers,
Merrifield, E., Metisa,
Smith, L.
S., Moley, P., Motique, K., Smith, J., SteelePerkins, B., Taylor,
S., Paine, B., Porazzo,
C, Vandermeer, D.,
M., Rizzo, B., Ruggles,

I.
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Crew Team Excels
And Wins The

» A » VAILS!
The Hoyas set out to
dominate the rowing circuit from the onset and
once they began they
never faltered. Led by
Senior Captains Molly
Donovan and T o m Retzold and bolstered by
many returning veterans
the season began with
high expectations. The
women's team looked especially to three returners from last year's
championship eight, Liz
Smith, A m y Ifiand and
Kelly Jones, joined by Sr.
Beth G o r m a n to inspire
the rowers to a repeat
p e r f o r m a n c e of last
year's success. The m e n
were reliant upon their
returning heavyweights,
particularly T o m Retzold, Mike M c C a n n and
Mike Kenneally from last
years Dad Vail's Finalist
boat to put the Hoyas
firmly on a path to victory. Right from the first

gun, the Hoyas established their success by
winning their fifth consecutive team title in A u gusta, Georgia. Next,
against Ithaca, the w o m en pummelled the B o m b ers by winning all four
races, with the m e n winning all races except the
heavyweight four. After
two successful outings
the crew team returned
h o m e to host the Cherry
Blossom Classic on the
Potomac. Surviving the
unseasonable cold and
snowy weather, they performed well with the
w o m e n ' s novice eight
placing second and varsity eight placing third
while the men's novice
and varsity lightweights
both captured two golds.
With the men's A and B
varsity boats both qualifying for finals, the A
squad placing first and
the B squad third, defi-

Colin Murray rows at early
morning practice.

The women's Varsity Eight
strokes toward a third place
finish in the Cherry Blossom
Classis on the Potomac River.

nitely a spectacular outcome. The most pleasant
result was another team
victory for the Hoyas, especially sweet in their
h o m e waters. But the season highlight came at its
finale in the Dad Vails
Regatta, the world's largest intercollegiate regatta. Again the m e n captured the spotlight with
both the varsity lightweight and J.V. lightweights emerging victorious. The most pleasant
surprise of the season
came when the G U contingency was awarded the
Jack Bralten Trophy for
winning the Dad Vails
team competition. A s another oar is added to the
T o m b ' s fireplace, the
crew team heads off to
Nationals and looks forward to another championship season in 1989.

mtiM

Lacrosse team
ties winningest

RKCORR!
"Commitment -I- Ef- Karch the Hoyas bravely
fort -\- Intensity = Suc- faced a number of tough
cess". This slogan, print- Division I opponents.
ed on the Lacrosse team's Unfortunately the team
practice jerseys sums up was troubled by its inexthe team's attitude this perience and after winseason. Coming off their ning two of their first
winningest season ever, four games the Hoyas
the Hoyas looked to im- dropped the next pair.
prove on this record. Unable to keep their wits
With a strong but youth- about them under presful squad, almost half of sure the team lost many
w h o m were freshmen, matches in the last period
captains Brendan O w e n after battling out the first
and Bob Delaney defi- three. Consistent saves at
nitely had their hands the goal by Jr. goalie Ed
full. L e d by leading Carroll and So. Jim Kenscored Dan Brereton, one ny asssisted by the Senior
of the best face-off m e n defensive trio of Sean
in G.U. history, with the Early, Bob Delaney and
aid of Jr. Larry Zimmer- Doug Martilla kept the
m a n and Fr. Joseph Hoyas in the running in

wkf:m

o sse

Sr. defenseman Sean Early
guards the goal against the offense of U M B C , 4-10.

their close matches. Although they did not better last year's record and
conclude with a winning
season the lacrosse team
did manage to tie 1987's
record, the team's winningest record ever. All
in all, the 1988 season
was a success for the
Hoyas, proving that they
could play competitively
with all of the teams on
their schedule. It can also
be viewed as an important building season, providing valuable experience for the corps of
talented freshmen, thus
ensuring a bright future
for the G.U. Lacrosse
Program.

Sr. Doug Martilla snatches the
ball from the Haverford offense, helping to ensure the
opening day victory.

Dan Brereton fights off his
Haverford opponent in the
opening face-off of a Georgetown victory, 14-5.

In the season opening win over
Haverford, 14-5, senior co-captain Bob Delaney looks for a
passing option.

SCOREBOARD

books

GU OPPONENT

Haverford
5
Roster: Brereton, D., 14
7
Guilford
14
Carroll, E., Cooley, S.,
17
Mary Washington
7
Davis, J., Delaney, R.,
7
Yale
13
Devine, D., Devine, P.,
Virginia Military Inst.
11
Donahue, J., Farley, 9F.,
9
Lafayette
14
Early, S., Evans, T, GilDrexel
7
lin, S.., Graham, C, 10
U.M.B.C.
10
Healy, J., Karch, J., 4
8
Mt. St. Mary's
14
Kenny, J., Kirk, T.,
13
St. Mary's
3
Lackey, M., Maney, P.,
Salisbury State
10
McDonald, S., Martila, 7
D., Muccia, T., Mullen,
F I N A L R E C O R D 4-7
J., Murphy, M., Murphy,
N., O'Connell, D.,Reddington, J., Shepard,
B., Zimmerman. L.
O'Shea, D., Owen, B.,
M., Strum, J., Winters,

Ia c r

Sophomore Gail Huggins covers her player from Goucher in
an early-season win, 13-4.
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GU
9
13
Roster: Allen, M., Boyle,
12
L., Boyle, M., Breen, T,
1
Drury, K., Fox, L.,
7
Fritze, M., Gabrielsen,
E., Gabb, C, Green, M., 5
9
Heuisler, K., Huggins,
12
G., Keller, K., Meagher,
8
M., Man us, S., O'Brien,
7
S., Patterson, D., Petzold, T., Ross, M.,
FINAL
Uebler, J., VanDervort,
M., Verity, N. , Woomer,

A.

wiSTtm

Leading scorer, Jr. Erika Gabrielsen charges for the goal in
a rout over Longwood, 12-3.

SCOREBOARD
OPPONENT
Bucknell
Goucher
Longwood
Richmond
U.M.B.C.
Towson State
Drexel
Salisbury State
St. Mary's
John's Hopkins

RECORD 6-4

7
4
3
15
10
6
13
6
6
9

Women's Lacrosse
hangs tough & emerges

VICTORIOUS!
The women's lacrosse
team was quite successful
this spring, compiling a
winning 6-5 record. Led
by Senior co-captains Lizann Boyle and M e g a n
Ross the Hoyas began
with a blast, winning
their first three games.
Unfortunately, the winning streak did not continue past three games
and they lost their next
four. Spurred on by the
consistent offensive talent of Junior Erika G a brielson, the team's leading scorer with 24 goals
ind 14 assists and Fr.
Noelle Verity, second
with 14 goals, the w o m -

en's lacrosse team turned
the tide and emerged victorious in their next two
matches. In the final
game, the Hoyas hung
tough against John's
Hopkins before losing a
close 6-9 decision. In addition to scoring, the
team relied heavily on
the goaltending of Sr.
Karen Heisler and the reliable substitution of Fr.
M e g Allen to ensure their
success. In post season
play, the Hoyas participated in the Maryland
College's Women's Lacrosse Association Tournament where they finished third. A number of

players were honored in
this tournament. So. Gail
H u g g i n s , S o . Julie
Uebler, Fr. Kate Drury
and Fr. M e g Allen were
named to the 1st All-Star
T e a m while Fr. Moira
Meagher and Fr. Noelle
Verity m a d e the 2nd and
3rd teams, respectively.
Even though the four
graduating seniors will be
missed, with the return of
so m a n y talented players
the future of the winning
tradition started this season looks bright.
Sr. co-captain Lizann Boyle
gets down to business in the
victory over Longwood, 12-3.
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Track Team Wins
IC4A's & Big East

CHAMPIONSHIPS
Once again, the men's
track team has outdone
itself by winning both the
lC4A's and the Big East
Championship. Numerous runners qualified for
N C A A ' s and for the
Olympic Trials. T o expound on these incredible
accomplishments would
take pages, so it is expedient to summarize the
season by listing the results from each meet. After reading this, it will be
apparent that the Men's
Track T e a m may very
well be the best team on
the Georgetown campus.
1. Atlantic Coast Relays:
Mark Whitehouse 2nd in
the 10,000m and quali-

»

track

long jump, qualified for
fies for IC4A's.
2. Duke: Mike Stahr, IC4A's.
John Trautman and Jim 6. Penn Relays: After
Grelle qualify for IC4A's winning the Penn Relays
for the 1st time in 63
in the 1500m.
3. Texas Relays: The Dis- years in the indoor seatance Medley Relay (un- son, the men made anothofficial world record er spectacular showing
holders) of Darron this spring. 4x800m relay
Outler, Trautman, Ray of Stahr, M a n n , B o b
H u m p h r e y and Stahr Leonardo and Outler,
place 2nd and qualify for 1st. 4xl500m relay 2nd,
just under the American
IC4A's.
4. Naval Invitational: Record. Sprint Medley
Bill
Going,
M a r k relay of Mike Jasper,
H u m p h r e y , Leali and
M c C o n n o n and M a r k
Manley
sweep the Cyril Mowatt 1st in a
photofinish. H u m p h r e y
steeplechase.
5. D o g w o o d Relays: 1st in the long jump, his
Outler 5th in the 800m, second Penn Relays long
qualified for IC4A's, jump title.
Humphrey 9th in the

Sophomore Dan Schlitt competing in the Big East Championships.

Patrick Mann soars over the
hurdle during his best event,
the 400m intermediate hurdles
in a meet hosted by Georgetown.

7. IC4A Championships:
T e a m placed sixth. H u m phrey 1st in the long
j u m p , qualifying for
N C A A ' s and Olympic
Trials, Patrick M a n n 4th
in the 400m intermediate
hurdles, qualifying for
N C A A ' s , 4x400m relay
of Humphrey, Leonardo,
M a n n and Outler placed
2nd, Whitehouse placed
3rd in the 10,000m and
Mowatt placed 6th in the
triple jump.
8. Big East Championships: After winning this
meet in the indoor season, Georgetown became
the first team in Big East
history to win both indoor and outdoor titles in
the same year. Their total
Senior Patrick Mann races for
the finish line battling with a
tough Seton Hall opponent.

Leading not only the Georgetown pack but also the national
pack are Srs. John Trautman,
Mark Whitehouse & Mike
Stahr.

of 143.5 points was the our runners in Seoul this
third highest in meet hissummer.
tory. Whitehouse won the
5,000m with other Hoyas
placing 3rd, 4th and 5th,
the 4 x 4 0 0 m relay of
Humphrey,
Jasper,
ROSTER:
Donahue,
M a n n and Outler also
M., Finlzen, S., Flynn.
w o n , the 4x800 team
C, Forsythe. D., Frey,
placed 2nd, Humphrey
E., Going, W.. Grelle, J.,
Heinle, T., Higgins, P..
won the long jump, setHuber, M., Humphrey,
ting a new meet record
R., Ireland, D., Jasper,
and also placed 3rd in the
M., Leonardo, R., Lo100m and 200m, Stahr
lurco, M.. Manley, M.,
Mann, P., McConnon.
won the 1500m with five
M., McCreary. R..
Hoyas in the top six,
McCracken. M., McNeOutler placed 2nd in the
ils, P , Moore.
C.
800m.
Mowatt. C. Outler, D..
With all of these amazParisi. J., Schlitt, D..
Sherry, P., Stahr. M.
ing accomplishments unSullivan, P.. Trautmann.
der their belt, the Hoyas
J.. Vaughan, J.. Warner,
head off to the N C A A ' s
C. Williams. D.
and then to the Olympic
Trials. The Georgetown
student body will cross
theirfingersand look for
mens

t

Senior Katie Brine leads
the pack in the Big East
Championship.
Junior Jodie Wertz runs
the 800m in ECAC's.

m

e n 's

track

Senior Cassie Rizzo prepares
to throw in the Big East Championships.

Women's track
has disappointing

SEASON
After a disappointing
injury-plagued season the
w o m e n ' s track team
looked to prove themselves this spring. The
majority of the season
was spent qualifying for
the Big East and E C A C
Championships. To begin
the season, at Georgetown Prep, against
G e o r g e M a s o n and
Princeton, Fr. Deirdre
Fleming and Jr. Jodie
W e r t z qualified for
ECAC's in the 400m hurdles and 800m respectively. At the Dogwood
Invitational, Freshman
standout Elizabeth Brenden led the pack running
the best 5000m in G U
history and qualified for
ECAC's.
Also Fleming broke
the G U record and qualified for E C A C ' s in the
400m hurdles and Jr.
Heidi Roe placed 3rd in
Christine Brough races to
E C A C qualifying time in the
3000m at the Penn Relays.

the 1500m. After warming-up with these early
meets, the Hoyas led by
Sr. captain Gina LaRoche moved into their
championship
meet
phase. At the Penn Relays, Brendan again stole
the show by winning the
10,000m, qualifying for
both N C A A ' s and Olympic Trials and setting a
school record. Also placing (6th) was the 4x800m
relay of Wertz, Fleming,
Michelle Girard and
Mary Zadnik. Qualifying
for E C A C ' s were Margeret Scultro and Christine B r o u g h in the
3000m. In the Big East
Championships the women did notfinishquite as
well as hoped, with only a
7th place berth. However
there was a number of excellent performances
with Fleming and Brough
both winning events and
Sr.
Cassie Rizzo placing
an
3rd in javelin and 6th in
discus. In ECAC's, the
team placed 16th with

B r e n d a n 3rd in the
5000m
and Sheila
Greaves setting a school
long jump record. After
completing a somewhat
unfulfilling season, the
w o m e n ' s track t e a m
looks forward to seeing
Elizabeth Brendan in
Olympic Trials and toward a prosperous 1989
season.

ROSTER: Bednarski.
S., Bergacker. J., Brenden, E., Brine, K.,
Brough, C. Burgoyne,
K., Dahm, S.. Fagan. L..
Fleming, D.. Gardner.
L., Girard, M., Greaves,
S., Jefferson L., LaRoche. G.. Lepoutre. C,
Lipscomb, J.. McCleery.
J.. Nolan, J.. Perre. A..
Rizzo. C. Roe, H.,
Ruth, A.. Scutro, M.,
Shelton, S.. Watka. L..
Wein, M., Wertz. J.,
Zadnik. M.

w o m e n 's t

Women's tennis
enjoys season of

SUCCKSS
Coming off their most
successful season ever
this fall, the Men's and
Women's Tennis Teams
looked to continue in
their winning ways this
spring. T h e w o m e n ' s
team placed 2nd in the
Big East this fall with Sr.
captain Penny Rickard
leading the way with a
runner-up finish in the
#1 singles spot. Rickard
and Fr. Kristen Beaudoin
won the doubles match.
T h a n k s to consistent
playing by Rickard,
Beaudoin and Lynn Fagan, returning from the
fall track season, the
Hoyas endured a grueling, busy season, losing

matches mainly due to
fatigue. Topping off a
successful year, the
Hoyas fiaunted their talent by ending the 1988
season by winning the
last six of eight matches
with shutouts in four of
the last five. Although
losing Penny Rickard to
graduation will be a
tough blow to the w o m en's tennis program, the
talented freshman, Kristen Beaudoin will remain
to keep the team on the
winning track.
The men's program,
also coming off a tremendous fall season, with a 63 record, faced a competitive 19 match spring

season. The team, under
the guidance of Sr. captain D a v e Olazabal
played to a 7-10 record.
Playing an important role
in the team's success was
the improved doubles
play. Perhaps the most
exciting moment was a
win over Big East rival,
Villanova, in which the
Hoyas swept all three
doubles matches. Unfortunately, they lost a number of close matches.
With M o o r e returning
next year the Hoyas look
forward to improving
their record and pulling
out some of their close
matches.

Sr. Captain Penny Rickard
fires a powerful serve in a
match against American which
the Hoyas won 9-0.

Ill

Jr. Tim Lee answers with a strong volley
to his opponent from U.M.B.C. in a Hoya
loss, 4-5.

Senior Captain David Olazabal concentrates on his
backhand against Johns
Hopkins, which the team
won 9-1.

SCOREBOARD
GU
WOMEN
0
1
Roster: WOMEN; Beaudoin, 4
K., Cawley, K., Cheng, M.,5 Hegenbart, C, Levien, S., Mann,
1
B., Medina, P., Rickard. P..
6
Shea, A., Tillier, A., Wein. C,
9
Weiss, S., William<i, S. MEN;
2
Arzubi, E., Becerra, R., Bur9
ney, T., deGrandpre, J., Flynn,
9
B., Habermann, J., Haggarty,
EN
K., Lee, T., Levitt, A.. M
Martin.
0
P., McGinness, N., McNa2
mara, M., Moore, L., Olazabal,
8 K.
D., Reilly, K.. Unverfurth,
7
4
4
4
0
8
4
9
5
9
1
5
4
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OPPONENT
Old Dominion University
James Madison University
George Washington
Mary Washington
Richmond
Temple
U.M.B.C.
Virginia
American
Howard
Navy
Delaware
Loyola
Shepard
Colgate
Bucknell
Howard
Akron
John's Hopkins
U.M.B.C.
Mary Washington
Franklin & Marshall
Gallaudet
American
Villanova
George Washington

ten

5
4
8
3
0
5
0
0
9
7
1
2
5
6
5
9
1
5
0
4
0
8
4
5
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Sailors begin preparations for
a race in the Robert P. Arrigan
Memorial Regatta.

A Georgetown boat practices in
the Potomac River.

SCOREBOARD

bob%s

Truxton Umsted Invitational-14th

Doublehand Regatta-5th
Roster: Asselta, J., Blum,
A., McDonald, J., CarHudson Regatta-1st, won 11 of 12 races.
ter, T., Clamen, L., Colcord, H., Considine, K.,
Christopher Newport College Invitational-4th
Corsig, K., Davis, P.,
Donohue, C, Donovan,
Robert P. Arrigan Memorial Regatta-5th
P., Driscoll, B., Fritze,
M., Gibbons, J., Gordon,
C, Grogan, M., Given, Freshman Championships-3rd
P., Hopkins, J., Joyce,
MAISA Women's Championships-5th
N., Kaufman, J., Knoll,
D., Knoll, R., Kontur, C,
Korb, C, Lee, M., Mar- New York Harbor-5th
tin, K., Martino, P.,
McConnor, B., Morrison,American Trophy-8th
R., Murphy, P., McDaniel, C, O'Brien, O'Leary,
D., Petling, C.B., Podvin,
J., Schaus, M., Shima,
K., Stoldt, D., Thompson, J., VanDoorne, S.,
Zebrowski, C.
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Sailing Season
I Highlighted By Winning

HUDSON REGATTA
The G U sailors entered the 1988 season
with high hopes and definitely achieved their
goals. The team started
strongly, earning its first
victory in an individual
420 class race since 1968
in the Truxton Umsted
Invitational beating
many tough teams in the
process. Led by Sr. C o m modore Jack McDonald,
the team reached its pinnacle with a commanding
victory at the Hudson
Regatta, hosted by
Army. The Hoyas won
11 of 12 races and won
the Regatta by 30 points
over 2nd place A r m y , invading their h o m e terri-

tory. Faced with extremely adverse weather
conditions the G U sailors
utilized clever strategy to
overcome the difficulties
opposing them.
In the A division, Paul
Martino and Ryan Knoll
won five of six races
while Christian Donohue
and Jane Hopkins won
all six of their races in the
B division. The Hoyas
commenced the Robert
Arrigan Memorial Regatta, hosted by Georgetown on the Potomac
River, hoping to place
highly. But unfortunately
they placed only fifth,
just barely missing the
top three. The team fared

well enough in the Area
C Elimination Regatta to
qualify for the American
Trophy, hosted by Navy.
Again the Hoyas proved
their worthiness and
steered by Rich Morrison
placed fifth out of 14
teams. In their final competition, the American
Cup, they placed 8th.
Overall, the G U sailing
team outperformed its
expectations this season,
earning the respect of the
college sailing circuit and
invoking fear in their future rivals.
Georgetown sailors tend to
their sails and prepare for competion in the American Trophy
Regatta, where they placed 8th.

K
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Golf Team
Improves, Earns
CHAMPIONSHIP BID
For thefirsttime ever,
the G U Golf T e a m received an invitation to
the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships.
This achievement and
other noteworthy performances made the 1988
season a memorable one.
Following the lead of Seniors Jeff Renzulli, Paul
V a n H o u t e n and D a n
French, the golfers exceled in tough tournaments against some of
the best teams on the
East Coast. Success
came early to the Hoyas
as they compiled their
best o u t c o m e in five
years in the U.S. Naval
A c a d e m y Tournament,
placing 11th out of 27
teams. The next milestone was passsed when
the golf team stood

strong against top east
coast competition in the
Princeton Invitational,
achieving their goal of
placing in the top ten, not
far behind the top three.
Even after a powerful
performance in the D.C.
Ill T o u r n a m e n t , the
Hoyas were not content
to sit back and relax.
They were hungry for
success and were determined to surpass their expectations for the season.
There was still one goal
left to strive for - a bid to
the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships.
Thanks to consistent performance from So. T o m
Galvin and Jr. Ed Grefenstette's hot clubs in
the D.C. T o u r n a m e n t
and the strong rounds
turned in by Renzulli, the

Hoyas were extended an
invitation to this, their
dream tournament. This
achievement will mark
the 1988 season as perhaps the best in G U Golf
T e a m history. With two
of the top three leading
Scorers returning next
year
(Galvin
and
Ziegler), the team stands
a good chance to ride
their wave of success
right through the 198889 season and continue
on their path on extraordinary improvement.

So. Glenn Mustion concentrates on a tough putt in the
U.S. Naval Academy Tournament. The Hoyas placed eleventh out of twenth seven in the
tournament.

SCOREBOARD
books

Loyola 435-464 (L)

Roster: Adries, H., Cun- Delaware 435-404 ( W )
ningham, M., Elston, M.,
French, S., Galvin, T, D.C. Ill Tournament 420, 1st
Grefenstette, E., Mustion, G., Renzulli, J., U.S. Naval Academy Tournament 319/332,
Russell, R., Van Houten, 11th
P., Ziegler, J.
William & Mary 325
Kingsmill Tournament 334
Princeton Tiger Tournament 328/326
Towson State 419

Sr. Jeff Renzulli drives one
away in the D.C. H I Tournament; the team finished first.

niL

golf

FIGHT SONG
It's been so long since last w e met
Lie down forever, lie down,
Or have you any money to bet,
Lie down forever, lie down.
There goes oldl^rgetown
Straight for a touchdown
See how they gain ground
Lie down forever, lie down.
Rah, rah, rah! Hurray for Georgetown!
Cheer for victory today!
Ere the sun has sunk to rest,
in the cradle of the West
in the clouds we'll proudly boast
the Blue and Gray.
We've heard those loyal fellows up at Yale
Brag and boast about their Boola-boola
We've heard the Navy yell;
We've listened to Cornell
We've heard the sons of Harvaf?lell
H o w Crimson Lines can hold them.
Choo-choo, rah-rah, dear old Holy Cross,
The proud old Princeton Tiger
is never at a loss.
But the yell of all the yells.
The yell that saves the day,
is the "HOYA-HOYA-SAXA"
For the dear old Blue and Gray.
fight

Despite signs asking students to respect the
graves of the deceased, the Jesuit Graveyard
behind Copley offers a quiet and contemplative
atmosphere for study.
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divider

AailEMK^l^
With 5 classes at three credits each, students at
Georgetown study, and study hard. Sometimes,
though, the lure of Healy Lawn on a sunny M a y
day proves overwhelming, and students throw off
backpacks and textbooks for bathing suits and
radios. Here, sinior Joe O'Brien combines work
and play.
Quiet study space is often hard to locate.
Especially around midterms and finals, Lauinger
Library, dorm lounges, and classrooms in the
ICC, Healy and White-Gravenor are packed with
diligent students. Here, a student reads on the
grassy bank between the Copley wall and 37th
Street.

T h e roll call of Georgetown professors
includes ambassadors, anchormen, foreign
service experts, novelists and Washington Post
editors w h o received a staggering number of
honors and awards each year, yet still remain
approachablef
The Hilltop houses 5300 students in five
undergraduate schools and w h o hail from fifty '
states, 100 foreign countries, and diverse •
.»•. . ^ backgrounds. .
Students and faculty join together to adapt • •
the ideals of a liberal education to the crucial %,
social, economic^ and political problems of the. /I
day.
The university recently ranked as one of the, ^*
.most highly competitive institution in the *
nation. The Georgetown experience m a y be
exhausting and expensive, but is always- • *
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Timothy Healy, SJ
President

J.Donald Freeze, S|^
Provost and Vice Presidei
for Academic Affair,
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esuit C o m m u
Bottom: Francis Dinneen, Robert Spitzer, John Witek, Alan Mitchell, G. Ronald Murphy (Rector),
Joseph Durkin, Andrew Graves, Thomas King. Middle: Jeffrey Von Arx, John Breslin, Robert Drinan,
Richard O'Brien, Lawrence Hurley, Walter Cook, Paul Yang, Walter Burghardt, T, Byron Collins, James
Walsh, Charles Currie. Top: David Wessels, Emmett Curran, John O'Brien, John Keating, Joseph Moffitt,
William Watson, Josef Kadlec, O m a r Franca, Martin Sudiro, John Pragasam.

Jesuit

c o m m unity

IM

Royden B. Davis, S^
Dean, College of Arts an
Science

Peter F. Krog
Dean, School ofFbrei^.
Service

• ^

XH•mi

4* ^.
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^y^
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ober
'ea/2, School of Business Administration

ames E. Aiatis (above)
can, School of Languages and
' iguistics

Alma S. Woolley (left)
Dean, School of Nursing
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fineilrts
Front: HizabethPreriiiger, Cynthia Schneider. Back: Clifford Chieffo, Donn Murphy, Carra Ferguson, Bonnie Billman, Gerry Wartofsky, Cathy Harbert, John Morrell, and Alison Hilton. Missing: Peter Charles, Mikel Lambert, Paul McCarren,
Mark Lewis, Henry Shaffer, Phil Tacka, Dick Webster, Doug Lewis, and David
Brown.

Spanish
Michael Gerli, William Cressey, Estelle Irizarry, Enrico Santi, Barbara Mujica, Gino
Parisi, David Suarez-Torres, Hector Campos, Thomas Walsh, Karen Breiner-Sanders, Kimberly Min-phy-Armstrong.

Professor Alison
Hilton
Dr. Hilton teaches
Art History for the
Fine Arts Department. She discusses
the relation between
learning and teaching: "I enjoy teaching because I've always seen it as part
of the continuous
process of learning.
It is an especially
rich sort of c o m m u nication that can
take place anywhere,
under almost any circumstances, but it
can certainly be faac a d

cilitated and stimU^^
lated by a supportive
university setting. It^
seems that the students and faculty at
G.U. really share a
sense of mutual engagement in the academic
process.
Learning and teaching both have something to do with refining the skills of
various disciplines.
Both are means of
pushing oneself into
new areas of experience and finding new'
*ays of participal
m our world." i

John Morrell
Dr. Morrell teachess
drawing, painting andd
basic design courses inn
the Fine Arts depart-ment. In his classrooma
instruction and hiss
own work, he is particularly interested inti
landscapes and exhibition design. Professorr
Morrell believes thatt
the visual arts play ann
important part in an1
education and in thee
m o d e r n world. H e
c o m m e n t s , " D u r i n gl
m y teaching years att
G U , I have not been1
suprised to find m a n yy
talented students seek-ing out Fine Artss

courses. The experience of creating art
and developing a 'visual' literacy about our
world should be an integral part of an education. Unfortunately,
m a n y students fail to
explore their creative
potential. If G U graduates expect to successfully shape or contribute to society, they
should be fluent in the
visual c o m m u n i c a tions of our cultures,
and not passive recipients of visual media.
S o m e students claim
that the Fine Arts are
not accessible enough

at G U , but I suspect
they have not tried to
find them. Although
the department needs
to expand, there are
m a n y new course offerings and monthly
art exhibitions for students to explore."

Hector Campos
Professor C a m p o s
of the Spanish Department is interested in
generative syntax and
R o m a n c e linguistics.
This year he has
taught Intensive Basic
Spanish,
Spanish
Structure, and Spanish Phonetics. Outside
the classroom he
spends his time enjoy-

ing music and exploring the cognitive sciences. H e states
"knowledge without
the ability to doubt,
question, refute, accept, synthesize, relate, give, take, and
most importantly, create, is dead knowledge."

Davidi Suarez-Torres
Dr. Suarez-Torres
of the Spanish Department has concerned
himself with the Spanish-American image
by teaching the literature and socio-political essays on the topic.
H e comments on the
value of literature:
"As the teacher of the
literature of an important part of the American Continent, I feel
the satisfaction of supplementing the teaching of m y colleagues in
English literature. Our
students from either
part of the Continent
need to know what is

on the other side of the
Rio Grande. Literature, with its touch of
beauty and love, is
better qualified to attract the attention of
the other side, then
elicit interest and, finally, produce some
understanding. Fantasy, the ultimate realm
of literature, is a
boundless world, free
of the historical scars,
the economic dependencies, and the geographic borders that
set us apart. Literature, therefore, affords m e a genuine
vantage point from

which to s h o w our
A m e r i c a n students
that h u m a n imagination and ingenuity
could a n d should
bring us closer together. It takes only imagination and ingenuity
from both sides of the
River."
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Kurt Janowsky, A6
berger, Richard Rd_

I, Alfred Obern-

Terry Pinkard is chairman
of tHe Philosophy Department and teaches Etiiics
and Public Policy and Law
and Morality.
Father Edward Ingebretsen
SJ teaches im Century
American
Literature:
American Realism in the
English Department.
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M
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Robert Spitzer, SJ
Father
Robert
Spitzer SJ teaches in
the Philosophy Department. His areas of
interest include metaphysics (being, time,
space, causality), Bernard Lorergan, Paul
Weiss, systematic theology, and physical
cosmology. H e also
finds enjoyment in his
retreat work and parish involvement.
H e writes: "The distinguishing mark of
Georgetown students

is their generosity.
Talent and self-absorption are generally
directly proportional.
At Georgetown, I
have been struck by
the opposite: amidst
an abundance of talent, there are so many
w h o willingly give
their time and psychic
energy to help the underprivileged, to formulate and act upon
self-transcendent values, and to build up
the wider community.

Idealism is not restricted to the cognitive domain. The atmosphere here brings
m y life as a Jesuit
priest/academician to
fruition."
Father
Spitzer
teaches Introduction
to Philosophy, Ethics
and Introduction to
Metaphysics.
He
served as a chaplain in
residence on Fourth
Loyola. •

Richard G. Rogan
Richard
Rogan
teaches in the German
Department; his main
area of academic interest is 18th and 19th
Century G e r m a n literature. Outside the
classroom. Professor
Rogan enjoys classical
music, tennis and
movies.
Professor R o g a n
says "In m y several
years at Georgetown
University I have been
continually impressed

Lauinger provides small
private rooms for typing
and larger ones for study
groups and tutoring.

by the high intellectual calibre of the students I have encountered. But of equal
importance has been
diversity which has
characterized them:
the students here represent any number of
different cultural and
ethnic backgrounds
and possess a correspondingly great multiplicity of interests."
"Due to this combination of academic

ability and diversity I
have found m y contact
with the students at
G e o r g e t o w n to be
both personally and
intellectually amoong
m y most rewarding
experiences."
Professor R o g a n
teaches Intensive Basic and Intermediate
German classes for the
School of Languages
and Linguistics. •

a ca d

Joseph Neale
Dr. Joseph Neale
teaches in the Biology
Department. His area
of academic interest is
neurobiology research
and zoology, and outside interests include
raising his family, skiing and running.
He writes "my function in the University
has several facets, I
counsel students, serve
University committees
and direct an active,
grant-supported re-

search laboratory.
Perhaps the most demanding of these
roles, however, is that
of teacher in Zoology
and Neurobiology. A
good textbook in these
courses can present
the essential and necessary knowledge. M y
task within the academic community at
Georgetown is to
bring another dimension to the learning
experience."

"One of my goals is
to convey the emotional component of these
disciplines, so that as
my students read their
textbooks or later pursue graduate education or simply live
long, fruitful lives,
they will possess an
abiding sense of the vitality that is Biology,
in themselves and the
world around them." •

George B. Chapman
A professor in the biology majors at
Biology Department, Georgetown for twenGeorge
C h a p m a n tyfiveyears has been
teaches Cytology and a great delight. Most
Histology, Electronstudents have been
Microscopy, Senior highly motivated to do
Thesis in Cytologywell and to go on to
/Histology and Seniorgraduate studies in biThesis in Microbioloology or medicine.
gy. Dr. Chapman, who These motives have
serves as the depart- resulted in a seriousment chairman, also ness of purpose and
enjoys fishing and genuine interest in
boating.
their studies."
He says "teaching
"Such student atti-

tudes almost always
provide encouragement for teachers to
present the subject
matter enthusiastically. The net result is an
intellectual atmosphere which accentuates knowledge and
actually makes the
pursuit and acquisition of that knowledge
a pleasurable experience for both students
and teachers." •

Howard Spendelow, a professor in the History Department, teaches Empire
and Independence in the
Modern World and Documentary History of Late
Qing China.
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Karen Wilson (SBA 88)
takes a study break in
Lauinger Library

iifistory
Seated: Judith TtttjkefiiKvlfGoldfratik, Marcus Redilcer, Ronald Johnson, Howard
Spendelow. Standing; Sandra Horvath-Peterson, Thomas Helde, Emmett Curran SJ,
Dr. Payntor, Dr. Rudy, Dr. Duncan, James Shedel, Charles Trocki, John Witek SJ;
Peter Dunkley, Dorothy Brown.

fconomics
Seated: Henry Briefs, Paul McNeils SJ, Carol Rogers, Laurie Bassi, William Harris,
Dale Henderson, Matthew Canzoneri. Standing: Jim Albrecht, M . Daniel Westbrook, Susan Vroman, Douglas Brown, Eugene Poirier SJ, George Viskins, John
Cuddington, Marius Schwartz, Adnip Chaudhuri, Joseph Tyron.

Bradley Billings
Professor Billings
of the Economics department specializes
in international economics, and economic integrations. H e
also enjoys reading
and social work. H e
comments,
"We
have been discussing
how a core curriculum might be structured to serve our
needs. W h a t w e
mean by good teaching appears in the
Carnegie Foundation
volume College: The
Undergraduate Ex-

fi
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perience in America
by Ernest L. Boyer:
"The central qualities that make for
successful teaching
can be simply statedc o m m a n d of the material to be taught, a
contagious enthusiasm for the play of
ideas,
optimism
about the human potential, the involvement of one's students,
and
sensitivity, integrity,^
and warmth as a hu- ^
m a n being." (p. 154)

A

Bill Brockshmidt (SFS 89) searches for
books on Lauinger's computer catalogue.

Sandra Horvath-Peterson
Professor HorvathPeterson of the History Department specializes in European
history, especially the
history of France. In
addition to her regular
course load, she serves
as the director of undergraduate history
majors.
In her spare time,
she enjoys reading,
walking, jogging.

gourmet cooking, gardening, needlework,
sewing and music. She
says she is also very involved in her daughters'
educations
through her work on
the P T A executive
council.
In addition to
teaching
European
Civilization / a n d //,
European Civilization
I and // and a gradu-

ate colloquium on
France, Professor
Horvath-Peterson will
host an international
conference of french
historians. The event,
timed to both the bicentennial of the
French Revolution
and G e o r g e t o w n ' s
founding, will be held
in the Leavey Center
next fall. •

Dorothy Brown
Professor Dorothy
Brown's area of acad e m i c specialty is
twentieth-century
American cultural history. Her outside interests include biking,
gardening and travelling. She comments on
her experience at G U :
"The end of the first
semester is always full
of writing letters of
recommendation and
grading. Senior lives
pass in a procession of
vitae before a faculty
i m m e r s e d in blue-

books. Yet reading the make him channel his
research and the per- whole life of energies
sonal statements of se- and ideas
toward
niors preparing for law it...An education is a
or graduate school is coherent understandalways a healthy re- ing of those issues that
minder of what we are won't let one sleep at
about. I share with night, a working comyou one excerpt from prehension that allows
a senior applying for one shrewdly to graplaw school: In college ple with his vital conI came to believe that cerns. At Georgetown
at its very best an un- I met my 'vital condergraduate environ- cern. ' It gives one
ment can be a place to heart and courage
learn what really when returning to the
moves one, what con- bluebooks." •
cerns one enough to

Laurie Bassi
Professor Laurie
Bassi of the Economics department concentrates on labor economics
with
an
emphasis on poverty
and governmental attempts to relieve it.
Outside the classroom,
she enjoys spending
time with her children,
gardening, knitting
and relaxing. O n being
a G U professor, she
states,"Like any job,
being a professor has
its good, and bad aspects. Perhaps the
most unpleasant aspect of the work is
dealing with students

who are not interested
in learning. Grading
blue books has to rank
right up there as one
of the nastiest parts of
m y job. The joys of m y
work come from dealing with students w h o
are eager to learn, and
who allow m e to become a part of, and
contribute to, the most
exciting (and often
difficult) process of
e m e r g i n g into the
adult world. Another
wonderful aspect of
being a professor is
that I a m forever a
student myself, except
that I don't have to

take exams, and I actually get paid for
what I do. All things
considered, it is a very
satisfying profession,
and one from which a
person has ample opportunity to contribute to, and effect the
lives of others. •
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Bettye Chambers
Dr. C h a m b e r s of
the Italian Departm e n t enjoys biking
and swimming in her
free time.
O f Georgetown students she states:
"They are a delight to
teach and to know.
Generally speaking,
they come to the Uni-

of using the language.
M y ten-year Georgetown experience has
been so pleasant that I
would almost pay the
University for the
privilege of coming to
teach everyday ... but
not quite. It's nicer the
other way around.

versity beautifully prepared. By the time
they get to Italian,
m o s t have already
studied another romance language. This
means that nuts and
bolts teaching can be
kept to a minimum,
leaving m u c h m o r e
time for the enjoyment

Valery Petrochenkov
Professor Petrochenkov's main outside interest is the role
of Christianity in the
development of world
culture.
H e c o m m e n t s on
the Georgetown student body: "The majority of the students
at our university are
capable and hard
working young people.
However, the shortcomings of their high
school education continue to impact upon
their study at the uni-

to replace education
with training." In order for mankind to
survive in the modern
world, it is necessary
to bring people up to
comprehend humanitarian issues and the
essence of the h u m a n
condition. Without
this, any education is
but the establishment
if professional habits
which do not touch
upon the spring of hum a n consciousness,
the soul.

versity. It has been
said that our students
are intelligent but not
intellectual. They can
rapidly learn and
memorize the material
presented to them in
class, but have difficulty analyzing it and
often haven't the
slightest idea what
place this material occupies in the larger,
cultural, social context. Unfortunately,
our students are a
product of the current
widespread tendency

Valentina G. Brougher
Dr. Brougher of the
Russian Department
reminisces about the
changing face of
Georgetown: "The Intercultural Center what a revolutionary
change of atmosphere
from the old Nevils
building, where the
Russian Department
was located in the
1970's. I r e m e m b e r
how we tried to make
light of the poor conditions there by suggesting to visitors that
the dust and decay

m a d e the gray world
of Russian writers so
m u c h easier for the
students to appreciate.
Besides, what better
preparation for studying in the Soviet
U n i o n than a few
years spent tempering
the body in classrooms
with windows and a
heating system that
functioned at best
whimsically?"
" N o w , as beaming
parents praise the Intercultural Center, we,
the Russian faculty.

certainly share their
enthusiasm. It is a
great morale booster,
and it does contribute
to our feeling that we
are part of a special
and privileged community of people. Still,
we sometimes do miss
old Nevils, where at
least we could prop
the windows open with
books written by our
least favorite authors."

a ca de

Father Thomas King, SJ
makes a point in his Teilhard theology class.

John C. Cherniavsky
John C. Cherniavsky of the C o m puter Science departm e n t specializes in
teaching software engineering a n d the
foundations of computer science. W h e n
he is not in the classroom. Professor Cherniavsky enjoys working on problems of
export of technological information, software safety issues and
copyright laws and
patent law as it relates
to
computer
technology.

He
states,"The
computer science student at Georgetown
differs from those at
other institutions.
They are more articulate and literate than
the students 1 have encountered at other
m a j o r universities.
They suffer a little
from less exposure to
the engineering side of
the discipline, but gain
greatly from their additional studies in the
humanities and social
sciences. The quality
of the work produced

by G e o r g e t o w n students is extraordinarily high. Not only are
they g o o d p r o b l e m
solvers, but the presentation of their solutions is uniformly excellent. They are a joy
to teach. 1 have great
expectations that their
academic success will
carry on to both graduate studies and to
their chosen occupation." •

Daniel Martire
Daniel Martire of
the Chemistry department specializes in the
study of physical
chemistry and separation science. In his
free time, Professor
Martire enjoys watching films, attending
the theater, oenology
and traveling to
Europe.
Professor Martire
teaches a broad range
of courses within the
chemistry department.
This year, he is teaching physical chemistry, and chemical re-

search as well as
graduate seminar. •

Chris Leitz (SBA 88) studies in the sun.
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W H Y WOMEN'S STUDIES?
by Professor Leona Fisher
In a recent essay, poet and feminist critic Adrienne Rich reminds
us that "all science, and all scholarship, and all art are ideological;
there is no neutrality in culture" ("What Does a W o m a n Need to
K n o w ? " in Blood, Bread, and Poetry, p. 3). In the academy as
elsewhere, what pretends to neutrality and "universality," when examined in fact turns out to be ideologically white, middle-class, male,
hierarchical. For the most part, the hegemony of patriarchical values
permeates the university as it does art, the church, politics, the media,
and society in general. That it does so by claiming that the "Other"
(whether female, Black, homosexual, or whatever) is included in the
generic "he" or in so-called neutral courses in economics, art history,
or mathematics, means that women's history and experience (as feminist scholars have claimed and shown) are omitted, distorted, or
trivialized. Worse, the w o m a n student (and professor) is expected to
behave as if her history were marginal or irrelevant, and as if these
implicit, unstated, and partial values and methodologies were universal, complete, and true.
It's easy enough to imagine that such exclusion could lead to
alienation and self-division - symbolized in our o w n community by
the following goal: to wear a female version of the business suit,
complete with tailored shirt and tie, while maintaining an appropriately "feminine" manner and settling for a low-level position in management or a law firm. Even the most conservative members of our
academic community agree that w o m e n are "equal," that w e can "do
anything m e n can do." This phrase gives w o m e n (i.e., mostly middleclass white w o m e n ) the questionable privilege of seeking to imitate
m e n in their success patterns while simultaneously learning the second lesson: keeping their place, tempering their aggressiveness, learning to laugh at sexist jokes, settling for secondary status, and being
grateful for opportunities. If she's "lucky," the individual w o m a n m a y
distinguish herself from her sisters, become a "queen bee" ~ thoroughly male identified - and learn to oppress other w o m e n (proving
that " w o m e n can't get along with one another" and that "she got
where she is on her o w n merits and other w o m e n can do the same").
That she will still earn only two-thirds of a man's salary, that she m a y
have to interrupt her career to rear children, and that her education
has ill-equipped her to face the inevitable sexism she will encounter are not relevant to these easy, "liberal" definitions of equality.
The heart of the problem is the distinction between "power over"
and "power to." T h e former results from training w o m e n (and m e n )
only to emulate male management or learning styles, to compete, to
acquire the skills necessary to survive in a "man's world." (She has
also been given so-called political equality not by law but by noblesse
oblige - the male generosity which protects her, keeps her out of the
trenches and those unisex bathrooms!) In dramatic contrast, "power
to" depends on women's counterposing the values of co-operation,
individual development and strength, traditional feminine styles; in
this second model, each person's achievement enhances everyone
else's, and relationships take precedence over abstract principles or
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arbitrary control. Such imaginative and concrete empowerment requires both role models and bonding with others like oneself, historically and experientially; it is psychologically and socially impossible
to achieve in isolation. It is equally unlikely that middle-class, privileged w o m e n will discover their powers without being given the opportunity to know and understand w o m e n and cultures unlike
themselves.
Despite Georgetown's stated commitment to intercultural education, the curriculum and climate alike remain inhospitable to issues of
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual preference, or class: "difference" is
marginalized or suppressed and the "outsider" is rendered invisible.
"But invisibility is a dangerous and painful condition," as Rich reminds us: " W h e n those w h o have power to n a m e and to socially
construct reality choose not to see you or hear you, whether you are
dark skinned, old, disabled, female, or speak with a different accent or
dialect than theirs, when someone with the authority of a teacher, say,
describes the world and you are not in it, there is a m o m e n t of psychic
disequilibrium, as if you looked into a mirror and saw nothing. Yet
you know you exist and others like you, that this is a g a m e with
mirrors. It takes some strength of soul - and not just individual
strength, but collective understanding - to resist this void, this nonbeing, into which you are thrust, and to stand up, demanding to be seen
and heard. A n d to m a k e yourself visible, to claim that your experience is just as real and normative as any other, as 'moral and ordinary'" ("Invisibility in Academe," p. 199).
W o m e n ' s Studies provides that visibility, that non-distorting mirror. In method as well as content. W o m e n ' s Studies challenges patriarchical hegemony by recuperating women's experiences, filling
the gaps, correcting the distortions, and legitimating the "difference
of view." In these classes, w o m e n , their history and contributions, are
treated not as "lack" or "other," but as the central subjects of
significant academic inquiry and scholarship. (The thousands of published books and articles of the last twenty years alone attest to the
intellectual vitality of feminism.) Silence is broken, experience is
named and claimed, the wholeness of truth is served, and the university's entire enterprise and ethos are potentially transformed.
Ideally, all persons (women and m e n ) w h o could claim to be educated, would choose to enroll in a W o m e n ' s Studies course and to
confront the differences that complete and energize us as conscious,
rational adults. Like Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill (TheSubjection of Women) 120 years ago, I confess to an inability to imagine
any justification for the legal or intellectual suppression of half the
world's talent. Even if w e were only to look to the stated goals of this
country's founders to valorize the W o m e n ' s Studies project, it is
theoretically and concretely demonstrable that each person's development enhances us all. A n dfinally,like Rich, I believe that "all
privilege is ignorant at the core" ("Notes toward a Politics of Location," p.226). Universities that aspire to excellence and leadership
can least afford such ignorance.

Religious tradition is often
charged with eclipsing
more timely issues.

Professor Leona Fisher is
director of Georgetown's
new W o m e n ' s Studies program.
Just 20 years ago Healy
Gates were closed to most
female students.
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affer. Dr. Perdue.
t, Allan Angerio,
Dean Alma Woolley, Dr. Maddox, Carol Kuhns, Dr. Caligiuri, Dr. Saulino, Joan
Riley, Dr. Fellman.
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latt, Richard Schwartz, Roger Slakey, Pen Szittya, Thomas Walsh, John Yoklavich,
Eric Cheyfitz, Gay Cima, Judith Farr, John Glavin, Philip Herzbrun, Joan Holmer,
Susan Lanser, Joe Sitterson, James Slevin, Bruce Smith, Valerie Babb, Paul Cardaci,
Leona Fisher, Wayne Knoll, Lucy Maddox, Dan Moshenberg, George O'Brien, Joel
Siegel, Edward Ingebretsen SJ, Karen Kaplan.

John Glavin, a professor in
the English Department,
teaches Short Story/Novel,
Dickens AnA Drama Workshop.
Valerie Babb, also of the
English Department, teaches Studies in Black Literature, American Literature:
Racial Perceptions, AfroAmerican Literature and
Pan-Afro Literature.
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Lucy Marten
Lucy
Marten,
D . N . S c , teaches in
the School of Nursing.
Her academic area of
interests include psychiatric-mental health
nursing, alcoholism,
A I D S , and the care of
mentally retarded
adults. Outside hobbies are the symphony,
the Redskins, and support groups.
She writes, "nursing

students today have a
sense of community
that goes far beyond
the University. They
possess a philosophy
of m a n that enables
them to care for those
w h o s e health a n d
quality of life are
compromised."
"This is evidenced
by the large number of
students w h o participate in University-

sponsored community
service programs and
clinical laboratories
that provide opportunities to care for the
poor, the mentally retarded, the dying, and
persons w h o are well.
Dr. Marten teaches
Orientation to Contemporary
Nursing
and Human
Growth
and Development. •
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Registration can be a time
of dilemma and frustration,
especially for students
seeking English courses.
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Timothy Wickham-Crowley
Timothy WickhamCrowley of the Sociology department specializes
in
development, revolutions and social movements in Latin America. For relaxation, he
reads, listens to music,
practices Tae K w o n
Do
and
plays
basketball.
"In regard to faculty life, Georgetown
can be a very charming place, for its small
size eases the task of
meeting and exchanging ideas with faculty.
M o r e difficult for

many faculty are the
twin duties of teaching
and research. It is to
Georgetown's credit
that it gives more than
lipservice to the first
half of these obligations. Georgetown actively seeks to weed
out non-teachers, and
I truly believe that
they have a c c o m plished this task. Professors here must
shoulder a large teaching load in addition to
expectations that they
publish well and widely. That's quite a burden for profs so if you

see us looking bent
over and harried from
time to time, you'll understand that it stems
from a socially-structured situation of rewards and penalties,
and does not derive
from bizarre personality defects. Your understanding is solicited". •

John F. Haught
Theology professor
John Haught specializes in science and religion, psychology and
religion, and the philosophy of religion.
Outside the classroom
he enjoys fishing and
listening to bluegrass
music as well as
watching collegiate
and
professional
sports. His book. The
Cosmic Adventure, is
well-respected within
thefield.This year he
is teaching Problem of
God,
Theological
Method, and Science,
Myth and Religion.

C o m m e n t i n g on
how his academic specialization fits in with
the goals of a Georgetown education. Dr.
Haught states, "One
of the ideals of a liberal education
at
Georgetown, and elsewhere, is an integration of the various disciplines. M y o w n
special interest is that
of pointing out possible ways of discovering the complementarity of science and
religion". •

Alan C. Mitchell, SJ
Father Mitchell, a
professor in the Theology department, specializes in the study of
N e w Testament social
description. H e is also
interested in photography and music.
O n the character of
academics at G U , Father Mitchell says,
"The quality of the academic environment
at Georgetown is enhanced by the high
level of interaction between student and
teacher. At large uni-

versities, this interaction is frequently
judged from the side
of the faculty. Whether a teacher gets to
know his or her students, or is regularly
available for advice
and consultation are
the usual norms. Happily, at Georgetown
the success of the teacher/student relationship is not viewed as
the sole responsibility
of the faculty member.
Often students show a
genuine interest in

knowing their teachers, and take initiative
in that. It is not unc o m m o n that a student will ask about a
teacher's background.
Generally, students at
G U are receptive to
the faculty, and this
makes a difference in
the overall quality of
the intellectual life on
campus. It is just one
of the factors that
m a k e s teaching at
Georgetown so worthwhile." •
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Hans Engler
Hans Engler teaches in the Mathematicss
Department. H e cames
to Georgetown in 1984i
after receiving a doctorate from the University of HeidelbergI
in West Germany. Hiss
academic interests include math and its application in physics,
engineering, and biology. His outside interests are travel and lan-

guages, bicycling and
skiing, and any kind of
music except Oomtah.
H e says "mathematics is a very old
science (almost as old
as theology) and at the
same time is influencing the way we live
and how our society
changes in an indirect
yet powerful w a y ,
since it provides part
of the language and

many of the theoretical tools for almost all
natural and social
sciences."
"As a teacher, I like
to help students appreciate both aspects of
m y discipline."
Professor Engler
teaches Statistics I &
II, Calculus,
and
Mathematical
Programming and Applications. *
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M i w a Nishimura
M i w a Nishimura guialism, second lanteaches Japanese in guage acquisition and
the Chinese/Japanese the Japanese lanDepartment. She re- guage. O u t of the
ceived her M . A . from classroom. Professor
A o y a m a Gakuin Uni- Nishimura enjoys lisversity in Japan and tening to music.
her Ph.D. from the
She says "many stuUniversity of Pennsyl- dents at Georgetown
vania. Her academic have travelled exteninterest is linguistics - sively and are exposed
specifically syntax, so- to different countries
ciolinguistics, bilin- and cultures."

"Students here also
k n o w "beautiful"
things that come with
life. T h e y seem to
k n o w h o w to take
them as they are."
Professor Nishimura teaches Intensive Japanese Levels I
& II, Topics for Oral
Proficiency and Topical Japanese. *

The Fifth Floor faculty
lounge in the ICC provides
a quiet place to study.
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and Richard Avery (SBA
tudy together for a fitest.

r looKS over assigned reading before
class in Healy.

Steven R. Sabat
Psychology professor Steven Sabat's
speciality is neuropsychology. In his free
time he plays baseball
and guitar and also enjoys ice skating and
being a parent. H e
comments on teaching: "Henry A d a m s
believed that a teacher
can affect eternity, for
he never knows where
his influence ends. I
find myself moved to
teach
with
that
thought, a m o n g others, in mind. There are
fundamental issues
concerning h u m a n na-

ture which can have a
great bearing upon the
w a y people live.
Learning about the
questions that surround h u m a n life is
part of living one's life
as opposed to merely
existing on the planet.
At Georgetown, being part of an ancient
calling such as teaching and learning is fulfilling. 1 can think of
no vocation more noble than that in which
one can give his life to
the pursuit of what has
yet to come, to the
preservation of what

has gone before, and
to the students who,
one day, will carry on
in the attempt to raise
humanity one notch
higher. It is through
these wide, curious,
eager eyes of students
that I hope to affect
for the better a time
which 1, myself, will
not live to see." •

Daniel N. Robinson
For Daniel N . Robinson of the Psychology department, the
conceptual and historical foundations of
psychology, the function of the h u m a n
brain and the philosophy of the mind are
particularly fascinating. Taking long walks
in London and gardening are two of his
favorite pastimes.
W h e n asked about
the most important aspect of academic life,
Robinson
replys,
" W h e n the jots and titles of the given

courses are long lost to
forgetfulness, it is the
athmosphere of undergraduate days that
still might serve us; an
atmosphere of calm
and friendly inquiry,
impelled by that urge
toward self-perfection
which must remain
unrequited. A n d what
can be said of the athmosphere we have created? Here's a question of "bicentennial"
proportions!" •

Clea Rameh
Clea R a m e h , a professor in the Portugese
department, specializes in the instruction
of Portugese linguistics. This year she is
teaching a wide variety of courses, ranging
from Intensive Basic
Portugese to Portugese
Dialectology.
W h e n she has time to
spare in her busy
schedule. Professor
R a m e h enjoys attending concerts as well as
the theater.
She has favorable
comments about the
a c a d e m i c life at

Georgetown.
She
states, "I enjoy teaching at G e o r g e t o w n
very much. 1findthat,
in general, the academic life here is very
good. O n the whole,
the quality of the students is excellent. The
academic athmosphere at Georgetown
makes m e feel quite
comfortable teaching
here." •
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Dan dayman (CAS 88) sits Psychology professor
back in a carrel in Lauinger James Ballas works on his
Library. office computer.

H. James Williams
Accounting professor James Williams
area of specialty is auditing. Music, basketball, racquetball and
tennis are his outside
interests. Professor
Williams c o m m e n t s
on his reasons for
teaching at G U : "The
caliber of m y colleagues, the opportunity to play an important role in the growth
of the School of Business, and the opportunities of this dynamic
Washington c o m m u nity constituted important factors in m y
decision to teach at

G U . However, I con- broaden their horisidered the student zons. I require m u c h
b o d y on the s a m e of m y students - they
plane of importance as respond! I feel a sense
these important as- of pride in these young
pects of an academic people for I feel cercareer. I chose to tain they will m a k e
teach here because I positive contributions
found the type of stu- to the business comdent body for which munity a n d to the
most professors pine. greater society. •
The students possess
the intellectual talent
and training not only
to accept academic
challenges but also to
provide them, both in
terms of posing challenging questions and
in challenging m e to
develop new ways to

Reena Aggarwal
Investments and
portfolio management
related to stock markets are the specialties
of finance professor
Reena Aggarwal. For
relaxation, she enjoys
reading and travelling.
O f her teaching experience at Georgetown,
Professor Aggarwal
states,"It has been a
pleasure for m e to
teach students at
Georgetown for many
reasons. I find them to
be bright and hardworking. That makes
m y job more challenging as well as rewarding. The interaction

between faculty and
students is very
healthy. Students can
walk into m y office
just to chat or to discuss something. I very
m u c h enjoy and encourage these informal meetings. Most
students have a wide
perspective of things
beyond classroom activities. The diversity
of the student group
and the international
background of many is
an enriching experience. I a m looking forward to m y years at
Georgetown." •

Amber Olsen (SBA 91)
curls up to read a book in a
New South lounge.
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The Role of Doubt in Education
by Professor Steven Sabat
There is a point in the book The Ascent of Man when Jacob
Bronowski is found kneeling beside a still pool. The water is peaceful,
reflections abound. If you look carefully, you might even see the sky,
that eternal blanket that helps to keep us from the still, cold, hot,
death of space. This, however, is no ordinary pool of water. It is a pool
of water at Auschwitz, into which was poured the ashes of a generation. Bronowski echoes the eternal question, "why did this happen?"
A n d with the speed of otherwise saccadic eye movement, he provides
one answer: Because people did not doubt the correctness of what
they were doing. H e goes on to discuss one of the virtues of science,
that it is a discipline of the mind that has doubt at its very foundation,
a discipline that lives because of doubt, that would end where there
was no longer room for doubt and would probably doubt the end as it
would be perceived. Although I have no deep quibble with Bronowski's calculus in the matter, I do have a more general statement to offer
you as you face the world with freshly educated eyes. It is in the
nature of a Georgetown education that the idea of doubt is fostered,
nurtured, and with hope, sealed in you forever.
Virtuous as it might sound so far, doubt can, by its nature, create a
certain uneasiness in the soul. In fact, the uneasiness is not at first
appreciated for its deeply positive value, but falls prey to a desire to
avoid it at all costs, a strategy that psychologist Carl Jung traced to
the tendency to persist in the use of childhood strategies (avoid pain)
during another time in life when the strategy that used to work is no
longer appropriate. In any case, sometimes doubt is viewed as an
enemy of the spirit rather than an ally. This point was brought h o m e
dramatically to m e some years ago as I walked across campus with a
student of mine, a fellow w h o was afirstsemester senior. H e spoke to
m e about how angry he was at Georgetown because he had taken a
bunch of tests, written a bunch of papers, read and read and read,
spent countless hours in the library, and after all of that, not to
mention the money spent to obtain this questionable privilege, after
all of that, he genuinly felt in his heart of hearts that he didn't know
anything and had no idea of what he would do with his life.
Well. U p o n hearing his words, I breathed a deep sigh of relief, for I
knew that, whatever he experienced in those four years, somehow
Georgetown had done its job, and I thereupon congratulated him. H e
seemed puzzled. I recalled that ancient story about the oracle at
Delphi pronouncing that Socrates was the wisest of m e n because he
was smart enough to know that he didn't know anything. W h e n you
have been so educated that you feel that with all that you have been
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through, you have barely scraped the tip of the iceberg, you have
arrived at the beginning of a life enlivened and sanctified by doubt.
Y o u have learned enough to look for the foundation upon which
statements are made, the attending ramifications and potentialities
(Munford teaches that we must learn to see into the potentialities of
events and decisions in the world), and you have begun to approach
the responsibilities of citizenship and life with a healthy doubt.
So doubt begins to look as if it is something undesirable, yet in a
certain light it is rewuired equipment for the well-lived life. Rather
than avoiding doubt as one would a germ, the role of doubt in life, as
well as in science, is an enlivening one and should thus be appreciated
and embraced. So, a m I advocafing a lifefilledwith doubt to the
extent that one can never reach a decision, thus bring in a state of
psychological paralysis? Hardly - for w e need not adopt the use of
doubt to an extreme. Recall Aristotle's idea that a vice is really a
virtue taken to an extreme. W h a t I do advocate, then, is doubt healthy doubt - in moderation. Thus: if you have a job, it doesn't mean
that a particular position should be your "career for life" with a
mindless, robotic m o m e n t u m at its foundation. It means that each
day, week, month, year, you evaluate just h o w m u c h that position
contributes to your fulfillment and that of your family, what it prevents you from experiencing or achieving. This sort of healthy doubt,
or self-examination, implies nothing about the "given" nature of the
status quo. Tomorrow need not be the same as today especially if
today and m a n y yesterdays are unfulfilling. With such an approach,
you will be i m m u n e to that abysmal sadness that accompanies the
unexamined life - "Gee, I've been doing this job for the past twenty
years and never gave thought, until now, that I've never liked it."
M a y b e doubt and self-examination will lead to changes in vocation,
resumption of education, maybe not. But whatever ensues, you will be
able to treat life as an adventure that, with the good Lord's grace, it
was meant to be.
So now, your life continues with your years at Georgetown alive as
a memory. S o m e memories will fade, some moments will be forever
cherished. But as you walk this earth, and as you try to bring meaning
to your life and m a k e the world a notch better by your presence, let
the question mark of doubt sewn by Georgetown remain emblazoned
in your minds and soul and let that light illuminate your path forever.
M a y G o d bless you always.
Reprinted with permission from 1986 Yc Domesday Boolce

"It is in the
nature of a
Georgetown
education that
the idea of doubt
is fostered,
nurtured, and
with hope,
sealed in you
forever."
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Rudy Ruggles, (CAS 88)
works with George, the
Lauinger computerized
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Michael Robinson
Professor Robinson
of the G o v e r n m e n t
Department specializes in mass media and
American politics. H e
is an avid observer and
participant in sports,
the arts, and politics in
his spare time.
H e c o m m e n t s on
the G.U. community:
"Georgetown c o m m u nity can seem like a
community of great
contrast. A s a faculty
member you can eat
one night at a Dean's
reception in the
M c G h e e Library, and
wonder how much all

this delicious catering
must have cost. The
next night you can
have a cheeseburger
over at the cafe in
Healy basement, and
wonder if you'll survive. But one thing is
consistent here. The
students do their work
- m a y b e not until
exam night, but they
do get it done."
"I've taught all over
the country and the
students here m a y
grub a little for grades
but they do show up
for the exam knowing
w h a t they've been

asked to learn."

John J. Staczek
Professor Staczek
of the Linguistics Department specializes
in bilingualism and
syntax and enjoys
woodworking
and
photography.
He
speaks
of
Georgetown and the
art of teaching: "I
consider m y perspective on G U students
an unusual one. M y
first view of t h e m
dates back to 1968
w h e n I w a s doing
graduate work here
and teaching in the
Spanish department.
W h e n I returned to

Georgetown after ten
years away in 1983, it
was a joyful return to
a place I considered
another home: the students and m y colleagues. Undergraduate teaching has
always been a part of
m e because it keeps
m y thinking young
and energetic. Teaching lets m e be a participant-observer in the
education of G.U. undergraduates. W h e n
they do well, I take
great pride in their accomplishments; when
they have problems, I

wonder how I can help
them to achieve greater success. Teaching
for m e is a performing
art. Through a performance I try to show
m y students m y respect for m y discipline
and for learning. In return, they are to perform as learners and
show m e they can apply their learning to
their studies and other
parts of their lives. •

Charles Kriedler
Professor Kriedler
teaches linguistics focusing on systems of
languages. Outside the
classroom he spends
his leisure time on gardening, travel, and architecture.
"What I like most
about teaching is that
it keeps m e learning
(Quo docet discit), so
that teaching the
" s a m e " course over
and over is always different. N e w facts and
fresh perspectives develop. I think that, if I
have any success in
teaching, it is in get-

ting students to discard the sterotyped
thinking they have
about language to recognize the sterotypes
that can be perpetuated by language." •
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Barbara Stowasser,
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French
James La FoUette, Madeleine Simons, Simon Battestini, Roger Bensky, Dorothy
Betz, Michele Blin-Sarde, Jean-Max Guieu, Annick Buchanan, Michele Morris,
Aurelia Roman, Madeleine Soudee, Helene Yager, Karen Gray.

Linguistics
Walter Cook SJ^mm^mmn
SJ, l^^'^^^^^^^R^'*^'^''' ^"^er Shuy,
Daniel Dato, R^^^^^^^Kichard O'l^^P^ffsW^^^Sara SJ, Shaligram
Shukla, Deborah Tannen, Michael Zarechnak, Frederick Bosco, Donald Loritz,
Peter Lowenberg, Richard Lutz, Deborah Schiffrin, John Staczek.

Kathleen Dowling (SBA 89)
works on a term paper in
Lauinger.

Annick Buchanan
Annick Buchanan
teaches in the French
Department. She
came to Georgetown
after receiving a Licence es Lettres Classiques from the University of Rennes in
France.
At G U she teaches
Introductory French,
Topics for Oral Profi-

ciency, Romantic and fessor Buchanan is inSymbolist French Po- terested in Latin and
ets of the 19th Centu- Greek literature, arry, Major
French cheology and sailing.
Novelists of the 19th She writes "teachCentury,
Major ing for m e means conFrench Novelists of stant renewal through
the 20th Century and an ongoing dialogue
French Poets of the with different genera20th Century.
tions of students - one
In addition to the sure way to stay young
French language. Pro- ... in spirit at least.*'
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Jean-Max Guieu
Professor Jean M a x
Guieu also teaches in
the French Department as a School of
Foreign Service professor. H e received a
Licence de Lettres
Moderne and Maitrise
de Lettres Moderne
from Aix-en-Provence
in France, and obtained his doctorate
from the University of
Maryland.
Professor Guieu's
outside interests in-

elude French literature and politics, opera
and
French
novelist Emile Zola.
At Georgetown,
Professor
Guieu
teaches
Advanced
French, Social History
of the French People,
Cultural History of
the French People,
Topics in Contemporary French Civilization I & //and Images
of America
in the
French-Speaking

World.
H e writes "as a student in France in 1968
I demonstrated for
more academic freed o m and more communication and exc h a n g e with the
faculty. Today as a
teacher I hold the
same beliefs and try to
be as true and available as I can to m y
own students." •

Christina Hughes (SLL 88)
studies on the path between
Copley and the ICC.
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Special feature

Every year hundreds of Georgetown students experience the excitement of studying abroad. Programs are available to adventurous
Hoyas in over sixty countries. The following account is of a year spent
in Taiwan and in the People's Republic of China.

farthest western province where mixture with Arabians has produced
a pale-skinned "tall-nosed" minority race. Later it became known
that I was an American and then every word that escaped m y mouth
during the game, both Chinese exclamations ("I did not foul her!")
and English expletives ("!@ #&*!") alike were repeated an all sides of
Gyrating hips. That's how it all started. I walked into the locker the court by the spectators w h o were greatly amused. Singing a solo in
Chinese in front of two men's volleyball teams was an experience in
room after m y third day of practice with the Beijing University
women's basketball team and there were all of m y new team mates
comic embarassment. Speeding along a winding Taiwan highway on
gathered around one girl w h o was demonstrating the proper combinathe back of a motorcycle without a helmet in the dark and in the
tion of sway and swing on her midsection. I must have had a shocked
pouring rain was an experience in stupidity. O n e time, a m a n showed
look on m y face because they all burst out laughing. It was the
m e selfless kindness at great personal risk. H e helped four very lost
beginning of great friendships that are still an important part of m y
and frozen foreigners find warmer clothing and food in the northern
life today. Through this and other experiences I was "educated
city of Harbin. S o m e fellow comrades questioned his motives and it
overseas."
was only in our capacity as foreign "untouchables" that w e were able
M y time abroad was a year of intense learning of a sort different
to feign ignorance of the situation's gravity to pull our friend from his
from the Georgetown experience. Submerged in the Chinese culture I
detainers and see him safely out of the building. This was an experihad studied for two years, I was given the opportunity to live what 1
ence of h u m a n kindness.
thought I had learned. W h a t a shock to have studied so diligently only
I was, for one year, a representative of "America" to those 1 came
to discover greater ignorance! The unexpected became m y teacher, in contact with. I was at different times a teacher of m y own language;
and going with the flow proved the best way to have fun experiencing
a friend; an oddity; a threat with all of m y "bourgeois liberal" ideas
all that was new. For example, regarding food, it is better to eat first ready to "spiritually pollute" the masses; and an "authority" on
and ask questions later, or not to ask at all. That Chinese etiquette
everything American, from dancing to questions of foreign policy.
eschews refusal of food is all well and good, but even with this tourist's But above and before all else I was a student. Everyday was a learning
tidbit of knowledge tucked in the behavior m o d e of m y brain, I still experience. Even when living in Taipei and Beijing became as routine
would have had a difficult time consuming "duck's tongues and green
as daily life in Washington, it was learning. Perhaps it was just easier
peppers" had I known what it was beforehand, delicacy or not!
to measure m y learning because it was so consciously absorbed, or
Part of dealing with the unexpected included playing a variety
perhaps it was the novelty of a new environment that m a d e it so much
roles, ranging from comic to serious. W h e n I showed up with the more tangible. In any case, the experience was as eye opening as the
Beijing University team for the first basketball g a m e of the season, day I was born. N o w I have a new perspective that enrichens m y
rumor spread that 1 was a "Xinjiang ren," a person from China's world.
This 17th Century feudal
castle in Kanazawa is often
visited by students studying
in Japan.
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abroad

Thirty students a year study
in Fiesole, Italy, at the luxurious villa donated to
Georgetown by the daughter of American philosopher Charles A u g u s t u s
Strong. These Hoyas study
Italian, Renaissance art,
history, and literature in
the hills overlooking Florence. Even more students
spend the s u m m e r there in
n intensive Italian language program run by S L L
Dean Sara Hager.

study

u\mh
Close to 1500 seniors graduated this year,
amid the usual p o m p and circumstance.
Ceremonies took place after a week of
celebration and bittersweet endings. Four years
of diligence and determination culminated in
the final m o m e n t of victory, when, with degree
in hand, graduates rushed into the waiting
arms of family and friends.
The graduates join the 70,000 living alumni
as concerned members of the world
community. The class of 1988 will yield
educators, statesmen, artists, medical experts
and entrepreneurs w h o will apply the ideals of
their Jesuit education to problem solving in
their communities.

After five separate ceremonies on Saturday, M a y
28th, seniors from all five schools joined for the
Baccalaureate M a s s the following morning. Over
forty priests from Georgetown's Jesuit Community
participated in the service, and dozens of chalices
f,
were used used for Communion.
At the Baccalaureate Mass held on Healy Lawn,
students assisted the priests in giving C o m m u n i o n
to graduates, professors, friends and family. In
fddition to offering the Homily, Father Healy
presided over the celebration. A breakfast
reception on Copley L a w n followed the service.
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Senior W e e k , seven days of farewell parties,
reggae dances, barbecues, picnics and concerts,
was highlighted by the most popular - and messy
- event, the Senior Crawl. Here, a student hoses
off on Kehoe Field after braving the m u d pit.

seniors

d i i

A Celebration
Senior W e e k began on Sun- planade, delaying the start of
day M a y 22 with the Reggae Southern Fried Rock. The conSunsplash. The band was the tinual downpour forced the SeThird Eye; the place was Lea- nior Class Committee ( S C C )
vey Center roof. The Class of to move this event into the lob1988 has the auspicious honor bies of M c D o n o u g h Arena.
of being the first group to ven- For our listening pleasure.
ture on to Leavey Roof. The Genuine Virginia Band and the
Road Ducks gave one final
styrofoam hills held up, and
the Class of 88 did not plum- performance. For our eating
pleasure, Popeye's supplied
met to its collective death.
Monday's events began with spicy fried chicken and tasty
the Senior-Faculty Reception, biscuits.
Tuesday meant mud, and
held in the newly renovated
lots
of it. The Senior Crawl is
Dahlgren Quadrangle - a showone
of
the most anticipated Secase of marble, brick, and a
nior W e e k events. Masses of
sparkling fountain.
Oppressive heat soon gave dry, clean students arrived at
way to violent thunderstorms.
The strong wind upended that John Grimes, playing with Last Call
at Madness on the Mall, wears a leg
familiar white and yellow brace as a result of his participation in
striped tent at M c D o n o u g h Es- the Senior Crawl.
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Campus swarmed with mud-covered
seniors, victims of the notorious senior crawl held on Tuesday M a y 24th.

Professor Leo Madden of the Theology Department and Eric Janney chat
at the Senior-Faculty Reception held
M o n d a y M a y 23rd in Dahlgren Courtyard.
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Amid a sea of yellow chairs, two seniors contemplate their imminent
graduation.

Vinnie Caracciolo and Mimi Eckel
enjoy Lester Lanin's music at the Senior Ball held in the spectacular
Washington Hilton ballroom.
Even Paul Volcker, former chairman
of the Federal Reserve and School of
Foreign Service c o m m e n c e m e n t
speaker, could not keep this senior
awake at the early-morning ceremony.

WftB

Healy Building stands adorned with
brightly-colored banners for the ceremonies.

Celebration . . . continued
Healy Circle,fitto be tied. After hopping through what
a m o u n t e d to an obstacle
course, students plunged into
infamous m u d pit. Even Griff
the Bud M a n could not escape
the slimy mess.
Then, the rain came again. It
provided a respite, so that seniors could go home, hose
down, dress up and board the
double decker buses headed for
Dakota's in A d a m s Morgan.
Seniors filled the trendy night
club to capacity, which was reserved for Georgetown seniors.
Wednesday started precariously as dark cloudsfilledthe
sky and threatened to rain on
Father Healy's picnic. The inclement weather could not
keep hordes of hungry seniors
away, and we boarded buses

for Smokey Glen. The day was
filled with food and drink, volleyball, horseshoes, square
dancing, and the ever- popular
hay rides.
Wednesday evening started
off with Senior Follies and slideshow. M a y b e the performances were not up to Cabaret
standards, but at least everyone could get a ticket at an
affordable price. T h e slide
show was nostalgic and at
times surprising. Compromising images flashed onto the
larger than life screen for all to
see.
Wednesday night hosted the
final Senior Night at the
The atmosphere preceding the procession to Sunday's mass was exuberant;
this senior expresses her happiness.

This year, graduation was separated
into five separate ceremonies due to
the size and unruliness of last year's
crowds; the division resulted in five
smaller and m o r e m a n a g e a b l e
graduations.
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Despite another early-morning event,
the Baccalaureate M a s s was well attended. Father Healy offered the homily.

Sarah Considine and Brian Murray at
the School of Business Administration graduation, at which Joseph Connor, chairman of Price-Waterhouse,
spoke.

This senior echoes a sentiment held by
many grateful graduates.
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Healy Tower is the backdrop for the
School of Foreign Service graduation,
the First graduation ceremony to be
held Saturday, M a y 28th.

Celebration . . . continued
Center Pub. It was like every
other senior night, except this
was the last - forever. The
night ended as the deejay
played crowd favorite American Pie, and tears could be
seen in many eyes.
Thursday. The skies were
clear, and the temperature was
perfect for "Madness on the
Mall." Last Call and Groove
Safari provided the entertainm e n t as seniors gathered
around the Washington M o n u ment. Frisbees and water balloons soared through the air,
and sun worshippers abounded.
The temperature dropped,
but seniors found warmth under the tent at Tropical Night.
R u m and beer flowed all night
long. For thefirsttime, admittance was restricted to seniors.
Underclass crashers could only
peer through the slats of the
snow fence as G U P S patrolled
the perimeter of the tent. Security slackened as the evening
progressed, and many snuck in
the back entrance.

Friday was a day to recover
and rest for the long night
ahead. Senior Ball was a time
for family and friends to enjoy
the renowned sound of Lester
Lanin and his orchestra. The
food was good, the drinks were
free.
The after-ball party in the
tent was the time to ditch your
parents and to confront that final party of your undergraduate career. A n d confront we
did. A s the sun was rising,
some of us were lucky enough
to crawl h o m e to bed; others
less fortunate made their way
to graduation.
Saturday came and went as
quickly as the past four years.
Despite controversy over the
five separate ceremonies, graduation day was a success. W e
were reunited Sunday morning
at the Baccaleureate Mass, followed by a continental breakfast on Copley Lawn. Then, we
packed and ventured into the
real world.

Debbie Steidel and Helen Sarro congratulate one another after the graduation for the College of Arts and Sciences; Margarita Arias, wife of Costa
Rican president Oscar Arias, spoke in
his place.

he new Press
The New Press, a women's
issues journal, began publishing during the 1987-1988
school year. Founded and edited by senior Soraya Chemaly,
the magazine appeared twice
and was well-received by faculty and students alike.
Not a radical feminist journal, the New Press functions
"to fill a void that exists in college journalism," according to
Stephanie Yuhl, the magazine's managing editor. "It is
meant to serve all sectors of the
student body of all political
and social leanings."
Funding for thefirsttwo issues was obtained through advertisements, alumni donations
and the sale of t-shirts. The
S A C , influenced by the quality
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in both content and appearance of the New Press, voted in
February to recognize the organization and provided funding and office space in the Leavey Center for next year. Four
issues are planned for 19881989.
According to Yuhl, the institution of a journal like the New
Press is "indicative of an increase in consciousness of
women's issues on campus, and
is certainly a trend in academia. It's nice to see it's caught
on at Georgetown."

Seniors Judith McCarthy and Stephanie Yuhl helped found and produce
thefirstissues of the N e w Press with
editor-in-chief Soraya Chemaly.

James Christopher Abely
BSFS Intl. Politics
Mary Anne Aboitiz
BSBA Marketing
Julie T. Absey
AB English
Margaret E. Acquaviva
BSBA Marketing
David William Adams
BSFS Com p. & Regional

Sachin Dilip Adarkar
AB English
Eligio Batoy Aguhob, Jr.
BS Biology
Joseph R. Aiello
BS Biology
Amy Marie Albo
AB English
Stephen Alexander Alepa
BSBA Finance

Pamela G. Alexander
AB Sociology
George Peter Alexis
AB English
Omar Faisal Alhegelan
AB History
Karen Ann Allen
AB English
Kathryn M . Allen
BS Spanish

John Bennett Alter
BSBA Finance
Nabil Sirri Al-Tikriti
BSFS Intl. Economics
Eric William Altshule
AB Government
Stefanie Amadeo
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jacquelyn Erica Ambrose
BSBA Marketing

David Jay Amer
AB Economics
Mary E. Amor
AB Theology
Joan Kathleen Amrol
BS French
Brian Edmund Anderson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Christine I. Anderson
BSBA Marketing
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William D. Anderson, Jr.
BSBA Accounting
Maya G. Andraos
BSBA Marketing
Lauren Nicole Angioletti
BS Biology

M . David Antonacci
BS Biology
John Matthew Aragona
AB Theology
Jon M . Argenziano
BSFS Comp. & Regional

Martin F. Arias
AB Economics
Sabine C. Arnold
BSFS Intl. Economics
Michael A. Assante
AB Economics

Scott Michael Auerbach
BS Chemistry
Newell A. Augur III
AB Government
Michael Robert Auslin
BSFS Intl. Politics

Michelle Austerman
BS Linguistics
Richard Alan Avery
BSBA Accounting
Caria Lee Bachechi
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
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Writing Center tutors work up to ten
hours a week and receive a small stipend or academic credit.
Peg Dovvlev helps a student polish a
term paper.
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W h a t is the Writing Center'^
Ask Joe Hoya and he would
probably tell you it's just a
shabby-looking hole in the wall
located two floors above the
Pub. A frequent visitor might
tell you it's a place you can
hide out in the hope of catching a rare and precious glimpse
of Father Healy as he passes
between the Jesuit Community
m d his office. A misguided
;oul might tell you it's a kind of
academic Jiffy Lube where you
pull up, defective essay in
hand, and pull out with a polished product. There have even
been rumors that the Writing
Center tutors are actually special herbal doctors w h o cure all
kinds of writing ailments and
transform a barely literate
Senior Christine Martin, a Writing
Center tutor, stands in the Center's
entrance on 2nd .Maguire.

Georgetown student into a Pulitzer Prize candidate. A n d
then, there are a few w h o think
it's a front for radical social
change.
In actuality, the Writing
Center can be m a n y things, depending on the tutor and the
specific objectives of the visiting student. Sometimes students come in search of a sympathetic ear on which to vent
the sheer frustration that inevitably arises wherever dogmatic teaching methods are employed. S o m e students seek
someone with which they can
engage in dialogue about a particular idea, an outline, a rough
draft, or the weather. Others
have particular topics in mind,
such as problematic paragraphs or garbled grammar.
The Writing Center is essentially open to the various needs,
ideas, problems, and frustra-

tions of students. But you definitely do not come for the
scenery.
The Writing Center involves
students interacting with students on a social and intellectual level. Tutors are a diverse
group from wacky to solemn,
from conservative to radical,
coming from various schools
and majors, and with varying
interests, beliefs, and writing
styles. A c o m m o n theme uniting tutors would probably be
the enjoyment of dialogue and
an interest in interacting with
fellow students.
Most of all. the Writing
Center offers students the opportunity for intellectual expression and growth a m o n g
students, with students, and for
students. .After all, whose education is it anyway?
by Kathy Kizer, CAS 1990
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Litell S. Baird
AB Government
Martha Grace Baker
Maria Mercedes Bal
BSBA Marketing
A. Eduardo Balarezo
AB Government
Michelle Balfour
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Deborah Ann Banse
BSBA Accounting
Laura Noelle Barbieri
BS Nursing
David William Barfield
AB Sociology
Connie Frances Barila
BS Spanish
Mary Elizabeth Barnes
BSFS Intl. Economics

Stephen Paul Barnes
AB Government
John Vincent Barone
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Wanda Barquin
BSFS Intl. Politics
Melissa Anne Bastan
BSBA Intl. Management
Barbara Jean Battaile
BS Nursing

Patricia Susan Bauer
BSBA Accounting
Hilary Alexandra Bayer
BS French
Reem Bazzoui
BSBA Finance
Rene Becerra
AB Economics
Anthony Evan Bell
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy

Brian T. Bell
AB Government
Stephen James Bellinger
BSFS Intl. Politics
Frank John Bellizzi, Jr.
BS Biology
Terry M . Belt
BSBA Finance
Kelly Suzanne Bembry
AB Government
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With the mandatory year off
campus rule motorbikes have
become a popular m o d e of
transportation. Motorbikes are
a fast and inexpensive way to
travel. O f course, they are
more economical than a convertible, yet provide the same
wind blown effect.
Motorbikes reach a range of
about 40 m p h and travel faster
than bicycles. The range in
type is wide. They come in all
shapes, sizes and colors. O n
any day, one can see a red Espree, a blue Puch moped, or a
full fledged Kawasaki. They
are perfect for the Georgetown
area because they are easy to
park and great for passing
traffic.
O f course, bikes are noisier
than cars. The whirr of their
engines can be heard daily
when students speed into Healy Circle and rush to class.

Springtime is motorbike
time at Georgetown. The red,
blue, and white motor bikes
parked on the side of Copley
add a splash of color to the ordinary spring scene.
Bicycles are also a very comm o n m o d e of transportation at
Georgetown. Ten speed bikes
and the ever popular "beach
cruiser" are seen everywhere sidewalks, Copley lawn, etc.
Pedestrians are not safe anywhere. Without so m u c h as an
"excuse m e " one could be
nearly run over by a man/wom e n in black spandex and
bright colors as they speed on
by. Bikes are ridden by others
as well, and many professors
ride to classes. It is an interesting sight to see a grown m a n in
a suit on a bike with briefcase
in tow. Bikes, in any form, are
certainly not just for kids.

Most students w h o utilize motorbikes
choose relatively inexpensive scooters
or vespas.

Tried and true, the faithful 10-speed
bicycle transports many off-campus
dwellers to and from school.

M o r e expensive and elaborate models
include these Kawasaki 500s parked
in front of Village A.

Sami Samris (left) and a friend live m
Xavier, the International Student
House.

[I

ntemational Home

Housing availability has alw a y s been a problem at
Georgetown, but with the
building project started in
1968, several new dorms have
appeared. The housing department has also provided several
special interest options including ISH, the International Students House.
Located on Prospect Street
in the Walsh complex, ISH
provides an intimate alternative to the dorm situation. Because of the building's size,
ISH residents interact more
closely with each other. The
basement houses a full kitchen
and residents often gather for
communal meals.
Although the number of international students is large,
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occupants are not required to
be international students.
M a n y are foreign language
majors or students who enjoy
the intimate atmosphere and •
cultural exchange.
France, Germany, and Japan are among the countries
that ISH-ers call home. The
hall's family a t m o s p h e r e
strengthens during the holidays
when students w h o live far
away and cannot return home
come together to celebrate at
ISH.
The close atmosphere continues all year round. The hallways are c o m m o n meeting
grounds and the large recroom in the basement provides
ample space for fun.

Thomas I. Benda
BSBA Finance
Kimberly Ann Berger
BSBA Intl. Management
Andrea B. Bergofin
BSBA Finance
Leslie Kay Bermann
BS Russian
Victoria Susan Bertolino
BSBA Accounting

Stephen Edmond Berube
BSBA Finance
Joseph Frank Bianco
AB Government
Brant Christian Binder
BSFS Intl. Politics
Quita Yolande Bingham
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Maria C. Bird
AB History

Ellen Anne Bisantz
BS German
Nader Bitar
BSFS Intl. Economics
Kristen Linnea Blume
BSFS Intl. Politics
David Brian Blunck
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Amy M . Boccella
AB Sociology

Eric Bode
BSFS Intl. Economics
Stephen S. Boeschenstein
AB Government
Kevin Bohrer
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Ann Marie Boland
BSFS Intl. Economics
Jeanne Marie Boland
AB Government

Ryan Sean Borgstrom
BS Computer Science
Alessandro F. Boselli
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Amy Elizabeth Bosley
AB English
Lawrence R. Botel
BSBA Finance
Ingrid Alisa Bowleg
BS Psychology

William L. Boyan III
BSBA Marketing
M a r y Frances Boylan
AB English
Lizbeth Ann Boyle
AB
Government
Daphne L. Bradshaw-Mack
AB English

Brian Brady
BSBA Finance
M e g h a n Jean Brady
BS Biology
Richard A. Brake
AB
Government
Richard C. Brazeau
BSBA Finance

Suntan Mania
"Obsessive" would be an understatement. I think the whole
thing borders on brainwashing.
I don't even know why I'm discussing this, I hate being tan
anyway. Granted people tend
to look ninety percent better
with a dark, even tan - but who
needs the hassle? Not me!
Even if I were willing to spend
forty-five dollars on an artificially-induced base tan, six
hundred dollars in Fort Lauderdale for a baby oil-induced
third-degree burn and eightyfive dollars on a new swimsuit
to wear for five hours a week at
Harbin Beach to maintain m y
color, I couldn't afford the skin
cancer insurance.
T a n n i n g has b e c o m e a
Georgetown phenomenon.
Around February everyone
tries to develop that tropical island look. W h e n the weather
gets warmer, Harbin Beach
and Healy Lawn begin to fill
with sun worshippers enjoying
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the pleasant spring afternoons.
While many tanners concentrate solely on the sun, others
catch up on class readings and
studying; the lawns provide a
scenic alternative to Lauinger.
O n Copley Lawn, most actually wear shorts and t-shirts instead of swimsuits and simply
stop there to rest between
classes. O f course, the more serious sunbathers lay out on
Healy or Harbin Beach, oufitting themselves in complete
beach attire, oblivious to the
fact that there is no water or
sand. All this tanning talk has
forced m e to face the fact that
since m y pigments hate me, I
will never be tan. It's difficult
to be pasty white in a sea of
tawny bronze, but I'll have m y
revenge. While everyone was
out frying in the sun 1 invested
in Retina-A stocks.
by Heather Huffman, CAS
1988

Georgetown students, faced with a
limited amount of space on the 'beaches,' will go to great lengths to get that
tan.

Cary Allen Brazeman
AB Government
Daniel J. Brennan
AB Economics
Susan M . Brewster
BS Nursing
Kathryn Theresa Brine
BSFS Intl. Economics

Mary Brodd
BSFS Intl. Politics
Chrysanthe B. Broikos
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Denise Anne Brown
BS Psychology
John Bowen Brown
BSFS Intl. Politics

I C C steps are a popular place to combine studying and tanning - killing two
birds with one stone, so to speak.

sent

Kenneth Robert Brown
AB Government
Leonetta Evelyn Brown
AB History
Myra Edyth Brown
BSBA Finance
Perry Jackson Brown
BSBA Marketing
Stephanie R. Bruce
AB Economics

Nancy J. Brunet
BS Linguistics
Kimberly Suzanne Budd
AB English
Alison Margaret Burke
AB English
Daniel Reeves Burke
BSFS Intl. Politics
John Materson Burke
AB Economics

Suzanne M . Burke
BS Psychology
Meredith Anne Burns
BS Chinese
Stephen Burrow
BSFS Intl. Politics
Laura Virginia Bus
BS Nursing
Joseph Alec Bush, Jr.
BS Chemistry

Jack Landon Butler
BSBA Accounting
Clayton Colleen Byrne
BS Psychology
H. Thomas Byron III
AB English
Colleen V. Cackowski
BSBA Marketing
Susan E. Callagy
AB History

Mariela Calleja
BS Psychology
Piper Wind Campbell
BSFS Intl. Politics
Vincent J. Cannamela
BSBA Finance
Helene H. Cannon
BSFS Intl. Affairs
Philip J. Capparis
BSBA Finance
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Dates

T h e reason students call
h o m e before the Senior Auction is to get permission from
their parents to charge their
credit cards to the limit in order to attain the ultimate attraction of the evening - the
senior dream dates.
This year the senior class
was well represented. The gentlemen dream dates, by popular vote, were Jim Gaffigan
and Vin C a n n a m e l a w h o
aroused the female audience

with their eye opening strip
tease act. The w o m e n dream
dates were Kelly Flynn and
Jennifer Martin w h o pleased
the male audience with their
extraordinary technique in
downing shots of Southern
Comfort. The dream dates presentation on stage is one of the
most remembered aspects of
the Senior Auction.
Vin Cannamela completes his strip
tease for a cheering audience.

Senior Dream Date Jim Gaffigan
starts his strip tease, also amidst
cheers and applause from the audience.
Kelly Flynn and Jennifer Martin
amazed the entire audience with their
capability and technique in doing
shots of Southern Comfort.

I

Michele L. Caputo
BS French
Robert Stephen Caputo
BSBA Marketing
Vincent G. Caracciolo
BSBA Finance
Melissa D. Card
AB Fine Arts
Daniel J. Cardinal!
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Matthew Lent Carey
AB History
Caron Carlson
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Lisa T. Carlucci
AB American Studies
Mihai Peter Carp
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Samantha Mary Carpenter
BS Japanese

Elizabeth Riordan Carty
AB Government
Jennifer Anne Caspar
AB English
Robert J. Castro
AB History
Catherine Delores Catlin
BS Nursing
Kelli Ann Cawley
BS Chemistry

Maureen Patrice Cawley
AB English
Teresa Victoria Ceballos
BSBA Marketing
Nicholas M . Centrella
BS Psychology
A m y Ceremsak-.Sanchez
BS Nursing
Tania G. Chalouhi
AB Economics

Jeffrey W . Chaloupek
BSFS Intl. Politics
Fred Francois Champagne
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Peter Ka Ming Chan
AB Government
Cynthia Foster Chance
AB Philosophy
David W a n Chang
BSBA Finance
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Big Buddies was created in
September 1987, with a grant
from the Joseph P. Kennedy
Foundation. The program currently involves fifty Georgetown students and fifty mentally retarded students from the
Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy School
here in Washington.
The program matches students from Georgetown with
students from Kennedy. It attempts to enhance the social
skills of the Kennedy students,
as well as develop n e w
friendships.
Students are required to .sec

their Buddy at least twice a
month, but are encouraged to
get out as often as possible.
S o m e of our activities this year
were riding to a Bullet's g a m e
on a double decker bus, taking
little buddies on a hay ride at a
Maryland farm, going bowling,
or just hanging out in a Big
Buddies apartment.
The program has been a
great joy for ail the participants and will hopefully become a Georgetown tradition.
by Anthonv Shrivcr. C.\S
1988

Big Buddies get together for a group
photo during one of their outings. T h e
organization was founded and is headed by senior Anthony Shriver.
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Domino s new location on Prospect
Street makes delivery to campus even
quicker than the promised 30 minutes.

Deliver?
Sick of mac'n'cheese and very greasy Chinese experispaghetfi-o's? Just pick up that ence. Egg rolls and fried rice
phone and utter that infamous (as well as the American addition to the Chinese menu,
phrase, " D o you deliver?"
Domino's does it in thirty " c o m p l i m e n t a r y " fortune
minutes (Rumi's in twenty- cookies) supplement the usual
nine) or you save three bucks. Sunday night diet coke and
Although the food is usually twenty-page paper.
S o m e scientists actually beguaranteed to cause heartburn,
lieve that all that chewing inits hot and easy.
O f course, after a few spires creativity. It must be bemonths of alternating between cause every night a crowd of
various pizza-makers, the col- deliverymen flood the dorms
lege student's palate craves a and apartments with their parlittle excitement. Blue Dia- ticular brand of brain food.
m o n d or Orient Express,
among several others, can pro- by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
vide an almost authentic but

Jeffrey G.L. Chang
BSFS Intl. Economics
Sydney S. Chapin
BSFS Intl. Politics
Emily Chen
BSBA Accounting
Tammy K. Cheung
BSBA Finance
Carl Kuo-Wei Chien
BSFS Intl. Economics

Lloyd B. Chinn
BSFS Intl. Politics
Daniel J. Choi
BS Chemistry
Amy Celeste Christian
BSBA Finance
Jayson Makoto Chun
AB History
Marian Mi Ran Chung
AB Economics

Michael Paul Ciaccio
AB History
Jennifer Lynn Cianci
BSBA Intl. Management
Frank A. Ciatto
BSBA Accounting
Daniel Hocker Claman
AB Government
Barbara Sheahan Clancy
5 5 Nursing

John-Marc Clark
AB History
Margaret M . Clark
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Laura Penelope Clauson
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Paul D. Clement
BSFS Intl. Economics
Gina G. Cogan
AB Philosophy

William F.C. Colston
AB Government
Patrick J. Comack
BSBA Finance
Ana M . Comas Rodon
BSBA Marketing
Walter J. Connelly, Jr.
AB Theology
Catherine Ann Connor
BS Nursing

Christine Agnes Connor
BSFS Intl. Politics
Lucy E. Connor
BS Spanish
Margaret J. Connor
BSFS Intl. Politics
Lisa J. Conomy
AB English

Angela B. Conrad
BS German
Kevin S. Considine
AB History
Sarah E. Considine
BSBA Accounting
Scott T. Contino
BSFS Intl. Politics

y/ie Tombs
Established by a Georgetown alumnus, the Tombs has
become a Georgetown tradition. 1789, the expensive, senddad-the-bill restaurant, and F.
Scotts, an art deco style nightclub, form a trio with the
Tombs. Located beneath 1789,
the T o m b s traditionally serves
the university community and
beyond.
A few years ago when the
T o m b s raised its prices above
the average student budget,
some undergrads staged a protest. After a debate, the management decided to add a special student discount section to
their menu.
In response to the overcrowded conditions, the Tombs
opened the new Crew room this
year. The walls are decorated
with Crew insignia reminiscent
of Dad Vails championships
gone by. The rest of the restaurant continues the sportsman
mofif throughout.

o rs

G U students like Duffy
Knoll and Peggy Judge serve
the booths, tables, and authentic wooden bar. Open every
night, the Tombs provides a
warm, collegiate atmosphere
close to campus. Often, students seek refuge in the T o m b s
after classes in Walsh.
The Tombs, according to
many students, is better than a
contribution to the alumni
fund; only a Georgetown alumnus could have created the perfect atmospere for G U . The secret to the T o m b s popularity
isn't the food or the drink, but
its the ambience that enhances
student gatherings from
Chimes Night to Super Bowl
Sunday.

The Tomb's late hours, collegiate atmosphere, and good food (notably
grilled chicken, french onion soup,
pizza, mozarella sticks and sangria)
draw large student crowds.

Mary Catherine Conway
BSBA Finance
Lawrence H. Cooke II
AB Government
Christopher Theo Coonen
BSFS Intl. Politics
Sharon Theresa Cooney
AB History

Mark Christopher Corallo
AB English
Ian Gregory Corey
BSFS Intl. Politics
Shery L. Cornelius
BS Russian
Claire Cornuau
BSFS Intl. Politics

Rosa Posner and a friend enjoy dinner
at the Tombs. Behind them is the expanded dining section.
The Tombs provides both entertainment and employment for Georgetown
students. Here, Duffy Knoll tends bar.

Rebekah Seaman combines work with pleasure as she takes time out to refresh herself
while deejaying for the Senior Class.
Mary Quig and three friends revet in their
"seniorness" during Senior Night at the Pub
- a night reserved for them and their other
senior friends.

Katherine R. Cotter
BS Nursing
Constance Candace Cotton
AB English
Peter Francis Cottone
AB Philosophy
Barbara F. M . Cousins
AB American Studies

h

If anyone ever told you that
after four years of education at
a prestigious university, seniors
develop a sense of dignified
maturity, crash a senior night
at the Pub and you will discover another side to the story.
Actually, four years of econ
exams, nursing practicals, language proficiencies and English papers, the G D A G C (getdown-and-get-crazy) factor
has reached the maximum. All
seniors, even those who never
darken the Pub doorwway,
turn out for the event. The evening begins with a mellow reestablishment of contact with old
friends and slowly develops
into a wild night of well-deserved carousing.
By the end of the night everyone seems like close friends

as they gyrate feverishly across
the dance floor to Bruce, U 2
and I N X S , encouraged by the
sultry voice of D J Becky
Seaman.
A s the pitchersflow,a spirit
of wild abandon overcomes
some. The Pub echoes with a
can-can chant for Hoyamotion
Representative, and winner of
the half-court shot competition, Vinnie Cannamella. Later, Brian Gibson leads an unbelievable rendition of "Hand
Jive."
All in all, senior night is an
intoxicating experience. Unfortunately, many do not remember the evening, having
only the stains on their shirts
and the pub scum on their
shoes as reminders.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

A Pub bartender is always busy, especially on Senior night, when the Pub is
jammed with thirsty seniors.

Jon Cowans
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Jonathan Martin Cowen
BSFS Intl. Economics
Kathleen M a r y Cozzarelli
BS Nursing
Amanda M . Crames
AB English

Nicholas Matthew Creary
AB History
Claudia Regina Crenshaw
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Carla A. Crnkovich
BSBA Accounting
Johanna Darlene Cross
BSFS Intl. Politics
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Markus Crouse
AB Economics
Brent Cruz
AB Theology
Charlotte Cudlip
BS French
Ann Marie Cullen
BS Psychology
John K. Cunningham
AB English

Scott Cunningham
BSBA Finance
Daniel Currie IV
AB History
Lisa Marie Currie
BS Italian
Victor D'Addio
AB History
Anne Doris Dailey
BSBA Marketing

Margaret T. Daly
AB Government
Christine A. Dalziel
BSFS Intl. Politics
Kristine K. Damgaard
BSBA Marketing
Christopher D'Amico
BSBA Finance
Natalie Danchenko
BSBA Finance

Nicola Daniel
AB Philosophy
Quinten Daulton
AB English
Alfred Davidson
BSBA Finance
Justin K. Davis
BSBA Intl. Management
Michele Davis
BSFS Intl. Economics

Christopher Day
BSBA Finance
Philip DeCamara
AB History
Diana de Castro
AB Government
Frank DeFilippo
BS Psychology
Brooke DeHaven
AB Fine Arts

^ports Quiz
W h o won the 1986 Tour de cial category. During the semiFrance? W h o is the only La- finals one team composed of
crosse athlete to be featured on Dave Marzo, Joe Bianco and
the cover of Sports Illustrated] Phil Junker concentrated on
W h o has the longest winning baseball. During the toss-up
streak in 400 meter intermedi- rounds, if one team missed a
ate hurdles?
question, the other team could
Obscure questions like these buzz in and gain points for the
echoed through the Hall of correct answer.
Nations on February 11, 1988,
Those teams who made it to
as the W G T B Sports Quiz en- the finals proved their pentered into the final intense chant for factfindingand their
rounds.
abundant knowledge in all arGeorgetown's sports enthu- eas of sports.
siasts came together to test
The event was sponsored by
their wits. Three weeks of play- Budweiser, and proved to be an
offs preceded thisfinalround. event many, not just the sports
The game took a quiz bowl fans, could enjoy.
type format. T w o teams of
three competed against each by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
other for the "title". Each
round consisted of different Answers: Greg Lemond, Jim
specialties. During s o m e Brown, Edwin Moses
rounds each team picks a spe-

This team, skilled enough to m a k e the
final rounds of competition, is deliberating over one of the toss up questions.

T h e emcee for the evening, donning a
tux for the prestigious event, asked the
teams the questions and decided over

%!tivms«i'-'"
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^ast Cash
Three o'clock. Jean runs to
the Riggs machine in between
classes. She waits in line for
forty minutes. W h e n its her
turn she walks up to the m a chine and the window closes.
She's entered the Riggs m a chine zone.
Yes, once every day the
Riggs machine shuts off to refuel. Since there is only one
and the bank closes at three,
this daily phenomenon cuts off
all money exchange.
The other drawback of the
machine is that it eats cards.
It's not particular; it will eat

The line at Riggs is familiar to all
students needing money in a hurry. Be
prepared for the ups and downs of this
money machine.
Lance Krelovich eagerly awaits his
cash, while Melina Thung waits to
withdraw a few needed dollars at one
of the more popular spots on campus.

MDM

anyone's if it's in the mood. In
order to retrieve the card, the
student must go downtown and
fill out lots of paperwork.
Is it really worth it to have a
Riggs card? Y E S ! It's necessary for late night runs to Vittles or for extra cash. A Riggs
card is right up there with boxer shorts as a H o y a necessity.
Besides, the Riggs line is a
great place to meet people, especially w h e n the machine
turns off and everyone grumbles together.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 89

Trevor Alan Delaney
BSBA Finance
A. Francois de Lastic
BSBA Finance
Amanda M . Demers
BS Italian
Susan Demirjian
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Thomas Fox Dempsey
AB Government

Kristine Dennehy
BS Japanese
Cecelia M.V. de Perio
BS Nursing
James M . DePersia
BSBA Finance
Amy L. DePetris
BSBA Marketing
Dana Suzanne DePorter
BSBA Finance

Mark G. Derrane
AB Theology
Michelle Anne DeSantis
AB English
Janice Elaine DesRoberts
BS Russian
Michael C. Deutsch
AB History
William Hastings Devaney
AB History

Susan Eileen Devine
AB Economics
Donald Harvey Devost
AB Economics
Susan Dawn DeVries
BS Nursing
Paul Edward Dhalla
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Marc S. Diagonale
AB Economics

Kristin Noel Dick
BS Psychology
Gary S. Dickinson
BSBA Marketing
Matthew F. Dieter
BSBA Finance
Patricia Evelyn Dietrich
AB History
Denese Lynette Dillard
BS Psychology
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Artists display their creativity in a
"public mural."

Students' creative decoration embellishes
the Fine Arts Hall.

Sine Arts Studio
Fine arts at Georgetown? D o
you mean making food sculptures at Marriott or watching
M o n d a y Night Football at the
pub?
A few years ago fine arts
lacked a strong center. Today, it
encompasses a variety of cultural avenues. Studio art majors are
no longer uncommon. This ressurrection of the arts traces to
the dedication of the earliest students and staff.
In 1967 the department consisted of two microscopic rooms,
one inadequate slide tray, and
three eager art majors, all
housed in an old annex building.
Within a few years the department occupied the south tower
of Healy. A s the department expanded its program, more students gravitated toward a fine
arts major. Soon the whole department moved to Walsh. For
the first time, all the professors
taught their classes in the same
building.
A m o n g the myriad offerings,
design, watercolor, sculpture
and printmaking are just a few.
The annual calendar of events
includes lectures, shows, and
presentations. Three years ago
the department instituted the
Kreeger Art Show. The studentartists receive prizes for their
works. Each month the Walsh

W^MSBB

student gallery displays pieces.
A l t h o u g h m a n y students
choose to major in the field,
classes aren't limited to majors.
O n e history major, M a u r a
N o o n e comments, "studio art
courses give you a different perspective on life."
The faculty encourages students like N o o n e to seek a
heightened awareness of cultural opportunities. The future for
smaller departments like Fine
Arts is hopeful. Professor John
Morell shares his optimism, "I
believe that a Georgetown graduate of 1988 will have a deeper
enrichment in his life because he
will have become aware of the
visual arts during his college
years."
One of Professor Wartofsky's studio
classes gather around the ever-familiar
Cicero bust.

Anne Francis Dillon
AB English
Craig Campbell Dillon
AB Government
John T. DiPasquale
AB Economics

Andrea L. Dobranski
BS French
Lisa Alyce Doctor
BSBA Finance
Colleen F. Donahue
BSBA Finance

Paul Robert Donnellan
AB American Studies
John F. Donovan
BS Chemistry
Mary A. Donovan
AB English

Janine Doris Dorsett
AB Economics
Timothy Joseph Dorsey
BSFS Intl. Politics
Karen Jane Doswell
BSFS Intl. Politics

Kathleen Sarah Dougherty
AB English
Jeffrey King Downey
BSBA Finance
Laura M . Downing
BSBA Finance
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Sean Charles Doyle
AB Economics
Susan Doyle
BS Nursing
Teresa Marie Drcnick
AB Government
Christin Marie Driscoll
AB Government
Georges Dube
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Ellen J. Dubil
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Nancy Duhon
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Stephane Dujarric
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Alexandra Dumitrescu
BS French
David Andrew Dummer
AB Government

Maura Louise Dunn
AB English
Siobhan Marie Dunn
AB English
Melissa Susan Dunst
BS Psychology
Julia Sara Durand
AB Sociology
Jonathan T. Dworken
BSFS Intl. Politics

Pamela Jane Dwyer
BS Nursing
Joseph Emmet Earley Jr.
AB History
Bernadette C. Echohawk
BS Linguistics
Gregory John Eck
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Mimi Frances Eckel
BSFS Intl. Economics

Peter Charles Elliott
AB History
Marta Elizabeth Erceg
BSFS Intl. Politics
Kimberley Clauss Erdman
BS Japanese
Margaret Mary Erker
AB Philosophy
James M . Esposito
AB Economics
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M i m i Eckel and Elizabeth Ewert
brace themselves for the big question:
"Is there any mail?"

Hoya Station. Rain, sleet or
snow you never know where
your mail will go. If they don't
lose it you'll definitely receive
it late. Often the results are disastrous . . .
Ed M c M a h o n sends Sue a
Publisher's Clearing House
Sweepstakes letter stating that
she has won four million dollars. The prize must be claimed
by March 6. She receives the
letter March 15.
George faces eviction unless
he pays his rent by Friday. His
parents send him money. Three
weeks later the post office delivers it, but George is gone.

H e has moved to the Little
Tavern parking lot.
Jane wants to spend senior
year in a Nevils apartment. Junior year she lived in a roachinfested basement on Prospect
Street. She receives the housing forms two weeks after the
deadline.
Student Accounts sent M a ria a bill on M o n d a y morning.
S h e received it M o n d a y
afternoon.
Hoya Station!
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
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ere We Go Hoyas

Dedication. Desire. Intensity. These three words express
the spirit of the true Hoya fan.
W e have gone to incredible,
sometimes ridiculous, ends just
for the sake of sport.
Nowhere is the spirit more
prominent than in H o y a
Hoops. W h o can forget the
road trips, the c a m p outs, and
the tip-offs of the last four
years? It started off with a
bang - freshman year saw the
Hoyas go to Lexington. They
were the best team in the nation, for all but a heartbreaking forty minutes. However,
win or no win, they were still
our team and hundreds of people crowded Healy Circle to
welcome them back. The vision
of Patrick Ewing and Billy
Martin still live in our
memories.
Though the team may not
have excelled nationally, the
play was consistently competitive and exciting. The fans never deserted the Hoyas. Not
Melanie Elizabeth Evans
BSFS Intl. Politics
Blake Steven Evans
AB
Government
Elizabeth Lynn Ewert
AB Government
Rosario B. Fajardo
BSFS Intl. Politics

Sarah Louise Fakadej
BSFS Intl. Economics
Elise Ann Falcone
AB
Government
Kieran J. Fallon
BSFS Intl. Politics
Paul D. Fallon
BS Portuguese

h

many college students can say
they have had the opportunity
to watch the likes of Ewing,
Reggie Williams, and Michael
Jackson in action. This year
will see the departure of Ronnie "Sarge" Highsmith and
Perry MacDonald, but the fans
are already eagerly anticipating the arrival of Alonzo
Mourning.
The true fan does not limit
himself/herself to Hoops. H e
was at the Homecoming game
in the rain, he supported Hoyamotion, and took all sports efforts to heart.
The Big East tournaments,
the N C A A finals, the infam o u s Hoyamotion happy
hours, and the unforgettable
trips to the Capital Centre will
live in our hearts forever.
Many fans came out to support the
Gridders. They even went as far as to
bring along their own defensive lineman, but the football team managed to
win without its help.

M a n y students chose to stress their
feeling for Syracuse's, one of our biggest rivals, coach Jim Boeheim at a
little pre-game celebration before the
trek to the Capital Centre.
These three seniors enjoyed the g a m e
as they were lucky enough to get the
prime seats in the C a p Centre - the
student section behind the G U band.

Mark Burns Falvey
BS Spanish
Alec Winfield Farr
AB History
Julia Dent Farr
AB History
Elizabeth S. Farrell
AB English

Michael J. Farrell
BSBS Finance
Franklin D. Fasono, Jr.
AB Government
Brian M . Faughnan
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Catherine Butler Fay
AB Economics

John J. Fayer
BSBA Accounting
Harry B. Feder
BSFS Intl. Politics
Peter James Federico
BSBA Finance
Sonia Ann Fedorkiw
BSBA Finance
Tracy Anne Feeney
BS Linguistics

Lauren Ann Feldmaier
BSBA Accounting
June Michelle Feldman
AB History
Patrick A. Feliciano
AB Government
Elizabeth S. Feller
AB English
Maureen Ann Fergus
BSBA Finance

Karen M . Fernandez
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Stephen Michael Fernelius
BSFS Intl. Politics
Borris Ferrick
AB Philosophy
A m y Harford Ferro
BSFS Intl. Politics
Gregg Kenneth Ficery
BSBA Finance

Ronald A. Filak
BSBA Accounting
Steven P. Finizio
AB Government
David Louis Finnegan
BSFS Intl. Politics
Margaret Kelly Finnegan
BS Nursing
Jeffrey B. Finnell
AB American Studies

Rebecca Lynn Fiscel
BS Nursing
David Theodore Fischer
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Susan E. Fisher
BSBA Marketing
Maura Janet Fitzgerald
BSBA Finance
Alexander A. Fitzpatrick
BS Mathematics
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Bob Majerus, a student who works for
Campus Ministry, relaxes in Dahlgren Chapel before organizing the
next Campus Ministry event.
Students gather in St. Williams Chapel for a prayer service.

M a n y students decided to
attend Georgetown University
because of its reputation as a
Jesuit higher learning institution. Since Georgetown was
founded in 1789 by a Catholic
Jesuit Bishop, one would necessarily think that religion
would be a pervasive part of
the Georgetown experience.
The fact is, religion is offered
to the students, not forced on
them. Whether a student wants
to practice Catholicism, Protestantism, Judiasm, Islam, or
Hinduism, Georgetown C a m pus Ministry provides the
opportunity.
Ask any student about religion on campus. They are likely to tell you that religion is
here if you want it. Popular
Catholic masses include
"Freeze's Breeze" in Copley on
S u n d a y evenings. Fathers
M u r p h y and Hentz's N e w
South celebrations, and Father
King's late night candlelight
services in Dahlgren.
Services, however, are not
restricted to Catholicism. A s

an independent university,
Georgetown does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex,
or creed. Therefore, to help facilitate the spiritual development of other world religions.
C a m p u s Ministry holds Protestant services in St. William's
Chapel. Reverend Bruce Epperly leads many religious services as well as serving as a
theology professor. Jewish services are led by Rabbi White,
w h o also teaches "Jewish Life
and Thought."
Since many Islamic worshippers choose to pray 3 times daily, a special Islamic prayer
center was created to facilitate
their worship. The center is located in the lower level of Copley Hall, directly next door to
St. William's Chapel
C a m p u s Ministry also offers
retreats like Agape and Ignatian throughout the year.
These weekends offer the student a chance to get away from
Georgetown and experience a
quiet, reflective, relaxing
atmosphere.

C a m p u s Ministry has enabled students to continue
growing in their chosen religion as well as giving them the
opportunity to discover the beliefs and practices of others.
The combination of theology
core classes and the opportunity to experience the customs of
the subjects studied enables the
student to further contemplate
spiritual questions.
C a m p u s Ministers are caring, empathetic and interesting
reUgious leaders. Willing to
lend an ear, a shoulder, and offer advice, not only do the ministers m a k e transition to campus life easier, they also
contribute to the maturation
from student to graduate. Acting as teachers, counselors,
confidants, m e n t o r , a n d
friends, the C a m p u s Ministers
enrich the
Georgetown
Experience.
by Vincent Caracciolo, SBA
1988 and Theresa Torres, CAS
1988
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Margaret Mary Flanagan
BS Psychology
Jill Ann Fleischer
BSFS Intl. Politics
Andrew Joseph Flibbert
AB Government
Lee Allen Flint
BSBA Marketing

Maureen Anne Flinter
BS Nursing
Josette Flores
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Ann Amelia Flynn
BS Chinese
Kelly Jeanne Flynn
AB Government

atch the Wave

c

All winter through, as Hoyas
trudged across the muddy path
on Copley lawn outfitted with
heavy coats, duck boots and
umbrellas, one thing gave them
hope: the memory of Georgetown in the springtime.
O n March 24, Hoyas celebrated the opening day at "the
beach" byflockingen masse to
Healy Lawn. Once again Frisbees sailed overhead and music
echoed in Red Square. The
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Risky Business sunglasses appeared and everyone began
working on tans. Healy lawn
became the beckoning call:
many stopped between classes
to "catch some rays" while
others simply skipped classes
to lounge about on the beach.
After such a slushy winter it
was a welcome change.
by Dave T Fischer, SFS 1988
A Georgetown student knows how to
get the most out of a sunny afternoon
by combining work and play.

Katherine Ross Fogarty
BSFS Intl. Politics
William A. Fogarty, Jr.
AB Philosophy
Cathleen Mary Foley
AB History
Robin Keating Foley
BS Chinese

Mary Ruth Ford
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Benjamin O. Fordham III
BSFS Intl. Politics
John Lawrence Forgy
AB History
William E. Forsythe IV
BS Mathematics

Martin Arias, Kathy Vogel and M a r k
Polemeni gather with friends on Healy Steps. N o w a c o m m o n meeting
place, the steps may lose favor as the
focus of campus shifts to the Leavy
Center.
Enjoying a day on Healy Lawn are
Cindy Scherer, Ajoy K a m a and Sara
Considine.

S o m e students stop on their way to
work or class to visit with friends.

sen
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The Counseling Center is located in
Loyola Basement.

Qounseling Center
D o you choke on exams? D o
you procrastinate? Are you unable to concentrate?
T h e Counseling Center's academic skills workshops can
help. The program's specialists
help to improve the quality of a
Georgetown education. T h e
center offers speed reading,
study skills, lecture note taking
and test taking seminars. A
specialist treats learning disabilities like dyslexia.
The staff is composed of
clinical and counselling psychologists, learning skills specialists a n d a n
intake
coordinator.
While the center services the
entire university community,
its focus is the students.
Georgetown's high stress envi-

ronment coupled with personal
factors can affect academic
performance. The center works
mostly with students to help
them meet the challenges and
overcome the obstacles they
confront during their college
years. Ideally, through counselling a student reaches a
higher level of self perception
and develops the ability to deal
sucessfully with personal
obstacles.
The center, located on the
lower level of Loyola Hall,
maintains a consistently high
level of service through a staff
of excellent health care
professionals.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

John Croft Fortier
AB Government
Matthew J. Fortino
BSBA Accounting
Jennifer Marie Fortman
BS French
Susan Michele Foster
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Jose A. Fourquet
AB Government

Lisa J. Foy
BS Russian
Diane Franchi
AB Theology
Karlene A.L. Francis
AB English
Christine E, Franden
BS French
Rosalynn Gaye Frank
BSFS Intl. Economics

Suzanne Judith Frankland
BS Psychology
Gavin Mathews Eraser
BSBA Finance
Jean Marie Frazee
BS Nursing
Bradley Alan Freden
BSFS Intl. Politics
Dainforth B. French, Jr.
BSBA Finance

Anthon Richard Fuisz
BS Physics
Jeffrey A. Fuisz
AB Government
Lisa Gretchen Fuller
AB English
Marie-Ann Fusco
BSBA Accounting
Michael Mario Fusco
BSBA Accounting

Megan Gaal
BSFS Intl. Politics
James C. Gaffigan
BSBA Finance
Kara Ann Gaffney
AB English
Nancy Lynn Gagliano
BSBA Finance
James W . Gaittens
AB English
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Paul F. Gallant
AB Government
Patrick Shawn Galvin
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Jennifer Holly Garb
BS Nursing
Donna Lynne Gareis
BS Psychology
Suzanne Rose Garza
BSFS Intl. Politics

Maureen Regina Gaus
BS Nursing
Selina Jamosin Gecolea
BSBA Marketiing
Nancy Lynne Gelson
BSBA Finance
Stephen Paul Gennett II
BSFS Intl. Politics
Arnette Loraine Georges
BSBA Marketing

Eva M . Geosits
BS Psychology
Edward Arlen Gerber
BSBA Finance
Christine Marie Gerrety
AB Sociology
Alison Patricia Gessner
AB Economics
Geralyn Geyer
BSBA Finance

EIke Giebeler
BS German
Sally K. Gifford
AB English
Catherine Ann Gill
BS Nursing
Amy T. Gillis
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Karen Noelle Gilmer
BSBA Finance

Christian Giordano
BSBA Intl. Management
Teresa Maria Giral
BS French
Joseph A. Glasse
BS German
Thomas J. Gletner, Jr.
BSBA Marketing
Michele M . Godorecci
BS Psychology
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Darnall Formal Lounge serves as the
de facto Gracenote home, while the
members warm up around the piano at
a practice session.
The Gracenotes is the only female
group to perform at the Cherry Tree
Massacre, the annual congregation of
university a cappelia groups.

gracenotes
The Georgetown Unversity
Gracenotes, Georgetown's only
female a capella singing group,
started 8 years ago with 6
members. In 1986, the group
was expanded to twelve m e m bers and is currrently maintained at this number. Auditions, held twice a year in the
Fall and Spring alleviate the
problems of members studying
abroad and graduating.
Four-part harmony serves as
the mainstay of the Gracenote
repertoire. The Notes borrow
some song arrangements from
other groups while other songs
such as Love of the Common
People were written by group

members. The group successfully combines traditional female group songs such as Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy with
more contemporary songs like
the Pointer Sister's Fire.
Four graduating veteran
members of the group, Sarah
Hackett, Kristin Hutchins,
Kerry O'Connor and Francesea Schmid have been active
participants in molding a new
kind of singing group that has
come a long way. The future
for the Notes looks dynamite!
by Kerry O'Connor, NUR
1988
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he Exorcist- Remembering

W h o ya gonna call? Try Pro- was not a "happy camper" that
fessor Chieffo in the Fine Arts night.
Although Chieffo tried to
Department. H e can tell you
keep
the Hollywood profile to
about exorcism and other
a
minimum,
the whole campus
freaky incidents.
eventually
participated
in the
W h e n W a r n e r Brothers
action.
Over
five
hundred
fifty
filmed The Exorcist here
students
worked
as
extras
and
Chieffo acted as university liam
a
n
y
faculty
had
walk-on
son. H e encountered everything on that job. H e most viv- parts. For a brief time Georgeidly remembers one scene: the town life centered around the
first two times the stunt m a n movie.
O f course, everyone rememtried to fall down the "Exorcist
Steps" the window would not bers thatfirstweek freshman
break. T h e third time, he year when the Jesuits showed
sprinted from 1789 and flew us The Exorcist. Chieffo relatcompletely over the steps onto ed some freaky stories to psythe one-inch foam padding on che us for the show. O n e of his
the landing. Almost the entire favorites centers on a talk show
university watched as he tried appearance.
Clifi and Patricia Chieffo
again and again, until it finally
worked. I'm sure the stunt m a n and Father Ryan discussed the

Professor Chieffo discusses the film
and his experience as campus liason in
his office while holding a skull.
Father Spitzer on the infamous "Exorcist Stairs"; note the look of surprise on his face, probably due to the
steepness and amount of steps.

K

movie and real exorcisms on
the Fred Friske talk show.
Chieffo noticed that the wall
was covered with panelled pictures. The Exorcist's author
Peter Blatty appeared in a center panel. The audience sat
mesmerized by the four-hour
show. N o one entered or left.
W h e n Chieffo turned around
to leave he looked at Blatty's
picture. The picture was tilted
with the edges curled up. N o
one had been near the panel
and all the other remained in
place! Weird. I say it's Poltergeist not Exorcist, but that is
another story!
by Theresa Torres, CAS 1988

Patricia Charlene Goggin
BS French
Jennifer Lynn Gold
BSBA Accounting
Benjamin A. Gomez
BSFS Intl. Econommics
Joseph Francis Gomez
AB History
Robert A. Goodenough
AB English

Elizabeth Ann Gorman
BS Biology
Thomas G. Gorman
BSBA Accounting
James A. Gothard
BSFS Intl. Politics
Lara J. Graff
BSBA Accounting
Susan Elizabeth Granger
AB American Studies

Thomas G. Granville
BSBA Finance
Michael J. Graziano
BSBA Finance
Nancy Sarah Greenberg
AB Government
Audrey Melissa Greene
AB Philosophy
James Keenan Grelle
BSFS Intl. Affairs

Cynthia Jean Griffith
AB American Studies
Maura P. Griffith
AB History
Emanuel C. Grillo
BSFS Intl. Economics
John Edward Grimes
BSBA Accounting
Ilise Michelle Grossman
BS French

Martha Ellen Groves
AB Philosophy
John Richard Guardi
BSFS Humanities
Gregory M . Guerin
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Alexandra J. Guerreiro
BSFS Intl. Politics
Carolyn Stewart Gugerty
BS Nursing
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Ronald Stephen Guibord
BS Biology
Martin James Gullen
BSBA Finance
Kim Paris Gunter
BSBA Marketing

Janet Ellen Gwozdz
AB Government
Sarah M . Hackett
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Sarah H. Hadley
AB Art History

Holly L. Hagen
AB Government
Evan Lee Hainey
AB History
Alida C. Hainkel
AB Government

Alan E. Hallberg
BSBA Finance
Arnisha Renee Hallett
BSBA Marketing
Eric Sean Hamilton
BSFS Philosphy

Alexandra Hersey H a m m
AB History
Hjoerdis U. Haneke
BS German
Heather Hanford
BS German
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T h e ice skating party often resulted in
seniors sprawled across the ice, asking
for help.

Steve Barnes seems to do better than the
majority on the ice.
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^^inter Survival
In the middle of winter,
while the campus was dreaming of the upcoming spring
nights, the Senior Class C o m mittee sponsored a "Winter
Survival W e e k " to alleviate the
winter blahs. T h e w e e k
brought some excitement to
that cold January slump.
The week began with a happy hour at the Old Post Office
Pavillion and ice skating on the
mall. M u c h of the night, seniors tried desperately not to
fall, while others succumbed
and fell gracefully, often taking a few friends with them.
Next, Bethesda Cinema and
Draft House became the unexThe Draft House gave seniors a
chance to socialize in a new place.

pected victim of the senior
class of 1988. The movie of the
night w a s Fletch starring
Chevy Chase which provided
comic relief to the food and
drinks.
Midweek, seniors participated in Beer Golf. The goal, to
chug beer and do shots as
quickly as possible at each
"hole", was reached by few.
The night concluded with a
party in Village C formal
lounge.
Senior Night at the Pub provided a fine finish for this indulgent week, it was a happy
ending to a m u c h needed distraction from in the cold of
winter!

by Sue Doyle, NUR 1988

I

Qasino Piite
At eight o'clock the doors
opened and the crowds sauntered into the "Hilltop Casino." This February the N e w
South cafeteria exchanged
champagne and hors d'ouevres
for its usual selection of milk
and h a m jambalaya. T h e
Georgetown Program Board's
annual Casino Night always
adds spice to the mid winter
blahs.
Gamblers tempted their luck
and drained their party funds
at blackjack, roulette and poker tables. For the first time,
G P B also offered its own version of Off Track Betting. At

Senior Nicholas Welsh tries his hand
at dealing to his fellow classmates at
this years Casino Nite, held in N e w
South Cafeteria.

I
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the door, Hoyas changed their
tickets into three hundred
"dollars" and entered the fastpaced world of high rollers.
For the big winners, the silent
auction provided a chance to
spend their remaining casino
dollars. These worshippers of
Lady Luck bid on prizes like a
night at F. Scotts, dinner with
Jack DeGioia, and a Cabaret
table.
Whether tired of the latest
losing streak or overwhelmed
with luck, gamblers revived
their spirits with the sounds of
Groove Safari They played
music from groups like the

Alarm and REM. The band,
formed by Georgetown students Doug Derryberry, Lou
Higgins, John Alagia, and Brian Weiss, also composes original music.
In the end, the hard work of
G P B , the servers, and the dealers paid off. "Monte Carlo on
the Potomac" proved to be an
experience to remember.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
Four gamblers dream of winning the
Cabaret table in the silent auction;
hopefully their winnings at the roulette wheel will pay for their bid.

Sheila Hanley
BSFS Intl. Politics
Elizabeth Hanlon
AB English
Timothy John Hanlon
AB Government
Patricia Hannahoe
BSFS Intl. Economics
Patrick Thomas Hannon
AB Philosophy

John Gregory Hansen, Jr
BS Biology
Kathleen Marie Hansen
BSFS Intl. Politics
Kyle Roberts Hansen
AB Theology
Christopher B. Hansot
AB Government
Priscilla Maria Hanze
BS Psychology

Barry Kennard Hargrove
AB Government
Shannon Harrington
AB History
Elise Allegra Harris
BS Russian
Sindy Ann Harris
AB Government
Gregory David Hart
AB History

Carol Marisa Hartigan
BSBA Accounting
Laura Ann Hartigan
AB Government
Brendan PAtrick Head
AB History
Louise Toland Healey
AB Government
Christine Cordell Heath
AB History

Elise Marie Hebert
AB English
Christine Lee Hegenbart
AB American Studies
Jennifer A. Helfrich
BS Physics
Martin John Heli
BSFS Intl. Politics
Stafford J.D. Hemmer
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
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The Cabaret band, already consistently strong, achieved another dimension
of excellence with the addition of a
large horn section

The many hours of practice that went into
making Cabaret 88 began with try-outs
and call backs in Healy Program Room.
Kim Sneed brought the audience to its
feet with I'm Changing and reappeared in
the second half to powerfully perform the
Cabaret favorite Respect.

,iU

Jacl»^fcOonald and Jim Gaffigan
comicafly hosted Cabaret '88.

Brett Emerson Henbest
BSFS Intl. Relations
Harold J. Hendershot, HI
BSBA Finance
Kimberly D. Henderson
BSFS Intl. Economics
James F. Henn
BSBA Finance

Sheila Ann Hennessy
BS Nursing
Regina Anne Hepp
BS Nursing
Laura J. Hermes
AB English
Belinda Ann Hermosura
BS Nursing
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Music and m a y h e m filtered
from the windows of the Hall
of Nations proclaiming the
presence of Cabaret '88. Although the new alcohol policy
and the lottery system altered
the overall event, the glamour
of Cabaret remained the same.
T h e tuxedoed managers,
waiters, and waitres.ses welcomed the crowds. The night
opened with Lou Higgin's rendition of Sargeant Pepper and
an impressive arrangement by
the band.
Emcees Jack McDonald and
Jim Gaffigan entertained the
crowds with irreverent jokes
and puns centered on the pub,
cafe, and other Georgetown
institutions.
Vanessa Rothstein performed the opening song, Cabaret, perfectly. M a n y strong
acts followed including Don Simonetti singing George Michael's One More Try.
The band's level of excellence remained consistent
throughout. Although lead guitarist Doug Derryberry could
not attend because of illness.

the band did not suffer. With
Lou Higgins on sax, Rob Silich
on bass and Angelo Puglisi on
guitar, the band was assured
sucess. Sadly, Larry "Pops"
Hicks gave his last performance. H e has played with the
Cabaret band for nine years.
Cabaret will miss his infectious
bongo beat.
O f course, once again veteran Kim Sneed's Fm Changing
commanded a standing ovation
from the crowd. Cabaret won't
be the same without her.
Throughout thefirstact the
beer and bubbly flowed freely
except on Tuesday which was
alcohol free night. Unfortunately, the second half of the
show seemed slower than the
first. Most of the guests danced
through these acts.
Cabaret '88 had some technical difficulties, but the gala
atmosphere and electrifying
melodies made it an event to
remember.
by David Fischer. SFS 1988
and Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

Cheryl Lynn Hetrick
BSFS Intl. Economics
Karen Lancaster Heuisler
AB English
Leslie Geraldine Hickey
BSBA Accounting
Nora Lynn Hickey
BSFS Intl. Politics

Jonathan Yoder Hicks
AB Government
Rosemarie Hidalgo
AB Government
Ronnie Highsmith
AB Government
Philip Yardley Hildreth
AB Philosophy
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Megan Elizabeth Hills
AB English
Michael Howard Hines
AB English
Peter S. Hinz
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jonathan R. Hirsch
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jay Warren Hirsh
BS Physics

Judith Ellen Hirsh
BS French
Evan Ho
AB Economics
Quenby Lee Hoffman
BS Japanese
Louis P. Hoffmann
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Susan J. Hofstetter
AB Government

Andrew P. Hogenboom
BSFS Intl. Politics
Steven Patrick Holman
AB Government
Laurie A. Holsneck
BS Nursing
Karen Marcia Holt
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Seung Yeon Hong
AB French

Sean David Houston
BS Biology
Gregory Ho Yuen
BSFS Intl. Economics
Janet Marie Huber
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Joseph A. Hudock, Jr.
AB History
Bernard Kelvin Hudson
AB Government

Elizabeth Ann Hughes
AB American Studies
Anne E. Hunt
BSBA Finance
Anne T. Hunt
AB History
Calvin L. Hunter
AB Economics
Kristin E. Hutchins
AB English
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Often around campus one
hears "I've got to go to clinical." W h a t exactly is this thing
called nursing clinical? Well,
clinical is the time allotted for
nursing students to fine tune
their skills and practice the science of nursing.
A s one progresses through
the system, clinicals become
more complex. Sophomores
learn about the basics - client
interviewing and assessment
(in lay terms - bath and bedpans). During junior year four
different areas of nursing are
closely examined - maternity,
pediatrics, psychiatry and
medical-surgical nursing. Finally in senior year the fun
really begins! In thefirstsemester community health and
intensive care nursing are
studied.
The second semester comprises an elective which can be
done in maternity, medicalsurgical, community health or

psychiatric nursing.
Rotations are not only done
at G e o r g e t o w n University
Hospital but also at other hospitals in the Washington D.C.
area. S o m e students had the
opportunity to go to the Washington Hospital Center for a
clinical elective. At "The Center" there were many opportunities to see and experience
many different aspects of nursing T h e r e were rotations
through the Burn Intensive
Care, S h o c k - T r a u m a Unit,
and the Coronary Intensive
Care Unit. There were also
chances to go down to MedS T A R (shock-trauma admitting) when a Code Yellow was
announced and watch everyone
in action.
by Cindy Kaczmarek, NUR
1988

A nurse teaches Kerry O'Connor proper procedure to sign out narcotics.

Sue Doyle, at G U Hospital, changes a
feeding set-up.
The Hospital Center group photo with
Dr. Marion Jordan, director of the
Burn Center and Dr. Nancie Pardue,
assistant professor.
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Three nursing students see the sites in
Paris during their Spring Break.

All fourteen students assemble in their
uniforms with one of their advisors at
the Royal Infirmary for a farewell
portrait.

pursing Abroad
Fourteen senior nursing students had the opportunity to
complete their senior clinical
elective at the Manchester
Royal Infirmary in Manchester, England. The Royal Infirmary is a seven-hundred bed
hospital where the students
gained experience in specialties
such as midwifery, community
health, neurosurgery, cardiac
care, rheumatology and general medicine. Students were
able to learn about the National Health Service through
hands-on experience. The British doctors and nurses took a
personal interest in assisting
the students in their learning

UK

experience.
O n the students' days off,
they experienced British culture by traveling to Scotland,
Wales, Oxford and London.
T h e y also traveled during
Spring Break to Italy, France,
Ireland and Spain. They bec a m e acquainted with the
Manchester area with the help
of British nursing students by
visiting nearby pubs, nightclubs, shopping centers and
museums. Overall, they had an
excellent learning, as well as
social, experience.
by Patricia Kelly, NUR 1988

Lisa Y. Hwang
AB Economics
Chris T. Hyland
AB English
Amy Elizabeth Iffland
AB History
Erik E. Imajo
BSFS Intl. Economics
Lenore Marie Imhof
AB Government

Thomas Vincent Inglesby
AB English
Edmond Joseph Ingraffia
BS Psychology
Wallace Harry Ingram
BSFS Intl. Politics
John Ramin Iraj
BS Psychology
Kristen M . Jackson
BSFS Comp. & Regional

Lisa M . Jacobs
BSFS Intl. Politics
Stephen C. Jaeobson
BS Mathematics
Stephen M . Jakab
AB English
Jill Lauren Jamieson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jeffrey M . Jamison
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy

Eric Matthew Janney
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jan F. Jannick
BS Mathematics
Leonard Olin Jeffords
BSBA Finance
Sanjiv Anilkumar Jhaveri
BSBA Intl. Management
David T. Jiang
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Denise Irene Jobin
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Mary Catherine Jockel
AB History
Mary Carroll Johansen
AB American Studies
Jennifer L. Johnson
BSFS Comp. & Regional
John William Johnson III
AB History
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Julie K. Johnson
AB English
Rochelle P. Johnson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Toru Johnson
BS Japanese

Patricia A. Johnston
BS Nursing
Anthony Jones
AB Economics
Gail Anne Jones
BS Nursing

Jennifer Jones
BS Biology
Kelley Jones
AB Art History
Robert Giles Jones
BSFS Intl. Economics

Mary Teresa Joseph
AB English
Cristin Alice Jouve
BS Biology
Patricia Juhasz
BS Nursing

Cynthia A. Kaczmarek
BS Nursing
Esther Susan Kahn
BS Biology
Lorelei E. Kalinowski
BA German
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^enior Auction
Once again, with thoughts of
Senior W e e k looming in the
near future, fundraising inspired the Senior Class C o m mittee to organize the annual
Senior Auction. This is the
night that makes or breaks the
possibility of an action-packed
week right before graduation.
The night begins with the silent
auction. T w o of the biggest attraction, Susie Walsh bathing
in a rubber pool surrounded by
ducks and the Lost Steward
Keys Station, provided a back
to back opportunity to win
prizes.
A s the night progressed the

auctioneer advertised s o m e
wonderful prizes such as a trip
to Hawaii, dinner with George
Michael, dinners with various
deans, and a night out with two
stewards. W h a t more could
you want from life?
All in all, the night raised
more money than in past years
as the prizes were sold at very
high prices. The evening provided a sense of comradery
among the seniors as they
sensed this lifestyle coming to
an end.
by Cindy Kaczmarek,
NUR
1988

Susie Walsh is floating in the 'Duck A Lost Steward Key could lead m a n y
places, all for the low price of $5.
Pond' for the sake of her class.

As the evening progresses, this student wears a cardboard hat.

sen
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/^ inority Affairs
The Center for Minority
Student Affairs is the culmination of over two decades of service to minority students of
Georgetown University and of
the Washington D.C. area. The
first minority program was initiated at Georgetown in 1964,
and since then many others
have been developed. In 1976,
the minority student programs
were reorganized into 3 major
efforts: The Community Scholars Program, The Educational
Community Involvement Program, and the Upward Bound
Program. These areas currently make up the Center for Minority Student Affairs.
The programs from the Cen-

Four concerned students engage in a
debate over the pros and cons of the
Upward Bound Program outside the
office for minority student affairs.
Nyall Beggs discusses the academic
and social involvement of the Center
for Minority Student Affairs in campus events with a colleague.
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ter emerged from the realization that due to various social,
economic, and cultural factors,
minority students have not always enjoyed the same educational opportunities available
to other students. The programs at the Center offer academic support and guidance to
minority students enrolled at
G U . In addition the Center
seeks to promote educational
opportunities for minority students in the Washington D.C.
area by working closely with
other universities and programs that serve the minority
student.
by Darius Jackson, SBA 1990

Kristine Marie Kaminskas
BSFS Intl. Economics
Ellen C. Kane
BSBA Marketing
Michael Timothy Kane
•AB Classics
MaryBeth Kantra
BS Nursing
Ajoy H. Kama
BSBA Finance

Nancy A. Kashanek
BSBA Finance
Pongthorn Kashemsant
AB Government
Gary R. Kauth
AB Government
Michele Kayal
AB English
Elsbeth Ann Kehl
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Kelly Ann Keiderling
BSFS Intl. Politics
Anne Louise Kelly
BSFS Intl. Politics
Patricia Z. Kelly
BS Nursing
William Ward Kelner
BSBA Finance
John C. Kendall
BSFS Intl. Economics

Brian O'Keeffe Kennedy
AB Government
Charles James Kerstetter
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Thomas Francis Keyes
BSFS Intl. Politics
Tanya D. Kheterpal
BSFS Intl. Affairs
Tarek Paul Khiat
AB Economics

Jamil G. Khoury
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Lisa A. Khoury
BSBA Finance
Christine M . Kilton
BSBA Finance
Mary Margaret Kilty
AB Government
Thomas Chong Rul Kim
BS Chemistry

sen

Sean Michael Kimerling
AB Government
Donna Denise King
AB Sociology
Tracey Dee King
BS Portguese
Lynda Kingman
BS Psychology
Robert Graham Kinnally
BS French

Kimberly Ann Kline
AB Government
Laura Anne Kline
AB Government
Thomas G. Knobloch
BSBA Finance
Kip Christian Knudson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Elizabeth Kay Knurek
BS French

Keith A. Kohler
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jeanne M . Korotsky
AB English
Ann Elizabeth Kot
AB English
Jerome Victor Kramer
AB American Studies
Susan Lynn Kramer
BS Nursing

Juan C. Kreutz
BSBA Finance
Christopher S. Kruse
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jonathan D. Kutner
AB History
Photios A. Kyriakoudis
BSBA Management
Timothy P. Kysela
AB Government

James Ferrier Laborde
AB English
Karen E. Labrecque
BS French
Michael LaCarrubba
BSBA Finance
Sundria Ruth Lake
AB Government
Jennifer Irene Lako
AB Government

R e m e m b e r those SAT's a
millenium ago? Afterwards, I
vowed never to take another
standardized test. All those annoying little circles drive m e
crazy. Maybe I want to fill in a
triangle or trapezoid once in a
while. W h a t happens if you use
a "number three" pencil, or
better yet, an anonymous "x"
brand? Nothing. The "number
two" pencil company bribed
S C A N T R O N to add that
clause to improve their
business.
W h y a m I wasting precious
space talking about SAT's?
Four years after m y sacred vow
against standardized tests I
find some demented part of m y
psyche yelling, "More school.
Computers are a savior for students
lucky enough to own one; here John
Fortier tests a preparation program
for standardized exams.

W e love it." After a four year
hiatus, I once again spend m y
Saturdays typing applications
and answering questions like,
"If you could be a vegetable,
which would you be?" O f
course, professional schools expect some standardized tests.
O n e day 1 ran oyer to B. Dalton and bought a textbook and
then called Stanley Kaplan to
register for a course. Stanley's
no fool. H e rakes in the dough
and I'll bet he's never taken a
standardized test in his life.
Okay. W h y should I be nervous about these tests?
LSAT's,
MCAT's
and
G M A T ' s differ from SAT's,
right? During four years of college I've accumulated S A T type knowledge by the barrelfull. I know how Catherine the

Great died and the name of Julius Ceasar's horse. Unfortuately, these tests focus on some
sick form of logic: " A plane
crashes on the N e w York-New
Jersey border. Where are the
survivors buried?" I like to call
this the $64,000 question. After four years of college at
$16,000 each year, I sfill don't
know the answer. After m y college experience, I have gained
self-confidence and integrity I can opt to boycott the test on
the basis that it distorts m y
creative individuality.
Without the tests, I probably
won't be accepted into any
grad schools, but at least I'll
feel better about myself in the
morning.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

Christine M . Lamb
BS Nursing
Joanne Davis LaMotte
BS French
Michael Timothy Landy
BS Psychology

Jennifer Alice Lane
BS Chemistry
Thomas Aquinas Lang
BSBA Finance
Dinah C. Lapus
BS Nursing

John L. Larkin
^ *
AB English W
Gina LaRoche
BSBA Finance
David Richard Lawenda
AB English

Jill Doreen Lazzarini
BSBA Accounting
Robert Wayne Leach
BSFS Intl. Politics
G. Brent Leahey
AB History

Joo Yun Joanna Lee
BSFS Intl. Economics
Jung-Mi Lee
BSFS Intl. Politics
Pai-Wei Lee
BSBA Intl. Management
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Greg Durst as Jack the Bulldog performs for an enthusiastic crowd at
M c D o n o u g h during an early season
exhibition basketball game.

Jacli the Bulldog
Five years ago Greg Durst
never imagined himself a major star on the Hoya basketball
team.
Today, Greg pounces onto
the court at every g a m e in his
Jack the Bulldog suit. A s a
freshman, H o y a Paranoia
slowly gripped Greg. H e started to attend games with his
friends and formed his own
cheering section. Attired in
Hoya boxers with "Let's G o
Hoyas" painted on their chests,
Greg's group added color to
the Hoya stands.
Greg's spirit extended beyond these cheering sessions.
A s D o r m Council president he
worked to increase class unity
and foster school spirit. A perfect candidate for an admissions ambassador, Greg assisted in the perspective student's
overnighters. His interest in international affairs prompted
him to join the International
Relations Club. A s a freshman
Greg never dreamed of attaining the coveted position as
Jack the Bulldog. After a very
spirited season, Greg joined
the Hoyamotion Board. H e
started to loosely consider trying out for Jack.
The new Jack would have a
tough act to follow. Three-year
At a Capital Centre game. Durst motions to a rowdy Syracuse section.

veteran Joe LaPlante had
gained a great following, and
Sporting News voted h i m
"Most Obnoxious Mascot." La
Plante's wild antics brought
him fame.
G r e g surpassed fourteen
other applicants at the tryouts. T h e competition was
tense, but Greg impressed the
judges with his fifteen minute
program. In order to prepare
for his role, he attended a
cheerleading c a m p in August
and built up his adrenaline supplyOnce on thefieldGreg succeeded in inspiring the crowds
with his spirit. H e executed one
of the most tiring aspects of the
job, doing push ups for each
point scored, energetically.
After hisfirstyear as Jack
the Bulldog, Greg Durst still
maintains a consistent level of
energy. A s a junior he will have
two more years to perfect the
art of "bulldoging." H e admits
that the worst aspect of the job
is his lack of peripheral vision.
Perhaps, next year Greg will
cheer the Hoyas to a Big East
championship.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
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The Washington subway system has long been touted as
one of the United States' best.
The trains are clean, wellmaintained, and efficiently
run. T o Georgetown students,
the Metro provides an easy and
inexpensive way to go anywhere in the city or surrounding suburbs.
However, the fact that no
stop exists in Georgetown renders things a bit more difficult.
First, one must either walk or
take a bus to Dupont Circle or
Rosslyn, Virginia. Each destination entails about a twenty
minute walk, but then, the possibilities are innumerable.
T o travel from campus to
the far side of D.C. in a car
requires fighting the ubiquitous traffic, one-way streets
going the wrong way and thou-

Metro stations are noted for their
cleanliness and futuristic design.
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sands of other drivers doing
their best to prevent you from
reaching your destination. T h e
subway whisks you there in a
matter of minutes. Y o u arrive
safely and with time to spare.
O f course, there are those
days when things just don't go
your way. O n e senior recalls an
experience from early sophomore year. H e was trying to go
all the way out to Shady Grove,
the end of the Red Line in
Montgomery County, but unfortunately lacked one dime
for the fare. A r m e d with an innocent look and Organic
Chemistry notes (for subway
reading), he tried to find a
compassionate soul to lend him
a dime. After approaching several Yuppie types and some
businessmen, he finally spotted
a w o m a n in a phone both. H e

waited until she finished her
call and then made his polite
request. She kindly gave him
the dime and then gathered up
her belongings, the several
shopping bags full of old
clothes a r o u n d her feet.
Watching her, he was somewhat amazed to discover that
his kind benefactor was, in
fact, a bag lady.
All in all, the Metro provides
quick, affordable, safe and
sometimes amusing access to
Washington. It is an unforgettable aspect of student life at
Georgetown.

by Maura Dunn, CAS 1988

The Metro m a p found at all station
stops provide the vital information where you are, h o w m u c h it will cost
to get where you are going, h o w long it
should take to get there and in which
direction you should go.

Peter David Lee
AB History
William F. Lee
AB Philosophy
Margaret Anne Lefevre
AB Sociology
Robert T. Leighton II
BSBA Finance
Christine Marie Leiz
BSBA Finance

Domenic John Leo, Jr.
BS French
Jeannine R. Lesperance
BSFS Intl. Economics
Kristine M . Lessard
BSFS Intl. Politics
Robert H. Levine
AB Government
Felicia Simone Levy
AB Government

Judy Eileen Levy
BS Nursing
Mark Brinley Lewis
AB Government
Tamara Nicolle Lewis
BSFS Intl. Politics
Thomas M . Lewis
AB English
Ann Barbara Lewnowski
BS German

Eve Licopantis
BS Nursing
Gretchen Ann Lieberman
AB Sociology
Jonathan Lieberman
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Roger Chin-Hung Lin
AB Economics
Kevin Peter Lincks
BSFS Intl. Politics

Todd Lewis Lloyd
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Elaine Ann Lo
BSBA Finance
Jamie L. Lockwood
BSBA Finance
Andrew James Logan
BSBA Finance
Lance G. Long
BSBA Marketing
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Christopher Andy Lowry
BSBA Accounting
Heather Jean Lucas
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jennifer F. Lucchino
AB Interdisciplinary
James Courtney Lung
AB Economics
Eric Butler Lusk
AB Economics

Richard H. Luss
BSFS Intl. Economics
Alice A. Lustig
AB English
Jonathan Robert Lynch
BSBA Finance
Jose Ledesma Mabilangan
AB Economics
Maria Isabel Maciae
BSFS Intl. Economics

Gregory Louis Maciulla
BSBA Management
Nancy MacWilliams
AB History
Lisa Murray Madigan
AB Government
Regina M . Maguire
BS Nursing
Susan Lee Mahallati
BSBA Accounting

Patricia Ann Mahaney
AB Philosophy
Anthony M . Maher
BSBA Finance
John Oren Maher
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Robert P. Majerus
AB Economics
Michael D. Maloney
BS Biology

Marie Mancini
BS Biology
Lauren Rachelle Manly
BSFS Intl. Politics
Brenda Lynn Mann
AB Economics
Patrick D. Mann
BSBA Marketing
Paul Mann
BSBA Marketing
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Quick Bite

It's 12:50 and you're sitting
in an 11:40 class in Walsh.
You've already had one class in
this building and you have a
1:15 upstairs on the fourth
floor. This is the one professor
w h o you just know will keep
you twelve minutes past the
end of class. Y o u feel as if
you're going to collapse right
in the middle of that English
class if you don't get something
to eat soon. Unfortunately,
your English class is packed, in
fact, overflowing, and if you're
late you have to sit on the floor
right next to the professor's
desk. There just isn't time to go
to lunch. There isn't even time
to run to Vittles because you've
learned from experience that
whenever you're in a hurry, it's
jammed.
Then you remember: Wisemiller's is just across the street!
You're saved! Y o u won't faint
and miss the elusive meaning
of the third scene of Act T w o
of Hamlet tha.1 will undoubted-

ly be on the exam but is unable
to be found in any critique of
the play except that written by
your professor which isn't in
the library, yet.
Wisemiller's is an oasis in
the desert of 36th Street. Just
when you think you can't m a k e
it through another class without a Coke or Snicker's there is
just enough time to run over
and grab something. E v e n
though Georgetown doesn't
have a campus spread over
miles of rolling green hills,
sometimes the walk to Healy
Circle is just too long. At these
times, Wisemiller's is exactly
what the doctor ordered.

by Maura Dunn, CAS 1988

Professor Murphy of the Fine Arts
Department leaves his Walsh office to
buy a snack at Wisemiller's across the
street.

F

un In The Sun

A r o u n d the middle of
M a r c h , just after Spring
Break, w e begin to see the outbreak of a mysterious disease.
Attendance drops off suddenly
and drastically in early morning classes and those right after
lunch. The grass that reportedly exists beneath Healy and
Copley lawns become a rumor
unconfirmable by visual contact. There are people everywhere - except in class.
The epidemic is non-fatal,
but recurring. Seniors have
been contracting it since graduation wasfirstinvented. Students just don't have the desire
to learn that they once did. It's
been replaced by the realization that soon they'll be leaving
this protected haven. Their
friends will be going back
h o m e or to law, m e d or grad

Lauinger Library becomes unpopular
on warm days. Here, Nadine Noyer
studies with two friends on Copley
Lawn.
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schools spread across the coun- friends, but they won't be like
try. They might have to go to these friends are. A minor case
work all day, every day, forev- of senioritis affords the opporer! Suddenly, the supply curve tunity to enjoy the end of their
under discussion in Economic's four years of Georgetown as
much, or more than, they enclass is unimportant.
joyed
the rest. So when you see
Senioritis is the term that reempty
classrooms or wonder
fers to a feeling of endings.
whether
there really is grass
Classes are nearly done for the
hidden
under
all those bodies,
last time. Friends are going
just
remember
senioritis will
away, leaving most seniors
pass
so
enjoy
it
while it lasts!
wishing they had more time to
socialize. T o m a k e up for this
sense of impending departure, by Maura Dunn, CAS 1988
they spend more time playing
and carrying on than most
twenty-one-year olds would ordinarily do. This Spring is that
last chance to be a kid.
Soon the seniors will be going on to careers or higher education. They will be out on
their own more than they ever O n a sunny day, Healy and Copley
Lawns arefilledwith sunbathers, frishave been. They'll make new bee
players and studiers.

Senior Night at the Pub is a popular
attraction. The Senior Class Committee sponsors the well-attended event.

Julie Ellen Manning
AB American Studies
Lynn M . Margherio
AB History
Billy Markey
AB Interdisciplinary

Stephen J. Marra
AB Economics
Peter J.J.P. Marsh
BS Psychology
Tara Lynn Marsh
BSBA Marketing

Christine E. Martin
AB Government
Jennifer Leverich Martin
BSBA Marketing
Michael L. Martin
BSBA Marketing

Paula A. Martin
BS Psychology
Ronald David Martin
BSBA Finance
Licia K. Martinucci
BS Italian

Susan Marie Masciale
BS Psychology
David A. Matanes
BS French
Daniel Walker Mathews
AB Government
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you Are Sleepy..
T o m DeLuca is a m a n w h o
has dozens of students clamoring to be five-year-olds again
and hundreds more lining up to
watch their regression. His
show, a particular blend of
comedy, magic and hypnosis,
has become a biennial tradition, selling out Gaston Hall
every spring and fall.
DeLuca's c a m p u s circuit
tour entertains students with
slide shows and audience participation exercises, hypnotizing a group of 10 willing students. T h e volunteers, once
under hypnosis, pet invisible
rabbits, return tofirstgrade,
and view the audience naked.
DeLuca promises not to do
anything that will embarass the
subjects, and they trust him
completely. A few years back.

Senior Kris Weber sings to DeLuca
and an amused audience.

one student, convinced of his
great dancing skills backflipped on stage.
T h r o u g h o u t the performance, those on stage steadfastly insisted that they had
never been hypnotized. Afterwards, some remember the experience, and thus found DeLuca's suggestions reasonable
and followed along. Others rem e m b e r nothing.
For the audience, laughter and
amusement linger over the antics of their classmates on
stage, and they return again every few years for a show that is
always familiar and always
different.
by Ann Amelia Flynn, SLL
1988

T o m DeLuca convinces junior Mike
Reisz that he is back infirstgrade,
and has him draw what he wants for
Christmas.
The highlight of DeLuca's show is the
energeticfinale.This talented Georgetown student dances and prances for a
packed Gaston Hall.

Rumi Matsuyama
AB Government
Edamarie Erin Mattel
AB English
William C. Maxted, Jr.
BS Biology
Joseph M . McAndrews
BSFS Intl. Politics
Catherine Anne McCann
AB English

Michael Brian McCann
AB Philosophy
Timothy D. McCann
BSBA Finance
James Gillan McCarthy
AB English
Judith Nash McCarthy
AB American Studies
Kathleen McCarthy
AB English

Michael John McCarthy
BSFS Intl. Politics
Tara Anne McCarthy
AB Philosophy
Matthew P. McCloskey
BSBA Finance
Karen E. McConomy
AB Economics
Mary Elise McCormack
BS Nursing

Jack J. McDonald
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Perry McDonald
AB Sociology
Suzanne McDonnell
BS Nursing
John Justin McElroy
AB History
Maura A. McEnaney
BS Russian

Raymond D. McFadden
AB Economics
John F. McGoldrick
AB English
Raymond J. McGoldrick
BS Biology
Erika L. McGonigle
BSBA Finance
Mary Karen McGovern
BS Nursing

Alice Anne McGrath
BS Nursing
Jean F. McHugh
AB English
Jennifer I. McKee
BS Nursing
Jock C. McLaughlin
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Douglas E. McMahon
BSBA Marketing

Meghan McManus
AB English
Derrick A. McQueen
BS Biology
Kathryn Maura McQuinn
BS Mathematics
Sean F. McTigue
BSBA Finance
Sheila Marie Meagher
AB Sociology

Michael Anthony Meehan
BSBA Accounting
David Charles Megan
AB Economics
Jeanine Melehan
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Lamont A. Melton
BSFS Intl. Economics
Jori Anne Meltzer
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Eric S. Merrifield, Jr.
AB Philosophy
Claire Marie Merrigan
AB Government
Annette Metraux
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Justine Marie Metz
BSBA Marketing
Eric O. Meyer
BSFS Intl. Economics

Michael Andrew Meyer
BS Japanese
Alexandra Lillian Meyers
BS French
Jennifer Hays Miller
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Michelle Ann Miller
BS Biology
Michael Dean Mills
BSFS Intl. Economics
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Corollaries to Murphy's Law:

someone will have graciously
offered to remove your clothes
1) The RHO is closed - for the for you . . . and leave them on
entire weekend - and when it top of any washer to be
finally does open the person in promptly stolen (assuming, of
front of you just bought the course, the kind volunteer
last ticket.
hasn^t just appropriated your
Polo shirt himself).
2) And don't even think about
trying Saxa's or Vittles. They 5) Next, try to find a dryer
can't even keep grocery bags in which will dry all your clothes
stock, m u c h less laundry with one ticket. There's a better chance that Fr. Freeze will
tickets.
reunify Graduation. A n d even
if you avoid all of the above
3) So, after you've stolen tickets from your roommate, try pitfalls, you can't escape the
finding a time when there's an Golden Rule of Laundry: Thou
open washer. Try 3:00 a.m. shall lose one sock.
Wednesdays to avoid the rush.
Y o u might get one - maybe - if by Keith Kohler, SFS 1988
they aren't all broken. For added fun, why not break ypur
ticket in the machine and go
ask the tired, overworked
R H O employee for a refund?
4) If you are not present exactly when the washing cycle ends,
It's not an unusual event to find most
R H O washers and dryers disabled.
Despite heavy usage, most machines
are repaired quickly.

This student knows that the best time
to catch an empty dryer is often during very late or very early hours.
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William P. Mills
AB Government
Velko Milosevich
BSBA Marketing
Ronald J. Mirro
BSBA Accounting

John Richard Mirvish
BSBA Finance
Craig Edward Mitchell
BS Psychology
Richard John Mitlehner
BS Chemistry

Paul David Mladineo
AB Government
Paul R. Mohun
BSFS Intl. Economics
Ana Maria Molina
BSBA Finance

Brendan Monaghan
BSBA Finance
Meghan M . Monahan
AB Sociology
Wayne G. Monfries
BSBA Accounting

Joaquin F. Monserrate
AB History
Anthony M . Montemurro
BS Spanish
Margaretta Gary Moran
BS Italian
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The Career Center provides resources
to aid students in the pursuit of their
first job, such as Careers magazine
published by Business Week.
Junior Perry Zizzi peruses the CP&P
binders, thefirststep in the search for
the perfect summer job.

The Career Center, located
in Maguire, is a place every senior should visit at least once.
It has information not only on
s u m m e r jobs and paid internships but also on seeking a career and admissions processes
for law and graduate schools.
The Career Center tries to
bring a practical point of view
to this Hilltop devoted to a liberal arts education.
While graduate school is an
undeniably popular choice for
post-graduation, a career is ultimately the goal of most
Georgetown students. The Career Center is prepared to help
you decide what you want to do
and the best way to go about
The Career Center offers a Spring
Break "shadow program" which allows students to accompany D C professionals to work for a week.

doing it.
In four years, ^ ^ w r n ~ n a v e
been required to write an enormous number of papers on various subjects, but writing that
resume entails a very different
approach. H o w do you condense twenty-one years of diverse educational and employment experience into a single
page that will m a k e anyone
want to hire you? Far worse is
trying to fake inconsequential
s u m m e r jobs and limited activities into a sufficiently impressive package. O f course, you
are capable of doing nearly
anything, but how to convince
others of that? The Career
Center helps with resume writing, suggesting the best way to
present your skills in the proper
format.
T h e Career Center also

helps those w h o want to work
for a few years and then return
to school. The process of setting up a credentialsfileis certainly worth the time and minimal fee, and allows letters or
recommendation to be written
while your ability remains
fresh in your professor's mind.
The Career Center's m a n y
services allows students to
profit from time spent there.

by Maura Dunn, CAS 1988
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R O T C student D a n Sylvester speaks
to cadets at a Fort Belvoir training
camp session.

Seniors D a w n DeVries, Kathy O'Brien and Karen Sielaff display the camaraderie and mutual support experienced by many R O T C members.

fn The Army Now
W h e n we all joined R O T C , formed unique friendships benone of us realized all the op- cause of circumstances in
portunities that the A r m y which we are placed. Y o u realwould offer us. W e are able to ly do get to know your foxhole
enjoy the Washington sunrise buddy or tentmate when you
during physical training and both have to stay up all night.
during Friday morning drill.
The leadership training caW h a t more can one say about dets have received is fundathe chance to overcome the mental and applicable to both
wait-an-hour vines at Fort military and civilian life. W h e n
Meade and the swamps of Fort we graduate in M a y , we not
Belvoir. Most importantly only become graduates of one
though, the chance to savor of the finest universities in the
M R E ' s and A r m y chow makes country, but also second lieuus more appreciative of Marri- tenants in the United States
ott's h a m jambalaya.
Army.
Despite everything, I would
never trade m y R O T C years by Karen Sielaff, NUR 1988
for anything else. W e have all
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Mary Anne Moran
BSBA Accounting
Dominic Paul Morandi
BSBA Marketing
Lisa Maria Moreno
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Gary James Morin
AB History
Andrew J. Morpurgo
BS Biology

Richard C. Morrison, Jr.
BS Chemistry
Scott Dunson Mortimer
AB Government
Kenneth Ronald Moss
AB English
Michael Lawrence Moss
BSBA Finance
Maura C. Mottolese
BS Psychology

Sylvie G. Motz
BSFS Intl. Econoomics
Michael Francis Moylan
BSBA Marketing
Michael Hubert Mrozek
BS Intl. Economics
Margaret E. Meunch
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jennifer M . Mulford
BS Spanish

Paul F. Munsell
BS German
Maddi Murakami
AB Government
Catherine M . Murphy
AB Government
Helen Marie Murphy
AB Government
James H. Murphy IV
AB History

Margaret T. Murphy
AB Economics
Michele Murphy
BS Spanish
Richard Francis Murphy
BSBA Finance
Brian E. Murray
BSBA Finance
Brian Francis Murray
BS Physics
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Colin Henry Murray
AB Government
Scott Charles Murray
BSBA Marketing
Thomas Richard Myers
BSFS Intl. Politics
William A. Nachtigal
BSBA Finance
Samar A. Najia
BSBA Marketing

Leslie A. Napiecek
BSBA Finance
John Calvin Nation, Jr.
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Jennifer H. Nay
AB English
Christopher J. Neely
BSFS Intl. Economics
Joyce A. Neils
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Michael Andrew Nemecek
AB Economics
Christoph T. Nettesheim
BSFS Intl. Politics
James Michael Nicholson
AB History
Anthony L.M. Nicotera
AB American Studies
Randall C. Niles
BSBA Finance

Philip A. Nisbet
BSBA Finance
Elizabeth Nix
AB American Studies
Ariane Monica Noel
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Julie Helen Nolan
BSFS Intl. Economics
Michael J. Noonan
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Maura Ann Noone
AB History
Don Mark North
AB Philosophy
Gabriel Nossovitch
BSBA Finance
Nadine E. Noyer
AB Government
John Michael Nuzzi
BSBA Marketing
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Here, a group of Georgetown students
hiking in the alps stand in France,
while behind them looms a glacier in
Italy.

Loyal, these juniors form a human HO-V-A-S on a pier on the Monaco
harbor.

n Another Land
/

"Living abroad as opposed
to being a tourist forces a deeper understanding of not only a
foreign culture, but also your
own," comments senior Phil
Silver.
During junior year the campus emptied as nearly one
fourth of the class of 1988
studied in universities around
the world. Programs span the
globe from Asia and Africa to
Europe. Most recall their experiences with a smile, remembering the initial culture shock
and adaption. M a n y said it had
been difficult to leave Georgetown even for one semester but
as one senior c o m m e n t e d .

"when will we ever get this opportunity a g a i n ? " S t u d y
abroad leads to a deeper appreciation of the place of the individual in society and the United States in the world.
The readjustment after the
year abroad is difficult at first.
Most, though, welcome a return h o m e to their friends and
family. Senior year seems more
exciting after a year away.
M a n y return appreciating
Georgetown more and knowing
that travel is exciting but there
really is no place like home.
by David Fischer, SFS 1988
Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
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A m y L. Nyce
BSBA
Marketing
Christine Nyirjesy
AB History
Brendan J. O'Brien
BSBA Finance
Joseph Kevin O'Brien
BSFS - Hum/ Intl. Affairs

Kathleen O'Brien
BS Nursing
Kevin F. O'Brien
AB
Government
Pamela Joyce O'Brien
AB English
Timothy A. O'Brien
BSFS Intl. Politics

^tar Gazing
A s one passes the Yates
Field House, the concrete familiar to all transforms into a
picture of beautifulflowerbeds
surrounding the newly renovated observatory. Recently, the
observatory, as well as the surrounding gardens, were dedicated to Father Francis Heyden SJ, the last director of the
observatory. In preparation for
this event, work on the roof,
d o m e and other assortments of
renovations occured throughout the past few years. In addition, the original 1897 12-inch
refraction telescope and an
1843 3 and one-half inch refractor telescope were mounted collaterally in the observatory's dome.
Dr. Donald Spoon, a professor in the Biology Department,
has become the "de facto" curator and caretaker of the ob-

servatory. Dr. Spoon and student volunteers maintain the
observatory and its grounds.
Over 5,000 flowers, including
naturalized tulips and daffodils
and a collection of roses, color
the area.
Plans are being made to further beautify the observatory
compound. This will include a
gazebo next to new fencing and
the discarded frog fountain
from refurbished Dahlgren
Quadrangle will be reinstalled.
This special, quiet and beautiful place allows students to retreat from the hustle and bustle
of c a m p u s life. O n these
grounds, one feels transported
back to the 1840s.
by Theresa E. Torres, CAS
1988

The observatory is visible from most
points on campus, and provides a
unique Georgetown landmark.
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Kathleen O'Connell
AB Government
Kevin Gregory O'Connell
AB History
Kerry Ann O'Connor
BS Nursing
Kim A. O'Connor
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Mary T. O'Connor
BSFS Intl. Politics
David W . Ogburn
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Heather M . Ogilvie
BS Linguistics
James Lewis O'Hara
AB Economics

Kathleen M . O'Hearn
AB Fine Arts
Brian E. O'Keefe
AB Economics
F. David Olazabal
BS Psychology
Ricardo Manuel Olazabal
BS Biology K
Hague Ollison
BSFS Intl. Economics

F

Sean George O'Malley
AB Economics
Heather Ann O'Neill
AB English
Annedithe Maria Z. Orosa
BSBA Accounting
Ann E. Orr
AB English
Elizabeth Ann Orshanshy
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Sara Catharine Osborn
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Darron Bradley Outler
BSBA Finance
Stephanie Joan Owen
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Kyong M . Pae
BSBA Marketing
Elisabeth Megan Palermo
AB Government

John Francis Parisi
BSBA Finance
Yunhae Cassie Park
AB Economics
Kimberly A. Parker
AB English
Roy Tilden Parker IV
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Donal R. Parks
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy

Timothy George Patitsas
BSFS Intl. Politics
Ann Lucille Patten
BSBA Finance
Dana Caroline Patterson
BSFS Intl. Economics
Benjamin Wilson Patton
AB Government
Traci L. Paul
AB Fine Arts
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rain Food

Mary, her knapsack loadec!
with Diet Cokes and Pepperidge Farm Goldfish, walks past
a large, rectangular sign which
proclaims " N o Eating or
Drinking in the Library," since
almost everyone disobeys this
rule. Soda cans and candy
wrappers overflow from the
small trash cans. In an average
fifteen minutes in Lauinger one
hears at least six soda cans
opening.
Food really does seem to
help brain activity. The usual
library favorites are M & M s
and Hershey Bars, and some
truly believe that chocolate is
inspirational. E x a m time
breeds the most interesting

munchies reflections. O n e student admitted to smuggling in
a Cafe chicken club and fries,
and another said he once ate
two pints of Ben & Jerry's
H e a t h Bar C r u n c h while
studying for a history final.
Imagine if there were no
rule: people would have Domino's delivered to the fifth floor
reading room. C h e w i n g is
noisy, and in a quiet room
when one is trying to learn
physics theories, it could get
annoying. If the pencil tapping
of the guy in the adjoining carrell bugs you, imagine if he
crunched potato chips for an
hour . . .
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

Late nights in Lauinger call for extra
sustenance; most students sneak in
food and drink despite University prohibitions.

Pat, the popular Lauinger security
guard, checks students for snacks on
the way in and books or periodicals on
the way out.
Diet Coke helps keep this student
awake during winter finals.

The Georgetown Chimes, in
their forty-second year, hosted
the fourteenth annual Cherry
Tree Massacre in February.
The all-male, a capella, barbershop, doo-wop, four-part
harmony sound that has become a tradition at GeorgetownfilledGaston Hall as the
C h i m e s , along with men's
groups from Yale, Cornell,
Virginia and Tufts, and
Georgetown's o w n female
four-part harmony group, the
Gracenotes, performed three
sold-out shows.
These performances presented parents and students an opportunity to enjoy a variety of
different styles and sounds. At
the after-party in the Hall of
Nations, Cornell offered acrobatic entertainment (forming a
human trampoline) and other
groups sang, socialized and
made merry into the wee hours
of the morning.
The Cherry Tree Massacre
represents the pinnacle performance of the academic year

for the Chimes. Alumni functions, engagements at the
Tombs and in the D.C. area,
along with trips to other
schools and cities, keeps the
group busy throughout the
year; however, the Massacre
offers the Chimes an oppportunity to debut new material
and fine-tune the more traditional numbers.
One of the more moving moments at the Massacre occurred at the end of the show
when the Chimes called upon
past Chimes alumni and neophytes (potential future
Chimes). Together they sang
one of the old songs, "Good
Fellow", which seemed to capture the true spirit of barbershop singing and the essence of
the unity and brotherhood of
the Georgetown Chimes.
Besides Cherry Tree, two
other major happenings
marked the Chimes 1988 calendar: the production of the
nineteenth annual record album. Our Strong Band, and a

Chris W o o d and Celestial Chime Father James Walsh SJ sing Wood's
popular number Silliouttes on Tlie
Shade.

The Chimes visited California and
Disneyland over Spring Break.
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Spring Break tour of Southern
California. But, beyond the
many concerts, trips and fun
times, the most significant contribution the Chimes attempted to make to the Georgetown
community was to incorporate
the harmonies and good times
inherent in singing with ambassadorship and service to
Georgetown University. They
worked at representing what
Georgetown should be: spirit,
pride,
tradition
and
community.
These ideals, although not
always achieved, embody the
hopes and goals of the Georgetown C h i m e s - to glorify
Georgetown and proudly cry
"may
Georgetown
live
forever!"
by Anthony
1988

Nicotera,

CAS

Joe Rand sings lead during a Cherry
Tree Massacre song.

Victoria Ann Paulk
BSBA Accounting
Caroline G. Paulus
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Heidi Marie Pawlowski
AB History

Janine Angela Pearce
AB Government
Mark G. Pedretti
BSFS Intl. Economics
Mari Pedroso
BS Italian

Deborah L. Peel
AB Economics
Christine Pelosi
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Raymond J. Peloso
AB History

Jaime Pena
AB Theology
Jose Penagaricano
BS Mathematics
Jeffrey Alan Pennington
BSFS Comp. & Regional

Neil J. Perilstein
BS Psychology
Frank Bernard Perrelli
AB English
Jon-Paul M . Persi
BSBA Finance

sen
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Before and after: a naked Healy
clock-face is testament to the culprits
w h o apparently climbed both inside
and outside of the tower to pull of
their stunt.

Ifealy Bandits
Students climbing Lauinger
steps last March 7th were
greeted by a disarmed and
bare-faced Healy clock, tolling
mournfully for its stolen hands.
For the first time in nine
years the clock had been successfully snatched by Hoya
bandits. W h a t had once been a
yearly prank almost a decade
ago was revived by unknown
students w h o wished to "carry
on the tradition." The hub they
had stolen was later found in a
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corner of Dahlgren Chapel accompanied by an apology note
which stated the hands had
been mailed to Ronald Reagan
in the hope that the President
would personally return them
to the Hilltop.
The daring raid was pulled
off the night before under cover and chill and rainy skies and
caught the whole campus by
delighted surprise.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

Katherine G. Perunic
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Michael J. Petriano HI
BS Chinese
Michael John Petschek
BSFS Intl. Politics
Ann Elizabeth Pfau
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Jerzt L. Pistkowski
BSFS Intl. Politics

Nicole Piro
BS Nursing
Michelle Piscal
AB History
Mary Ann Placzek
AB English
Stacey E. Plaskett
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Paul S. Platkin
BSBA Finance

Stacy Plavoukos
AB History
Michael Paul Plisei
BSBA Marketing
Steven Patrick Plumb
BSBA Accounting
Gabriel S. Plumlee
BS Linguistics
F. John Podvin, Jr.
AB Economics

Leigh Ann Poggio
BSBA Finance
Mark Andrew Polemeni
AB Government
A. van Meerdervoor
BSFS His./Diplomacy
Laura Jane Porter
AB Economics
Rosa Posner
AB Government

Mark J. Powell
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Maureeen Jeanette Power
AB English
Rosemary Preisser
BS French
Tracy M . Preston
AB English
Mary Ann Priester
BS Spanish
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Ruth C. Pritchett
AB English
Jeffrey Searles Proctor
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Bernard A. Purcell III
BSBA Marketing
Lea N. Purcell
BS Nursing
Raina Putter
BS Russian

Susan Leigh Pyle
BS Nursing
Raymond A d a m Quaglia
AB English
Andrea Querques
AB History
Maria Dolores Quintero
BSBA Accounting
Eileen Patricia Quirk
BS Chinese

Daniel Timothy Rabbitt
BSFS Intl. Politics
Stuart Rabin
AB Government
Teresa Marie Rainone
BS Biology
Elaine Rankin
AB Theology
Rithi Ratanawongsa
BS Biology

Paul Gregory Rath
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Anthony Louis Raucci
BSBA Finance
Andrew Michael Ray
AB Philosophy
Celina Bautista Realuyo
BSFS Intl. Politics
Patricia Eileen Reardon
BSBA Marketing

Richard Patrick Reavey
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Stuart Todd Rebish
AB Economics
Janet S. T. Redley
BSFS Intl. Politics
Sheila Genevieve Redling
AB English
Robert Redmond
AB English
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There is a little-known but
essential team which operates
in M c D o n o u g h G y m n a s i u m
every day. The student athletic
trainers, under the supervision
of three professional trainers,
help keep the Georgetown athletic teams in competition. The
tasks of this hard-working
group include preparation of
fluids andfirstaid supplies for
games and practices, protective taping of injuries and assistance withfirst-aidand rehabilitation of varsity athletes.

Kathy Corrigan wraps an injured ankle in the M c D o n o u g h first-aid station.

The trainers must be willing to
devote m u c h of their free time
and weekends to the teams
they serve. Being a student
trainer requires loyalty, cooperation and most of all a good
sense of humor!
by Kathy Corrigan and Stacy
Slayback, NUR
1988

Senior Stacy Slayback has been a
sports trainer since freshman year.

Andrea Mia Reed
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Christopher Alan Reed
BSFS Comp & Regional
Kevin Stephen Rentko
BSBA Finance

Jeffrey J. Renzulli
AB English
Eileen Kay Rhodes
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Richard P. Rhodes, Jr.
AB English

Susanne J. Rhow
BSBA Management
Manuela Ribadeneira
AB Fine Arts
Carrie Frances Ricci
BSBA Finance

Michael Richard Ricci
AB Theology
Penelope Jane Rickard
BS Nursing
Lucy Anne Rienzo
AB English

,t
Lorina Riggs
BS Nursing
Gilbert Conrad Rivera
AB Economics
Cassie B. Rizzo
BS Psychology
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Dorothy Miller takes her turn
in Amnesty's mock cage during
" H u m a n Rights Week."

rently in the process of adopting a liberal arts student from
Libya, Bashir Jarbu. If freed,
he will be offered a scholarship
to Georgetown from Father
Healy.
Co-presidents Jennie Spotila
and Rebecca Harris and a
group of ten regulars brainstormed for methods to gather
student signatures on petitions
while increasing c a m p u s
awareness of Amnesty and hum a n rights violations. A n armband day during the first semester served to collect 1,300
signatures on two different petitions. M a n y w h o signed wore
the armbands on the specified
day for the prisoners of
conscience.
For the spring semester the
group wanted to further increase awareness through a
" H u m a n Rights W e e k " from
April 11-15. A different event
was scheduled for each day,
the highlight of the week was
Students sign petitions for the releasethe mock prison on Thursday,
of prisoners of conscience at the A m in which students, faculty
nesty table on Healy Lawn. Good
members,
and deans sat in a
weather, balloons and an attentionwooden
cage
while imploring
grabbing cage drew a crowd.
The Amnesty International
group at Georgetown completed a very successful year fighting for the cause of h u m a n
rights. Amnesty International
is a worldwide, voluntary hum a n rights movement independent of any government, political faction or religious creed. It
works for the release of prisoners of conscience, m e n and
w o m e n imprisoned anywhere
for their beliefs, ethnicity, color, religion or language. They
must also have never used or
advocated violence.
During the first semester,
the campus group received
some very good news: O n e prisoner, Arvydas Chekanevichius,
w h o m the group had "adopted," was reportedly freed in the
Soviet Union after being in and
out of hospitals for the insane
since 1972. Another "adopted"
prisoner from Benin was freed
on October 2nd. They are cur-

passers-by to sign petitions for
their release. There was also a
balloon lift-off on Tuesday, as
one was inflated for every signature obtained. Mike Davis
and K i m Barry will be co-presidents next year.
It is an exciting time to be
involved with A m n e s t y , as
there will be a huge campaign
called " H u m a n Rights N o w ! "
on the 40th anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Hum a n Rights at the United N a tions. This group is looking forward to December 10th, when
it's petitions will be among the
millions delivered to the U.N.
building to mark the anniversary and show the worldwide support for h u m a n rights.
by Mike Davis, SBA 1991

Professor Marcus Rediker and his 8month old son Ezekiel sit in the cage.
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Members of Georgetown's chapter of
Delta Sigma Pi pose for an informal
group shot. Current president of the
M u Chapter Ron Mirro will be replaced in 1988-89 by Jill Carey.

S o m e of the seniors in Delta Sigma Pi
include, from left to right: Anthony
Raucci,John Alter, Cliff Wilson,
Jaime Pena, Ron Martin, Ron Mirro,
and Vinnie Caracciolo.

A

nelta Sigma Fi
The International Fraternity
of Delta Sigma Pi is a professional coeducational business
fraternity. M u chapter here at
Georgetown University has
been in existence since 1921
and is a vital force in the
School of Business Administration. Our present membership includes eighty-three undergraduates and twelve
faculty members.
Because m a n y university
students live in a very comfortable, yet isolated environment,
we strive to establish a link between campus life and the business world. W e are able to attain our goals through many
different activities, all of which
are organized through an extensive fourteen committee
system.
First of all, our professional
committee is responsible for inviting members of the commercial world to campus to speak
on a variety of topics. W e have
been very fortunate to attract
people from investment bank-

1
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ing firms. Big Eight Accounting firms, insurance companies, lobbyist groups, and even
Congress.
W e are also very active in
university service because it is
a nationwide Deltasig tradition
to strive to m a k e campus a better place to be. Thus, w e have
established a Coat Check outside the Pub. Moreover, we
hold two faculty/student receptions each semester where
students are given the chance
to meet informally with their
professors.
Since w e incorporate ethics
within our ideals, we consider
community service an essential
part of our activities. Therefore, every Saturday morning
about five brothers visit a local
soup kitchen. In addition, every Wednesday and Thursday
afternoon, w e tutor students at
Duke Ellington High School.
Naturally, w e are also very
interested in promoting scholarship. Every fall, we sponsor
an essay writing contest geared

toward the freshman class in
order to try to stir some
thoughts about current events
in the business environment.
This year, we have worked toward instituting a Delta Sigma
P i / G e o r g e t o w n University
Business Review. Finally, when
funds are available, w e grant a
scholarship to a graduating senior w h o plans to continue on
to higher education.
Although w e are a fraternity, we handle ourselves professionally and avoid any type of
hazing. Nevertheless, in terms
of brotherhood, w e are very
m u c h united. In fact, brotherhood is the central force which
motivates us to work hard.
W e are successful because of
each other's efforts, and it is
these efforts that have put M u
Chapter in the running for T h e
Most Outstanding Chapter of
the International Fraternity of
Delta Sigma Pi.
by Vinnie Caracciolo, SBA
1988

Jonghyuk Ro
AB Economics
Douglas James Robertson
BS Biology
Kerry Alys Robinson
AB English
M . Christine Robinson
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Sean Peter Roddy
BS Biology

Monika Maria Rodman
AB Economics
Mary Elizabeth Quig
BS Psychology
Teresa Rodriguez
BSBA Intl. Management
Margot Gardner Rogers
BS Chinese
Javier Rojo
BSBA Marketing

Arthur E. Roke
BSBA Accounting
Debra Ellen Rolandelli
BS Nursing
Saleh Romeih
BSBA Finance
Monique Johanna Roos
BSFS Intl. Politics
Kristina Rosette
BSFS Intl. Politics

Jeanne Marie Rosier
AB English
John Matthew Rote
AB Government
David Alan Roth
BSBA Accounting
Vanessa J. Rothstein
AB English
William C. Rowe
BS Arabic

Deborah Anne Roy
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Kevin Michael Roy
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Richard Royce
BSFS Intl. Economics
Angelina Rozenson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Christine M . Rubin
AB English
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Rudy Lamont Ruggles III
BS Japanese
Reinaldo R. Ruiz
BSFS Intl. Economics
Maria Claire Russo
AB English
Anthony R. Rutkowski
BSBA Finance
Joseph Michael Ryan
BS Biology

Paul Edward Ryder
BSFS Intl. Politics
Steven Richard Rzehak
BS Chinese
Michael Alexander Sagun
BS Russian
Michael A. Salaris
BSBA Accounting
Andrew Philip Saltzman
BSBA Marketing

Brian Ross Saltzman
BSFS Intl. Politics
Anthony Amieto Salvadore
BS Biology
Gia Sansone
AB Government
Helen L. Sarro
AB English
Kathleen G. Scanlon
BSBA Marketing

Heidi Gabrielle Schafer
AB English
Heather Martha Schell
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Judith Anne Schell
BS Nursing
Susan A. Schember
AB English
Cindy Lynn Scherer
BSBA Finance
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John A. Schissel
BSBA Finance
Francesca Maria Schmid
BSFS Intl. Politics
Scott W . Schroeder
BSFS Intl. Politics
Jeffrey D. Schuitz
AB Interdisciplinary
Alicia Yvonne Schwarz
BS Nursing
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he A.A. Experiment

What's an A.A.? If we didn't
hear that question a million
times. . . . Once having convinced the general student population that we weren't alcoholics in rehabilitation, or
worse yet, members of the new
and improved alcohol task
force, we were off to a strong
start.
A s seniors, we tried to develop the new Apartment Assistant position into one that
could really benefit the student
community. In addition to the
obligatory R H O monotony
(laundry tickets, lock-outs, and
maintenance problems), w e
worked to promote student interaction and participation in
various social, cultural, and
educational activities both on
and off campus.
Being a new position, success was not at all guaranteed but we tried. All in all, a number of programs proved to be
quite popular. W e soon found
our time consumed by efforts
to organize trips to the Kennedy Center, basketball games,
and various other popular D.C.
tourist attractions. O n any given Sunday, one could find an

These A.A.s - Dave Dummer, Patricia
Johnston, Eric Meyer, Cindy Griffith,
Jerome Kramer and Elizabeth Palerm o - serve Village A, Nevils, Henle
and Alumni Square.

A.A. sponsored bagel brunch
or movie night in at least one
apartment complex. W e participated in a variety of intramural tournaments, and organized a great many happy
hours and barbeques on sunny
afternoons.
As we became better known,
we found ourselves receiving
phone calls at all hours of the
night and day, to report the
random maintenance problem,
unruly roommate, or the omnipresent lock outs. W e found
ourselves confronting flooded
apartments, extended families
of small rodents, intoxicated
guests, locked- out lovers and
sundry other difficulties.
Overall, the A.A. experience
was a wonderful way to end
four years at Georgetown. W e
m a d e new friends, and in the
process helped instill a greater
sense of community for apartment residents. The project
was a great idea for Georgetown, and we wish all future
apartment assistants the best
of luck.
by Cynthia Griffith, CAS 1988
Eric Meyer, SFS 1988
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^4arriott
A well respected establishment at Georgetown University is the Marriott Corporation.
The fine cuisine that it offers to
the students at the cafeteria
makes each meal a savory delight. A trip to the cafeteria is
always an experience starting
with the warm, cheerful smile
at the door by Rose. If you're
really lucky, at a weekend
brunch you will give your ID to
a m a n w h o dresses like Lou
Higgins, resembles Tatoo from
Fantasy Island and wears cologne that you will start to
smell at the mail boxes in the
lobby of N e w South.
The selection of food has improved this year with the cereal
machines at your disposal and
you are usually safe with the
salad bar. Marriott has even

installed a microwave for the
students to use - for what?
Well, w h o can guess?
If you are not excited by the
food you can always m a k e a
trip to the cafeteria a social activity instead. It is a popular
place to see all of the people
that you often don't see around
campus or in any of your classes. If you don't have any
friends you can just sit around
and observe the m a n y unique
ways that people try to steal
sandwiches, silverware and
glasses. If that's not amusing
you can watch to see which
freshman girl piles her salad
the highest without it toppling
over. Either way, a trip to Marriott can be a fun time for all!

by Susan Doyle, NUR 1988
Ted Cage gets a welcome from Rose as
he enters N e w South, and will continue inside to greet such popular workers as Annie, Minerva and Sylvia.
Leigh Poggio combines eating with
the more popular activity of socializing at N e w South Cafeteria; there is
no better place to scope. In all fairness, Marriott food is no better or
worse than most other college dining
services.
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Jennifer Lee Scott
BSFS Intl. Economics
Lowell F. Scott, Jr.
BS Psychology
Jennifer L. Scruby
AB English

Rebekah Marie Seaman
AB English
Patricia A. Seemveller
BS Nursing
Robert Seidler
AB History

Mary Rose Selim
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Alida Elizabeth Serwacki
BS Nursing
Timothy Joseph Seymour
BSBA Marketing

James Sharkey
BSFS Intl. Politics
Thomas Shaughnessy, Jr.
AB Government
Bill D. Shaw
65 Biology

Julianne Shearer
BS Nursing
Christopher Shebby
AB History
Daniel C. Sheeran
BSFS Intl. Politics
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In August, 1985, Robert
Paul Arrigan, a member of the
class of 1988, was killed in a
traffic accident. Unfortunately, the death of a classmate is
not unusual; by the end of
sophomore year, two others Mike Canty and Renee Jordan
- had also passed away. W h a t is
unusual, though, is the degree
to which Bob Arrigan's m e m o ry has remained a part of student life at Georgetown.
His parents have become
generous benefactors to the
university, donating several
boats to GU's sailing team, establishing an Arrigan Memorial Regatta, and hosting a year-

ly barbecue for Bob's friends m
his memory. M r . and Mrs. Arrigan received a special award
recognizing their contributions
at the 1988 College of Arts and
Sciences Commencement. The
ties that bind the Arrigans to
Georgetown serve not only to
commemorate their son, but to
honor the memory of all classmates and professors w h o have
passed away.

Since Bob was a member of the Sailing Team his freshman year, the Arrigans donated several boats to the team
in 1986.
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Bob, w h o came from Rhode Island,
made many friends in one short year.
Mr. and Mrs. Arrigan pose with a
group of Bob's friends and professors
after a memorial mass in Dahlgren
Chapel this May.
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Kymberly Marie Shegog
BSFS Intl. Economics
Nancy Ann Sheliga
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Anne Shelton
BS Nursing
Stacy Marie Shelton
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Michael Thomas Shepard
AB Economics

David Michael Shepherd
BSFS Intl. Politics
Tara Ann Sher
AB History
Ann Julia Sherman
AB English
John T. Sholly
BSFS Intl. Politics
Tracy Lynn Shoupe
BSBA Finance

Anthony K. Shriver
AB Theology
Scott Alan Shuda
AB Government
Karen Marie Sielaff
BS Nursing
Joseph Michael Signorile
BSBA Finance
Caroline Helena Silva
BS Portuguese

Philip Silver, Jr.
AB Government
Victor H. Sim
BSFS Intl. Politics
Josh Mark Simon
BSFS Intl. Economics
Donald Thomas Simonetti
AB English
Laura A. Simpson
BS Chinese

John Singleton, Jr.
AB Government
Gianna M . Sinkonde
BS Spanish
Caroline Maria Skudlarek
BS Biology
Stacey Luanne Slayback
BS Nursing
Lisa Shira Small
BSFS Intl. Politics
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Thomas Edward Smallman
BSBA Finance
Margaret Smiley
AB English
Alison Mary Smith
AB History
Charlene B. Smith
AB Government

D. Hunter Smith
AB Interdisciplinary
Deanna M . Smith
BS Psychology
Elizabeth T. Smith
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Gregory Kaler Smith
AB Government
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Pepperidge Farm cookies are a popular option with G U students;
Safeway's stock is far vaster than Vittles'.

Open 24 hours a day, the Safeway
Corporation grosses over $6 billion a
year; according to corporate annual
reports, the W i s c o n s i n A v e n u e
Safeway is the most expensive on the
East Coast.

Junior Jennifer Gillan shops in
Safeway's Wisconsin Avenue store.

Jennifer Anne Smith
BSFS Intl. Politics
Joan Elizabeth Smith
BS Nursing
John L. Smith
BSFS Intl. Politics
Joyce Yvonne Smith
BSBA Finance

Nancy Rae Smith
BS French
Patricia M . Smith
AB
Government
Karin Michelle Smithing
BSBA Marketing
Jonathan A d a m Smollen
AB English

Kocial Safeway
m

Need a date for Friday
night? Just walk up to "Social
Safeway" on Wisconsin Avenue at 6:00 P M on Fridays and
start shopping. Whether or not
you return home with the date
of your dreams is up to you,
but you will return with tons of
great food.
Safeway carries a gigantic
product line. The exotic types
of fruits and vegetables is a
treat. By the way, the fruit and
vegetable area is a popular
yuppie pick-up spot. Listen and
you may here the old standard
line, "Excuse me. Can you tell
m e if this mellon is ripe?"
O n e aisle over the store has
stocked every cookie imaginable. O n e whole section is devoted to Pepperidge Farms!
The large deli specializes in
salads and sandwiches. W h e n
you meet that dream date, stop

here to get s o m e picnic
supplies.
The sportsmen can usually
be found choosing a lobster at
the freshfishcounter. The other poultry and meat selections
line the back wall.
The sweet smells from the
bakery fill the store. Bakers
make fresh pies and cakes daily. This area of the store is usually less crowded. For some
reason paper products and kitty litter do not inspire people to
purchase cakes and pies.
The best place to mingle is
on Une, since it inevitably takes
an hour to check out. O f
course, the whole "social
safeway" story m a y just be a
myth. If all other attempts at
socializing fail, the manager
has skillfully positioned The
Enquirer
for
your
entertainment.

Gayle Vandenberg waits for her order
at the deli counter.

by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
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W h e n the words "Commuter
Student" are said, many people
think of some poor kid who will
have no friends and will spend
four years at school doing
nothing but going to classes
and studying. O n Graduation
Day, they imagine, there will
be some name in the program
that they've never heard
before.
However, there are advantages to c o m m m u t i n g to
Georgetown. Living at h o m e is
m u c h less expensive than living
at school. A commuter student
is the only one allowed to have
a car on campus so he is more
mobile than the resident students. A n d the atmosphere at
h o m e is likely to be more conducive to studying.
"But," say on-campus students, "they miss all the parties

Senior Maura Dunn has commuted
from OIney, Maryland for the past
four years. The ride is 45 minutes each
way.
Public transportation, although not as
convenient as private cars, is relatively
accessible to campus. The G 2 Metro
bus originates outside Healy Gates
and reaches both Dupont Circle and
Howard University.

K/m

and the fun." Well, there is no
reason they have to miss the
parties or the fun. It m a y take
a little more effort than walking out the door of a dorm, but
it is certainly worth the
trouble.
For example, one Senior has
lived at home all four years of
school. She drives in each
morning and home each night.
If there is a party she wants to
go to, she can still go. If there
is a project that she has to work
on in a group, she comes in for
the meetings. She has friends
from Feshman year that she
sees all the time. There is no
difference between her and any
student on campus.
In fact, being friends with a
commuting student can allow
you greater freedom. Y o u can
go futher away from campus

than others do. M a n y Georgetown students never see Anapolis or Baltimore or some
nearby, but outside of Metro's
range, parts of Virginia. Someone who has lived here all her
life knows where to go and how
to find things that others m a y
not know about.
O f course, you have to try
harder to do things. Y o u don't
live next door so things must be
planned a little bit. But if
you're willing to cooperate and
you have friends who care
enough to invite you even
though you'll have to drive
h o m e later, being a commuter
student can be a lot of fun!

by Maura Dunn, CAS 1988

Kimbery Ann Sneed
BS Psychology
Caroline Francis Sniffen
BS Nursing
Anthony O'Malia Snyder
AB Theology
Hiram Martin Soler
BS Biology
Ilhan Semih Soylemezoglu
BSBA Finance

David Lindley Spence
BSBA Finance
Eric D. Spencer
AB English
Sonja Spiegel
BS Russian
Mark S. Spring
BSBA Finance
Mark Robert Stabile
AB Philosophy

Marc Stahl
AB History
Carla Alix Stanziale
AB Government
Leslie Sue Stark
AB Government
Scott W . Stavrou
AB Government
Debra Eve Steidel
AB History

Shelley Lea Stephenson
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Andrew David Stevens
BSBA Finance
Elizabeth Marie Stewart
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Karen H.D. Stewart
AB History
Kevin Stoltzfus
BSFS Comp. & Regional

Marshall Preston Stover
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Laura Elizabeth Straske
AB Government
Cynthia Ann Stringhamm
AB Government
Martha Lynn Strock
BSFS Intl. Politics
David A. Stroud
BSBA Finance

ffealy Basement
Since the 1987-88 school
year is the last one that the
basement in Healy Hall will
function as Georgetown's student center, it might be appropriate to remember here some
of the characteristics that
make the place so special.
Healy Basement — the word
evokes fond memories of the
old corridor with stained glass
windows but little to no natural
light (even at high noon).
Walking down the infamous
hallway, one can't help but
wonder why the carpet, which
is replaced annually, does not
look new for more than two
months. Despite the fact that it
is much too small to be a student center for the 5,000
Hoyas that utilize it, the Basement has a certain charm that
m a y not be found in the new
Melinda A n n Sugar
BS Nursing
Elizabeth B. Sullivan
BS Psychology
Kristen M . Sullivan
BSBA Finance
Timothy John Sullivan
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

John E. Sweeney
AB Government
Daniel T h o m a s Sylvester
BSFS Hust./Diplomacy
Henry Edward Szymonik
BSFS Intl. Politics
Tiffany R. Tafares
BSFS Intl. Politics
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Leavey Center.
Passing through the turnstyle of Vittles in anticipafion
of the blondie you can already
taste at a price you can afford;
rounding the corner hoping the
line at the Student Credit
Union is no more than five
people deep; hanging out in the
stuffy T V room watching your
favorite soap; spending hours
in front of your favorite video
game in the Arcade; walking
down the hall in anticipation of
a wild night at the Pub; sitfing
at one of the table watching the
people pass by - that's Healy
Basement at its finest.
by Kim Budd, CAS 1988
Alphi Phi Omega solicits contributions to charities through the "Ugliest
Person O n C a m p u s " competition, an
annual fundraiser.

Healy Basement is often the scene of
many lines; this one for Senior Ball
tickets starts at the ticket office and
extends to the entrance by Vittles.
The Basement provides a place to
hang out with friends, exactly what
Gina LaRouche, A m y Flynn, Cindy
Kaczmarek, and Kim Budd are doing.

Joseph Mark Talsky
AB English
Karen T. Tamayo
BS Nursing
James Augustus Tamburro
AB English
John Julius Tasca
BSBA Finance

Kimberly S. Temples
BSFS Intl. Politics
Dirk A. ten Grotenhuis
BSBA Finance
John E. Terzis, Jr.
BSBA Finance
Khanh Cong Thai
BS Biology

Sarah E. Thai
BS Japanese
Karla Lee The Losen
BSFS Intl. Politics
Mark Chapman Thibault
AB History
Alexander W . Thomas
BS Spanish

Hillary Ellen Thomas
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Mary Theresa Thomas
BS Nursing
Frances M . Thompson
BS Spanish
Michelle Lynn Thompson
AB Government
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Cynthia Alice Thomson
AB History
Melina S. Thung
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Laurie Tibbetts
BSBA Marketing
Michael Arthur Tiberio
BS Psychology

Ann Margaret Tierney
AB History
Robin L. Tierney
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Stephen Patrick Tigani
BS Psychology
Henry R. Tilghman
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

business Side
Although small, Healy Basement can provide the Georgetown student with nearly anything he or she could possibly
need, other than clothing. For
example, there is the ever popular Vital Vittles which provides the hungry Hoya with all
the groceries and snack he or
she could ever want, unless of
course it is a Sunday night. The
equally famous Saxa Sundries
has early morning coffee for
the sleepy Hoya as well as a
wide selection of health and
beauty aids. And who can beat
the 30 cent, I mean 35 cent,
sodas at Vittles and Saxas?
There is also Corp Travel,
which will make arrangements

for the restless Hoya to get
away. And for those who merely need a temporary distraction, the game room remains
suprisingly busy for the
amount of work that each happy Hoya is given week after
week.
The Center Cafe has great
sandwiches at low, low prices.
The workers always seem to be
having a good time, and how
many services would stay open
till 3:00 A M during finals to
provide the much needed nourishment? And,finally,the Pub
- well, that's a phenomenon in
and of itself.
by Kim Budd, CAS 1988

Saxa's and Vittles floors fill up rapidly at iunchtime and between classes.
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This Saxa Sundries worker mans a
busy cash register. Despite heavy volume, Saxa's will have trouble paying
high Leavy Center rents.
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Theresa Elaine Torres
AB Government
Mariam N. Toulan
BSFS Intl. Politics
Mary Hai Tran
BS Biology
Elizabeth A. Tretter
AB Government
Mary Jo Trichtinger
BS Spanish

Laura Taman Trilling
BSFS Intl. Politics
Melissa Rose Trotman
BSBA Management
Gordon James Trousdale
AB Philosophy
James Sexton Tully
AB English
Kindra Joan Tully
BS Chinese

Andrew R. Turner
BSBA Finance
Monique Y. Turner
BSFS Comp. & Regional
Ada M . Turrellas
BSFS Intl. Politics
Elizabeth H. Tuthill
AB English
Rachel Beth Vail
AB Interdisciplinary

Caitlin Vail-Hayden
BSBA Marketing
Francine Valcourt
AB Government
Eugenia Valdes-Balsinde
BS Portuguese
Mary Beth Valiulis
AB Theology
Gayle Ann Vandenberg
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Marc F. Vandenbossche
AB English
Virginia Van Dyk
AB English
Paul Francis Van Houten
AB Government
Thomas VanLeuven
BSFS Intl. Politics
Katherine Van Leuwen
AB Sociology

KMB

Qomputer Virus
Early in June a notice from
Gibson Research arrived in all
campus mail boxes, warning
that an epidemic was spreading
across the world.
The epidemic strikes one of
today's most necessary inanimate objects, the computer. A
computer virus reproduces
pieces of programming and can
be passed from one computer
to another. Phone systems, networks and disks themselves are
in the high risk category.
M a n y viruses are apparently
products of whiz kids w h o tap
into international computer
systems. Often they set viruses

to erupt at a programmed time.
The outbreak has taken on the
nickname of "Friday the 13th
viruses" because of the large
number of eruptions that occur
on that date.
W h e n under the influence of
this virus, the computer screen
blackens and then a strange
message like "Surrender Dorothy"flashes.Experts term this
type of virus "benign" since the
system remains intact. Unfortunately, the virus can erase
and reformat disks. If a computer's hard disk has not been
backed up, the virus can black
out data.

Experts like Steve Gibson,
w h o maintains a large collection of these bugs at his Gibson
Research Firm in California,
warn users to back up and copy
their disks to avoid a crash.
C a m p u s departments take
heed or tomorrow "Surrender
Marriott" m a y flash on the
campus computer screens.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

A worker in the A C C checks a disk for
the virus; he can run a utilities program, check the directory of the disk,
or use a different method.

T h e Academic Computer Center was a
victim of the computer virus. It published a letter about the virus - how to
recognize it and what to do if any of
your disks are infected.
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Katherine M . Vaughan
AB Government
Anthony J. Vazquez
AB Economics
Robert R. Venchiarutti
AB Economics

Louis Vernacchio
AB Theology
Anthony Leo Viola
BSFS Intl. Economics
Robyn H. Visconti
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs

Jack Joseph Vissicchio
AB Economics
Audrey Maria Vittoria
BS Italian
Katherine Marie Vogel
AB History

Richard Gustav von Hagel
BSFS Intl. Economics
Mark D. Voronin
BSBA Finance
Paul Andrew Vosper
BSFS Intl. Politics

Amy Marie Voss
AB History
Christine Waage
BSFS Intl. Politics
Michiko Wada
BSFS Intl. Politics

Squash courts are alwaysfilledto capacity at Yates.

Karate & Judo classes provide both
exercise and personal safety.

Cporting Life
Let's get physical. Exercise
mania sweeps Georgetown every spring. Actually, in the past
few years Yates has become
more popular than ever.
Sportsmen enjoy volleyball,
basketball, and track. Whatever your racket Yates provides
an arena for competition. Tennis, squash, and racketball
players enjoy indoor courts all
year round.
Weightlifters take center
stage in the main weight room.
Since Yates acquired new
equipment this year the room
crowds with more and more serious body builders. At all
hours, the thigh conscious line
up for a ride on the exercycles.
The rowing machines and leg
weights
are
popular
alternatives.

For an all-over workout
m a n y opt for the aerobic classes. Student instructors, like
Kelly Ethier, encourage the
class members to "go for the
burn!"
Intermurals are popular at
Yates, and intense games of
basketball can be seen on the
courts at most any time of day.
The choices at the Field House
are wide and varied, from an
indoor track to an Olympic size
swimming pool. The facilities
are kept up well and the latest
equipment is available.
Finally, exercisers end off
with an invigorating shower
complete with Yates own generic pink soap! Others take a
few minutes in the coal-heated
sauna as well.

Newly installed rowing machines are
a popular option for Yates-goers.

sen

Jennifer M . Wagman
BS Psychology
Deanna R. Waldron
AB Government
Christine Michele Walker
AB English
Kathleen Ann Wallisch
BS Nursing
Sheila Walsh
AB Government

Susan Marie Walsh
BSBA Finance
Scott Louis Walter
BS Russian
Stephen C. Wamback
BSFS Intl. Politics
Catherine Warburton
AB Government
Nancy Willette Ward
BS French

Peter Benjamin Ward
BS Russian
Christopher F. Warden
AB Government
Felecia C. Washington
AB Sociology
Martin Joseph Waters III
AB English
Alison C. Watkins
BSFS Intl. Politics

Robin Elaine Wawack
BS Nursing
Peter D. Wearden
AB Government
Kristine Theresa Weber
AB English
Paul Weber
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Brian Charles Weis
AB Theology

Sarah Hagen Weiss
AB History
John J. Welch
BS Biology
Cynthia Louise Weldon
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Nicholas J. Welsh
BSBA Accounting
Linda S. Wesson
BSBA Marketing
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foreign Students
Georgetown's international
population increases annually.
The Office of International
Programs, located in the ICC,
provides services for foreign
students and a resource center
and administrative offices for
study abroad programs. Three
individuals aid foreign students
on campus.
Eric Heiberg organizes the
immigration and visa arrangements. H e helps students complete all the bureaucratic paperwork that confronts them.
Julie H o l t z m a n provides
guidance and counselling to
foreign students during their
stay at Georgetown. She handles personal matters like housing and health insurance. Julie
helps students adjust to the
U.S. and answers all their
questions.
Lois T h o m a s works with student activities to coordinate
events. She also develops inter-

cultural and social programs
including the arrangement of
travel and accommodations.
The Office of International
Programs often works with
other c a m p u s groups. Last
summer, during a s u m m e r program for high school students,
tension erupted between mainland U.S. students and a group
of students from the island of
Puerto Rico. The group leader
called on Office of International Programs for help. They offered seminars and activities
which helped to bring students
together, proving that O I P has
more to offer than meets the
eye.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989

Lois T h o m a s works in the O I P office
planning foreign student activities.
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Hagos Lemlem, a student from Ethiopia, is in the M S F S program here.

Georgetown's I R C delegation to the
National Model U N in N e w York City
was named "outstanding delegation"
for its representation of Gabon.

IRC

Wins at UPi

The 1987-1988 school year
was a landmark year for the
Georgetown University International Relations Club. 1988
marks the Club's 60th year as
an intergral part of campus
life. In addition. Club members
staffed the 15th National Collegiate Security Conference
and the Silver Anniversary
North American Invitafional
Model United Nations, this
year with a record 3,000
delegates.
This year was marked by
much more than the celebration of past successes. The
Club's Soviet Dissidents
Speakers series drew 250 students to discuss Soviet foreign
policy and life behind the iron
curtain. The Club's University
Affairs program also sponsored an appropriately-timed
forum on the Prospects for Diplomacy in Panama.
In addition to the Club's formidable presence on campus, it
also brought the G U banner
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into competition in intercollegiate model U.N.s. The Club
dominated conferences held at
the University of Pennsylvania,
Princeton and Harvard, and
once again took top honors at
the National Model U.N. in
N e w York City.
The Club was honored for its
accomplishments both on and
off campus by receiving an
honorable mention from the
Student Affairs Office as the
outstanding student organization. This award recognizes the
important role the l.R.C. plays
in the lives of its over 350
members.
by Paul Clement, SFS 1988

I R C Chairman Paul Clement introduces Soviet defector Anatoly Davydov to deliver his lecture "Soviet M e dia Portrayal of the United States."

Stefani Thon Westfall
BSFS Intl. Economics
Jennifer A. Whalen
BS German
W . Tobin Whamond
BSBA Finance

Mark Richard Whitehouse
AB Government
Janie O. Whitney
BSBA Finance
Constance Bain Whitten
BS Spanish

Brian Douglas Wieck
BSFS Comp. & Regional
P. Joakim S. Wijkstrom
AB Fine Arts
Paige Genean Wilhite
AB Government

Christine Joyce Williams
AB English
David M . Williams
AB Government
Laurie C. Williams
BS Biology

Susan Williamson
BS Nursing
Clifford Earl Wilson
BSBA Finance
John M . Wilson
BSBA Marketing
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Karen E. Wilson
BSBA Finance
Pamela Elizabeth Wilson
BSFS Intl. Politics
Bradley D . Winer
BSBA Accounting
Robert David Wing
BSFS Comp. & Regional

Ruth K. Wischniowski
AB Government
Andrea Wobst
BS German
Sue-Anne Theresa Wolek
BS Portuguese
Edward M a r k Wolfe
AB Government

T/ie Jesuit Community
Nestled between the noisy
pub and Village C, the Jesuit
C o m m u n i t y House miraculously maintains an aura of
tranquility. The Jesuits enjoy
the community life as well as
their interaction with students
on both a social and an academic level. The large dining
room, which functions as a
central meeting place, bustles
with activity during the day;
often students gather with the
Jesuits in the smaller dining
rooms.
The Jesuit ideals extend beyond the classroom and subtly
pervade the entire campus.
T h e Jesuits have always
strongly influenced the campus. They have survived many
ups and downs, perhaps because these m e n descend from
a hearty stock.
O n the shores of Maryland
on March 25, 1634 Father An-
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drew White celebrated the first
Catholic mass with a group of
settlers. In the 17th century
Maryland upheld an unprecedented policy of religious toleration. T h e congregations
grew steadily until the English
government suspended Catholic rights after the Glorious
Revolution. Then in 1773 Pope
Clement X I V ordered the Society of Jesus disbanded.
The Jesuits did not surrender easily. They formed an
American confederation for
control of the new American
offspring of the European
church. O n e pioneer, John
Carroll, worked diligently to
keep Catholicism alive. H e
dreamed of establishing a
Catholic college in America.
In 1787 he aquired land on the
Potomac. The Jesuits consolidated their power and elected
John Carroll bishop of the

American church. During the
same year, Carroll founded
Georgetown College and accepted thefirststudent William Gaston in 1791. In 1804
s o m e ex-Jesuits affiliated
themselves with the Russian
Society of Jesus and the Pope
reinstated them. Carroll did
not wish to return to the Society in this way. In 1805 he
turned over the college to five
Jesuits.
Today the Jesuits continue
the tradition of diligence and
patience. Their presence has
added a special atmosphere to
the Georgetown experience.
by Jennifer Gillan, CAS 1989
Jesuits are housed in Maguire, M u l ledy and Gervase, three of the oldest
and most historic buildings on campus.

Christophe J. Wollak
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Matthew Leuschel Wood
BS Russian
Margaret L. Woodhull
AB Fine Arts
Marie-Claire Woodring
BS Nursing

John Wickliffe Woodward
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy
Maia Johanna Worden
AB English
Joseph Lawrence Wright
BSFS Intl. Politics
William D. Wyatt
BSBA Intl. Management
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Father Ronald Murphy acts as rector
of the Jesuit Community.
This statue of Joseph and Baby Jesus
stands outside the entrance of the
Community.
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Yhe Real (?) Washington D.C.
Welcome to Washington
D.C. - home of the Hoyas and
other distinguished national
leaders. D o not feel as if you
are missing out on any Washingtonflavorjust because you
are not part of an organized
tour. A u contraire, these organized trips are about as informing as a 4th grade history
textbook. Here is the real
story:
Washington D.C. was originally founded as a "laundry"
district; dissecting the word
"Washington" reveals the
true meaning— a town for
washing. This guy named
George opened an entire
chain of laundromats along
the Potomac River.
Y o u passed George's house
on your way to D.C. The
house rests on Mount Vernon
and is located in what used to
be a densely wooded area.
The woods did not last long
with George around; he used
much of the wood to fuel his
laundromat chain.
Edward J. Yablans
AB Government
Matthew Melvile Yaeger
AB Classics
Andrea Michelle Yaryura
BSFS Hum/Intl. Affairs
Richard Edward Yates
BSFS Hist./Diplomacy

Robert Lee Young
AB Economics
Scott Andrew Young
AB History
Stephanie Eileen Yuhl
AB American Studies
Edward J. Zabrocki III
BSFS Intl. Economics
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Y o u also passed many other historic sights on your way
to the District. First, the Key
Bridge, although thought to
be named after the composer
Francis Scott Key, it was actually named by the Marriott
Corporation for one of their
hotels.
Once over Key Bridge, you
have travelled onto M Street.
M Street is inundated with
bars, restaurants, and shops.
O n e particular shopping galleria is Georgetown Park. In
colonial days, Georgetown
Park was actually a wilderness preserve that served as a
teenage hot spot for necking.
Today, there stands an architectural marvel that houses
the Ralph Lauren Shop, The
Sharper Image, and (in remembrance of the site's original capacities) Victoria's Secret Lingerie Shop.
O n a hill less than a mile
from Georgetown Park rest
the campus of Georgetown
University. Originally found-

ed as an institution to promote a cleaner wardrobe,
Georgetown transformed into
a well respected center for
higher learning.
The monuments of Washington D.C. hold a plethora of
obscurities:
1. The Lincoln Memorial:
Built as a monument to Ford
Motor Company's Luxury
Sedan, the oil crisis of 1979
changed its orientation to the
less gas guzzling 16th
President.
2. The Washington
Monument. Long believed to be a
large phallic symbol, evidence has surfaced to reveal
its true purpose. The monument served as the western
most post for a giant clothes
line. Cables connected the
Capitol Building and the
monument thereby allowing
clothes to air dry.
3. The Reflecting Pool: Located beneath the giant
clothes line in the sky, it at-

tempted to make D.C. appear
larger in case of e n e m y ,
attack.
4. The Awakening Sculpture:
Located at Haynes Point, the :
slumbering statue honors 5
President Ronald Reagan's >
afternoon naps.
5. Supreme Court Building.
Originally Diana Ross' pri- •
vate tennis facility.
6. The National Archives:
Not to be confused with the ;
American Archives. The two i
are separate and do not meet
except for one series in
October.

This article was written <
purely for en terta in men t purposes. It is the product of the
warped sense of humor held '
by Vinnie Caracciolo, with
contributing sickness from
Don Mark North.
by Vincent Caracciolo, SBA
1988

The Washington Monument-Capitol
connection results in the great clothes
line thanks to the entrepeneur George
Washington.
Georgetown Park rests on what used
to be a densely wooded area, formerly
a popular spot for young couples.

Christine C. Zebrowski
AB English
Robert M . Zech
BSFS Intl. Politics
Thomas D. Zeigler III
AB Sociology
Timothy James Zellmer
AB History

Rachelle Zowine
AB Sociology
Christiane Zuniga
AB Government
Paul Kurt Zurlo
AB Economics
Wendy Lynn Zweben
BS Japanese

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1988
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Tradition meets tomorrow..."
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The Tombs, F. Scotts, &. T>ie 1789 Restaurants
1226 36th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007 (202)965-1789
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Congratulations
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Georgetown University
Bookstore
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Congratulations
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To The Class of 1988
Financial Affairs Staff
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Congratulations from the President
and the Board of Directors of
Georgetown University
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i Best Wishes to
the Class of
1988

From the Lauinger
Library Staff
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Dearest Lord, teach me to be generous;
Teach me to serve thee as thou deservest;
To give and not to count the cost,
To fight and not heed the wounds,
To toil and not seel: for rest.
To labor and not seek reward.
Save that of knowing that I do thy will
- Ignatius of Loyola

Peace and Godspeed! The Campus Ministers
and the Chaplains in Residence

The Campus Ministry
?^??!?;T!W'7^?W'»?'T!W^
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Best Wishes!

STUDENT AFFAIRS
'.',-'.',-',-.V •.','•'.••.'-

ATHLETICS

S T U D E N T SERVICES & FACILITIES

\'ates Field House
Intercollet^iate Sports
Intramural Sports

Housing Senices
Residence Hall Operations
S u m m e r Housing and Conferences
I'nixersitv (xMiter

PROTECTIVE SERVICES
UNIVERSITY H E A L T H SERVICES

S T U D E N T LIFE

Counseling Center
Student Health
Student Health Psvchiatn.-

.Adjudication and C'onducr
Career Center
Residence Life
Special Senices
Student Programs
Training and Orientation

rtisements

T h e Department of Administration £if Facilities
and
Its 580 Employees
Wishes T h e

CLASS OF 1988
Every Joy, Happiness £if Success During Their M a n y Future Years.

Division of Facilities
Construction
Building Maintenance
Design and
Engineering

Affirmative Action
Central Shops
Power Plant
Operations
Facilities Planning

C o m p u t e r & Information Services
L'niversity Information Services
Central Computer Facility
Telecommunications and
Distributive Information Systems
Executive Software
.ADP Systems
.\dministrati\e Suppon

Division of Administrative
Purchasing
Pnnting
Bookstore
Surplus Property
Food Service
Post Office

Services
Graphic Services
Traffic and
Transportation
Stockroom
.Audio Services

University Personnel Office
Office of Insurance & Retirement
Legal Affairs

Internal Audit

Charles F. Meng
\ICHPRES1DH.\T

" W e have no shortage
of congratulations and
best wishes for a
healthy future
THl

From the Faculty, Staff,
and Students of the
School of Nursing

Congratulations

To Tlie Class Of\
1988
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GEORGETOWN
Our Best U'^ishes,
T h e University Graphics Department
T h e University Printing Department
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With Prayers and Best Wishes
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The Jesuit Community
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1988 Senior Auction Winners

W

wish unbounded succcs^ Kir all lySS
,^aduate^ m the Kaliratmn ul
protcssK)nal goalt. as vou begin vour
business careers and graduate cdueatuins

w

c

HFN Nt\l Y o u Rf TURN tu V'Uii alma mater,
remember that Vi>u will have the newest c a m p u s
re,souiee at vuur disposal, the IFnivetsU', Guest
House and Conlerenee CTentei m the Thi)mas .ind
Dorothy Leavey Center.

W H I IHll- Yl'! I '•""> ^
an mtormal reu
cLihsniates, or a laum .
you'll want to tcsenx oni oS rhi. 146 guest rottms
Be sure tu tcquest one ot the lonins with a diamatic
view (-it Healy lower the Hilltop, And the c a m p u s
panoiama
JTI iK [1i\r\L. the tacultv Club resiauiant will boast
a distmetne dmuei m e n u .uiJ in t K Y;.ini amhuinLC
accentuated bv ,i unique niiiial ut iln c.iuipus ll
vouprekt h.;lnei Iv'K in l\wUut's,a
contcmporar\- colieehnLisc.
d r ert,
•l'-0:-':--vV •:

Kneeling: Ruth, Jill. Standing: T o m , Jeannie, Kathleen, Brian.

Ah, when the heart of man
Was it ever less than a treason
To go with the drift of things
To yield with a grace to reason
And bow and accept the end
Of Jove or a season?
Robert Frost, "Reluctance"

Congratulations and Best of Luck
to our
1988 Graduates
School for Summer and Continuing Education

Congratulations
and Best Wishes
to the Class of
1988

PERSONAL,
PROFESSIONAL
SOUND
REINFORCEMENT
EXTENDS
CONGRATULATION AND
BEST WISHES TO
THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1988
Gus (Shawn) and Tammy
Kevin, Thom and Sambo
and the Kids (Jessie and Jay)
301-967-7267
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To Kathie McCarthy, C'88
Welcome to the ranks
of the alumni!

Love, Tom and Michelle
(McCarthy) Murphy, C'81;
Vincent McCarthy, B'86; and
Paul McCarthy, C'87.
^••^^^
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Donors
Thomas Avery
Dr.& Mrs. G. A. Balfour
Bruce W . & Cynthia K. Ballard
Rosina & Anthony Barbieri
Vaudi C. Bedon
Mr. & Mrs. Lorin A. Beehler
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred A. Bingham III
Mrs. Ronald P. Caputo
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Carlucci
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh W . Carter Jr.
Fulvio Censurato
Domingo Cheleuitte
The Cherico Family
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W . Considine
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad Contino
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Czuwak
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie A. Dean
Henry & Pamela Delcore
Hilda P. Demers
Hie Dumitrescu

Kenneth & Barbara Fischer
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel E. Flynn
Eugene G. Gallant
Mrs. Mary P. Gergen
Mary Earle Gugerty
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Guibord
Julianne Hainey-Farbman
David E. Hart
William F. Hennessey
Lawrence & Nancy Hines
Margaret Hopkins
Henry & Maureen Hulbert
Mr. & Mrs. Willard Jacobs
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence T. Jockel
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Sprague Jones
John N. Jureidini
Andy & Barbara Lesperance
Mr. & Mrs. J.F. Lover
Mr. & Mrs. Frank J. Lucchino
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Lynch
Mr. & Mrs. Albert W . Mader
Dr. & Mrs. Lewin R. Manly Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Michael McKee
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James L. McLaughlin
Rebecca McLaughlin
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Michalczyk
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Mills
Mr. & Mrs. Dominic T. Morandi
Richard C. Morrison
Mr. & Mrs. James Murphy
Ms. Roberta A. Nelson
Paul & Barbara Nettesheim
S. Noguch
Mr. & Mrs. John C. O'Brien
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Pfau
Irene & Joseph Poggio
Mr. & Mrs. Harold K. Rhow
Dina Robertson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Rohm
Mr. & Mrs. Randall L.C. Russell
Pat Scida
H. Sharabi
Mary & John Stewart
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Stewart
Mr. & Dr. Henry Tomaszewski
Mr. & Mrs. James Tourtelotte
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Trousdale
Mary A. Valcourt
Mr. C.N. Wesson

Mr. & Mrs. Jerrold L. Winer
Sue-Anne Wolek
Frank & Priscilla Wood

I
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Patrons
William L. Allen Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth G. Amend
Mr. & Mrs. Lee N. Angioletti
Gail Belt
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Berman
Mr. & Mrs. W . W . Boeschenstein
Peter & Karen Brine
William M . Burke
Mr. & Mrs. Barney Bus
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Caddoo
Dr. & Mrs. Paul F. Cifatte
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence R. Connelly
Dr. & Mrs. James Cozzarelli
Flavio E. Cumpiano
Sergio T. De Castro
Mr. & Mrs. George Derrane

]

Dr. Carlos J. Dominguez
Dr. & Mrs. Alex Dubil
Prof. & Mrs. Joseph E. Earley
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Erceg
Dr. William F. Feller
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Filippello
H. Joseph Flynn
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Frankland
Richard J. & Janice L. Gelson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Goodenough
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Gordon
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Graham
Frank & Veronica Grillo
Dr. & Mrs. N. Michael Hogan
Philip E. Jakeway, Jr.
Fred & Kay Janney
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Jeffs
Dragan V. Jezic
James & Carol Jones
Peter & Ann Kot
Mr. & Mrs. W . E. Kuipers, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Ernest N. Landy
Saralyn & Roy Levine
John A. Mailley
Mr. & Mrs. G. Newman McCann
Dr. & Mrs. William P. McCann
Mr. & Mrs Francis J. Meagher
James Moran
Mr. & Mrs. John Patrick Moran
Serena Noznesky Morrissey
Joseph & Ann Moylan
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel V, O'Leary, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Putter
Drs. B. & R. Ratanawongsa
Jerome R. Rosenberl
Mr, & Mrs. Frank P. Sarro
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Schaus
Mr. & Mrs. Robert V. Sharkey
Philo & Carrie Shelton
Mr. & Mrs. David Slayback
Bernard & Patricia Smith
Gus & Edith Tamburro
Franklin A. Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. J.M. Trichtinger

Mr. & Mrs. Pasquale Vallone
Dr. & Mrs. Francis X. Van Houten
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Viola
Wendell W . Young III
Edward & Margaret Zebrowski

Sponsors
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Abely
Margaret Alderman
Mr, & Mrs. Donald M . Arndt, Jr.
Kaethe & Juergen Arnold
Jon M . Baker
Dr. & Mrs. Paul D. Barnes
Mr, & Mrs. Robert Biswanger
Robert B. Brown, Jr.
Mr, & Mrs. Richard W . Bruno
Patricia Budd
Dr. & Mrs, Vincent J, Cannamela
Mr, & Mrs, John E. Carroll, Jr.
Peter & Katherine Cashy
Mr. & Mrs, George Caspar
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Daniel J. Choi
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas N. Clancy
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas W . Conner
George A. Carroon, Jr.
Mr, & Mrs, Michael L, Costa
Philip L. De Camara, III
A, L. DeMatteis
Dr, & Mrs, Robert A, Dietrich
John P, Dougherty
Mr, & Mrs, Michael J, Downey
Frederick W , Faerber III
Mr, & Mrs, A, Fariborz
Dr, & Mrs, Anthony J, Federico
David & Margaret Ficca
Joseph P, Fodero
Dr, & Mrs, William E, Forsythe III
Dr. John E. Francis
Dainforth B, French, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Gaines
Mrs, Barbara A, Gendhait
Maria Gillan
Dr, & Mrs, Carlos J. Gomez
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Gorman
Mr. & Mrs, Eugene Graziano
Mr, & Mrs, C, G, Grefenstette

Mr, & Mrs, Michael H, Heath
Ms, Helen Heathfield
Carole G, Henry
Mr, & Mrs. Gerald Hepp
Drs, Jose & Heidi Herrera
Donald & Elaine Hogarty
Mr, & Mrs. Neil J. Horgan
Ms, Heather Huffman
Larry & Beth Hunt
Carlotta Hutchinson
Dr, & Mrs. Thomas V, Inglesby
Congressman James M . Jeffords
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen G. Juhasz
Dr, & Mrs, Joseph M , Kelly
Mrs. Judith W . Kelner
Mr, & Mrs, Francis E, Keyes
Natalie S, & David W , Khoury
Charles H, Kresslein, Jr,
Mr. Thomas Kulak
Jane & Gibbs LaMotte
Peter Licopantis
Dr. & Mrs. William Lippy
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Lloyd
Mr. Benjamin Manly
Dr. Michael L. Marone
Dr. & Mrs. Luciano Martinucci

Mr. & Mrs, Michael Masciale
Dr, & Mrs, William C, Maxted
Mr, & Mrs, A, Mazziotti
Dr, & Mrs. F.M. McElhannon, Jr.
John McGoldrick
Mrs. Laurie McGrath
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph W . McMahon
Mr. & Mrs. John F. McNamara
Dr. & Mrs. J. Gerald Meagher
Mr, L,B, Melman
Mrs. Linda O. Morgan
Mr. & Mrs. Charles P, Morreale
Mr, & Mrs, Peter P, Mullen
Karl & Elsa Murphy
Norman E. Murphy
Mr, & Mrs, Timothy P, Murphy
Mr, Mick Nuggett
Dr, & Mrs. Istvan Nyirjesy
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. O'Connor
Mr, & Mrs, R, Ostergaard
Timothy G, Patitsas
William A, Petzold
Dr, Alice M . Piasecki
Ms. Patricia Powers
Joseph Rand
Mr. & Mrs. B. Reynolds

Ms. Marilyn Rich
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J. Rizand
Mr. Frank Rodriguez
Mr, & Mrs, Luis Rodriguez
Mr, & Mrs, Alberto Romero
Gertrude Ross
Mr, & Mrs, Amieto U, Salvadore
Ronald, Louise,
Diane & Lori Schiraldi
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Schloemer
Mr. Stacy Schuitz
Dr. H. Michael Senoi
Mr. & Mrs, Bill M , Shaw
Mrs. Julia Shaw
Mrs. C. Shepherd
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Shima
Andrew K, Shiotani
Mr. & Mrs. John Smith
Robert Smith
Mr, & Mrs, William Smithing
J, Gray Somers, Jr,
Mr, & Mrs, Richard Steck
Mr, & Mrs. Kenneth Stein
Mary Strigari
In Honor of Drs. Taylor & Weber
Mr. & Mrs. Philip L. Thomas
Ward J. Timken
Kurt Unverferth
Mr. Steve Urban iak
Mr, & Mrs, Tony Vandenberg
Dorothy Vassiel
Mr, and Mrs, Vito R, Verni
Mr, & Mrs. Jospeh V. Vittoria
Mr, Michael Wall
Mr, and Mrs, Wlllaim G, Walsh
Oliver & Beryl Watka
Ms, Geraldine Wildman
Edward Wolfe
Mrs, E, W o m a n
Mr, David Wunch
Gerald & Audrey Yandel
Mr, & Mrs, Henry Zebrowski
Mr, & Mrs, Walter Zientek
Dr. Lorenz E. Zimmerman
Mr, & Mrs, F,W, Zidwick
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Benefactors
Patricia Arden
Drs, Frank & Angela Bellizzi
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund M . Brady, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Brazeau
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Carroll
Mr. & Mrs, Charles M , Cawley
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W . Considine
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Corcoran
Mr. & Mrs. William Devaney, Jr.
Anthony N. Diagonale
Dr. & Mrs. F.C. Donovan
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Dunst
Judith & George Farr
Robin K. Foley
Philip G. Geyer
Brad & Patty Griffith
Mr. & Mrs, John R, Hanlon
Dr, John G, Hansen
Robert L. Heffner
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W . Heuisler
Judith Hollander
John R. Iraj
Michael T. Kane
Robert J. Kelly

Admirers of
Karen E. Labrecque
Atty. & Mrs. George B. Leahey
Drs. Manuel & Mildred Lim
Kathryn Lloyd
Mr. & Mrs. William Lockwood
Marilyn Loschert
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Maguire
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. McElroy
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Meltzer
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Meyers
J. Ronald Morgan
Mr. & Mrs F. William Muench, Jr.
F. David Olazabal
Mr. & Mrs. William M . Peloso
Mr. and Mrs. John A, Piliski
Mr, & Mrs. J.R. Plaxe
Mr. & Mrs, T,J. Rentko
Patrick G. Ryan III
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Silich
Caroline M . Skudlarek
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Steidel
Sarah T. Stephens
Mr. & Mrs. Karle the Losen
L.A. Wallisch, Jr.
The Zareh Family

Alma Mater

Hail, oh Georgetown, Alma Mater
Swift Potomac's lovely daughter.
Ever watching by the water
Smile on us today;
Now her children gather 'round her
Lo, with garlands they have crowned her
Reverent bands and fond enwound her
With the Blue and Gray.
Wave her colors ever,
Furl her standards never.
But raise it high,
And proudly cry,
M a y Georgetown live forever.
Where Potomac's tide is streaming
From her spires and steeples beaming
Georgetown's Blue and Gray.
Throned on hills beside the river,
Georgetown sees It flow forever.
Sees the ripples shine and shiver,
Watching night and day.
And each tender breeze upspringing,
Rarest woodland perfumes bringing,
All its fold to fullness flinging.
Flaunts the Blue and Gray.
Robert Collier '94
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Adams Morgan 22,215
After-Ball 217
Aggarwal, Reena 201
A I D S 111
Airline Travel 107
Aiatis, James 177
Alaysia, John 260
Alcohol Policy 108
Allen, Kathryn 99
Allen, M e g 161
Allen, Melissa 362
Alma Mater 351
Alpha Sigma N u 98
Alsip, Neil 56
Alter, John 304
Alumni Association 70
Aquino, Corazon 109
Arabic Department 206
Arbab, Lily 134,135
Arias, Margarita 217
Arias, Martin 34,251
Arias, Oscar 217
Arrigan, Robert 169,310
Arwood, Nikki 145
Asphalt Jam 96
Astaire, Fred 106
Auletta, Kelli 76
Avery, Richard 198
Aynes, Maria 145
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Babb, Valerie 192
Babbitt, Bruce 123

Baccalaureate M a s s 216
Brown, Jim 239
Bryant, D w a y n e 141 ,;^, • „,
Baczko, Laura 362
Bryar, Paul 85
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A
Bal, Mercedes 198
Buchanan, Annick 207
"^
Ballas, James 200
Barbie, Klaus 106
Budd, K i m 317,319 , Barnes, Steve 259
Budweiser 239
• ;!,;
Barnett, W a y n e 69
Bunch, George 100
' ;;
Bassi, Laurie 185
Bush, George 123 '• Z••''""[^1
Beaudoin, Kristen 166
Business School 2 0 0 • t:
Bedford, John 60
%„ ,,
Byrne, Maribeth 78'"ir^'-X;":.;;?.
Beggs, Nyle 270
.-...,. *•.... ;•
Belicka, John 154
"\/ ><
Bell, Milton 143
Benefactors 350
Bennett Michael 106
Berger, K i m 44
Cabaret 215,260
Bianco, Joe 239
Cage, Ted 308 ;, ,;;„»:
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Bicentennial 9
C a m p u s Ministry 249, 33*7
Biden, Joseph 108
Campos, Hector 179
Big Buddies 231
Cannamela, Vincent 44,229, 237
Billings, Bradley 184 , ^ 1 r,
Canty, M i k e 310
Biology Department 182
Caracciolo, Vinnie
Biswanger, R o b 186,362
41,115,214,249,304,330,362
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Black Dance Theater 11
•, . •
Carey,
Claire 32
Black M o n d a y 111,
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Carey,
Jill
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Carroll, John SJ 8,328
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Bork, Robert 112
Boyle, Lizann 134,135,161
Carson, Lara 149
Boyle, M e g a n 134,135
; t
Casey, William 106
Brenden, Elizabeth 137,165
Cash, Pat 106 .
Brereton, D a n 158,159
Casino Nite 260
Center Cafe 78,319
Breslin, Erin 139,145
Brinden, Elizabeth 136
Center P u b 80,217
Brine, Kate 136,164
Chambers, Bettye 187
•
;;
Brockschmidt, Bill 184
Chang, Christina 38
C h a p m a n , George 183
D
Brooks, David 362
Chemaly, Soraya 218
Brough, Christine 136,137,165
Chemistry Department 188 " "
Brougher, Valentina 187
Cherniavsky, Professor J. 189
,-;:";„;;":„, Brown, Dorothy 185 ~".M.::"\.
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Chieffo, Clifford 256
Chinese Department 196
Christy, Cathy 362
Chubb, M a r k 83
Ciotta, Frank 41
Classics Department 196
Clauson, Lara 135
dayman, Dan 200
-Clays, Peter 154
Clement, Paul 326
Collier, Robert 351
Collins, Brian 79
Computer Science Department 188
Computer Virus 321
Conlin, Cheryl 149
Connelly, Walter 99
Connor, Joseph 216
Considine, Sarah 216,251
Constitution 107
Construction 4
Continental Airlines 110
Cook, Jill 144,145
Cooper, Pat 50
Corallo, M a r k 34,44
Corp 78,333
Corp Travel 78,319
Corrigan, Kathy 301
Counseling Center 252
Credit Union 79
Crowley, John 95
Curran, Emmet 9
Currie, Dan 128
"Currie, Joseph, SJ 9
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Dahlgren Quadrangle 212
Daly, Jude 85

Eckel, Mimi 47,214,245
Economics Department 184
Edwards, Jonathan 142
el-Qaddafi, M u a m m a r 123
Elliot, Peter 128
Emerotti, Mike 61
Engler, Hans 197
English Department 192
Epperly, Bruce 249
Esposito, Rich 154
Ethier, Kelly 323
Ewert, Elizabeth 47,245

D A P 70
Davis Mike 362
Davis, Royden B., SJ 176
Davis, Ted 62
DeCamara, Phil 101
DeFilippo, Frank 60
DeGioia, Jack 32,260
Delaney, Bob 158,159
Delivery 232
Delta Sigma Pi 304
DePersia, Jim 126,128
DeRosa, Steve 56
Derryberry, Doug 260,263
DeVries, D a w n 288
Diaz, Ed 133
Docharty, Michele 131
Dole, Elizabeth 107
Dole, Robert 123
Domino's 232
Donahue, James 99
Donesa, Christopher 82
Donohoe, Christian 169
Donors 346
Donovan, Molly 157
Dowling, Kathleen 206
Downing, Laura 149
Doyle, Sue 259,265,308
Drury, Kate 161
Dukakis, Michael 122
Dukakis, Olympia 121
Dummer, Dave 307
Dunn, Maura 276,314
DuPont, Pierre 123
Durkin, Joseph T.,SJ 9
Durst, Greg 46,245
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Fagan, Lynn 166
Fanaritas, Pan 136
Farmer Bill 213
Father Healy's Picnic 215
Features Divider 30
Finnell, Jeff 146
Fischer, David 263,291
Fischer, Leona 190
Financial Aid 334
Fine Arts 178,242
Fleming, Deirdre 165
Flemming, Kristin 63
Flynn, A m y 317
Flynn, Kelly 229
Fortier, John 273
Foster, Susan 97
Founder's Day 94
Football 126
Fox, Liza 134,135
Frankland, Suzanne 95,138 148,149,362
Freeze, J. Donald, SJ 174
French, Dan 170
French Department 206
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G A A P 68
Gabrielsen, Erika 160,161
Gaffigan, Jim 229,262,263
Gagliano, Frank 136
Gallaudet University 118
Galvin, T o m 170
Gaston, William 328
Gephardt, Richard 123
Georgetown College 328
Georgetwon Journal 82
Georgetown Park 330
German Department 180
G E R M S 90
Gibson, Brian 237
Giebler, Elke 204
Gillan, Jennifer 232,237
239,240,245,252,260,273,275
291,312,313,321,325,328,362
Gillery, Ben 46,143
Ginsburg, Douglas 112,113
Girard, Michelle 165
Glasnost 106
Glass, Charles 108
Glaser, Christine 362
Glavin, John 192
Gleason, Jackie 106
Going, William 137,162
Gomez, Joe 44
Gorbachev, Mikhail 106,118 121
Gore, Albert 122
Gorman, Beth 157
Gormely, Kathleen 102
Government Department 204
G P B 95,260
G P G U 111,117
Gracenotes 255
Granville, T o m 34

Graphics Department 340
Graziano, Mike 132
Greaves, Sheila 165
Green, Sean 128
Grefenstette, Ed 170
Grelle, Jim 136,137,162
Grenville, A m y 145
Griff the Budman 215
Griffith, Cindy 307
Grimes, John 212
Groove Safari 217,260
The Guardian 82
Guibord, Ron 60
Guieu, Jean M a x 207
G U P S 217
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Haas, Marius 133
Hackett, Sarah 255
Haig, Al 123
Haley, Joe 128
Halloween 40
Hamblet, Bob 146,147
Hansen, Katie 68
Hardeck, Sheryl 130
Hart, Gary 122
Haught, John F. 195
Hawkins, Chris 146
Healy Basement 317
Healy, Timothy, SJ 8,147
Healy Tower 216
Hecht, Brad 146
Hee, Corwin 56
Heffner, Mike 83,112,362
Heiberg, Eric 325
Heisler, Haren 161
Helfrich, Jenny 149

Helin, Vanessa 126
Hentz, Otto, SJ 98
Hess, Rudolf 108
Higgins, Lou 260,263,308
Highsmtih, Ronnie 142,143
Hildago, Rosie 76
Hilton, Alison 178
Hirsch, Jonathan 100
History Department 184
Hofstetter, Susan 149
Hohl, James 362
Holt, Frasier 362
Holtzman, Julie 325
Hopkins, Jane 169
Horvath-Peterson, Sandra 185
Houston, Sean 88,146
The Hoya 82
Hoya Station 245
Hoyamotion 44
Huang, Nancy 71,94
Huffman, Heather 226
Huggins, Gail 160,161
Hughes, Christina 207
Hughes, Elizabeth 95
Humphrey, Ray 162
Hunt, Anne T. 362
Hutchins, Kristin 255
Hynes, Rich 88,146
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Ifland, A m y 157
Imhoff, Lenore 95, 148,149
Ingebretsen, Edward, SJ 180
Inglis, Sandi 135
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International Student House 224
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KhIat, Tarek 95
King, Thomas, SJ 188
Kizer, Kathy 221
Knight, Beth 144,145
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Knoll, Duffy 234
Knoll, Ryan 169
Kovach,Dave 146
Kramer, Jerome 307
Krelovich, Lance 34,240
Krogh, Peter F. 94,176
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Jackson, Darius 270 ^ "^
Jackson, Jaren 141
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Jannick, Jan 146
Japanese Department 196
Jasper, Mike 162
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Kaczmarek, Cindy 265,317,362
Karch, Joseph 158
K a m a , Ajoy 251
Keck, Linda 188,362
Kehoe Field 71
Keller, K i m 134,135
Kelly, Patricia 266
Kemp, Jack 123
Kenneally, M i k e 157
Kennedy, Anthony 112,113
Kenny, Jim 158
Kevin, Michelle 151
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Landy, Michael 41,362
Lang, T o m 47
Lanin, Lester 217 •, ^nt r
LaPlante, Joe 275
'
LaRoche, Gina 165,317
Laskarkis, Alex 83 t ^ TA
Last Call 212
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Late Night 362'/^^ ?
Lauinger Library 337
Leavey Center 86,212
Lecture Fund 95
Lederer, Courtney 3
Lee, Tim 166
Leitz, Chris 189
Lemlem, Hagos 325
Lemond, Greg 239
Leonardo, Bob 162
Letra Set 362
Lincoln Memorial 11
Linguistics Department 204
Living 64
Lockwood, Jamie 96,118,362
Logan, Andrew 127,132
Lowry, Dean 127,128,151
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Madden, Eric 78
Madden, Leo 213
Majerus, Bob 249
Maloney, Michael 45,61
Mancini, Marie 61
Manley, Mark 162
Mann, Patrick 163
Marriott Corporation 308,330
Marsh, Tara 61
Marten, Lucy 193
Martilla, Doug 158
Martin, Christine 221
Martin, Elizabeth 229
Martin, Jennifer 229
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Martin, Ron 304
Martino, Paul 169
Martire, Daniel 189
Marzo, Dave 63,239 t -,T^
Masciale, Susan 362
Masdea, Chrissie 151
Mask & Bauble 67
Math Department 196
Mayer, Trace 146
McCaffrey, Monica 145
McCann, Mike 157
McCarthy, Judith 218
McConnon, Mark 162
McDonald, Jack 88,169,262,263
McDonald, Perry 141,143
McDonough Esplanade 212
Mclvor, Maureen 78
McLeod, Matt 146
Meagher, Moira 161
Mecham, Evan 118
Metro 276
Metz, Justine 130,131
Meyer, Eric 307

Mikuta, Julie 145
Milton, Cathy 149
Mirro, Ron 304
Mitchell, Alan, S.J. 195
Monahan, Brendan 34,41
Monahan, M e g h a n 178
Moore, Lynn 166
i"l/ \: M o o r m a n , Marrissa 81
Morandi, D o m 103
Morell, John 242
Morgan, Charlie 154
Morrell, John 179
Morrison, Rich 169
Moses, Edwin 239
• i Moss, M i k e 154
> Mourning, Alonzo 143
Mowatt, Cyril 162
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Moylan, M i k e 132
Murphy, James 7
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NAACP n;\'>v.Nasca, Susan 149
Nass, V.P. 91
Navratilova, Martina 106
Neale, Joseph 183
The New Press 218
N F L 108
Nishimura, M i w a 197
Nitka, Tiffany 178
Nix, Elizabeth 61
Nolan, Julie 44
Noone, Maura 242
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Office of International Programs 325
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Palermo, Elizabeth 307
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Bottom Row: Susan Masciale,
1988 Theresa
Torres, Laura Baczko,
Debbie
Steidel, Jamie LockYe Domesday
wood, Jim Hohl. Second Row:
Booke Staff Suzanne Frankland, Gayle Vandenberg, Jennifer Gillan, Mike
Heffner, Cathy Christy. Hanging in Tree: Rob Biswanger, Vinnie Caracciolo, Lee Steidel.
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Letter From The Editor
We finally finished the yearbook. A
year-long project requiring more allnighters than all other classes combined is
coming to a close. The 1988 Ye Domesday
Booke reflects a lot of changes in Georgetown yearbooks. We've added a theme,
photo captions, senior features, more and
longer articles, and an index, and oftened
wondered why we do this.
The answer is simple. In the words of
last year's editor, Andy Shiotani, the "opportunity to shape Georgetown history for
years to come is inviting to the point of
being obligatory." T o that 1 must add the
friendship of an immensely dedicated and
talented group of people w h o stuck
through this year without any compensation other than the satisfaction of serving
other students. M y gratitude to them and
others who helped us is endless.
1 must thank Martha Swanson and Pat
Cooper of the Student Activities Office
for their cooperation, understanding and
moral support. Also important was the assistance of Ray Querey and Larry DeSantos of Jostens; although Ray nearly killed
us all by driving off a cliff on a staff trip to
the Jostens plant in Pennsylvania, he was a
consistent and invaluable yearbook rep
(although we took taxis from then on).

Theresa Torres handled the thankless
task of selling advertisements with
aplomb, and stepped beyond the call of
duty by researching and writing many senior features.
Susan Masciale took over the Features
section and did an outstanding job, even
finishing her section ahead of schedule.
Courtney Roberts did a fantastic job starting off the Student Life section. Her years
of high school yearbook experience are reflected in excellent layouts, copy and captions. Gayle Vandenberg and Laura
Baczko worked tirelessly on the Year-inReview section, researching and writing
articles and tracking down news photos.
Anne Hunt edited the Academic section, and despite dealing with uncooperative departments and photographers, produced one of the most interesting
Academic sections in recent years. Suzanne Frankland meticulously put together the Sports section, integrating a myriad
of information and pictures. Finally, Cindy Kaczmarek did a great job on the Senior section. She graciously accepted
changes made in a section she's edited for
four years, and worked long hours to organize senior portraits and features. Special
thanks must go to her assistant Jim Hohl
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Debra Steidel,
Editor-in-Chief
Jamie Lockwood,
Managing Editor
Vincent Caracciolo,
Photography Editor
Jennifer Gillan,
Copy Editor
Mike Heffner,
Design Editor
Theresa Torres,
Advertising Manager

who stoically retyped 60 pages of names
and features after a seniors computer disk
fell victim to the rampant computer virus.
Vinnie Caracciolo was a fantastic photography editor. H e put in countless hours
taking and developing impressive pictures,
but even more importantly, kept our spirits
up when things got depressing.
Mike Heffner, as layout and design editor, is, more than anyone else, responsible
for the overall appearance of this book.
His energy and creative talent are
phenomenal.
Jennifer Gillan, as copy editor, nearly
single-handedly wrote this yearbook. Her
unflagging dedication and late-night sense
of humor were invaluable in the production of this book. 1 wish Jennifer and Mike
the best of luck in co-editing next year's
bicentennial Ye Domesday Booke-, I'm
sure it will be a prize-winner.
Finally, without managing editor Jamie
Lockwood, this yearbook would never
have been produced. She played a critical
role in every single section, handled tons of
organizational and business details, and
dedicated an unbelievable amount of time
writing, typing, and drawing layouts. I a m
most grateful, though, for her true friendship both in the office and out. Ye Domesday Booke has lost a valuable asset with
her graduation. Good luck with everything

you do, Jamie, and thanks for m a k n g m e
feel like 1 wasn't in this alone.
Others must be acknowledged for they
m a d e it possible for m e to take en this
project. I a m grateful to the Theology Department, especially Father W lliam
McFadden, SJ and Mrs. Jude D a y, for
being such understanding employejrs for
the past four years. I'm also indebted to
m y housemates - Katie Allen, HelenSarro
and Mary Jo Trichtinger - for takin; hundreds of yearbook phone messages, living
with a partial yearbook office in the living
room, and generally putting up with m e
through this hectic year. Michae fjieyer,
even though not a staff member, todk and
developed countless photos, most it extremely short notice. For that and or his
unconditional friendship I a m than[cful I
must thank m y parents, too, for supdorting
m e in this and in everything I do
Finally, I thank the Class of 19
in for
providing the memories that m a k e up this
book. We've attempted to capture them
honestly, and hope you enjoy this your
yearbook. Good luck always.
Sincerely,
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Features Editor
ob Biswanger,
Assistant
Unda Keck,
Assistant
Courtney Roberts,
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Year-in-Review Ed.
Anne Hunt,
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ric Janney,
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Suzanne Frankland,
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Photographers:
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Colophon
Volume 74 of the Ye Domesday Boolce was
published by Jostens Publishing C o m p a n y of
Owatonna, Minnesota, for release by Septem®Sie trim size for the book was 9x12 inches,
with a press run of 2,000 copies. Books were
Smythe sewn, rounded and backed.
The laminated cover was designed by Mike
Heffner with assistance from Debbie Steidel,
Jamie Lockwood and Jennifer Gillan, and executed with lexotone 160 point binders board.
Divider pages and endsheets were designed by
Mike Heffner.
Senior portraits were shot by Varden Studios of Rochester, N e w York. All other black
and white photos were taken as indicated with
Plus-X or T-Max A S A 64, 100, 125 or 400,
and developed and printed by the staff on
Kodak paper. Color photography was taken
by t|i^'.slalTand on Hktachromc- Kodachromc
j^M|Odacolor, and processed by Colorfax
uiSktories, Inc. of Washington, D C . The
University Photographer provided sports photos and A P / W i d e World provided Year-inReview photos unless otherwise noted. Lfnattributed photos are Ye Domesday Boolce file
photos.
**~"-iing, prologue, epilogue and closing
w ; w » ** written by Jennifer Gillan unless
StKerwise noted. Copy for Features, Academics, and Sports sections were written by section editors unless otherwise noted. Student
Life copy was written by section editors, Debbie Steidel and Jennifer Gillan. Senior W e e k
copy was written by Jamie Lockwood and
Debbie Steidel; senior features were written
by section staff or attributed author.
Principle type is Times R o m a n regular,
bold and italics. Body copy is 10 point, captions 8 point bold. The Year-in-Review section used Helvetica, Sports utilized N e w s
Gothic and Stencil, and Senior headlines used
Balloon Extra Bold and Benguiat Bold Italic.
Color pages are printed on 100 pound gloss
paper by 4 color process. The other pages are
printed on 80 pound gloss paper.
Funding for the book is provided by the
Stu4§jlt Activities Commission of the Georgett^^pniversity Student Association, parent
contributions, advertisements and book sales.
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As the year draws to a close, we evaluate

o

ur Future

In tffe end; a grade point average has little
connection to a college education. W e learn
to appreciate the world in which we live
through interaction with our environment,
not through the rapid memorization of
information.
Throughout the decades, educators have
encouraged students to reach extraordinary

c.'«*^

•

heights. Whether its a m o m e n t of defeat or
victory, they have taught us to face the challenges with fighting spirit of perserverence.
The Georgetown experience moves beyond
Healy gates and encompasses the comfortable neighborhood, the pulsating city, and
beyond.
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Evaluation of Future . . .continued tflr 9
No matter where we come from or travel
extraordmary. * •. ^-^
Hopefully, many graduates will i^lirn«t^
to after four years, every graduate will always
be part of the expanding university this book again and again; at the least Ye
Domesday Booke will provide a m o m e n t
community.
In the last weeks of May, a radiant peace away from the worries of every day life and at
settles over the familiar skyline. After four best it will remind each of a time when the
years on the Hilltop, the buildings grow fa- now-realized d r e a m s s e e m e d remote
miliar. Perhaps, through the lens of time this possibilities.
ordinary scene once again b e c o m e s
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epilogue

W h e n the rainy season ends,
flowers begin to appear all over
campus. These colorful transplants will brighten Copley
Lawn.

Senior M i k e Landy adopts
classical garb to join in the ancient rites of revelry during the
week of celebration before
graduation.
Although fires rarely occur on
campus, pranksters pull alarms
or the system malfunctions; obviously, this chained hydrant is
prank-proof.

Georgetown's soaring skyline adds a
striking contrast to the bright blue
summer sky. Healy's gothic spires
soar far above campus.

Evaluation of Future . . . continiied
Sadly, some only appreciate all that
Georgetown has to offer after they leave. Perhaps, by pausing a m o m e n t to really see what
happens around us, we can better understand
ourselves. For seniors, 1988 signified an edge,
a transition point in life; for the Class of
1992, the excitement has just begun. Whether its an atmosphere of beginning or ending
for students, the Hilltop itself remains con-
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epilogue

slant. T b e ' 6 u t ^ f a ^ «f the catnpi|S*may ap"?
pear different, but at its heart it is' the S&me
place.
m^
W h e n we graduate^ w e leave a part of ourselves behind in the stones Ind bricks of this
campus. While each person had constructed
his or her own meanings from the experience,
everyone, for at least four years, has called
Georgetown University home.
•

The Healy Clock Tower lords over the
university; the familiar hourly chiming
ceased for a brief time this spring when
the hands were stolen.

During final exams students occupy every
available study space on campus. This
smart student enjoys the view from White
Gravenor while studying.
The fifth fioor of Lauinger Library has a
sweeping panorama of the Potomac River.
The view is most striking at sundown
when the sailboats drift to shore.

epilogue

i

A n edge can be a point of termination or a
beginning; it all depends on one's perception.
Georgetown has fostered a sense of optimism,
allowing us to envision the positive side of the
challenges we face daily.
Perhaps, as Georgetown students, we have
the ability to view an edge as a point of pausing to look back and relive each m o m e n t of
joy, and appreciate them more because of the
pain and hard work involved.
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closing

T h e first .adjustment to life beyond
Georgetown can be easier if we construct a
new life on the strong foundations of our
college education. By loosening our tight grip
on our dreams, we can actually begin to
achieve them, although at times, it seems easier when everything remains the same. Fortunately, the unknown which exists beyond the
edges in our lives can be m u c h more
exhilarating."

Healy Gates, traditionally open
to all, will be closed in the coming year when the circle closes
to traffic.

Antique railings, such as this
fire escape, add to the charm of
the Georgetown neighborhood.
M a n y houses date back to the
early Potomac settlement.
Village A rooftop, the site of
the most sought after apartments on campus, overlooks a
peaceful, snow-covered W a s h ington in late January.
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•„ Ye Domesday Booke 1988 represents a «
Ti«al junction which links us to each other
through the memories captured in its pages.
The achievements recorded on every page
are something to be proud of.
With a little faith in ourselves we can

release*^r f^rs and embra'oe tlie fututd*.
Like a phoenix rising from the ashes,^e will.
grow stronger from our Georgetown Ixperi-;
ence and soar higher than before.
' '- *
The time has come to stand Q N T H E
E D G E , poised for flight.
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